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INTRODUCTION
In 1991, while gathering material for articles on the early history of the Research Branch
of the B.C. Forest Service, I began to realize that many old-timers of the 1920s and
1930s were still active and alert. I also discovered that several had worked in both the
research and forest surveys divisions. A little more digging indicated that there were still
around 30 survivors who had worked in forest surveys during the pre-war period.
I felt that it would be worthwhile for someone to interview these old-timers, and preserve
a record of their experiences in the B.C. Forest Service while the opportunity still
existed. I discussed the matter with Dave Gilbert, Director of the current Resource
Inventory Branch, and he concurred. He also felt that any history project of this nature
should cover events right up to the present time.
I then commenced to seek a volunteer to write the next section of the project.
Fortunately I obtained a favourable response when I contacted Bob Breadon. Bob and I
had worked together on the Kyuquot Forest survey in 1947. At that time he was the
Timber Cruiser and I was his Compassman. After graduation Bob worked in forest
surveys during the 1950s and he was willing to write the history of the Forest Surveys
Section / Forest Surveys and Inventory Division for the period 1940-1960.
Our two reports are now completed. Since they display some individuality of content,
organization and style, we decided not to combine them, but to publish them separately as
Part One* and Part Two. We hope that someone will undertake Part Three (1960 on) in
due course.

Ralph L. Schmidt
Victoria, March 31, 1995

*A history of the British Columbia Provincial Forest Inventory Program: part one, 19121940 by Ralph Schmidt. Revised edition published by the Forest History Association of
British Columbia, 2016. Victoria, B.C. Available for download from Fhabc.org under
“Publications” or from the J.T. Fyles Natural Resources Library at
http://library.nrs.gov.bc.ca/digipub/BCFSInventoryhistorypart1.pdf
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PREFACE TO PART TWO
In 1992 Ralph Schmidt and a group of retired Forest Surveys and Inventory Division
(formerly Forest Surveys Section) veterans decided that the colourful history of the
provincial inventory program and its many participants should be recorded, before any
more of those participants fell silent. Ralph recruited me to become an amateur historian
with him on this enterprise.
My assignment was to record the events and personalities of the 1940s and 1950s, now
known as the “Pogue Era” because Mickey Pogue was in charge during most of that
period. We agreed that the outcome should, as far as possible, be an oral history based
on the recollections, whimsical or not so whimsical, of those who marched with “Pogue’s
Army.”
During 1992, 1993, 1994 and 1995 I assembled over 200 pages of biographical sketches
based on interviews (personal, telephone or mail). Where old Forest Surveys Section
personnel records were missing, I prepared appendices listing known members of survey
parties and office staff. The combined listings contain about 2,300 names (some
appearing for one summer only, others appear year after year). About 180 photographs
taken during those stirring times were copied for inclusion in two albums (unpublished).
The biographical sketches, appendices and photo albums will become part of the archives
of Forest Inventory Branch for safekeeping and future perusal. Part Two which follows is
distilled from all the material gathered, in hopes of capturing the essence of a time when
forest surveys grew from a corporal’s guard during the war years into “Pogue’s Army” in
the 1950s.
The people who make up this history came from many origins. Some stayed in the woods
or in forestry, others moved on. No matter where they came from, or went afterwards, they
are linked by memories of the times spent in forest inventory. At a time when British
Columbia and its forests are changing, it seems fitting that those memories be recorded
before they are lost.

Robert E. Breadon
Vancouver, March 31, 1995
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PROLOGUE TO PART TWO
The official and concise version of the forest surveys story can be found in the annual
reports of the B.C. Forest Branch (1912-1945) and B.C. Forest Service (1945 onwards).
A number of articles about forest surveys people and the work they did are in the internal
BCFB / BCFS employee newsletters.
The following article was written by Assistant
Forester Barrie Ford for the May 1953 newsletter.1
It provides an introduction to the work of forest
surveys field crews and office staff and is followed
by the unofficial stories of those involved.
“The location is, ‘Anywhere, B.C.’ The curtain
rises on our cast of characters as the pale dawn
ushers in a new day of the field season. As the
train pulls in to the station, several members of the
survey party climb out of their Country Carryall
and await developments.
A tall, lean, pale student with his college beany at
a jaunty angle gets off the train with his packsack.
This is our hero, M.I. Green, who is to play the part
of man against the primitive elements, fighting
mosquitoes, crouching out in a rainstorm,
attempting to cook dinner, shouldering his
packboard for weeks on end through the
uncharted wilderness, bathing once a month
and relaxing only when it’s too dark to work.

Barrie Ford, 1950.

M.I. Green is cordially greeted by the other members of the survey who, nevertheless,
are appraising him with practiced eye. The party chief is D.I. Checkall and his righthand man is Joe Fillaform. The others in the group are ‘Moose’ Bushman, the Cruiser,
and his Compassman, N.I. Nohow. Experience from previous field seasons mark these
men as quick moving, organized, and of infinite patience. Having collected our hero and
stowed away his duffel, they leave the station for the field camp.

__________
1. Ford, Barry [sic]. 1953. Forest Surveys and Inventory Division. Forest Service Newsletter
No. 118, May 1953. Victoria, B.C. pp. 1-3.
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/FS_Newsletters/May1953_FS_Newsletter_118.pdf
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This is the story of the Forest Surveys Division. Our work, our objectives, our problems,
our product.
As Green travels along his way to camp he wonders just what the work and the country
he will see will be like. Here he is, fresh from college, empty of any knowledge of
woodcraft and forestry, but nevertheless with a keen desire to learn and do his job. His
party is one of the thirty spread throughout the Coast, Interior, and Northern reaches of
the 234,403,000 acres that make up our Province. He is one of the two hundred field
men that are taking part in our stock-taking survey of the forest resources.
The entire Field and Office program is supervised by a staff of expert graduate foresters
who have not only graduated from school but also graduated from the field Party Chief
duties. These men are continually visiting all field parties and aiding, advising, and
checking all phases of the work.
What are the forest resources of this province? Where is the timber, what species,
volume, condition and ages have we? What areas of immature, logged, burned,
cultivated, non-productive, lakes and swamps are present? We are seeking the answer
to these questions. Our work is directed to produce the maps which are needed for
forest management and administration for both industry and government. The need for
a complete stock-taking and presentation of all the forest facts has long been
recognized.
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In 1951, through a Federal - Provincial agreement, financial assistance came into effect
to complete our forest inventory. A year-around staff of one hundred employees are
crowded into our offices in the Weiler Building to plan, summarize, compile, check, and
draft the maps which are so urgently needed now. Two hundred temporary employees
are taken on during the summer season for the field work. These are students from all
walks of life and from every university across Canada. About one out of three is a
forestry student and many of the others are pre-forestry students, from the first or
second years of college. About two out of three have previous experience.
But what of our hero, Green? In camp, the scene is one of activity. Green already has
a Band-Aid on a finger from testing the sharpness of an axe. Tents are being raised.
The Party Chief is calling out advice, praise, encouragement, and a few other things
which may be on his mind at the time. The odour of neatsfoot oil and new leather is in
the air as Green, in his brand new caulk boots, saunters around trying to look like an
old-time logger. Boxes are being opened; everywhere, everyone not carrying something
is chopping something.
In short order the camp is set up. It looks smart. Rope is new. The Party Chief is
always on the go. Checking every little detail, showing Green how to make a bough
bed, checking the tent flies, adjusting ropes, explaining safety precautions, expounding
the details of woodcraft, how to light a campfire, how to prepare a meal, what to do and
when. Dinner time rolls around and the healthy appetite, stimulated by work and fresh
air promotes interest, activity, and in a few cases, catastrophe in the fine art of cuisine.
Green is cooking and asks each in turn how they would like their potatoes; mashed or
browned in the pan. Chops are cooked rare, medium or well done to suit the individual
taste. A choice of desserts? Little bits of twigs and dust are carefully brushed from the
plates before serving – this is the first day.
Towards evening the Party Chief and the senior men begin to relax a bit and look over
the maps and photos to plan the next day’s work. Working late at night, practically every
night throughout the summer, is part of the job to them. Time of day means nothing.
There is a big job to do and always something to plan, data to work up, letters and
reports to write. The key helpers work alongside, on maps and photos, field notes and
accounts, records and property, equipment and payroll. Joe Fillaform gets Green’s
payroll data ready while Bushman and Nohow tell him the lurid stories of their
experiences on flycamps, while making practiced preparations for their work in the
woods.
Basemaps and photo lay-down maps covering the twenty-five million acres require a full
year or more of preparation in advance of our demands. Full co-operation by the Air
Surveys Division in supplying our requirements contributes to the success of our
program. As a comparison to illustrate our recent expansion, 674,000 acres were
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surveyed in 1945, two million acres in 1947, four million in 1949 and eight million in
1951. With the Federal - Provincial agreement in full effect, thirty-seven million acres
were surveyed in 1952.
The summary of this area entails almost as much work as in the field, and it is then
recorded by mechanical tabulation by the Bureau of Economics and Statistics. For
summary purposes, the province is divided into 88 Regions, which are basically large
drainages. Each is further divided into Compartments. There are approximately 5,700
Compartments in the province. Further division also takes place within each
Compartment into ownership classes, land administration classes, namely, management
licences, parks, public working circles, et cetera, forest type, volume, age, and other
classes.
Back in camp, our hero has had a restful night, a hearty breakfast, and is prepared for a
day in the field. Green has another Band-Aid now from a burn acquired retrieving a pot
lid that fell into the fire. After breakfast, survey instruction begins. The Party Chief and
senior men demonstrate the use of the field instruments, Abney, compass, topographic
chain, diameter tape and increment borer. Left on his own to practice for a few minutes,
Green manages to get the chain in a beautiful snarl. All members of the crew go
through the same tests of trial and error and each time the Party Chief straightens things
out, gives further instruction, and starts everyone all over again. The day goes
smoothly, except for an hour lost looking for Green who had disappeared, with compass
in hand, heading due north in an easterly direction.
For many days the training period continues until each member of the crew is instructed
and practiced in all phases of the field work, operations, care of equipment and
mechanical units, accounts, woodcraft. The survey party develops into a smoothworking team, ready to do the task assigned.
There are basically two kinds of survey parties - forest classification parties and tally
parties. The forest classification crew is responsible for identifying, describing, and
typing forest and land classifications on the aerial photographs. Each crew will map
one-half million acres during the season, and there are three or four crews on each
party. The work is co-ordinated and checked by the Party Chief, who then forwards the
Compartment maps and photos to Victoria for plotting and summary. In plotting the
forest type lines from the photo to the map, the Kail plotter is used. This instrument
works on the principle of the stereoscope and radial line intersection. The plotting
section in the Victoria office tackled the huge job last winter of plotting the thirty-seven
million acres typed during the 1952 season. This was managed only by running two
shifts with 18 plotters in use by each shift. The job was completed by April and the
summary is now well underway.
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The other kind of survey party is the tally party. These six-man crews are engaged in
two phases of survey practice. Their job is to record accurate ground samples in the
forest areas that have been previously mapped. Each sample is taken randomly
according to established statistical procedures and volumes computed from stand tables
of each forest type. The number of samples required in each type is determined by
mathematical formulae. Many areas that were mapped last year will be sampled further
to strengthen the volume estimates.
In addition, each tally party will work on volume and decay analyses this summer.
Established sample plots which are representative of certain forest types will be felled
and bucked for study. The purpose of this work will be to build up data for volume tables
for various tree species, different site and age classes, and to arrive at net volumes.
The important point in this work is that at all times it will be under the direct supervision
of an experienced, graduate forester. The theory behind the volume and decay work
has been carried out in co-operation with the Research Division and the Dominion
Science Service. In preparation for this important work, a demonstration area was felled
and bucked at Sooke. All Party Chiefs were given intensive training in the field, in the
theory and practice of the work.
As the summer progresses, our hero becomes proficient in his job. He is interested,
curious, dogmatic and a perfectionist in his work. Every detail is checked and
rechecked. Physically, Green has changed considerably. He is tanned, there is a
spring in his step, he can lift an eighty-pound pack with one hand, instead of having to
be assisted by two other crewmen. The press has gone from his pants, his shirt is
slightly soiled, friends whisper about him, the clean-cut look has given way to a secondgrowth beard that resembles a slash burn that a bulldozer walked through.
At night, ‘Mouldy’ Green, as he is now known, has dispensed with the amenities of
civilization. Using a light silk fly, he camps ‘on the spot,’ anywhere. A bough bed is a
luxury when time permits; most of the time, however, the solid earth with a few stones
kicked away is adequate. Cooking knows no mysteries to him anymore. Meat is black
and red, burnt on the outside and not quite thawed out on the inside, take it or leave it.
Kraft dinner, that rare delicacy enjoyed by most woodsmen, is served twice a day, three
times on Sundays. Twigs, grit and mosquitoes are just added flavouring. Coffee is
stirred with the closest stick, and served by the bowlful.
Towards the end of the season Green looks forward to going back to school and to
civilization. Months in the woods have hardened him. In preparing for a flycamp the
procedure is simple. Rolled oats, rice, bacon, coffee, and dehydrated, diced parsnips.
Dessert is unheard of. Why bring dishes when you can eat out of the pot?
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In spite of the tough work, a balance is maintained. The crews do get into town
occasionally for a show or a break away from it all. Finally the day arrives when the
crew will leave for school. The tough trips are forgotten. Local barbers are kept busy
removing a summer’s growth of beard. Clean clothes, heavy duffel bags, and beaten-up
caulk boots are the order of the day. The station is crowded as the train finally arrives.
The excitement matches that of the first day. Last-minute words are exchanged, the
most famous of which are, ‘I’ll see you again next year.’ The job is complete and well
done. The Party Chief climbs into his vehicle, breathes a sigh of relief and drives back
to camp. After a few final days to pack up and wind up, he heads back to Victoria for a
winter in the office.”

Aconitum sp.
Monkshood
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CHAPTER 1: THE POGUE ERA 1940-1960
If the period 1925 to 1938 was the Mulholland era in forest surveys (see Part One), the
1940s and especially the 1950s were undoubtedly the Pogue era.
Forest surveys activity was almost at a standstill throughout the war. True, it survived as a
small section of F.S. McKinnon’s Forest Economics Division, manned by George Silburn,
Larry McMullan and a few others. Mickey Pogue himself was one of four Party Chiefs in
1940 (the North Shore East party) and Chief of the only party in 1941 (the Fraser South
party), before leaving in the fall to join the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF). George
Silburn ran a small party in the Sayward, Sproat and Alberni areas in 1942. But in 1943
and 1944 no pre-war style survey parties were in the field.
Mickey returned to forest surveys from the RCAF in the spring of 1946, at a time when the
Sloan Royal Commission’s report on forest resources pointed out the obvious need for an
accurate provincial forest inventory. He started almost immediately to exert strong
leadership, first as the new head of the Forest Surveys Section of the Forest Economics
Division, and from 1951 on as Forester-in-Charge (I/C) of a full-fledged and rapidly-growing
division in its own right. It seems fair to call the whole period between 1940 and 1960,
including the wartime doldrums, “The Pogue Era.”
Even in the years 1946 to 1949, the scale of forest surveys was no hint of things to come in
the 1950s. Some time in 1950, C.D. Orchard, Chief Forester and Deputy Minister of
Forests, called Mickey over from the Campbell Building to discuss how British Columbia
might participate in a newly-announced Federal - Provincial forest inventory scheme.
Dr. Orchard had received a federal government offer to help finance a B.C. forest inventory
program, to extend over five years, and to be conducted to specified standards.
Mickey responded with characteristic energy:
I told C.D. on the spot that I would need $1 million per year for five years, a
greatly accelerated aerial photography and base-mapping program, 50 new
vehicles, many more field parties and other outrageous things. C.D. agreed
immediately or soon after, and we prepared a formal proposal, which was duly
accepted in Ottawa.
THE GENERAL STAFF OF SURVEYS
The fat was in the fire. Mickey set about to rebuild surveys into what soon became known
as “Pogue’s Army.” For his right- and left-hand men he chose two veterans, George
Silburn and Harold Cliff.
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George had worked in the 1920s and pre-Depression 1930s as a commercial Cruiser for
Ryan and Hibberson. When timber cruising languished in the 1930s, George and Jack
Hibberson scraped together a living topping trees in urban Victoria. Later George landed a
government job, compassing on forest survey parties in the Interior. He stayed with
surveys, as a Cruiser and Party Chief, throughout the war years and late 1940s. He was
an unshakeable gentleman – the kind of man you instinctively trusted and liked.
With his liking for and understanding of people, and his familiarity with B.C. geography,
cruising equipment, camping gear, boats, vehicles and practical problem solving, George
Silburn made an ideal Assistant Forester (Operations). It was up to George to act as
Quartermaster-General of “Pogue's Army,” which was expanding exponentially in the
1950s. Tents, Abneys, vehicles, boats, chainsaws, pots and everything else came from
George, via the mysterious government procurement processes. He served Mickey loyally
until leaving to become Forester-in-Charge of the Reforestation Division in 1958.
Similarly, Harold Cliff made an ideal Assistant Forester (Technical) for Mickey. Again, he
liked and understood forest surveys people, and had worked for the federal Forest Insect
Laboratory and Forest Economics Division in both the Research and Forest Surveys
sections, from 1937 to 1942, and from 1946 onwards. His 1943-1946 time as a wartime
Canadian Army officer probably furthered his organizing abilities. Harold saw to it that the
elaborate and fast-growing surveys structure functioned effectively. “Mickey and I would
often arrange ‘trouble-shooting’ tours of the field parties, starting at opposite ends of the
province, meeting in the middle, and getting back to Victoria eventually to compare notes.”
Harold was Two I/C of Forest Surveys and Inventory Division from 1956 to 1959, and
again (after a 9-year stint as Two I/C of Working Plans Division) from 1967 until he retired
in 1978.
THE CODERS
Within the five-year duration of the agreement, the forests of the entire province had to be
classified and mapped by species, age, height and stand density. Much of this work was
done by ground crews. For example, in 1954 there were nine large Coastal Coding parties
and 26 Interior (three-man) Coding parties. It became apparent that over 100 Ground
Coders in the field each summer would be unable to finish in time. When adequate
amounts of new photography became available, Mickey Pogue asked Red Frey to try
coding from a fixed-wing aircraft. By 1954 Red Frey, Bill Bradshaw and Chris Lauesen
were operating teams of observers and typers, classifying remote and inaccessible parts of
the Northern Coast and Interior. Enormous areas were covered by the observers in singleengined floatplanes, marking and identifying forest types on stacks of airphotos and
prevailing on the pilot to circle or fly lower (or occasionally land the plane) for a better look
at stands of uncertain pedigree.
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THE SAMPLING CREWS
Mickey realized that the time-honoured strip cruising methods of the old-time Timber
Cruiser were not suited for large numbers of enthusiastic but inexperienced summer
students on his Sampling crews. Nor was it feasible to strip cruise the entire province
rapidly enough. With advice from Alan Fraser in the Research Division, the new sampling
unit became the “exploded” sample, consisting of four circular subplots. Under Bob
Malcolm, Carl Highsted and others, the standard inventory sample became highly
sophisticated. Its location was determined from a table of random numbers. Centres of
the four circular subplots were permanently marked so that a check cruise could be made.
Plot radii were meticulously measured with lengths of insulated electrical wire, to determine
precisely which trees were “in” and which were “out.” Each tree was tagged with a unique
number, measured, classified and subjected to indignities unheard of in previous sampling.
Crews became larger. To replace the strip cruises’ simple dot tally sheet, held in a small
aluminum notebook in the breast pocket of a vest, elaborate tally sheets were developed.
Each tree tallied took one line on a four-paged letter-sized form, held in a large and
awkward aluminum notebook. For several years, a crew was expected to locate and
complete only one of these four-plot samples per day.2
THE VOLUME AND DECAY CREWS
Existing boardfoot volume tables and subjective cull factors did not meet either federal or
provincial inventory standards. Samples previously tallied while standing were felled and
bucked. Each tree was then measured carefully to determine total stem volume, volume of
decay or other defect and net volume – all in the preferred volume unit of cubic feet. The
Volume and Decay Program began late in 1952, under Bob Breadon (volume) and Ted
Browne (decay). By 1960, over 23,000 trees had been measured in samples all over B.C.
THE MAPPERS
The boundaries and labels of forest types and other features were marked on
stereoscopically-viewed airphotos, partly in the field and partly later in the office, where
detail was finalized with purple ink. Hundreds of Ground and Air Coders and supporting
foresters worked on this “photo-typing” during the peak years of the 1950s, and hundreds
of gallons of purple ink were consumed.

__________
2. In an early example of privatization, Mickey was asked to advertise some blocks for sampling by
private entrepreneurs. The local consultants were wary, but a Quebec consultant named
Tremblay was the “successful” bidder at the outrageously high rate of $140 per sample. He
lasted several months before returning to Quebec, poorer but wiser.
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Vast numbers of typed, inked photos went to Kail plotter operators for stereoscopic transfer
onto planimetric basemaps produced from “slotted-template laydowns” from Air Surveys.
Jack Rhodes was in charge of a large drafting section, where the final fairdrawn linen
Forest Cover maps were produced. His Draftsmen included John Warwick, Bob Pethick,
Norm Clark, Don Smith, Mike Deroche and many others.
Forest Cover maps were produced at a scale of 40 chains to the inch (1:31,680) until 1951,
and 20 chains to the inch (1:15,840) until the onset of metric units.
From 1954 to 1956 Hugh Lyons was in charge of a separate project: preparation of a
province-wide “lithograph” Interim Forest Cover Series maps, at a reduced scale. Mature
timber, immature, not satisfactorily restocked, non-commercial cover, etc. were laboriously
coloured in, using standard colours, on two-mile-to-the-inch reductions of the standard
cover maps, and then lithographed for wide circulation. For many years to come, the
Interim Forest Cover Series maps were a much-used source of general information on
timber resources, roads and other details anywhere in B.C.
THE COMPILERS
Wally Bailey was at the heart of the system which derived complex area and volume
statements from raw field data and cover maps. He developed a rapport with Jack Gann,
in charge of mechanical tabulation for the government at large. At Wally’s instigation, all
sample plot, planimetry, volume table and net factor measurements were transferred onto
IBM cards:
Calculations were primitive and slow by today’s standards. I remember working
closely with Bob Breadon and Ted Browne on the volume table and loss factor
projects, with Carl Highsted on sample plot computations, with Doug Smith,
Barb Crawford and their diligent dot counters, and with Alan Blair of Mechanical
Tabulation, who wired the boards that told the machines what to do.
To make sure materials were not lost between work stages, Fred Smale and Roy Crawford
operated an elaborate storage and retrieval system in the basement of the Michigan Street
building. Not even the infamous flood of 1955 could interfere with this.
THE SUPPORT SYSTEM
In addition to the people working directly on the provincial inventory, forest surveys
employed support staff to run the office (Al Rhodes, Sam Smith); operate a radio network
(Don Sigler, Ray Tate); maintain vehicles, boats and mechanical equipment (Art
McKibben); design and build regional headquarters (Jack Rhodes, on top of supervising
the Drafting Section) and operate the Green Timbers warehouse (O.J. Powell and others).
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The boat Skippers and Engineers played an important role, seeing that field crews lived
aboard in comfort and safety, and got dropped ashore and picked up in the right places.
Cooks, both afloat and on land parties, probably influenced crew morale more than anyone
else in the party. Stories about some of the legendary Skippers and Cooks appear in
chapters 9 and 10 respectively.
In 1992, Mickey Pogue acknowledged that during the hectic 1950s and 1960s he and
George Silburn depended on the common sense and unflappability of Bob Jones. Bob’s
strength was in bringing people together to solve the operational and logistical problems
forest surveys ran into constantly.
The man who orchestrated this jigsaw puzzle and its workers was certainly Mickey Pogue.
No one doubted this. Typical observations on Mickey’s leadership:
I’ll always be proud to have been part of the crew which took up the challenge of
sustained yield in B.C., following the 1945 Sloan Royal Commission. Our part
was to create a new inventory – and by God we did – collectively and
enthusiastically! The “Pogue Influence” had a lot to do with it. His vision and
toughness put many of us on the first solid step up our career ladders
(Carl Highsted, 1992).
Mickey set up modern forest inventory procedures in 1951, 1952, etc. He had
vision and a take-a-chance attitude. He taught us to try new ideas and spend a
little money. Win some, lose some (Ted Vaughan, 1993).
1951-1960, BOB MALCOLM, INVENTORY METHODOLOGY
In the fall of 1951, Bob Malcolm came back to Victoria and to forest surveys, no doubt
much to the satisfaction of Mickey Pogue, who recognized talent when he saw it. Bob’s job
was to coordinate all of the technical components needed in assembling the final forest
inventory product. The Forest Surveys and Inventory Division organization chart for 1954
lists Bob as Supervisor-in-Charge of Technical Coordination. He moved back and forth
between Coding, Sampling, Volume and Decay, Mapping and Summary, making sure
each was contributing effectively and logically.
To Bob goes the credit for introducing the McBee punchcard, on which volume and decay
tree measurements were recorded. Custom-printed McBee cards came with holes
punched around all four edges. By hand-punching a U-shaped slot around particular
holes, one described the location, species, size, defect characteristics and many other
attributes of the tree.
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When a “knitting needle” was inserted through a stack of these cards, those with the
attribute chosen would fall out of the deck. This system would of course be laughable in
today’s electronic environment, but in the 1950s it provided a useful means for filing,
sorting and resorting over 23,000 tree measurement cards collected from 1953 to 1960.3
1957, BOB MALCOLM, RESOURCES SECTION
Bob headed a 24-person Resources section in the Forest Surveys and Inventory Division,
(see Office Party Organization for July, 1957: Appendix 11-1) formed to convert the
enormous quantities of raw data into the detailed answers required for the forthcoming
provincial forest inventory report. Bob worked with Wally Bailey and others to ensure that
full use was made of available data processing facilities. At first, this took the form of
rudimentary equipment for sorting, adding and multiplying with IBM punchcards. Later on,
forest surveys moved into early digital computers such as a rented Royal McBee LGP-30.
POGUE-ISMS
No discussion of the Pogue Era would be complete without a recapitulation of some
famous “Pogue-isms.” Mickey could always come up with an exhortation designed to
educate, inspire or energize his disciples.
PROPER SURVEYS ATTITUDE
Pogue, Silburn, and others of the old school, around the campfire after a gruelling day of
backpacking: “too bad it isn’t morning, so we could fly at ‘er again!”
NORTH COAST NAVIGATION IN FOG
“Simple. All you have to do is know (A) where you are now, and (B) where you’re going!”
CARRYING ON IN CASE OF CASUALTIES
“If your Compassman gets hurt, sharpen up his feet and drive him into the ground!”
GETTING LOST
“If you get lost, keep tallying!”
__________
3. Browne, J.E. 1962. Standard cubic-foot volume tables for the commercial tree species of British
Columbia, 1962. Forest Surveys and Inventory Division, B.C. Forest Service. Victoria, B.C.
62 p. https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37482.pdf
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Mickey Pogue on a visit to the 1946 Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Company
Land Grant survey. Back row, left to right: Davis Carey, Mickey Pogue, Gerry
Burch, Dave Holmes, Larry McMullan (Party Chief). Front: Dave Owen, Jack
Power, Dave Roussel.

ACCOUNTING, BULK TAGS, CHAOS, FRUSTRATED PARTY CHIEFS AND CLERKS
“…now that the system is working…”
COSTS CHARGEABLE TO FEDERAL GOV’T
“…got to find the outer limit of credibility, then lean on it!”
FINAL WORD, NANOOSE BAY, 1992
“Foresters and engineers should know that I existed.”
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CHAPTER 2: STARTING WITH SURVEYS
1927, MICKEY POGUE, NEHALLISTON
Started in forest surveys in 1927, at age 15. How did he get hired so young? “We don't
talk about things like that now.” Mother was co-editor of a women’s newspaper and active
in politics. She wangled “her boy” a government job and he made good on it. The years
1927 to 1931 were spent on survey parties, including the Nehalliston and Poison Butte.
1942, ALBERT McMINN, INVERMERE
He worked briefly in the Bloedel, Stewart and Welch Somass sawmill, but was reprieved to
start his first Forest Economics Division (forest surveys) job in the summer of 1942, at
Invermere. He assisted John Pickford in cruising Christmas Tree Permits and locating
their boundaries. Clark McBride was Party Chief. “Our chaining was a bit fast and loose.
Sam Marling came up from Nelson to inspect our work. He was unimpressed and raised a
mild objection about the loose chaining, but for the first time ever, we tied in perfectly to our
point of commencement! Back in Nelson, he reported, erroneously, that ‘the boys are
doing rather well with the surveying.’”
1946, BOB BREADON, CLAYOQUOT
I was the junior Compassman on the Clayoquot. Thus began a romance with
the B.C. Forester, salal, rain, blackflies and no-see-ums, box compasses,
Abneys, topog. chains, chain menders, Heads or Paris boots, Pioneer Brand
“Bone-dry”4 Cruiser coats, rainpants, hats, Trapper Nelson packboards, mummy
sleeping bags, Bulman’s dehydrated vegetables and Forest Service reflector
tents. I ran compass for Dave Hansen and others, on strips spaced about a
mile apart, all the way from Effingham Island to Sydney Inlet.
1946, GERRY BURCH, ESQUIMALT & NANAIMO RAILWAY LAND GRANT SURVEY
Gerry’s experience with forest surveys was in the summer of 1946, on the Esquimalt and
Nanaimo Railway Company Land Grant resurvey:
I went by bus to Duncan where my crew boss, Larry McMullan, picked me up
and took me to the old Hillcrest Logging camp on the west fork of the
Chemainus River. I met Jack Power, an air force veteran, and we remained
together in cruising, engineering and forestry (for BCFP) until our retirement.
__________
4. Read "Stiff-and-clammy."
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We worked six days a week and I slowly learned the coast species and the
Forest Service method of cruising. Oh yes, we had an Assistant Party Chief,
Davis Carey, who was very different and a pleasure to be around – but a
character.
1946, HUGH LYONS, CLAYOQUOT
In the summer of 1946, Hugh was hired by forest surveys and attended Ced Walker’s and
Ced Telford’s cruising school at Green Timbers and what later became UBC’s Malcolm
Knapp Research Forest near Maple Ridge. One highlight of that interlude was Harold
Cliff’s adroit handling of the 1935 Ford crummy on a series of bone-crunching rides to and
from the Marc farm. From there he joined George Silburn’s Clayoquot survey as a cruiser.
1947, WALLY BAILEY, VICTORIA
His first permanent job was in 1947, with the Economics Division of the B.C. Forest
Service, then located in the old Campbell Building in Victoria:
I was hired by Mickey Pogue as a Junior Draftsman, under the tutelage of Jim
Firth, best known for his excellent cartography and illuminated lettering.
1947, BILL YOUNG, KYUQUOT
Bill’s first summer with forest surveys was in 1947, starting with Mickey Pogue’s celebrated
training camp at Mesachie Lake. Following this, it was decided not to split up Bill and his
buddy Ralph Schmidt; both were assigned to George Silburn’s Kyuquot survey party
aboard the B.C. Forester.
1948, BILL BRADSHAW, KITIMAT
In 1948 I landed in George Allison's North Coast party on the Forest Surveyor.
I ran compass for Al McMinn in the Kitimat area. Al and I backpacked into the
upper Kitimat from Lakelse late that summer. They supplied us periodically by
air drops, which was a first for forest surveys.
1948, DOUG FLIGG, ALEZA LAKE
In the summer of 1948 I got my big break. I was hired by the Forest Inventory
Surveys Section of the Forest Service. I was a Compassman on a nine-man
cruising party stationed at Woodpecker and the Aleza Lake Forest Experiment
Station, in the Prince George Forest District. Davis Carey was Party Chief and
Bob Malcolm was Assistant Party Chief and Senior Cruiser.
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1948, BOB MALCOLM, ALEZA LAKE
In 1946 he resumed his forestry courses at the University of Aberdeen and graduated in
1947. At a Commonwealth Forestry conference in London, Bob met C.D. Orchard, British
Columbia’s Chief Forester and Deputy Minister of Forests, who told him there were good
prospects of employment for foresters in B.C. Bob came out to Victoria on his own and
was interviewed by Bob St. Clair, Assistant Chief Forester. He was hired and sent to the
Forest Inventory Surveys Section of the Forest Economics Division.
In his first field season (1948) Bob joined Davis Carey’s Woodpecker - Aleza Lake party,
as Assistant Party Chief and Cruiser. The Aleza Lake Forest Experiment Station was
headquarters for much of the summer “while we worked in the Bowron drainage. Bob
Fisher and Doug Fligg floated and ran strips down the main river from Bowron Lake.”
1948, DICK VIVIAN, KITIMAT - DOUGLAS CHANNEL
In May of 1948, Dick and his fellow recruits bypassed the traditional steamship trip north
and flew the new-fangled Vancouver - Port Hardy - Sandspit - Prince Rupert route in a
series of aircraft and joined the Forest Surveyor. They were about to serve on George
Allison’s Kitimat - Douglas Channel survey, and headed for the native village of Kitamaat.
We were immediately initiated by George and the Cruisers into the mysteries of
the box compass, topographic chain, Abney level, Biltmore, Trapper Nelson
packboard, groundsheet and tent fly. We then disappeared for the season into
the Kitimat valley and surrounding country.
1949, DENIS GLEW, UPPER FRASER
I arrived in Victoria, dead broke, on July 26, 1949, had the interview, and
fortunately was told “start Monday.” Gwen and I quickly bought a house in
Victoria and I was told to head for Prince George.
A few days later I was on a 10-day flycamp, running compass for Red Frey, on
the Upper Fraser survey. Aleza Lake was our headquarters. Bob Malcolm (a
fellow Aberdonian) was Party Chief. Red was an exacting taskmaster, but so
were the other Cruisers I compassed for, Nick Mason and Bob Corregan.
Just before the closing date on our new house, I heard from Gwen. The British
government had devalued the pound by 25% and frozen all foreign transfers of
funds. Boy, were we in trouble! Fortunately for us Nick Mason and Larry
Parlow, without any security, lent us their paycheques, a kindness I will never,
ever forget.
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1949, DON GRANT, ALEZA LAKE
Don’s first summer as a student with forest surveys was in 1949 at Aleza Lake, on Bob
Malcolm’s Upper Fraser party “with the likes of Red Frey, Bob Darnall, Larry Parlow and
Nick Mason, I plied the Fraser in riverboats and the Bowron in a 14-foot rowboat,” he
recalls.
1950, KEN BOYD, ASPEN GROVE
Ken’s introduction to forest surveys was in the 1950 field season, in Cliff Calder's party at
Aspen Grove. It will be noted that it was an interesting and talented group, destined for
greatness. The cook, Ed Raitt, later became the developer of a system to transport crude
oil in slurry form. The horse wrangler was a cowpoke who later became the Ian Tyson, of
Country and Western fame.
1950, JIM GILMOUR, ESQUIMALT & NANAIMO RAILWAY LAND GRANT SURVEY
I graduated in 1950 and started with forest surveys, along with many other
members of the Class of 1950. I was a Cruiser on Art Scholefield’s Esquimalt &
Nanaimo Railway Land Grant survey party at Cowichan. To get started, we reran Mickey Pogue’s old practice strip from the 1947 Cruiser Training School on
Hillcrest Logging’s claim.
1950, TED VAUGHAN, TAMIHI CRUISE
In 1950 Ted graduated with a BSF and started with forest surveys as a Cruiser on the
Tamihi and Earle Creek 10% cruises and then on the survey of the Esquimalt and
Nanaimo Land Grant and Strathcona Provincial Park. He evidently took to this strange
form of endeavour: “Remember? A great summer! Initiated into flycamping and packing
on strip – enjoyed it! Great to be young, healthy and strong!”
1951, RALPH ROBBINS, HOPE
While he was a UBC forestry student, Ralph worked three summers as a Student Assistant
and Assistant Ranger in various Prince George ranger districts. When he graduated in
1951, the “Forest Surveys First” policy was in full effect and Ralph reported to Hope, to join
a party headed by Ted Vaughan and Art Scholefield. He spent the early summer of 1951
putting in one-acre “exploded” samples on the precipitous slopes of the Coquihalla,
Sumallo, Silver, Skagit, Snass and other drainages, along with such notables as Pete
Small, Bob Wood and Bob Reid.
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1951, JACK ROBINSON, NICOLA
After graduating in 1951, Jack asked for work in a forest district:
It was a condition of employment that I first serve in forest surveys. My
destination was the Merritt party. More specifically we were headquartered at
the old Nicola Hotel, east of Merritt on a road which was a sea of ruts and
mudholes. The hotel hadn’t been used for years, but we set up cooking and
drafting offices, etc. The joint Party Chiefs were Red Frey (explosive
temperament) and Bill Young (balanced, reasonable). They functioned well
together. Had periodic visits from Mickey Pogue. He didn’t stand on ceremony
much – usually slept under his car!
1952, MIKE ZACHARY, VERNON
Mike wrote (from Ontario) to forest surveys:
Red Frey answered the letter. Yes, we’ll hire you. We came by rail, via
Edmonton and arrived in Victoria in April, 1952. It was just in time to be Grant
Ainscough’s assistant on a party in the Vernon area. Grant, his wife Jacquie,
and Olga and I set up a headquarters in the Kalamalka Motel.
1953, BARB CRAWFORD, VICTORIA
Their lives changed fundamentally in 1952, when Roy was diagnosed with polio.
We moved to Victoria. My forest surveys career started on March 2, 1953.
I was hired to Kail-plot forest detail from typed photos onto cover maps.
Someone was taking me to the Kail plotting area in the Weiler Building.
My entrance was spectacular. I tripped over one of the many metal wire
protectors on the floor. I fell flat. Ben Kuusk helped me up, and I started my
first day of Kail plotting!
1953, BOB SUTTON, GREEN TIMBERS
On graduation in May, 1953, Bob bowed to the immutable law of the B.C. Forest Service,
and started in Forest Surveys and Inventory Division. He was Party Chief of a Volume and
Decay and Sampling crew located in the Kamloops District. On the appointed day, he left
Green Timbers at the wheel of one of the famous Austin station wagons which had “more
or less” survived the 1952 season.
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1954, SCOTT FINDING, VICTORIA
In April, 1953 Scott forsook the tropics and came to B.C., initially to work for Pioneer
Timber at Port McNeill. This lasted until December, when he took the boat to Vancouver,
stayed with friends and studied the job market. By late January of 1954, he was in
Victoria, working for forest surveys. That spring he participated in the Volume and Decay
training session at the tip of the Saanich Peninsula. He then became Assistant Party Chief
and Volume and Decay Crew Chief on Doug Fligg’s Sayward party at Roberts Lake.
1954, CHARLIE JOHNSON, KINGCOME
His first major job, at age 18, was with forest surveys. The pay was $128 per month. The
job was with Doug Morton’s party in Kingcome Inlet.
…it took three days to get to Kingcome Inlet from Vancouver. We stopped at
many places, including half a day at Minstrel Island, unloading beer off the
Union Steamship Cardena. I was met at Sullivan Bay by Doug Morton.
We proceeded in one of Doug’s O boats5 up to the head of Kingcome Inlet to
the Halliday Farm, our basecamp was a cabin on the farm property.
1954, JACK McLELLAN, PRINCE GEORGE
The year 1954 was eventful for Jack as he got his first job with forest surveys that summer,
and started at UBC that fall. Jack reported to Grant Ainscough’s regional headquarters on
the outskirts of Prince George. He was sent out on Ron McRae’s three-man party:
We were to code and sample 16 compartments, south of Vanderhoof and west
of Quesnel. I forget the third man’s name – he was a Scot. Our vehicle was
one of the fabled Austin Countrymen – two-wheel drive and no winch – not the
best for the cow tracks and mudholes of the Chilcotin.
1955, JOHN BARKER, BURTON
In 1955 I was with Jerry Jelinek’s Burton6 party. I slept, worked and grew about
six inches that summer. I played for our crew against the local baseball side.
The Columbia was in flood. Being an uncoordinated type, I was in the outfield.
With great determination and utter concentration, I chased a fly ball into three
feet of floodwater!

__________
5. Standard, open 14-foot clinker-built boats powered by cranky outboards (or oars).
6. Burton was on the Columbia River, between the Upper and Lower Arrow lakes. The High Arrow
Dam was not yet completed.
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1955, ROY CRAWFORD, VICTORIA
Everything was great until I came down with polio in 1952. I was laid up and off
work for about two or three years, but finally showed up in my wheelchair with
Barb at forest surveys, in the Weiler Building, on January 17, 1955. I worked for
two months in Wally Bailey’s summary group, then operated the old Gestettner
machine (for reproducing typewritten documents). Bob Davies was my helper.
We printed a lot of stuff, more all the time. Then we got a more sophisticated
Multilith machine (still pretty crude by today’s standards).
1956, DON MUNRO, WESTLAKE
Don’s first forestry job was in the summer of 1956, with forest surveys (Party No. 640, 1956
Party Organization chart, wherein Don is listed as D.D. Munrow):
I started out with Helmut Bradatsch, Pete Leahy and Pete Coombs as a
Tallyman out of Prince George (Westlake). The whole summer was flycamps,
backpacking, ten days more or less out, then a day or two in. The work week
was six days. We worked mainly in the Blackwater drainage. I especially
enjoyed exploring the old Collins Telegraph Trail – much of it was still in
evidence then – wire, standing poles, broken-down line cabins. I also looked
diligently for signs of Alexander Mackenzie’s 1793 passage through the
Blackwater, but never found any!
1960, PETE SMALL, PSYU SURVEYS
Pete continued working as a senior forester in forest surveys:
Starting in 1960, after completion of the Five-year Provincial Forest Inventory
project, we changed to Public Sustained Yield Unit (PSYU) reinventory projects,
with a Project Supervisor in charge of each. With six projects per year, this took
17 years to complete. Each project had a supervisor, assistant, classifiers,
sampling crews, cook and mechanic. I worked in every forest district. Some of
my more memorable projects were around Fort Nelson, Stewart, Kemano and
Babine Lake.
When that program ended we began a new program to map out Environmental
Protection Areas (EPAs) within the PSYUs. From a helicopter, and using
airphotos, we identified EPAs to protect soils, wildlife, fishery and recreation
values; also a “C” (Catch-all) category for anticipated plantation problems,
avalanche problems, or operability problems; also an “S” (Steep) category.
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CHAPTER 3: WHAT WE DID
1949-1950, WALLY BAILEY, VICTORIA
Davis Carey and Mickey Pogue designed and built a large, floor-standing,
variable-scale epidiascope for transferring type lines from airphotos to the
basemap. “Form lines” (already plotted on both) were used to control scale
changes from point to point. What I remember best was that it was a real
backbreaker after a few hours of plotting. The Kail radial line plotter replaced
epidiascopes around 1951.
Wally gradually moved from drafting into the compilation phases of the work. He became
a sort of protégé of Mickey Pogue (who no doubt recognized Wally’s unusual talents and
saw a need for them). Even before the famous federal - provincial agreement, Mickey had
a vision of a new inventory utilizing up-to-date punchcard and mechanical tabulation
systems:
For a short time I even moved right into Mickey’s office. One day he got me
aside and said, “We’re going to have to extend the compartment system to
cover the whole province. You're going to do it!” I got copies of all the 80-chain
and 160-chain legal survey sheets for the province. They were the only
detailed, uniform, province-wide maps we had then. I spent a long time marking
Compartment and Region boundaries along ridges, water features or ownership
lines.
Later on I was asked to overlay the Regions and Compartments with a system
of Zones for loss factor application. These were to separate out the lower
Coast, Interior dry and wet belts, and so on. I ended up with six FIZs (Forest
Inventory Zones). Later yet we added Zone 7 (entire Coast), Zone 8 (entire
Interior) and Zone 9 (Peace River) for other purposes. This Zone - Region Compartment structure evolved into Maintenance Units and eventually into
PSYUs and the Timber Supply Area (TSA) system.
Planimetry was obviously going to be a serious, growing problem and the
traditional polar and rolling-sphere planimeters weren’t going to do our job.
During one of his Ottawa trips Mickey got plans for a photocell planimeter.
To use it, a cover map had to be pasted onto Bristol board and the type islands
cut out with a “Cut-Awl.” Gordie Harris and I built a Rube Goldberg version of
the planimeter out of plywood, bicycle chain, glass and linoleum, incorporating a
tower with a light source, condenser, aperture, photocell and milli-ammeter.
The map cutouts were fed under the aperture on a conveyor and the areas read
from the milli-ammeter, carefully calibrated to translate light interruption into
acres.
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Because this contraption was noisy, we moved it to an office in the B.C. Forest
Service garage on Michigan Street where Gordie Harris, Gordon Charnell and I
spent a chilly winter planimetering Davis Carey’s Upper Fraser survey. The
system worked, but it was too slow, too cumbersome, too inaccurate, too....
After experimenting with many devices, we settled for legions of human dot
counters using dot grids on transparent film. This remained the forest surveys
method for determining map areas throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Although
digitizing tables were looked at as early as 1957, there was no technology then
to handle the massive digital output.
1951, BOB BREADON, CRANBROOK
The continuous strip was gone, replaced by widely-scattered circular plots. Not
much was learned about the stands between tallies. Crews who did nothing but
walk around and identify types weren’t yet invented. I did a lot of spotting in the
field myself, sometimes with Bob Pethick, our Draftsman and Kail plotter. This
got me a long way behind on my main job, typing photos.
1952, MICKEY POGUE, VICTORIA
Late in 1952, work began on the development of new cubic foot, total stem volume tables
(to replace existing cubic foot and boardfoot tables based on differing utilization standards)
and new regional net volume factors (after deductions for defect) to use in volume
compilations.7
In the spring of 1953, a team led by Bob Malcolm, and consisting of Ted Browne, Carl
Highsted and Bob Breadon, began putting together a set of field procedures which would
coordinate data collection on a volume and decay plot. Trees in a pilot plot in the Victoria
watershed were measured standing, then felled, bucked and measured on the ground for
gross and net volume. This experience, shared by all the prospective Party Chiefs, served
to standardize the work and led to the hasty preparation of a new sampling manual,
including lengthy chapters on volume and decay measurement.

__________
7. Mickey was most enthusiastic about making this work an integral part of the new provincial
inventory project. Bob Breadon recalls being called into Mickey's office and told: “We’ve got to
have those volume tables.” No doubt he told everyone similar things. His enthusiasm was
highly infectious.
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1953, GEORGE ALLISON, VERNON, VOLUME AND DECAY
This was the first year of volume and decay field work. George was in charge of a party in
the Fly Hills, near Vernon. Interior dry-belt Douglas-fir and larch stands on vacant Crown
land were readily available for sample fellings. A faller named Blumenauer felled and
bucked some samples and Cece Moorhouse felled others. Cece was an experienced
coast faller living in Sidney. He felled our first pilot volume and decay sample on the
Saanich Peninsula and a second training sample in the Victoria Watershed. His saw was
a beat-up two-man McCulloch, with bicycle handlebars at Cece’s end and a single handle
for a helper to hold at the other end. It was suitable for big coastal timber.
1953+, BOB JONES, LOGISTICS
As Mickey Pogue acknowledged recently, he depended on Bob’s common sense and
unflappability during the hectic 1950s and 1960s. Bob’s strength was in bringing people
together to solve the operational and logistical problems forest surveys ran into constantly.
Whether it was the Green Timbers warehouse, the regional headquarters being built,
safety, vehicles, aircraft, food drops, helicopter logistics, boats, (boats and helicopters
combined), trailers for living quarters (a radical innovation at the time), or anything else
practical, Bob was there – making it work.

Forest Surveyor with barge and helicopter
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1953-1955, BOB BREADON, VICTORIA
Ted and I visited almost all the Volume and Decay parties during the 1953 and
1954 field seasons and supervised crews calculating individual tree volumes by
hand all year. I missed the field trips in 1955 because it was time to derive the
volume equations to be used in the new provincial forest inventory. I was
deeply involved in Victoria, getting punchcard sums of squares and cross
products with which to hand calculate logarithmic volume equations of the form:
Log VOLUME = a + b Log DBH + c Log HEIGHT
1954-1956, HUGH LYONS, LITHOGRAPHED TWO MILE-PER-INCH COVER MAPS
During 1954, 1955 and 1956, Hugh was in charge of an ambitious forest surveys project
involving preparation of the province-wide Interim Forest Cover Series of maps, at a scale
of two miles to the inch [1 = 125,000]. Mature timber, immature, not satisfactorily
restocked, non-commercial cover, alpine, etc. were sketched, using standard colours, on
reductions of larger-scale cover maps and then lithographed for wide circulation. For many
years to come, the Interim Forest Cover Series maps were a much-used source of general
information on timber resources, roads and other detail, for anywhere in B.C.
1955, BILL SPRIGGS, PHOTOGRAMMETRY
That winter I took up batching in Victoria with George Battarbee, Harry Pillar,
Denny Goddard and Don MacLaurin at 3220 Quadra Street. Hugh Lyons had
us out doing a survey of Goldstream Park (city-owned). The memorable
blizzard of November, 1955 caught us by surprise. That fall was also the time
when George Allison put several of us through a set of stereo acuity tests.
I passed and started on George's photogrammetry program. The parallax bar
crew in the winter of 1955 included me, Denny Goddard, George Battarbee, Ian
Patterson, Tony Robinson, Pete West, Tony Sayle and later Don MacLaurin.
1955, CHARLIE JOHNSON, CHECKING CONTRACT SAMPLES
Along with Gordie Fenton, Mike Bird and others, Charlie was part of an almost-forgotten
chapter in forest surveys history. That was the year Robert Sommers, the Minister of
Lands and Forests, decided to privatize provincial forest inventory sampling. A Quebec
consulting forester named Tremblay was the successful bidder for the sampling contract.
Charlie and his crewmates were assigned to spot check Tremblay’s samples, scattered
over the Southern Interior:
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On that job I was offered my first and only bribe, by an ex-forest surveys
employee who now worked for Tremblay. For $25, I was to lend our check tally
sheets to him, so he could make his originals agree closely with them. I kept his
$25 cheque for years but never cashed it (or parted with our tally sheets)!
1956, GEORGE ALLISON, VICTORIA
In the 1950s, improved aerial photography and photogrammetric technology stimulated
interest in the possibility of deriving timber volume estimates from photo measurements, or
at least from combinations of photo and ground measurements. George and several
assistants were successful in correlating ground-measured sample volumes with photomeasured variables such as tree height, crown width and stand density.
This work continued throughout the 1950s and early 1960s. While double sampling with
this approach yielded reliable basic volume estimates, it could not satisfy new demands for
more precise information on species distribution, net volume after defect deductions, ages,
tree sizes, log quality and a host of other factors not readily extracted from vertical photos.
1956, IAN MacRAE, LOCAL VOLUME AND DECAY STUDIES
The North Coast Volume and Decay Study started at Shields Bay and Rennell Sound, on
the west coast of Graham Island, then moved to Chuckwalla River and Milton River, up
Rivers Inlet, then back to the Powell River Co. camp at Juskatla (see Party No. 710, 1956
Party Organization chart). “These were local studies for Timber Sales. We included
Waste and Breakage measurements for the first time. We nearly lost three months’ worth
of notes when our boat hit a snag and dumped us into the Chuckwalla, late one night.”
1956, JAN SELSING, SMITHERS, CINEMATOGRAPHY
Barbara Davies and Peter Robin from Public Relations and Information Division
visited us to put together an official forest surveys film. They were all over our
operations for several weeks. Among other things they ran their cameras while
we blew up a logjam on the Morice River, so our riverboats could go up further.
Spectacular cinema, but it had to be cut from the final movie for public
consumption.
1957, FORBES BOYD, AIR CODING
We were back out air coding in the 1957 season. We moved around a lot –
Harrison Lake, Castlegar and Columbia Lake. By now we were using
helicopters widely, for better calls. We also used tape recorders. (Derry
Simpson had a little trouble one day – kept talking into the recorder long after it
came to the end of the tape and stopped. Had to re-fly part of that flight).
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1959, JACK McLELLAN, AIR CODING
We flew two flights each day, recording our observations on tape. Each
Classifier then spent three days in the office, typing and coding the area just
covered.
I remember Vancouver Island Helicopters (Pilot Bob Taylor) had the contract to
supply 80 hours of flying per month at $80 per hour. They had agreed that
anything over 80 hours would be at $6 per hour instead of $80. Even at $6 per
hour, we avoided unproductive ferry time as a point of honour.
1960+, HUGH LYONS, BOOM-MOUNTED TWIN CAMERAS
Starting in 1960, Hugh concentrated on the development of the helicopter-mounted, twin
70-mm camera system for taking sample stereo pairs at low elevation. Bill Hall and Gene
Avery were helpful at the early stages. The first cameras chosen were Hulchers, but it
proved difficult to synchronize the two shutters. Two Linhoff cameras were then purchased
and the system was further refined until highly effective “photo plots” could be obtained and
measured.
Hugh is a bit rueful that in 1968, having been invited to give a paper on the success of the
system at a meeting in Winnipeg, he was refused permission to travel that far from B.C.
Hugh wrote the paper, but Norm McRae read it in his place.

There’s more to it than meets the eye.
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CHAPTER 4: TRANSPORTATION
The essence of forest surveys field work was getting there, usually through inhospitable
country. It was boots (or occasionally snowshoes) in the woods, but to get crews to the
woods it could take horses, buses, trains, rail speeders, trucks, snowmobiles, steamers,
B.C. Forest Service launches, open boats, canoes, riverboats, Link boats, rubber rafts, log
rafts, fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters. Here are some accounts of not-so-routine land,
water and air travels from the 1940s and 1950s, by year, contributor’s name and place.
LAND:
1949, IVOR BURROWS, TERRACE
There was a time when not every forest surveys recruit came complete with an ordinary
drivers licence. Ivor Burrows was a case in point, so he persuaded Barrie Ford, his Party
Chief at Terrace in 1949, to give him a driving lesson in the Ford pickup. Fords of that era
were noted for their hair-trigger, wheel-spinning accelerator pedals:
Since I had only ridden in the back to that time, I needed to be taught
everything. Barrie showed me where to insert the key and how to start the
motor. Then he turned it over to me. I got it started, and triumphantly stepped
on the gas. We shot across the dirt road and into a lurking ditch. I maintain
that, had he explained the function of the steering wheel and the foot brake, the
lesson would have ended more satisfactorily.
1950, CARL HIGHSTED, UPPER FRASER
Roads and the CN Railway were synonymous once, on the Upper Fraser survey of 1950:
Mickey Pogue and Red Frey came out to Dome Creek to do some check
cruising. They met us – Bill Bishop, me and our Compassmen – as we were
coming out of a seven-day flycamp up Dome. We weren’t enchanted with the
concept of going right back in for a check cruise! Anyway, we finished, and
started back for Aleza Lake that night – six of us on a speeder, on the CNR
mainline. I was the speeder operator. Moonlight, but cold. Luckily we had the
track to ourselves as we didn’t have a train schedule or any way of announcing
our presence to itinerant freight trains.
To get up to Dome Creek in the first place, Frey and Pogue had taken their
truck across the river at Upper Fraser on one of those current-driven cable
ferries. They thanked the ferry operator and proceeded by train from there.
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We all got back from our moonlight speeder ride too late for the ferry, so Mickey
calmly loaded us up in the truck and drove it, at midnight, onto CN’s tracks and
across the Fraser on the CN railway trestle instead. Evidently the ferry operator
was left wondering for some weeks when “those forestry fellers” would be
coming back.
1951, KEN BOYD, PRINCETON - MERRITT
Flat tires were commonplace on the roads forest surveys crews travelled. Follows a photo
of a 1950 tire change on a backroad somewhere near Aspen Grove.

The unequal struggle between tires and roads in the 1950s.

1952, FORBES BOYD, TERRACE
Ken’s brother Forbes ran into the newly-acquired 1950 Austin station wagons on Red
Frey’s party at Terrace, in 1952: “The road into town (between rains) was carpeted with
dust. I’ve always pondered what enabled those Austins to suck in every particle of dust
stirred up, and yet not to let a single particle back out!”
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1952, KEN BOYD, LOGAN LAKE
Ken was a field supervisor in 1952, checking in on parties such as Fred Joyce’s in Williams
Lake and Dick Tannhauser’s in Lillooet:
That was the year we tested the Austins rigorously. This included flotation tests
of course – one somehow drove itself into deep water, in Logan Lake. It floated
serenely for about 15 minutes, then sank with dignity. In the annals of forest
surveys, it is referred to as the Flying Enterprise, after a ship of the same name
that was abandoned, but refused to sink, off the West Coast of Vancouver
Island.
1953, BOB SUTTON, ASHCROFT
Bob was still testing the capabilities of the Austin while his party was working out of
Ashcroft in 1953. Wishing to avoid a 25-mile detour around the Thompson River
escarpment, he chose to point straight down it:
We rattled the Austin down the steepest sheep trail imaginable, using that timehonoured supplementary braking device for such occasions, a bushy fir tree cut
and tied to the rear bumper. We made it, but not by much!

Three of the famous Austin Countrymen outside Smithers headquarters (Pete
Sparks in foreground) in 1954.
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1953, FRED BRAHNIUK, SPILLIMACHEEN
Fred’s camera captured a surprised Black Bear, deep in the forest primeval.

1954, JACK McLELLAN, CHILAKO
Jack was on a three-man party in 1954, coding and sampling in 16 compartments, south of
Vanderhoof and west of Quesnel. It appears the fabled Austin Countryman met its match
there:
Two-wheel drive and no winch – not the best for the cow tracks and mudholes
of the Chilcotin. A U.S. Army unit based at Punchaw Lake pulled us out of
some real predicaments. We broke several axles, much to Grant Ainscough’s
displeasure. He kept threatening to fire us if we broke one more.
1959, KÅRE HELLUM, McBRIDE
Upon graduation from the Faculty of Forestry at UBC in 1959, I started work
with the Surveys and Inventory Division of the B.C. Forest Service at McBride.
Three of us, two Cruisers and a Compassman, worked west of Crescent Spur
on the CNR railway – about an hour’s travel on a railway speeder. We were to
put in a sample of four test plots not far from a lonely solitary house just off the
tracks on the south side of the river.
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We approached the fellow at Crescent Spur to see if we might borrow the
speeder to get there. We were aware that this was possible, based on what we
had heard locally. Our request was granted with the admonition that we must
pay careful attention to possible trains going in either direction. We promised
we would look after this and bring back his speeder in good condition.
We lifted the speeder onto the tracks and as we got ready to work our way the
fellow told us that we had to come back early because he expected the daily
train from Prince George in the afternoon. We nodded and set off. Within the
hour we were at the house since we could spell each other off on the speeder,
giving us time to rest up for the next turn at the handle.
As we pulled the speeder off the tracks a young woman came out of the house
and offered each of us a cup of coffee. We declined, much as we might have
liked a rest and a cup of coffee, for we knew we had to work fast. “Is there a
trail leading into the bush from here?” we asked. She said, “Yes,” pointing to a
place by the outhouse. We had looked at the airphoto and thought we could
see a hint of a trail in that place. We thanked her and headed that way. But the
trail ended only a few feet into the bush, covered by a thicket. Maybe it was a
good trail earlier, when logging had taken place there, but not now.
We found the location where the samples were to be collected. Found a tie
tree, blazed it with the information as to sample number, survey line distance to
the sample and compass bearing. Then we headed off. The work went very
fast with three people and we were out of the bush again by the early afternoon.
We dragged the speeder onto the tracks again and headed back to Crescent
Spur.
We worked our way home with haste, looking both forward and back again to
make sure the train was not going to catch up with us, but no train came before
we were back at Crescent Spur. We thanked the fellow for the use of the
speeder and drove back to McBride and the BCFS camp. We felt sad to have
turned the woman down when she so obviously wanted to have a chat with
people. And we all agreed that there was no way that she ever could have
used that trail or even explored it for it was too overgrown to be visible more
than twenty feet into the bush. This women’s husband apparently worked on
the railroad and she had never even explored what she thought was a trail.
That made us all silent, as I recall, for we felt sadness and guilt for having
turned her down when she seemed to be a woman in need of some company.
How lonely can you get and still remain sane, we thought. But I have seen
similarly lonely locations elsewhere too where the people lived and worked
throughout their lives and I am impressed with their stamina. But how small can
your world be? How little is enough?
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WATER:
1949, DON GRANT, UPPER FRASER
With the advent of the outboard motor, the transomed, flat-bottomed riverboat replaced the
more elegant freighter canoe. Large numbers were built for the B.C. Forest Service at the
Vancouver Marine Station. Forest surveys acquired or borrowed a few of these for
operations on the northern rivers. Here is a pair of forest surveys riverboats moving freight
at Penny basecamp in 1949:

Don Grant photographed a scary moment during a 1949 descent of the Bowron River.
He and his mates rowed their 14-foot boat most of the time, but resorted to “lining” it
through the canyon. Red Frey’s role was to shove off if the boat got too close to shore.
1952, GERHARD EICHEL, STUART ISLAND
The Union Steamship Company, along with the CPR and CNR passenger ship fleets,
delivered many a forest surveys recruit to his party up the mainland coast, including
Gerhard, fresh from Germany. The Union’s S.S. Cardena stopped wherever requested in
the 1940s and 1950s.
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Frey, Darnall, Parlow and Cropper lining a
14' riverboat down Bowron Canyon in1949.

S.S. Cardena moored to Stuart Island float in1952.
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1952, BILL SPRIGGS, KITWANGA
Bill Spriggs photographed this reaction ferry, powered by the current alone and capable of
moving vehicles across the Skeena at Kitwanga. The Highway 37 bridge occupies this site
now:

Kitwanga reaction ferry in 1952, piloted by “Dick.”

1953, PETER MURPHY, MORICE
Most forest surveys veterans yearned for some respite from foot-slogging along the brushy
and steep-sloped riverbank. They could then shrug off the heavy pack, leave the biting
insects in the shrubs and skim over the water instead. Peter “Gunsmoke” Murphy,
descending the Nanika River with Al McMinn in 1953, tells how they made the break:
We felled a couple of large fir snags and cut a couple of twelve-foot logs from
each. We fastened them with cross braces and wire. They were remarkably
buoyant so we cut a couple of dry poles (for manoeuvring), loaded our packs
and took off. The start of the trip was idyllic. The river flowed deeply and
smoothly. The sun came out, and we marvelled at the evidence of the salmon
run and the number of eagles coursing along the valley. We stopped
periodically to check forest cover types and put in sample plots.
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The photographs showed some whitewater along the way, and on the second
day we encountered our first rapids. We decided to backpack our gear to the
base of the rapids, then come back and try to line the raft down with a rope.
With one holding the raft back from the end of the rope and the other using a
light pole to push the raft around rocks, it bobbed down quite readily. We did
that two or three times that day.
By the next day, Al had figured out that the raft was actually riding quite high in
the swells, and he figured that we could probably just ride through the rapids
rather than portaging. His arguments were persuasive so at the next one we
stopped to scout then came back to give it a try. To our relief, the raft rode high
and bounced through very smoothly. We were able to use our poles to steer
around the rocks which were sticking up through the surface.
The overwhelming power of the river, the roar of the water, the hissing through
the whitewater, and the clunking of moving rocks which we could hear through
the water commanded our full attention. It was a rather heady feeling to shoot
out at the end into calm water – realizing that we had not only made it, but that
we had stayed dry in the process.
1952, REG BARCLAY, MEZIADIN LAKE. 1954, GERHARD EICHEL, BABINE
The Link Boat, (created by Edwin Link, the inventor of the wartime Link Trainer, designed
to ground-train allied pilots), was collapsible and portable, but no sea boat. Indeed some
users recall that one occupant’s role was to refasten the hooks holding the six segments
together, which constantly parted from vibration and wave action. Calm water was
required. On the other hand, Gerhard Eichel found one strong helper could carry a Link
boat to where it was needed.
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Reg Barclay and Jerry Jelinek launching
a Link boat on Meziadin Lake in 1952.

Joel Twiss packing a Link boat
to Morrison Lake from Babine
Lake in 1954.
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1956, DOUG FLIGG, MORICE
Until roads came, the Morice River was a natural for riverboat travel – here is a full load
moving upstream:

Native Indian boatman Sam Seymour taking a
loaded riverboat up the Morice River in 1956.

AIR:
1948, ALBERT MCMINN, KITIMAT
In 1948 Al McMinn was on George Allison’s Kitimat survey, aboard the Forest Surveyor.
This was probably the first year that parachute food drops were attempted in forest
surveys. Al recalls that Mickey Pogue and George Allison, lacking proper parachutes,
were forced to improvise. They went into a dry goods shop in Prince Rupert. Mickey
talked with the proprietor:
“Have you got lots of cloth like this?”
“Sure, about how much would you like?”
“Oh, about 300 yards ought to do it.”
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Boxes of groceries, wrapped in yards of twine and attached to the corners of a
piece of the cloth, were dropped at prearranged ground points, for we
flycampers to claim.
The drops were not entirely successful. Tin cans were scattered, buried in
swamps or smashed. But Bill Bradshaw and I, in the Upper Kitimat, were kept
bombarded with food and back copies of the Vancouver News Herald.
1951, BOB BREADON, NICOLA
In 1951 Nicola became the headquarters for all of the forest surveys field parties, to cruise
Timber Sale applications in the Vancouver and Kamloops forest districts. Mickey Pogue,
Harold Cliff, Red Frey and others recognized an urgent need to cut down the need for
backpacking into some highly inaccessible sale applications. Parachute drops! The scale
of operations demanded readily-available materials. Cardboard grocery boxes, copious
twine wrappings and a square of burlap sacking, tied at the corners! The first trial drop was
hardly an unqualified success. The burlap chute opened, but because of size and porosity,
failed to slow the descent of the 60-pound Care Package. It fell like a stone, narrowly
missing the Nicola Hotel and assembled audience. A second trial:
Had me worried. It landed in the nearby Indian village, where a lot of kids were
playing. Luckily, nobody was hit. Later, our bunch helped put out a grass fire in
the village. That sort of squared things.
1953, DOUG FLIGG, SMITHERS. 1956, SCOTT FINDING, KYUQUOT
Fixed-wing floatplanes could get you close to most points in B.C. faster. Along with the
renowned de Havilland Beaver, the Fairchild 71 and the Noorduyn Norseman were longservice workhorses.
1952, KEN BOYD, CARIBOO
Some of the bush planes still flying in the 1950s were veterans of many years standing.
Don Grant photographed a Junkers W34F monoplane from the 1930s in 1949. Ken Boyd,
in 1952, was one of many forest survey field men treated to a flight in a Junkers:
That old 1930s Junkers W33FI floatplane, registration CF-AQW, was still flying
but it gave us a scare one day in the North Arm of Quesnel Lake. We were
taking off with a load (it was no STOL aircraft) when a gust of wind shoved the
port wingtip into the lake surface! We staggered along, shooting up a
roostertail, long enough for guys on shore to start out in a boat to collect crash
victims. Finally the pilot got the wingtip out, and we took off.
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Fairchild 71 floatplane at McClure Lake, Telkwa. O.J. Powell,
Pilot Bill Cooper and Mike Desroche on coding job in 1953.

PWA Noorduyn Norseman on small lake inland from
Amai Inlet. Finding, Lambert, Graham and MacLaurin in 1956.
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Rendezvous with Junkers W34F floatplane at Fort George in 1949.
This aircraft (CF-ATF) is now in the collection of the
Canada Aviation and Space Museum in Ottawa.

“Air transport.” Bill Baldwin pulling Jack Gibbs
across the Nahatlatch River, 1952.
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1952, GERHARD EICHEL, NAHATLATCH
Another form of “air travel” was common in the days before roads proliferated. Short of
building a footbridge over a creek, you could install an aerial cable system. In 1952
Gerhard and his mates were delighted to use it for a dry crossing over the Nahatlatch.
1955, FORBES BOYD, BELLA BELLA
Forbes Boyd hasn’t forgotten a “hairy” flying episode from his Bella Bella survey of 1955:
One time we flew a Beaver up the Dean River for a food drop. Just as we
shoved our groceries out the door, the pilot shouted, “Everybody forward!”
We crammed forward, practically in his lap, and looked out. The treetops were
passing by the wingtips and there, much too close ahead, was a smooth rock
wall. The Beaver lurched, roared, gathered speed and made a wrenching turn.
The blood rushed to our boots, but we emerged from that narrow gulch and
landed on the inlet. The pilot announced that our other flying plans for the day
were cancelled and he was going home.
1955, FORBES BOYD, CAPE SCOTT
Forbes was also the victim of the mistaken addition of a single letter to a place name by a
PWA pilot in 1955:
About November, there was yet another Special Survey. A bunch of us were
sent up to cruise the dubious timber around Cape Scott, at the extreme northern
tip of Vancouver Island, in the wettest, stormiest month of the year.
I was with Mike Nuttall. We finished our samples and on the allotted day, sat at
William Lake, waiting for the floatplane to take us away from the cold rain and
spike-topped cedars. It didn't come. We unpacked our soggy gear and made
camp once again. It did come the next day. “What kept you?” we asked.
“I thought the Dispatcher said Williams Lake (that metropolis of the hot dry
Interior, noted for its annual stampedes), so I flew up there yesterday. No
soggy surveyors. Radioed in, sorted out our little misunderstanding, flew back
to base at Campbell River, and here I am today!”
1956, BOB JONES, ALEZA LAKE HEADQUARTERS
The full-time use of helicopters to move field crews began in 1956 with Ben Kuusk’s
Purden party at Aleza Lake. Bob Jones was the coordinating supervisor for this new
venture. Forest surveys chartered a Bell 47H-1 from Pacific Western, for $7,000 per
month, plus $10.00 per hour flown.
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Pioneer helicopter pilot Hughie Hughes in a Bell 47H-1, registration CF-JCL,
operating out of Aleza Lake, field season of 1956. Photo used on the cover of:
Malcolm, R.M. 1957-1958. Helicopter use in forest surveys. Forest Survey Note No. 2.
Forest Surveys and Inventory Division, B.C. Forest Service, Department of Lands &
Forests, Victoria, B.C. 31 p.

1959, KÅRE HELLUM, AIRDROP NEAR GWILLIM LAKE
The Peace River area was, in the 1960s, a wilderness of forests and lakes with
a scarcity of all-weather roads. Helicopters and fixed-wing transport were
necessary. Crews were dropped into remote areas and left for seven to ten
days to complete their sampling. One of those remote places was Gwillim Lake
– quite far south of Chetwynd – where I was stationed for some time, attached
to a crew of surveyors mapping stands from the air.
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My Compassman Adolph and I were to be flown to Gwillim Lake by Beaver
floatplane. We were to drop supplies some distance from the lake, from the air,
fly to the lake, disembark, and walk in to the drop area about half a day’s walk to
the north. Then we were to be picked up again in a week’s time. We had no
radio as it was too heavy to carry.
The supplies to be air dropped were packaged in two cardboard boxes 1 x 1 x 2
feet with orange parachutes attached. The plane had a square trapdoor in its
belly and I was to drop the boxes as the pilot flew over a chosen spot and
shouted a command to me.
We flew off but I was apprehensive because I get airsick very easily. We
reached the drop-off spot and the pilot told me to get ready, open the trap door,
and position a box for dropping. Then he started a circular flight pattern and
shouted to me over the noise of the engine, ordering me to drop the box as he
made a sharp turn to the right. It was necessary to make the drop when the
plane was moving at its slowest so that the drop would not drift off too far before
reaching the ground.
He circled around and shouted, “DROP!” As he banked the plane to turn right
my stomach wanted to go straight and I nearly vomited on the box and chute.
I missed the drop. He shouted that he would repeat the attempt. We came in
for a second try and by this time I was feeling so sick I was contemplating
slipping down the hole as my best option, but the hole was too small. I could
see the treetops whizzing by us just below.
“DROP!” And this time I managed it. We had to make one more drop and that
went okay too, even though I swallowed a lot of upchuck to complete the job.
We flew off to the lake and I was first out of the plane in order to rinse my mouth
and feel stable ground under my feet. I dismounted the plane unsteadily, hit a
strut and fell backwards into the water. Fortunately, the pilot had taxied up to a
cobblestone beach. I ended up sitting in the shallow water then stood up as fast
as I could. In the meantime, Adolph and the pilot got our packs out and then the
pilot moved the plane away from land and took off. He waved as he swung by
us, sitting there dazed on the beach.
I emptied the water out of my boots, wrung out my socks and wondered how I
had survived. My forehead ached from hitting the strut. We sat there for a
while and collected our wits. Everything happened so fast that we were
disoriented and a bit befuddled. Then we lifted the packs onto our shoulders
and started walking to where the parachutes had been dropped.
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The bright, sunny day clouded over and it looked like rain so we decided to put
up the tent and camp by a creek to wait out the shower heading our way. But
we waited and waited and no rain came even though we could hear thunder
and see the occasional flash of lightning. We decided to spend the night where
we were and headed off in the morning.
We found the parachutes and the boxes were in very good shape, not more
than dented by the drop. The work went well, we had no trouble with the
weather, bears, or other game, and hiked back out again to where we had
disembarked from the plane days before. The plane came on time and picked
us up, and we were happy to get back to basecamp for our shower, general
clean-up and decent food. We should have taken fishing gear along for that
trip. During the time we waited for the plane to pick us up we could see fish
rising in the lake but had no idea what species they were.

Picea glauca
White spruce
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CHAPTER 5: FOOD (OR LACK OF IT!)
Right up there with TRANSPORTATION comes FOOD. Napoleon's Grand Army marched
on its stomach, and so did forest surveys in the field. Here are some recollections, mostly
of stomachs “running on empty.” This is not to say that they were never full; only that full
stomachs make for dull stories.
1944, GEORGE ALLISON, COWICHAN LAKE COOKHOUSE
In 1944 George worked as a summer student with George Silburn and Henry Castillou on
regeneration surveys in Vancouver Island cutblocks. They worked out of the Cowichan
Lake Experiment Station part of the time. George remembers that each person kept his
private wartime ration of butter and sugar on special shelves in the cookhouse.
1947, GEORGE ALLISON, COWICHAN LAKE
In May, a three-ton truck belonging to Reforestation was entrusted to George, to be driven
to the Cowichan Lake Experiment Station, for use during Mickey Pogue's celebrated
Cruiser Training School. George was to meet Mickey at the Green Lantern Cafe in
Duncan, where, no doubt, they would enjoy a leisurely lunch before driving to the station:
Such was not the case. Mickey insisted that I follow him on to the Hillcrest
Logging Company married quarters at Mesachie Lake, where one of Mickey’s
sisters lived. No one was home, but Mickey ransacked the larder and we finally
ate, and pulled into the Cowichan Lake Experiment Station later that afternoon.
1949, IVOR BURROWS, KITSUMKALUM
Barrie Ford was good to us in many ways, but he worried about the exorbitant
cost of meals – $0.30 each! I asked for some canned pineapple, to mix with
the routine canned peaches. No pineapple was forthcoming until Mickey Pogue
visited us and satisfied Barrie that pineapple would be acceptable.
Bill Doyle was a human chronometer. Precisely at 12 noon each day (and
without reference to any timepiece) he would stop in mid-stride and ingest a
substantial lunch before consenting to proceed further on strip.
1950, JIM GILMOUR, CAMERON RIVER
Suds Sutherland and I flycamped up the Cameron River with Denis Glew and
Alvin (forget his last name). Denis made 12 lunches for 12 days before we left,
and insisted that Alvin do the same. It didn’t work out too well. When the butter
turned rancid in their lunches, and Denis had overeaten their other rations, Suds
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and Denis felt we had to share some of our food. On the last morning while we
waited to be picked up, we had Denis bidding as much as $1 (in 1950!) for a
square of Baker’s dark chocolate.
1950, BILL YOUNG, POWELL
The fast-running creeks of Jervis Inlet were un-crossable during a rainy spell that summer.
Bill remembers hiking up one side of a creek to check whether Jim McWilliams and Jim
Magnall were alright:
I found them at the junction of two roaring rivers in flood, but on the opposite
side from me. Couldn't possibly cross, either way, or even hear each other
above the roar. I ended up hurling cans of Bulman’s dried vegetables across to
them and retreating back to where I came from.
1951, RALPH ROBBINS, GOLDEN (AFTER HARROWING YOHO TREK)
A bunch of us in three of those 1951 Plymouth station wagons pulled up to the best
hotel in Golden, for a square meal.
The hotel was all decorated up like it’d be for visiting royalty. We, on the other
hand, were the scruffiest-looking (and smelling) bunch the hotel staff had
encountered in a long time. As we seated ourselves at the nearest table and
perused the menu, an unenthused waiter approached:
“May I speak with the leader of this (sniff) group?”
“That’s Bob Breadon, I guess, but he’s behind us,” I said. “We're a Forest Service
cruising crew. We've been camping out.”
“I take it you wish to order dinner. That is unfortunate. We are expecting Her Royal
Highness Princess [soon to be Queen] Elizabeth, to alight from her train within the
hour. She will be coming here, to join several dignitaries at a state banquet, before
boarding for Vancouver. You’ll have to leave.”
I replied, “This is a public eatery. We’re hungry. We’re staying.”
And with some further persuasion, and the assistance of a red-coated Mountie,
we got our supper. Providing we’d all leave the minute word came that Her
Royal Highness’s train was pulling in to the Golden station. The train was late.
We had hot mince pie for dessert.
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1951, PETE SMALL, NICOLA
Then of course there was Nicola, with the large tent camp near the lake. Dick
Tannhauser (Supply Officer) brought food for each two-man batching unit, in
separate tents, and we cooked over separate fires. Nobody minded leaving for
a nice, uncomplicated flycamp! I did a Timber Sale cruise at Cultus Lake, and
another at Duffey Lake (no fancy road access then).
1952, REG BARCLAY, MEZIADIN LAKE
In September I was moved to the Babine Lake Special Cruise extravaganza,
then over to Hazelton with Pete Small. From there we had a fun-filled 10 days
at Meziadin Lake, flying in on one of the Queen Charlotte Airlines Norseman
planes. That was a long, miserable October. The plane couldn’t get in due to
fog. We ran out of food. Henry Jelinek kept us in meat by shooting low-flying
ducks from a raft – he was a crack shot. Jerry and I were the “retrievers.” We’d
row the Link boat out as fast as we could to grab the duck before it sank.
1952, GERHARD EICHEL, NAHATLATCH
Gerd was in charge of a crew consisting of Bill Baldwin, Russell ________ and Jack Gibbs,
assigned to establish samples in Kookipi Creek, a major tributary.
As we progressed, we waited for food supplies to be parachuted into openings
from a Beaver airplane, at points marked on our airphotos. At one site we
watched the parachute lodge near the top of a large spruce. We then took turns
felling it with our boy’s axe. At another, the chute failed to open, so all we found
was a square hole in the bog, filled with slime.
1953, STAN CHESTER, DON BAXTER’S PARTY, DAVIE LAKE
In case the above tales of near-starvation appear overdrawn, Stan recalls living in
adequate quarters and eating very well at the Davie Lake camp:
It was a pretty large crew, so someone stayed in camp every day to wash the
dishes and cook a hot supper. An Aussie (and Seventh Day Adventist) whose
name was possibly Jeff Otto, was the first Cook in the rotation, and he set a
high standard for the summer with his soup, salad, pastries and pies. Each of
us juniors took our turn, and we all blossomed out with recognizable culinary
skills. Things had to be kept ship-shape. Don’s temper flared once, over a pot
that wasn’t clean enough. No more shortcuts in the kitchen. I figure Davie Lake
was the best-run crew, in the best-run camp, anywhere that summer.
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Low-flying Beaver parachuting food to
Gerhard Eichel’s crew in Kookipi Creek in 1952.

Don Baxter's borrowed B.C. Forest Service patrol cabin at
Davie Lake in 1953. Recognizable are Jeff Otto, visitors
Pete Coombs and Tony Blagg, and Party Chief Don Baxter.
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1953, PETE MURPHY, MORICE
Peter remembers that some things were not acceptable in Grant Ainscough’s cook tent:
This recounting would not be complete without mentioning Grant Ainscough's
famous coffee pot. Each party had been issued a big enamel coffee pot as part
of its cooking equipment. Grant was a coffee connoisseur and felt keenly that a
coffee pot should never be washed – that the quality of the coffee improved with
seasoning of the pot. He assiduously instructed his crew members that spring
that the grounds could be dumped from the pot and gently rinsed out, but the
residue on the inside was to be left intact. Grant had brought with him to Morice
Lake his prized seasoned pot which by that time, he felt, was just reaching its
prime with its thick layer of coffee essence.
Unfortunately, one junior forester, who was having a difficult time anyway,
thought that he would do Grant a favour one day by cleaning out the coffee pot
while Grant was away. I was not there when the storm broke, but we all heard
about it, and we all quickly learned that it was no joking matter. Grant was a
great Party Chief, and had a neat sense of humour, but the coffee pot was just
too close to his heart.
1953, JAN SELSING, SMITHERS AIRPORT
In 1953 Jan was Al Horth's Assistant Party Chief of a Volume and Decay and Sampling
party headquartered in unused hangars and buildings at the Smithers airport. Jan did a
good job supervising his crew in this first year of volume and decay field work. He is
perhaps best remembered, however, for something entirely different. Sympathetic
relatives in Denmark, realizing that good Danish blue cheese would be hard to find in
Smithers, very kindly mailed him generous quantities which he stored in a locker.
As the weather grew warmer, the fumes from Jan’s cheese emanated from the locker and
lay heavily on the airport atmosphere. It is said that pilots of light planes striking this layer
of blue cheese fumes while attempting to land were unable to penetrate it, and had to
divert to alternate landing fields. Towards midsummer, Jan decided to yield gracefully and
moved his cheese to a remote and unspecified location.
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1955, JACK McLELLAN, MORICE
Food drops were a mainstay of this backcountry operation:
We plied the Morice in a riverboat, captained by Jerry Richardson. A Junkers
fixed-wing airplane parachuted our food in, at the rate of one 40-pound drop per
person per week. One time six cardboard-and-rope parcels were dropped for
us in an open lodgepole pine flat along the river. The ground was bouldery.
Three parachutes failed to open, so the contents got squashed into a
homogeneous mess. Fresh meat was well wrapped and free-dropped. It
arrived thoroughly tenderized.
They also free-dropped a large bundle of ¾” plot centre stakes. The bundle
struck the top of a pine, broke apart, and sent swarms of aluminum arrows in all
directions. Jan masterminded all this, standing in the plane’s door, waving and
grinning like a Cheshire cat.
In case there are doubts as to whether parachute drops of the Pogue Era were ever
worthwhile, this successful 1954 drop looked pretty good to Dave Harding at Coyote
Creek, East Kootenay.
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1955, JAN SELSING, MORICE
Jan has the last word on the ever-present danger of starvation in the Morice:
We set up a basecamp at “Pogue’s Point” on McBride Lake. Our PWA pilot,
Doug Chappell, flew Al Horth in from the Smithers headquarters to check on our
progress. Shortly afterwards Doug’s plane developed engine trouble and had to
fly to Vancouver for a 10-day overhaul. Al was stuck at Pogue’s Point with us,
so his Dispatcher, Morris Huberman, had to run the radio schedules in
Smithers.
At our camp, we overheard Dick Tannhauser (an Air Classifier with Chris
Lauesen’s crew out of Kemano) talking to Morris. Dick was saying, “We’re
marooned at such-and-such lake. We’re out of food and pretty near starved.
If we don’t get some food soon, you won't find anything but some small crosses
on the beach!"
Al Horth tried to break in, to tell Dick how he could get to one of our food
caches. The food wasn’t far from Dick, but he’d have to pack a Link boat a
short distance from one lake to another. Al couldn’t reach either party with our
SPF field radio, so we heard Morris promising to raise the alarm for Dick with
Surveys in Victoria, the RCMP and Search and Rescue.
It got straightened out in a few days. Dick and his helper got rescued and fed.
Al left us for Smithers, where his first act was to fire Morris! That was the most
strained week I ever spent with Al Horth.

Plantago major
Common plantain
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CHAPTER 6: TOUGH TIMES
Things were never easy for long in forest surveys. Here are a few examples of tough times
in the 1940s and 1950s, as described by people who were there. It will be appreciated that
photographic evidence is often lacking when times are really tough. Most of the few
photos in this chapter were taken before or after the really tough episodes.
1945, GEORGE ALLISON, CLAYOQUOT SURVEY
George would agree that the West Coast of Vancouver Island is tough country. The first
forest surveys field project following the wartime lull was in the Clayoquot Forest in 1945.
George Silburn was Party Chief. George Allison and Dave Hansen were the two full-time
Cruisers (although Davis Carey and Jack Ker cruised part-time). Five Compassmen came
and went, including such notables as Dave Hansen, Bob Scholefield and Art Scholefield.
“There were never more than two of them on strength at any one time – high attrition rate,”
as George recalls. “[1945] …was a wet summer, even for the West Coast. It seldom
stopped raining on our flycamps around Kennedy Lake and Henderson Lake. Captain Lew
King skippered the B.C. Forester for us.”
1946, BOB BREADON, BEDWELL RIVER
The Clayoquot Forest survey of 1946 included slim times on the Bedwell River flycamp, as
recounted by Compassman Bob Breadon:
We set off boldly enough, backpacking up the Bedwell Mines cat trail. Dave
Hansen and I ran our strips in the main valley, Harold Cliff and Stan Gustavsen
in the Bedwell headwaters, and Hugh Lyons and Sig Techy in the main
tributary, Ursus Creek.
We met after ten days to finish off some strips close to tidewater, camping in a
deserted shack at the river mouth. Our food was running out by then. The time
for our expected rendezvous with the B.C. Forester came and went. We had no
radio with which to contact the outside world.
We grazed on huckleberries more than we tallied trees on our remaining strips.
We improvised crude fishing tackle and caught one tiny bullhead from our
dinghy. We made bannock from some flour spurned by the miners and the
packrats. We meticulously split the contents of a single rusty can of Pacific
condensed milk. Like the elderly white packhorse left by the miners to graze on
the river flats, we were marooned.
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Finally the B.C. Forester hove into sight and anchored offshore at dusk.
George Silburn explained that she had damaged a propeller and then detoured
to the B.C. Forest Service’s Vancouver Marine Station for a replacement.
We ate a long-delayed square meal in Don Cruickshank's galley.

Dave Hansen, Bob Breadon, Harold Cliff, Hugh Lyons, and
Sig Techy, starting off up the Bedwell River trail in 1946.

1946, BOB BREADON, CLAYOQUOT OVERNIGHTS
The 1946 Clayoquot Forest survey was Bob’s introduction to that time-honoured institution,
the “Overnight.” On an Overnight, a Cruiser and Compassman start a long strip with “light”
packs on their backs, tally all day on strip, eat and sleep on strip, finish the strip the next
day and take the next day off to recuperate. Bob writes:
Hugh Lyons and Sig Techy did 570-odd chains (over 7 miles) up-hill-and-downdale on Flores Island. Dave Hansen and I hiked up to an abandoned pre-war
Japanese copper mine on Sydney Inlet, and from there cruised about 450
chains (5.6 miles) up one creek, over a divide and down another. We packed
light sleeping bags, spare sweaters, two lunches each, some macaroni, cheese
and oatmeal. We gambled on fine weather and won. The B.C. Forester picked
us up in a dry state, ready for another Don Cruickshank supper.
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1947, BILL YOUNG, GOLD RIVER FLYCAMP
In 1947 the Kyuquot Forest survey ended with the Gold River Expedition. Compassman
Bill Young recalls it vividly:
George Silburn fixed up quite a finale for the summer. Queen Charlotte Airlines
was to fly us in from Nootka Sound to Muchalat Lake. We were then to run
strips a mile apart, up the Gold River valley and its tributaries (like Twaddle
Creek) to Gold Lake and over the height of land into the upper Salmon valley.
We were then to retreat east to Bloedel, Stewart and Welch’s end of steel, out
of Camp 5 on Brewster Lake.
There were four of us – Sig Techy, Bob Breadon, Ralph Schmidt and me. It
was pretty wet. Before or after running our cruise strips, one crew would pack
food ahead and stash it for future use, while the other crew went back
downstream to bring up supplies left behind at the last camp. We packed a
reflector tent (usually wet) to a new campsite about every other night. We
learned how comforting it was to pitch it under the somewhat dry shelter of a big
Douglas-fir and to feed our campfire with chunks of the tree’s outer bark. Fir
bark glowed like coal and lasted all night.
Bob Breadon and I were chased out of a small swamp owned by a ferocious
bull elk and his extended family of cows and calves. We’re lucky he didn't
impale one of us on each of his enormous antlers!
Pools in the Gold River were black with summer run steelhead. Since we were
running low on our Bulman’s dried beets, macaroni and rice, we tried hard to
drive some steelhead into the shallows and grab one. No luck.
While jumping down a bank along the river, Ralph Schmidt blundered into a
wasp nest. His face swelled up so much he could only see dimly out of one
eye. He kept running compass – nobody there to take his place.
After about three weeks of that, we ran our last strips around Gold Lake. We
were supposed to take two days to walk out to civilization. We'd had enough,
so got up at 4 am and got out in one day instead. We arrived at a shack with a
crank-handle telephone at Bloedel, Stewart and Welch’s end of steel. A
speeder came for us. We were treated to an after-hours meal in their
cookhouse and a long sleep in a real bed.
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Gold River flycamp misery: Ralph Schmidt,
Bill Young, and Sig Techy in 1947.

George MacKenzie and John Bruce, on the normally
hot, dry grassy slopes near Keremeos in 1948.
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1948, CLIFF CALDER, KYUQUOT SURVEY
Cliff’s first appearance in Forest Inventory Surveys Section was on the 1948 Kyuquot
Forest survey:
We ran strips between Zeballos and the Brooks Peninsula that summer. Rough
country, flycamps way back of beyond.
I ran compass sometimes for Bill Young and sometimes for Ralph Schmidt.
Neither one of them would accept my sincere declarations that the trees ahead
were scrub. We had to chain up to pure scrub, no guessing! The job was fine
with Maurice Ayers – he was a wiry little guy. The rest of us Compassmen were
beginning to wonder if there weren’t easier ways to get ahead.
1948, JOHN BRUCE, ASHNOLA
The hot, dry Interior of B.C. can have its moments too. John Bruce, on the 1948 Princeton
survey, remembers one:
Late that summer Ralph Schmidt, Bill Young,8 Bob Greggor and I set off on a
flycamp into the Ashnola high country. We carried in our heads the advice of
one of those local old-timers: “When she starts to snow, get out fast, or they'll
find ya still in there next spring!”
At first, the nights were cold but the days were warm and bright. Then one
night, it clouded up and started to snow! We took an entirely democratic vote
over breakfast and bolted for the Keremeos highway. In retrospect, it’s possible
we over-reacted, but think of the loss to the Forest Service if we'd expired in an
Ashnola snowdrift!
1949, IVOR BURROWS, ZYMOETZ RIVER
Everyone in forest surveys has a favourite “uncrossable creek” story. Ivor Burrows, a
Cruiser on the 1949 Terrace party, tells this one:
We set off on a two-week flycamp up the Zymoetz (Copper) River.
Backpacking. Pork chops first night, cooked by Jim Collins over the open fire,
seasoned by ashes from his permanently-attached pipe.
__________
8. Ralph and Bill joined us after a summer on the Kyuquot and Smith Inlet surveys, followed by
the UBC Fall Camp at Maple Ridge, so it was pretty late in the year.
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When we got halfway up the river, we were expected to cross and run strips on
the far side. The river was rain-swollen. Mac Gordon plunged in boldly, sank
chest-high and scrambled back ashore. “Okay, we’ll chop down that spruce
and cross on it!” he said. He and Jim Collins took turns lustily swinging the
Hudson Bay axe at it. It toppled over, lingered as a perfect bridge for a couple
of minutes, and then was swept downriver.
We finished that flycamp on the same side of the river. Later we ran the
missing strips by hiking up the other side.
1950, JIM GILMOUR, ESQUIMALT & NANAIMO RAILWAY LAND GRANT SURVEY
Jim Gilmour, a Cruiser on the 1950 Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Company Land
Grant survey, has more to say about the dreaded Overnight:
We had chained up to the top of a rock bluff and took off our packs for a little
rest. “Suds” Sutherland chose a bad spot for his. It rolled over the precipice
and bounced out of sight down a rockslide. We sort of needed the contents, so
climbed down and spent the better part of an afternoon finding it.
1951, GRANT AINSCOUGH, CRANBROOK
We were on some strenuous flycamps. Up Hellroar Creek, my Compassman
walked into some spruce needles and was blinded. I led him out 15 miles in a
snowstorm, but came back in with Bruce Devitt to finish the job. We had
interesting times fording the creek in flood.
One night a porcupine got tangled up in our mosquito net. As he flailed around
in front of Bruce’s newly-awakened face, I reflected on the distinct possibility
that I would be leading a second blinded Compassman out of the same creek.
Bruce and the porcupine were successfully disentangled without damage to
either.
Harry Freeman, my Compassman on the late fall Yoho cruise, was one of the
toughest and steadiest guys I ever worked with. One afternoon it was so dark
and snowing so heavily that I decided to ford a Kootenay River slough rather
than detour four miles around it to reach our camp. I’m six feet tall and the
freezing water came up to my chin. Harry was only 5’ 8,” but we both got to the
far side!
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1952, BOB BREADON, SEYMOUR INLET
Living out of open boats up the coast was never a picnic. Bob’s Seymour Inlet party
toughed it out in 1952, beginning with a nerve-wracking trip into the inlet:
The Forest Surveyor moved us to Allison Harbour, at the mouth of Seymour
Inlet. Mike Jackson ran a plywood partly-covered “OC” [outboard cruiser]
runabout with twin 14-hp Evinrudes. Bob Goodfellow and I each ran a 14-foot
clinker-built rowboat with a 5-hp Mercury outboard.
With the nonchalance of the ignorant, we navigated our three-boat flotilla up
Schooner Channel and into the dreaded Nakwakto Rapids, said to run at 15
knots at full tide. We were loaded with everything needed for two months up
Belize Inlet, Mereworth Sound, Nugent Sound and Seymour Inlet.
We read our tide tables well and got through during slack tide. I even stopped
in mid-rapids to refill the tiny gas tank on top of my 5-hp motor. Luckily no
outboards quit on us, probably because Mike Jackson, our Field Clerk, carefully
strained out condensed water from the gas before it went into the tanks.
We pitched our tents that night on a beach in Westerman Bay on Belize Inlet.
A photo was taken of me later, in Seymour Inlet under calmer circumstances.
1953, FRED BRAHNIUK, RADIUM
Fred, a member of Pete Robson’s Invermere party in 1953, knows how lepers felt in
Biblical times. He and Al Conyers emerged on the Banff - Radium Highway after a long
flycamp:
We came out at a roadside salt lick, favoured by moose, elk and American
tourists with cameras. After 22 days under the stars we apparently weren’t
entirely presentable – we looked and smelled bad! None of the tourists we
approached for a ride seemed at all interested in having us join them in their airconditioned Cadillacs.
Late in the afternoon a Park Ranger listened to our story, held his nose, and
drove us down to Radium, where we phoned for Pete Robson to come for us.
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Bob Breadon in bow of 14-foot clinker-built
rowboat, in 1952. Note oars, ready for use
if outboard quit.

1954, FRED BRAHNIUK, CHILCOTIN AIR CODING CREW
In 1954 Fred became an Air Coder, no doubt hoping to put flycamping behind him, in
favour of sleeping in beds, preferably with sheets. He spent part of the summer working
from a hotel at Alexis Creek, but remembers one time he got separated from his customary
comforts:
Bob Clouston and I and our pilot, Slim Knight, were flying around the
headwaters of the Dean River in an Otter. We asked Slim to land on a gooseshaped lake, so we could check some of our air calls. Slim scouted it out, saw
nothing unusual, landed, and we went into the woods to check our coding.
Taxiing back out for take-off, Slim and I were looking at the photos and planning
our ongoing route, when “CRUNCH!” We’d hit some rocks, out in the middle of
the lake! She started to list as one float took on water. Slim did the best thing –
he powered up, headed for shore and beached her. Then he radioed
Vancouver for help.
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Best they could do now was send in a Beaver from Port Hardy to drop off a
mechanic the next day. We sat on the beach, ate some Pilot Bread [“hardtack
biscuits”] we found, drank Clouston's half-bottle of Scotch and swatted
mosquitoes. Next day the Beaver dropped off the mechanic and ferried us back
to base. Slim and the mechanic patched the Otter’s leak temporarily, pumped
the float dry and flew out to Vancouver.
When we saw him again, Slim admitted he’d been a little worried. He and the
Otter had just been bought, along with the rest of Queen Charlotte Airlines, by
Pacific Western. The new PWA boss might not be amused by this little
adventure. Turned out PWA had bigger concerns and Slim kept his job.
1953, MIKE ZACHARY, NAVER CREEK
Mike joined Ted Vaughan's Special Cruise of the Naver in the fall of 1953:
We had it tough. Sleet and snow. Cold and wet. When we found our predropped food, most of it had been eaten or spoiled by bears. We salvaged a
little and shot some grouse. Then we got diarrhoea, bad. Staggering along, we
came to a trapper's cabin. Went in. Note on the table: “Help yourself. Wade.”
We sure did. Lit the stove with dry wood. Got warm. Dried our stuff. Cooked
up some of Wade's canned goods. Got a night’s sleep. Diarrhoea passed.
You know, the next year (1954) we had a tent camp at Hixon. Who should walk
in and introduce himself? Wade! I told him my story, thanked him and offered
to pay for the food we took. He laughed. Wouldn’t take anything but a cup of
coffee.
1954, CHARLIE JOHNSON, KINGCOME
Charlie Johnson’s first summer with forest surveys was “tough.” He joined Doug Morton’s
1954 Kingcome survey party and was assigned to assist a newly-arrived German war
veteran. Evidently this man’s background as an officer in the wartime German Army
created the expectation that he would be provided with a Compassman/Batman, who
would light the fire, cook, wash dishes, speak when spoken to and follow orders. This
didn’t go down well with Charlie but he stuck out the summer.
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1955, JAN SELSING, MORICE BLOCK
Jan Selsing was in charge of this large party, from which many hardship stories emanated.
Jan tells this one:
Late October, season’s end. Our riverboats were sent back to Vancouver, so
we were using a small boat we found in the bushes to get up and down the
Morice. Pat Lake, Neil McCormack and some others were in this boat,
returning to their camp, when they hit a sweeper in the darkness and
overturned.
The crew all scrambled ashore, wet and miserable. No matches. They
stumbled down the riverbank till they reached their camp, but on the opposite
side of the river. No boat. Couldn’t cross. The lone occupant at camp
eventually managed to throw matches across in a spice bottle, so they could get
a fire going for the night, but no food. Rescued next day. Pat went to hospital
with cracked ribs. Equipment and notes were fished up from the river bottom at
scene of the mishap.
1955, TONY ROBINSON, MORICE BLOCK
Tony was Jan Selsing’s Assistant Party Chief. He records one of Jan’s radio utterances,
confirming that times were tough towards the end:
The last of the party were still in the Morice late in November, encountering
heavy snow. Jan’s instructions via radio from Smithers, to the last Crew Chief
running the last strip, are rather famous: “Get out and finish that strip! Even if
you’re up to your ____ (unmentionable anatomical feature) in snow my friend,
keep sampling!”
1955, SCOTT FINDING, NARROWS ARM
Scott Finding also encountered snow late in the 1955 field season:
Wrenching myself back from a stolen holiday with wife Valerie in Santa Barbara
in September, I re-joined what was left of George Rogers’ dwindling crew, and
we went after some much-needed yellow cedar measurements high on a
mountain up Narrows Inlet, north of Sechelt. It was late fall by now. Snow was
piling up at our sample. We lived aboard the B.C. Forester initially, but then the
loggers quit for the season, leaving us without their truck transport.
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George and I, with one remaining helper inherited from Ben Kuusk, backpacked
up the road and set up a tent camp on the mountainside. It was wretched.
George lost our only gas can somewhere in a snowbank. Our campfire burned
itself deep into the frozen peat bog we were camped on. Our solitary helper quit
and hiked out in a blizzard. George and I finally got our data and packed out
about the end of November!
1957, JOHN BARKER, OPERATING CRUISES
John remembers a little trouble with high water that summer:
We got raked over the coals (by Jan Selsing and Tony Robinson) for drowning
our gear, left behind on a bar in the Soo River, while we hiked out empty. The
helicopter was supposed to come over from the Nahatlatch next day to pick it
up. High water! No gear!
We got our revenge, though, in the Quatlena. The Party Chiefs had pitched
their office tents on a nice grassy flat at the river mouth. Later, the waters rose,
and they were forced to row, not stroll, into those office tents!

Chamerion angustifolium
Fireweed
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CHAPTER 7: TALL TALES, CLOSE CALLS
Forest survey crews passed through every nook and cranny of B.C. in the 1940s and
1950s. Memories of many bizarre events still linger in the minds of those who took part.
The narrators of these strange tales insist that every single detail is reported with
scrupulous accuracy, exactly as it happened.
1946, GERRY BURCH, ESQUIMALT & NANAIMO RAILWAY LAND GRANT SURVEY
Gerry’s account of the infamous 1946 Vancouver Island earthquake:
On Sunday, July 26, 1946, we were working on the north side of a lake,
between Wardroper and McKay creeks, when the earthquake started about 11
am. The ground shook for about a minute. I looked down at the Wardroper
Creek-mouth log booms and saw the water level in the lake drop, and then rush
back, throwing logs high onto the beach. Points of land were dropping into the
lake, and floatcamp bunkhouses from Caycuse camp across the lake were
floating free. I was with Dave Holmes. He told me later that he felt dizzy and
sick as a result of the trees swaying around him.
1946, BOB BREADON, CLAYOQUOT SURVEY
Same earthquake, elsewhere on Vancouver Island:
I was running compass for Sig Techy on a strip up Herbert Arm on a Sunday
morning in July. For our sins, we found ourselves in the middle of the big
Vancouver Island earthquake of 1946.
The rock I was about to jump from started to move dizzyingly from side to side.
We were in a stand of poor site, spike-topped cedars – their tops began rattling
together. Then they began snapping off, and plunging like spears into the
muskeg. Sig and I huddled up to the biggest catfaced cedars handy, and
waited, while the sound and fury got more violent. The motion stopped after 4
or 5 minutes, but a distant roar went on for 20 minutes. It was the sound of
rockslides, triggered all over the West Coast.
For the rest of the summer we saw fresh gashes on the slopes, and listened to
people’s earthquake stories. The Claytons, living at the head of Herbert Arm
and hoping for untold riches from quarrying the local pink marble deposits and
selling real estate, looked out of the windows of their houseboat to see the lower
Moyeha River rushing past, the wrong way. A tidal wave was transporting
everything they owned irreversibly and permanently upstream.
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The handful of male residents of Ahousat were indebted to the earthquake for
helping them to get better acquainted with the storekeeper's comely wife. When
her boudoir began to shake and rattle, she retreated to the store, and thence to
the wharf, without pausing to cover her absolute nakedness.
Probably if any big cities had been in the 1946 earthquake’s path, some serious
mayhem would have been reported. As it was, we heard later that a fissure
across the main runway of the Tofino airport had to be filled before flights in or
out could resume. And the Alberni post office reportedly collapsed in a pile of
bricks, rubble and undelivered mail.
Perhaps the B.C. Forester‘s most ignominious moment was when she lost an engagement
with the float at Tofino:
The B.C. Forester’s Skipper, Phil Green, approached with caution, maybe too
much caution. He apparently misjudged the wind and tide. Despite Gerry
Burch’s gallant attempts to cushion the blow with a fender, she hit the corner of
the float with a sickening crunch. Sig Techy was enjoying a rare shipboard
shower below, when the float came through the ship’s forward planking and
pushed him out into the fo'c's'le.
Gerry Burch, describing this event, points out:9
Sig took this with his usual good humour. “Hand me that towel,” he said. “It's
breezy in here.”
1947, ALBERT McMINN, COWICHAN
Al certainly remembers Mickey Pogue’s celebrated Cruiser Training School at the
Cowichan Lake Experiment Station. Indeed he attained considerable prominence there:
Mickey was testing our dendrology capabilities on some immature trees behind
the cookhouse. The stand only had Douglas-fir, western hemlock, and balsam
trees, but they were pretty young and close together for easy identification.
When we came to tree number six, a four-inch [diameter] sapling with living
twigs too far up to see, there was wide disagreement.

__________
9. Burch, Gerry. 1992. The crash of the B.C. Forester. British Columbia Forest History Newsletter
No. 33, September 1992. pp.7-8. http://www.fhabc.org/newsletter-archive/1992/33.pdf
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“If you guessed fir, you guessed right,” said Mickey. I knew better. “But it's a
balsam,” I said. With some difficulty I shinnied up that tree, broke off a branch,
and dropped it at Mickey’s feet. He was wrong. I was right. I slid down,
expecting a handsome apology. “Well,” the undaunted Mickey responded,
“if it's not a fir now, it’s going to grow up to be a fir!”
1947, DON EASTON, TAHSIS
On most forest surveys parties of the 1940s the Compassmen out-numbered the Cruisers
by one. When not out on strip, the spare man could stay aboard ship, dry his clothes, and
compile tallies or do other office work. That’s how it came about that Don was catching a
little sun on the government float at Tahsis, where the B.C. Forester was tied up one
afternoon. Gordon Gibson, Bull of the Woods and owner of the Gibson Bros. sawmill,
sauntered down and struck up a conversation. Although there were no witnesses, Don
maintains that Gordon offered to “fix him up” with one of the cookhouse flunkies. Don says
he declined.
1947, DON EASTON, BURMAN RIVER
Bob Breadon and I had a memorable sojourn up the Burman River. Had to ford
the river to get back to our flycamp one afternoon. It was high from the rain.
I was about waist-deep in fast water when some rocks shifted under my feet.
I started bobbing downriver, apparently headed for Japan. The weight of the
rolled-up steel chain in my cruiser's coat kept me in enough contact with the
bottom to let me eventually claw my way to the far shore.
Bob, having watched all this, crossed without incident at an easier spot. He
caught up with me, ashen-faced. At first I thought it was from concern for my
safety. Soon, however, I realized it was really concern that I was the sole
custodian of our only tobacco, papers and matches! Had these been turned
into un-smokeable mush or would our nicotine fixes continue for the rest of the
flycamp?
1947, HUGH LYONS, SMITH INLET
Hugh remembers the brush between the Forest Surveyor and the Smith Inlet net-fishing
fleet involving the heroic removal by Bob Huestis of a gillnet wound around the Surveyor‘s
propeller. As Hugh recalls it, the owner of the net had been the “high liner” fisherman of
the fleet, until the unfortunate layoff while his net was being repaired.
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1948, BILL YOUNG, KYUQUOT - MUTINY ON THE B.C. FORESTER
Bill Young and Ralph Schmidt, along with Hank Sweatman, were Cruisers on George
Silburn’s Kyuquot Forest survey again in 1948. The crew was hard-working and serious,
but Bill and Ralph remember one off-hours episode well:
On the May 24th holiday, we revisited the pub at Esperanza. Our first
paycheques hadn’t arrived, so we were short of money, but our Skipper and the
locals staked us to some beer. The Skipper took a case back aboard, and we
continued festivities with some enthusiastic singing below decks.
The forward hatch opened above our heads. George, his eyes bulging, started
down the ladder to restore order, but in doing so he apparently antagonized the
Skipper. What followed was right out of Treasure Island, with Silburn retreating
up the ladder to the deckhouse, using a Biltmore stick (an archaic brass-shod
stick for measuring tree diameters, but also a formidable weapon) to fend off a
hotly-pursuing and irate Skipper. Ralph takes credit for grabbing the Skipper’s
foot, thus preventing outright bloodshed.

Ralph Schmidt and Bill Young on poop of B.C. Forester in 1947,
displaying the type of deportment which led to the Mutiny of 1948.
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The following morning, George had rearranged our schedule and put the whole
crew on a flycamp a long way up the Zeballos River. When we arrived back on
the B.C. Forester ten or twelve days later, we had a new Skipper – Lew King.
1948, GEORGE ALLISON, KITIMAT
George’s description of the grounding of the Forest Surveyor on a falling tide is another
classic forest surveys sea story:
We dragged anchor during the night in a howling gale, and went aground four
hours before low tide. Couldn’t move her. The Surveyor started to list right
away, and seemed likely to roll right over when the tide dropped more.
I brought this to the Skipper’s attention, but he said, “Don't worry. She’ll
definitely stay upright!” I remember responding rather excitedly, “This is no
blankety-blank flat-bottomed scow! Of course it’ll roll over!”
George and an enthusiastic crew went ashore to collect driftwood, logs, timbers or
anything else to prop against the low side of the Forest Surveyor:
This apparently worked, she didn’t list any further. Later, when I realized the
tide had started rising again, I had an unsettling thought – if water comes in
through the portholes (which had been letting in spray and rainwater lately)
before she rights, we’re scuttled. I hurried below. There was green water and
seaweed outside each porthole. Unaccountably, no water was coming in!
When our situation finally looked better, and there was nothing to do but wait for
lift-off, someone said “Where's Pinkie (Maurice Ayers)?” A search above decks
was unsuccessful. The search ended below decks, when Maurice’s mates
found him fast asleep in his bunk. Neither the gale, nor the shock of grounding
on the rocks, nor the alarmed shouting, nor the tilting of the hull had made any
impression on him.
1949, BARRIE FORD, TERRACE
Barrie has not forgotten the traditions forest survey veterans hold dear, including this
sonnet of obscure origin:
Oh, to be a Cruiser
And with the Cruisers stand
Up to my butt in muskeg
With my Biltmore in my hand
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1950, KEN BOYD, ASPEN GROVE
Ken Boyd tells this story about his crewmate Don Grant:
Don and I were flycamping up between Princeton and Peachland. The pots
were no longer bright and shiny. When we came across an isolated ranch
house one day, Don thought, “Oh boy! Maybe they’ve got one of those steel
wool pot scrubbers known as ‘Choregirls.’” A leathery homesteader and his
comely daughter came out to meet him. Don, gazing admiringly at the
daughter, addressed the old man courteously, “Good afternoon, sir. We’ve
used up our ‘Choregirls.’ Could you possibly let us have one of yours?”
1950, KEN BOYD, PRINCETON - MERRITT
Forest surveys veterans will treasure Ken’s account of the navigating prowess of his other
1950 crewmate Denis Glew:
I was driving the pickup. Denis was brandishing a hand compass and directing
me. We seemed to be getting farther from our tie point all the time. Evidently
nobody had successfully explained to Denis how the marks for East and West
are reversed on a box compass. We were getting farther away all the time!
1950, DOUG FLIGG, BELLA COOLA
George Allison, who was helping to train Doug’s newly-assembled crew, reports that Doug
found it necessary to explain to Bill Mulholland how to pitch a B.C. Forest Service reflector
tent. Under persistent questioning, Doug was getting a little impatient. “Bill,” he finally
said, “when you get the tent up, stand inside and take a look at your feet. If you see a
floor, you’ve pitched it upside down!”
1950, JIM GILMOUR, ESQUIMALT & NANAIMO RAILWAY LAND GRANT SURVEY
Sometimes we joined forces with Al McMinn and others. Al had an early
version of the portable radio, and liked to turn it on for a little evening “boomjang” or news. Reception was usually very poor. Once he threw an aerial up in
a 12” diameter hemlock tree to improve reception. When we broke camp, he
had to fell the tree to recover the aerial. First, though, he directed George
Rapanis, who was packing his gear, to move to a spot where obviously the tree
couldn’t possibly fall. Al cut through the tree. It sought out George and landed
squarely on him! We weren’t too hopeful about George, but evidently he was
hit by soft parts of the tree, not hard parts. He scrambled into daylight with most
of his belongings, and Al reclaimed his aerial.
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Backpackers Dave Sutherland, Terry Rutherford, George Rapanis and Jim Gilmour.

1951, DUDLEY RITCHIE, SOUTH COAST
In 1951 Dudley re-joined the B.C. Forester for a second summer, this time as Cook on Bill
Bradshaw’s South Coast party:
Our Skipper that year was no Jack McLeod in his handling of the Forester. His
landings were slow, diffident and often bungled.
He was also a bit devious, which put me in an ethical dilemma once. Having
put the entire crew and Party Chief ashore, he headed for the Savary Island Inn,
whose owners were apparently friends of his. We anchored in a beautiful bay
and the Skipper spent a pleasant few days as a guest of the inn.
We were a couple of days late picking up the crew. Bill Bradshaw wasn’t
pleased at being marooned on a remote beach, but the Skipper invented an
engine failure to explain things. That left me, an unworldly theology student,
with a dilemma: should I come forward with the true story of the lost weekend,
and incur the anger of the Skipper for the rest of the summer, or should I remain
silent, and run counter to my Christian conscience? As with George
Washington and his Cherry Tree, the truth prevailed. The Skipper was fired and
replaced by Bob Pethick.
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Bill Bradshaw’s South Coast party on foredeck of B.C. Forester at Lund.

1951, BILL BRADSHAW, SOUTH COAST
Party Chief Bill Bradshaw remembers this same incident, but as one of those who were
marooned:
We waited to be picked up on the shore of East Redonda Island for two days.
Pretty slim rations! When the Skipper finally showed up, he was extremely
vague about the reasons for the delay. Turned out he’d taken the Forester over
to Savary Island for a square dance! We wouldn’t have found out, except that
the Cook was a theology student [Dudley Ritchie] whose conscience wouldn’t
allow him to remain silent about it!
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Walt Tuttle and I confronted the Skipper and threatened to report his falsification
of the Forester‘s logbook. He stayed a while until Bob Pethick, who had served
on torpedo boats during the war, arrived to replace him.
1951, RALPH ROBBINS, HOPE
Our first job out of Hope was to drive a crew up the Fraser and Thompson
canyons to Shaw Springs. We piled our gear into the pickup box. The fourman crew sat on top of it and away we went. North of Jackass Mountain they
banged on the cab, so we stopped. The boys in the back were hearing a
“clicking sound” but we checked things and found nothing out of the ordinary.
We continued, and had just reached the safety of the broad flats at Spences
Bridge, when there was a loud “clunk.” The other guy in the cab yelled, “Look –
there’s a wheel passing us!” I wobbled to a stop. The disembodied wheel, still
rolling serenely ahead, was our own right rear! Somebody hadn’t tightened the
wheel nuts!
1951, RALPH ROBBINS, NICOLA
Then came the Nicola Campaign. In late July, Ralph Robbins and his crewmates set up,
like many others, in the tent camp at the foot of Nicola Lake. He was pressed into service
immediately, to drive his pickup into Merritt, where Red Frey’s enthusiastic crew was
offloading supplies from a CPR boxcar. Ralph suspects that the fact that his truck
belonged to Hope, not Merritt, caused it to be outrageously overloaded:
The front wheels were barely touching the ground, and the springs were
groaning, when we started back for Nicola camp. But there was no turning
back, and we crept along the dirt road. A cloud of dust approached from
behind, passed us, and stopped. As we crept past, I saw George Silburn
eyeing our overloaded truck, with a steely glint in his eyes. He followed us into
camp.
I parked two feet in front of Red, jumped out, and started to tell Red what I
thought of his boxcar crew for piling so many blankety-blank boxes of blanketyblank groceries on our Hope truck. George joined our little group, with fire in his
eye. He meant to chew me out, but when he heard the gist of my comments,
George apparently decided it would be better if he remained a spectator, rather
than a participant.
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1951, BILL YOUNG, NICOLA
Bill recalls trying times for his colleague Red Frey, Operations Party Chief, headquartered
at the old Nicola Hotel:
The hotel plumbing was severely overtaxed, and frequently required attention.
On one such occasion Red brusquely ordered the nearest bystander, who
happened to be Rod Newman, to unplug the toilet next to the kitchen. Rod
drew himself up and responded, “I'm a Draftsman. I don't do toilets.” Red
angrily grabbed the plunger and became the resident plumber himself.
1951, RALPH ROBBINS, NICOLA
Ralph remembers the sequel to Bill Young’s story:
I happened to be over at our HQ, in the old Nicola Hotel, built in the 1860s. Bill
Young and Red Frey had run their Merritt Forest survey party from the hotel
since May, and now all the rooms were filled with plywood drawing boards,
stacks of photos, Safari cots and sleeping bags belonging to visiting Party
Chiefs.
The downstairs toilet couldn’t handle the traffic. It fell to Red to unplug it. There
he was, wielding the plunger, and apparently gaining some headway. He
couldn’t see, but we could, that the contents of the toilet were going down, but
were steadily being pumped into the nearby bathtub!
1951, DON GRANT, CRANBROOK
Don explains “The Great St. Mary Sweepstake” as follows:
The whole crew was flycamping up the St. Mary River for about two weeks. We
got back to the end of the road about noon, and sat in the dust exhausted, dirty,
hungry and thirsty.
We hoped Cliff Calder would be along to get us sooner, rather than later.
Finally Dave Wallinger spoke, “Here's a clock I’ve drawn in the dust. Let’s have
a sweepstake. A dollar to get in, winner take all. Stick your initials at the time
you think Cliff will get here. Here’s 3, 6 and 9 pm plus midnight. My watch is
the official timepiece. Here is a line in the dust. Time’s up when Cliff walks over
the line.”
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Thoughts of hunger and thirst were suppressed for about an hour, while
everybody squabbled over a time selection. As the sun was descending below
the skyline, a small cloud of dust appeared down the road. Dave handed me
his Pocket Ben watch and walked over to the line in the dust. “When I yell
‘Now,’ read the exact time.” Everyone else found a good vantage point. Dave’s
arm dropped, “Now!” I shouted the time, “7:23!” We all huddled over the clock
in the dust.
Cliff stopped the pickup and scratched his head, “Sorry I'm so late. I had to
change a flat t---. Gee, what’s the matter, somebody hurt?” Once the winner
had been well and truly identified, we broke the huddle and descended on Cliff
with plaintive cries, “What kept you? Is the pub still open? Can we go for a
swim in the lake?” etc., etc.
The Great St. Mary Sweepstake was our little secret. Cliff never found out the
cause of our strange behaviour at the end of the road.

Participants in the St. Mary Sweepstake: Dave “Blackbeard” Wallinger,
Bruce Devitt, “Chokebore” Miller, Don “Jumbo” Munro and “Big John” Klassen.
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1951, RALPH ROBBINS, HARRISON LAKE
Mickey Pogue lost no opportunity to keep good people with forest surveys:
On one job we flew in from Harrison Lake to a Timber Sale application up Lizzie
Creek. Mickey Pogue met us at the Harrison float when we flew back out a
couple of weeks later.
All we wanted was to clean up and eat, but Mickey buttonholed me at the end of
the float and treated me to eight different reasons why I didn’t want to leave
forest surveys to go to a forest district. He eventually let me and my crew off
the float, but Mickey remained an unrepentant positive thinker. He could never
understand anyone choosing to leave surveys!
1952, FORBES BOYD, TERRACE
Forbes was sent to Red Frey’s party at Terrace, as the Field Clerk:
We were set up in some unoccupied buildings at the Terrace airport – not bad
for surveys. Red was into fitness; he jogged around the airport most days, often
in competition with Ian Waddell, a fit young forestry student from UNB. He also
set himself the goal of triumphing over Ben Kuusk in an arm wrestling match.
Ben would let Red strain and grunt for a decent interval, then grin broadly and
push Red’s arm onto the tabletop.
On one of their days off, Red took his crew up to Hagwilget, on the Skeena near Hazelton,
to see if anyone could catch a salmon. Bill Spriggs of the Hazelton party was there too,
and photographed the event.
1952, BILL SPRIGGS, HAZELTON
Bill recalls a mishap on his very first flycamp just after he arrived from UNB in 1952.
He was located at Hazelton on the Skeena River and the Party Chief was Pete Small.
Cliff Newman was in charge of a party of three that also included Ivan Rug, another UNB
student. They were working in the Sedan Creek watershed, about 50 km from Hazelton by
train, on the north side of the Skeena River:
Everything was exciting and new to me including the mountains, the First
Nations people and their totem poles, and I was keen to start work. Having got
off the train and crossed the Skeena River we made our way up Sedan Creek
to a place where we camped to begin tallying the next morning.
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Terrace crew arm-wrestled and tried for salmon at Hagwilget on Skeena
River in 1952. Native with a gaff, Keith Waddell, Ivan Roy and Forbes
Boyd using lines. Red Frey (thumbing nose) using a line and a basket net.

I am an early riser and was up to light a fire and make breakfast along with
Cliff. Ivan finally surfaced and was sitting by the fire with his head in his hands
while I made the “mush.” Well, I dropped a pot of boiling water that fell beside
Ivan and gave him a rude awakening, plus some nasty burns.
That put a temporary end to our tallying duties while Cliff walked out to get help
from the crew back at Hazelton and I looked after Ivan. We did not have much
first aid equipment and all I had to cover the large blister on his left arm and leg
was our roll of toilet paper. When Cliff returned with four fellows from Pete
Small’s crew it soon became apparent to them that Ivan was in no condition to
walk out. So it was decided that a helicopter evacuation was in order. Two of
the fellows from Pete’s crew returned to Hazelton to arrange for a chopper while
the rest of us cleared a little bench area on the hillside above us.
It was gratifying for us to hear the chopper arrive and to see Ivan being taken
away to the little hospital in Hazelton. All the rest of the group left to return to
Hazelton except for Cliff Newman and we did the tallying with one man short.
For my part I was deeply concerned as to whether I would have a job or not
when that field trip was over. Naturally I was relieved to learn that my job with
the Forest Surveys and Inventory Division was not over in spite of the fact that
the cost of the helicopter was $850.00. It was a great experience and a good
lesson for me, but Ivan never went out on a flycamp with me again.
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1952, BRUCE DEVITT, STUART ISLAND
The niceties of air coding weren’t yet fully developed in 1952. Bruce recalls:
Don Grant and I decided to speed things up with an early form of air coding up
Toba Inlet. Don sat up front to point and shout directions to the pilot; I was in
the back of the Beaver, with the photos laid out in order on the floor. I was
happily marking my observations on the photos, until I looked up, and was
terrified to see we were flying straight into a box canyon! We banked steeply
and turned. My door fell open, and neat rows of photos started for the outdoors!
I sprawled after them, clutched them back, avoided falling out myself and
slammed the door shut! When we were safely heading out of the canyon Don
and the pilot looked back and said, “Was that your door we heard?”
1952, GERHARD EICHEL, STUART ISLAND
In Gerd’s experience, motors seldom quit in quiet water:
We had a difficult passage through the Green Point Rapids, despite our
cleverness in selecting slack tide. We were using the B.C. Forester’s tender,
equipped with both a Briggs and Stratton inboard and a 5-hp Mercury outboard.
When the inboard had got us nearly through, it quit, and resisted all attempts at
restarting. Bill pulled the starter cord on the outboard, first confidently, then
frenziedly. It wouldn’t start either.10 Condensed water had probably joined the
gas in both tanks.
Bill Baldwin started doctoring motors, while the tide gathered momentum and
took us back through the rapids. At one point we slid through a whirlpool, with
the surrounding water surface at eye level. After changing spark plugs, drying
wires and cranking, Bill got the inboard started. We entered the rapids for the
third time, now against a stiff current. Bill laid back and rested from his
exertions while I steered along one shore to avoid turbulent water. Suddenly a
fish packer appeared around a blind corner, hugging the same shore. I can still
see Bill’s panic-stricken expression as he woke to find our little boat heaving up
over the packer's wash and slamming down behind it.

__________
10. It was almost impossible to keep all traces of water out of the gasoline in an open boat, with
rain and fog. Motors don't start on a gasoline-water mixture.
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Bill Baldwin napping after struggling with the engines
in Green Point Rapids, Loughborough

1952, BOB BREADON, ALLISON HARBOUR
Bob discovered in 1952 that marine collisions can involve more than just boats:
My whole crew were on the float at Allison Harbour. Having finished their
summer’s field work up Seymour and Belize inlets, they had assembled in good
order to wait for the Forest Surveyor. When I got there they had just survived a
skirmish with a tug, the Anna B. Gore. Due to an unfortunate misunderstanding
while landing, the Anna‘s engineer had gone full ahead instead of full astern at
the critical moment. The Anna had sliced through a float, some live wires, a
corner of the shed occupied by my crew and one of our boats. She slid to a halt
on a shelving rock behind and then backed out over roughly the same path.
The towing company was insured. Mike Jackson wrote out a claim for the
smashed boat and motor. Everyone was occupied creatively in preparing lists
of missing personal belongings. I think they were mostly reimbursed in due
course.
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1953, PETER MURPHY, MORICE - NANIKA
Albert McMinn and Peter were happier rafting down the Nanika than plodding alongside,
until:
The river rushed from the tight valley, broadened out, then took a hard right turn
followed immediately by a sharp left turn. We skilfully poled around the first
turn, staying in the current – Al in the front and me in the back. Our two packs
were lying on the logs, the boy’s axe was stuck in a log and our frying pan from
lunch was tucked under one of the crossbraces. The force of the current shot
us straight into the bank as the river made its left turn. Al instinctively jumped
off onto the bank. As the raft moved back away from the shore, I told him that I
would pick him up down below.
By then the raft was moving sideways down the river and I turned to see that I
was being carried into an immense sweeper – a live spruce tree which had
been washed out of the bank and was lying across the river. It was right there,
so my immediate reaction was to raise my arms to grab the branches and then
try to keep the raft in place with my butt muscles while I worked underneath it.
What a hope. The raft went right out from under me along with both packs, the
axe and the frying pan. One of those momentary vignettes etched on my
memory is a water-level view through the branches of the sweeper of our raft
bobbing empty out into the main current, and two packs floating down beside it.
I watched the river suck the raft and packs under a huge pile of driftwood about
50 metres below the sweeper. By this time the current had dragged my legs
under the sweeper and was tugging at my boots, which I had unlaced. The one
on the right was sucked off but I was still under the sweeper, with the branches
preventing me from climbing onto the trunk.
Al called from the bank to ask if I was alright – which at the time I thought I was
– so I told him I was fine. Al called back that he would run downstream to see if
he could salvage the packs.
While I was contemplating what to do next, I was alarmed to hear the roots
starting to pop on the sweeper. I could envisage the sweeper pulling free of the
bank and rolling over into the driftpile, but to my surprise and relief, the lower
roots held and the sweeper just hinged into the bank where I was able to stand
up and crawl out. I did not realize how cold the water had been until I started
walking down to try to find Al – it seemed to be about ten minutes before any
feeling came back in my stockinged foot.
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About twenty minutes later I met Al again. He had been able to retrieve his
pack, but he reported that mine was in the middle of the current, well beyond
reach. Fortunately, his pack contained the photographs and our cruise data,
and had stayed reasonably dry. Fortunately, also, he had a pair of camp shoes
so I was able to borrow one.
We walked for a few hours and made camp. We had dry matches so we could
build a fire to dry out and warm up. The food and the tent were in my pack, but
we had a few leftovers from lunch, including tea and the soggy remnants of the
sugar bag. Al noticed an abundance of cranberries, so we picked a bunch and
made a stew in the cooking pot, soaking the sugar sack and adding some
soggy Klim to the brew.
It did not taste right to me, and I was not sufficiently ravenous to force it down.
Al felt compelled to eat his share and it kept him up most of the night. It was
showery again, but we had the tent fly and were able to doze reasonably well.
The next day we started early and were able to reach the basecamp that
evening in a long pull.
There was nobody in camp when we arrived, but we put together a good feed,
and Grant flew back in the next day. There was a supply run expected the next
day, so I was able to order another pair of boots and have them flown in.
There are two postscripts to Peter's story:
A few weeks later our work took us close to the Nanika River well below where
we had dumped. On a whim we walked over to see what the river would have
been like had we been rafting at that point. As we broke out of the timber onto
the shore, there was my pack on the upper end of a gravel bar! That night we
were able to sleep in a tent, leaving us with a net loss of only a pair of caulked
boots, a frying pan and an axe. It is clear we were being watched over.
About fifteen years later when I was running the Forest Technology School at
Hinton, Alberta, we had a couple of RCAF people in to do a survival exercise
with our students. During lunch it turned out that one of them had been
stationed at Smithers in the late 1950s. Speaking of survival, he chuckled and
told us about a story that was still going around about two characters from the
B.C. Forest Service who tried running a raft down the Nanika river and piled up
along the way! Al and I hadn't realized we were famous.
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1953, ALBERT McMINN, MORICE - NANIKA
Albert has the final word on the near-disaster on the Nanika: “The famous ‘Gunsmoke’
Murphy suffered a river-rafting mishap and lost one caulked boot. His claim for
compensation was attended to promptly by Victoria – he received one-half the price of a
new pair, enough to buy one boot!"
1953, GRANT AINSCOUGH, LIKELY
We were staying in an elegant log mansion, 65 miles east of Williams Lake.
We had a Compassman who was crazy. He was constipated for 21 days, and I
think it backed up and replaced his brain. He used to sneak all the good food
out of the storeroom in the dead of night. After being caught and reprimanded,
he put razor blades in Harry Freeman’s sleeping bag – for which he was fired.
1953, DON GRANT, KAMLOOPS - NORTH THOMPSON
Extreme measures were sometimes taken to keep Don’s Austin Countryman rolling:
One of my Coders, Jerry Fielding, had been proclaimed Saskatchewan’s
Chess Champion for three years in a row. His ability as a chess player had
been challenged locally, but was no longer in dispute after he trounced Almund
Groner, Nick Mason and other notable chess players in the Kamloops Forest
District! However, he and his assistant were somewhat less proficient with
practical stuff like vehicles and camp housekeeping.
It was the end of the season, and he was up at Clearwater. He was hell-bent to
catch a certain train out of Kamloops, to get to a big chess match in
Saskatchewan. Apparently he’d cracked the oil pan on his Austin. On the trip
in he used 46 quarts of oil, bought every few miles from gas stations, farmers
and country stores. Receipts were written on pages torn from a Readers
Digest! Bob Long, the processing clerk in Victoria, voiced extreme
bewilderment, but made good on them.
1953, PETE SMALL, NAKUSP
In 1953 Pete was in charge of a Volume and Decay party at Nakusp. In May, the newlyformed party was making its way there from the Green Timbers marshalling point. Pete’s
green Austin with the Official Use Only “football” decal on the door was labouring up the
Anarchist Mountain highway, when he was waved to a stop by no less a personage than
Robert Sommers, the Minister of Lands and Forests.
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He walked over, looked in the window, and said, “What's the idea of speeding
with this Forest Service vehicle?” “What, me speeding, with this load?”
I responded. I really hadn’t got that little Austin up over 40 mph on the whole
trip. He looked at our licence plate. “Oops, that wasn't the number I wrote
down,” he said next.
Turned out somebody had been speeding in a Forest Service Austin alright,
down near Rossland, and Sommers had noted the plate number. When we got
that straight, he apologized and we had a friendly talk. Some time later it came
out that the real culprit was a well-known member of the Public Relations and
Education Division, who was duly chastised.
1953, BOB SUTTON, LITTLE FORT
Sometimes you can’t win for losing, as Bob found out:
Mickey Pogue and Harold Cliff11 stopped at our Little Fort camp, only to find the
whole crew fast asleep at 10 am in the middle of the week! We’d been working
long hours, no days off, and then got a six-inch snowfall, so I’d declared a day
off. I was in a state of deep embarrassment, but they said nothing, then or later.
1954, WAYNE DALLAMORE, RIVERS INLET
They put me on the Union Steamships boat to Alert Bay, where the Forest
Surveyor picked us up and landed us at Rivers Inlet Cannery.12 We joined Reg
Barclay’s party there. Jim Elliott ran the Volume and Decay crew. Cece
Moorhouse was our faller. He held the handle bars of his yellow McCulloch
two-man chainsaw and recruited me to hang on to the far end.
I recall cutting a big spruce in a sample on the hill. It toppled over and started to
slide downhill. We watched its branches snapping off against neighbouring
trees as it picked up speed. We listened to the general rumble, and then in
answer, a shrill beeping of horns from the boats tied up to the floats below.

__________
11. The "brass" of forest surveys.
12. The cannery, known as "R.I.C." was abandoned as a cannery, but still used as a staging
point and netloft for the fishing fleet.
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We received reports from the Rivers Inlet Cannery boat owners that night.
They’d heard the spruce fall, and traced its downhill progress by watching the
twitching tops of the trees it jarred against. They sounded their horns to warn
others of its approach. The spruce, like an enormous and lethal torpedo,
emerged from the forest, plunged under the floats and the yacht on which the
famous Bing Crosby was relaxing after a morning’s salmon fishing and finally
surfaced harmlessly out in Rivers Inlet!
Some time that summer we got into a high-stakes poker game in a bunkhouse
at Wadhams. I lost enough money in my first hand to convince me never to
play poker again, so I climbed into an upper bunk to watch. I could see one guy
was holding his hand over a special card on the table, I suppose to supplement
the cards he got dealt. Another guy evidently didn’t like this. He snatched a
knife and quickly drove it through the offender’s hand and the card, deep into
the table top!
1955, FRED BRAHNIUK, KEMANO
Fred narrowly avoided an incident involving cards and violence himself:
Some of us indulged in evening Bridge games. I got paired up with one of our
colleagues who took his Bridge pretty seriously. Just to be naughty, I started
making deliberate, big, unforgivable mistakes, and winking slyly at the others.
My partner stood it as long as he could. Finally, he threw down his cards and
snarled, “Fred! You’re worse than my wife!” and stalked out. No more friendly
card games that season.
1954, JERRY JELINEK, RIVERS INLET
In 1954 Jerry was in charge of a Coding and Sampling party around Owikeno Lake, with
headquarters at the semi-abandoned Rivers Inlet Cannery. G.B. (Blackie) Cameron
learned that summer that it is better to hand-crank an outboard motor in neutral. When his
motor started in gear, he was propelled over the boat’s transom and found himself
swimming energetically in the icy waters of Rivers Inlet. The boat was describing highspeed circles and Blackie’s dilemma was where to swim in order to be missed by the next
pass. Fortunately for the taxation section of the Lands Branch in Victoria, where he
became a senior official, Blackie guessed right.
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1954, DON GRANT, RIVERS INLET
Don was Party Chief of the Smith Inlet – Rivers Inlet Coding and Sampling party. Among
other escapades, Don remembers the Link boat shipwreck of Moses Inlet:
We put Roger Hooten-Fox and his assistant Charlie Hamori ashore, with a Link
boat, to be used only for short moves along the shoreline. I gave them a set of
tide tables, warned them about the prevailing extreme tides and told them to
camp well above the high-tide line.
That night they woke up as seawater soaked their sleeping bags and swamped
the tent. Like idiots they jumped into the Link boat and headed across the high
seas for Rivers Inlet Cannery. A squall blew up, the Link boat swamped. They
clambered up a sheer rock face along Rivers Inlet. They were hypothermic
when a fisherman luckily spotted them, clinging to the rock. The boat, survey
instruments and equipment were all lost. Roger quit and Charlie went into a
United Church seminary. Neither appeared in the woods again.
1954, TED VAUGHAN, SILVER SKAGIT
Ted was always able to get the job done, one way or another. When his vehicle
got high-centred up Silver Creek, Ted guessed correctly that a puny car jack
wasn't going to help much. He cut a 20-foot lever from a sapling, pried one end
of the vehicle out of the mud and swung it onto solid ground. Then he did the
same at the other end.
Ted doesn’t remember this incident. He comments, “Should have had Ben
Kuusk there. He wouldn't have needed the lever – just his bare hands and
brute strength."
1955, ROY CRAWFORD, VICTORIA, MICHIGAN STREET OFFICE
THE FLOOD came along on Remembrance Day weekend, November 1955.
First there was a freeze-up and snow, then a heavy rain. I had a Greek kid,
Dick Koufalis, working for me then. He happened to be walking past the
building, saw water in the stairwell and phoned me. I guess I phoned Mickey
Pogue, he phoned others and we all got down there about the same time. The
snow and heavy rain had flooded the whole basement of the new forest surveys
office on Michigan Street! Along with the radio room, the basement had a vault
where we kept all the photos, maps and records not being worked on.
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We got the radio equipment out first. We saved some of the McBee punch
cards. I watched Mickey and Wally Bailey working to save whatever wasn’t too
wet already. Fred Smale had rows and rows of boxes, one for each
Compartment in B.C. Each had a Compartment cover map, summary sheets
and maybe some typed airphotos. I remember him walking up and down the
rows, poking a hole in each box to let the water run out. It was a shambles.

Roy Crawford and Radioman Ray Tate having coffee
in post-flood Michigan Street basement, 1962.

1955, WALLY BAILEY, VICTORIA, MICHIGAN STREET OFFICE
Wally’s account of THE FLOOD is similar:
I got a call from Mickey to get down there as soon as I could. When I got there
some of the others were salvaging radio equipment, maps, files and anything
else already wet or in danger. Hundreds of boxes filled with hundreds of
thousands of IBM punch cards were tipped over, afloat and swelling up with
dirty water. We even tipped over the remaining boxes of cards, so they wouldn't
swell up and jack parts of the building up off its foundation!
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The punch cards were useless. We had to discard them all and start
repunching from the original field data. It was decided that no sample plot data
collected prior to 1953 would be redone. I guess the pre-1953 cruisers would
be outraged if they knew our post-flood inventories don't include the trees
carefully recorded on their tally sheets.

1956, JAN SELSING AND JACK McLELLAN, MORICE
We had a visitor at our basecamp at McBride Lake one day – a small version of
the Abominable Snowman – bushy and tangled black hair and beard, torn blue
jeans patched with orange parachute silk, battered Cruiser’s hat, everything
covered with green mould and reindeer moss. We stood there with our mouths
open. It spoke, “Hey, guys, don’t you recognize me?” To our amazement, it
was that neat, trim young fellow, Jack McLellan, back from a long, long flycamp!
Jack’s riposte:
Jan was a good role model. He could completely bury a new yellow pencil in
his black, bushy beard. By the way, did Jan tell you how we enticed a skunk
out from under the sleeping Cook’s Safari cot? Very carefully, with a piece of
steak on a long string. The Cook didn’t even wake up, which was better for
everybody.
1956, DON MUNRO, WESTLAKE SURVEY
Don says he never enjoyed a summer more than the one with forest surveys at Westlake.
However he also will never forget the time his crew “advanced 50 yards and then retreated
50 yards, on the first day of a 10-day flycamp:”
Five of us drove half a day to the bank of a river, shouldered huge packs and
started across the river on a 30-inch cottonwood conveniently chewed down by
beavers. We all filed out on our bridge in tight formation. Bad thinking. Should
have spread out more.
The lead man was successfully nearing the far bank, and took a flying leap for
it. This dislodged the tree, and the current rolled it about half a turn. The
second and third in line didn't have a chance; they went straight into the frigid
water, face first and packs last. The fourth guy had some warning and a thicker
piece of tree trunk to dance on. I still have this vivid mental image of him, arms
waving, feet shuffling, pack swaying, until he finally lost it and hit the river too.
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I was last, perched safely on the butt of the tree, with a grandstand view of the
others. I stepped off daintily and helped my mates back ashore. Our
bedraggled group retreated 50 yards to the trucks, set up camp, lit a large fire to
dry out and postponed further progress until the next morning.
1957, JAN SELSING, SOO RIVER
Jan relates a strange discovery made by his crew running a baseline up the Soo River:
About 30 miles up the river, Alex Veres (Axeman on Ken Milner’s baseline
crew) exclaims, “I see a human head!” And, sure enough, there sat a skull in a
snowbank. Some hair left – teeth filled – but absolutely nothing else around.
RCMP are called in from Squamish but find nothing. Skull in perfect condition.
No holes or damage. Everything in place – where is remaining skeleton?
Camp? Tools? Etc., etc.? No answers. Case never closed.
1959, KÅRE HELLUM, GOAT RIVER
There were times when timber cruising was a delight because we were fit, in
beautiful forests and the weather was gentle. But there were also times when
conditions were so limiting that work was not only uncomfortable but downright
dangerous. The most stressful experience I had as a cruiser happened in late
summer 1959 when my Compassman and I were flown in to the Goat River
valley to cruise higher altitude forests of subalpine fir and Engelmann spruce.
The forests were dense in that steep, rugged valley and we had trouble finding
a spot flat and open enough for the chopper to land. We came to an avalanche
chute where snow and ice from last winter were still lying many feet thick next to
the river. We circled low to find a place to land and unload but had to settle for
a somewhat flatter area where the chopper could at least touch the ground with
one skid and where the rotating blades would not hit something on the uphill
side. We were instructed to jump out and downhill from where the blades were
rotating overhead. And then we had to scramble up to the chopper again to
retrieve our gear and personal belongings. It all happened in a flash. The pilot
waved, lifted off and was gone. I think he was happy to leave.
We found a flat spot right next to the timber edge where we could pitch the tent
and fly. By the time we had erected the shelter it was well past noon so it was
too late to put in a sample that day. Our first tally lay way above us on the ridge
– probably over 500 feet straight uphill to the north.
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The next morning we awoke to sullen weather with heavy clouds moving west.
The air was cold near all that snow and ice. The valley was very narrow, which
probably explained why the snow and ice had not melted during the summer.
We gathered our gear and headed up the steep slope – scrambling more than
hiking to make headway. It took some time to get up to the ridge when it started
to rain. I put on my wet weather gear but my Compassman had decided that
such clothes just made you sweat as much as if you had no raingear on at all so
he was not protected from the rain. I had warned him back at basecamp that
this was not wise. But he did not possess any such clothing and we had no
need of it before.
Walking in subalpine fir forests can be a great pleasure on warm days because
the trees give off wonderful smells. But we had little time for such enjoyment
because the understorey up there was covered by white-flowered
rhododendron (Rhododendron albiflorum), also called mountain misery. This
species produces a thin stem about four to five feet tall but bends downhill for
the first foot of growth. We walked on the stems, which were slippery at times
and rebounded to swat us with wet foliage and blossoms. Dave became
drenched very quickly from the rain and swattings. The plant had long ago
finished flowering at lower elevations. The fact that it still had flowers where we
were suggested that this was a cold and harsh place to be at any time.
We had maybe half a mile to walk along the ridge to get to the sample location.
The starting point of the compass line to the sample location was marked on our
airphoto. By this time the rain had changed to sleet and this stuck to our
clothing. Dave was becoming very cold. His teeth were chattering at times.
We got to the sample location and started our work but Dave moved so slowly
making measurements that it would take more than a day to finish. He was
slow and sloppy because his hands were so cold. I soon realized that we might
as well return to our tent because we would have to come back to finish this
tally. Dave was no faster doing the recording while I did the measurements as
he could hardly hold on to a pencil or clipboard. This could not go on.
I decided that we had to get back to camp as fast as possible to get Dave out of
this situation. We packed up and headed back along the ridge against the wind
and sleet mixed with snow. Dave had trouble walking and my urging him to
move faster to gain some body warmth did not work.
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We came to a large, old subalpine fir tree where the lowest small branches in
the lee of the storm were dry. I broke off some limbs and used a page from my
notebook to start a fire against the tree. The fire started well and soon sent
sheets of sparks and ash into the wind as it crept up the trunk of the tree and
fanned out, producing quite a fireworks show. I suggested Dave stand as close
to the fire as was safe. Then I took off my rain jacket and coat underneath,
asking him to take off his wet jacket and put on my dry one. He finally managed
to do this but just stood there gazing fixedly into the flames while getting wetter
by the minute. He stood there like a zombie not moving or turning around to dry
his back.
This was getting us nowhere. We had to get back to camp and the sooner the
better before Dave got so cold he would be unable to move. I goaded him on,
urging that he walk fast, realizing that there was no way for me to carry him
through this underbrush should he stiffen up much more. He was irritated by
my pestering, poor fellow.
We finally came to the avalanche track and started down the steep decline.
Dave stumbled, slid, fell and had trouble getting back up again without help.
We finally got to the tent. Here I told him to get into the tent, strip and put on dry
clothes. Then I lit the Coleman stove and put it into the tent beside him, left him
there and started a fire outside to make our evening meal.
The snow and rain stopped and the fire was soon blazing. I tended it and
waited for Dave to come out of the tent so he could warm himself and tend the
fire while I got things ready. It took a long time for him to emerge. He said
nothing, just sat there and fed kindling to the fire. We ate our meal in silence
then I washed dishes in the river. We had nothing to share or discuss. I
thought he was ashamed of what had happened and felt helpless. I was so
thankful that he recovered quickly from this experience but he seemed sullen.
We went up the hill again the next day, which was cloudy and cold, and finished
our work on the incomplete tally. We did not finish all the work we had been
assigned for this trip. The countryside was simply too rough, getting around
was too laborious and the weather too difficult.
The chopper came on time. We had already packed up everything so we
loaded the chopper, got in from the downhill side and left that inhospitable
place. The chance to clean up back at basecamp was, as always, wonderful
and we ended the day with a good meal and slept well after that. Dave later
bought a rain jacket.
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Our cruising experience that day in the Goat River valley made me feel thankful
for our good fortune in surviving our hardship almost 100 years after the
Overlanders came through this same area in 1862 on their way to prospect for
gold at Barkerville. There were times when we too felt like pioneers.
1960, TONY ROBINSON, ALASKA HIGHWAY
In 1960, Tony headed “a big party on the Alaska Highway and at Chetwynd.” Tony calls
that year “The Year of the Horse:”
Now, these are the facts, as I remember them over thirty years later.
We were camped on an old farm. My crew of about 20 included such wellknown surveyors as Brian Hall, Rich Truant, Ken Donkersley and a red-headed
fellow named Joe Griffiths. Less well known was Tony Sharman, a Brit who
had a gift for song and rhyme, and it was he who wrote the ballad Joe Griffiths,
Joe Griffiths, Run Compass for Me. But Tony had just got his driver’s licence,
and was still at the stage of aiming his vehicle down the road.
Well, the boys had put in some hard days so the soft old Party Chief told them
they could go to town on a Saturday night and have a few. As usually
happened in those days, the most inexperienced drivers commandeered the
vehicles and away they all went. Young Tony was again driving on the way
home and as he came to the crest of a hill he saw an apparition, a white stallion
right in the middle of the road. The worst happened, of course. He hit the
stallion, throwing it into the ditch on one side of the road and doing considerable
damage to the truck. Needless to say, the stallion was as dead as a doornail.
In the middle of the night, the culprit dutifully reported to me what had
happened. I refused to believe him, even going so far as to say, “Bring me the
horse and I’ll eat it for breakfast.” Convinced at last of the truth after viewing the
remains of the vehicle in the morning, I was next confronted with the necessity
of removing the remains of the horse, as required by the Highways Act. After
much procrastinating, during which the corpse became flaccid and unbelievably
pungent, the Cook, Milt Rogers, advised that the only way to dispose of the
beast was to burn it.
That night, over a large bottle of rum, I discussed the problem with some of the
lads, until, fortified with the proper spirit, we loaded a drum of stove oil onto a
truck and set forth to do our duty. When we arrived on the scene, the horse
was gone, and we thanked the powers that be for our deliverance. But whither
went the horse? Joe Griffiths provided the answer. “That horse just got so high
that it floated away,” he opined, and we drove home for a good night's rest.
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CHAPTER 8: NICKNAMES
There were many nicknames in forest survey parties. Most of these were straightforward
and obvious in origin: “Shortie,” “Red” and “Buttrot.” Here are a few, though, with stories
attached:
1950, JIM GILMOUR, TAMIHI CREEK
Jim can thank a well-meaning but slow Compassman for his surveys nickname:
As soon as the transit baseline and trail were completed for the 10% cruise of
Tamihi Creek near Chilliwack, Al McMinn, Ted Vaughan, Roy Webb and I
headed over there from the E&N survey. Our Compassmen were already at
Tamihi. They knew a bit about baseline, trail building and packing, but not
compassing. For the first few days my Compassman moved very slowly on
strip, evidently studying each spot on the ground before stepping on it! This
made for very long days on strip and post-sundown suppers in the cook tent.
That’s how I got the nickname “Sundown.” Later I got David “Suds” Sutherland
for a Compassman. He was up to speed, and the days got shorter.
1950, JIM GILMOUR, ESQUIMALT & NANAIMO RAILWAY LAND GRANT SURVEY
November came. Suds Sutherland was back at university, but I inherited a new
Compassman. George Silburn put us in a pickup with our gear and sent us into
China Creek near Port Alberni. We expressed some concern to George about
how cold it was going to get.
“Oh, that's okay,” said George, “just pitch your reflector tent and build a log
‘flashback’ in front of it, so the heat from your fire will reflect right into the tent.”
We couldn’t get the pickup anywhere near the first strip – the bridges were
washed out. We hit cold, wet weather but stuck it out. The flashback didn’t
exactly turn November into July. For a while George was known as “Flashback”
Silburn in certain circles.
1951, BRUCE DEVITT, CRANBROOK
A youth named Jack Miller also joined this crew:
Nobody quite knew how he came to be on our party. One day he was operating
an elevator in the Empress Hotel in Victoria, the next day he was a Forest
Surveys and Inventory Division employee on the bus to Cranbrook and the
next on a Beaver floatplane to Whiteswan Lake. Jack had two nicknames.
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The first was bestowed on him by Len Cobb, the Whiteswan Lake forestry
Patrolman, as Jack crawled out of the Beaver. Len took a long look at Jack’s
“strides,” fashionable during the “zoot suit” era, with an incredibly high waist,
balloon knees and cuffs choked snug to the ankles.
“My, my, sonny, where’d you get those chokebore pants?” Len inquired,
referring to shotguns modified to produce a concentrated shot pattern.
Jack immediately became “Chokebore.” In the woods, the pants soon opened
up at every seam, so they hung in strips something like a hula skirt. They were
replaced, and so was the nickname, in favour of simply “Junior,” based on
Jack’s youth and greenness.
1953, ALBERT McMINN, MORICE
Al’s assistant, Peter Murphy, was a forestry student at the University of Montana. His
flamboyant Wild West wardrobe apparently prompted someone to nickname him
“Gunsmoke,” after the contemporary television series of that name.

Aralia nudicaulis
False sarsaparilla
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CHAPTER 9: SKIPPERS
In the 1930s, forest surveys Party Chiefs, like Forest Rangers, skippered the coastal
launches. In the 1940s funds for qualified Skippers were available for the B.C. Forester,
Forest Surveyor and B.C. Surveyor. Many years of dull, boring, near-perfect boat
operations followed, but some good Skipper stories surfaced too:
1947, GEORGE ALLISON, QUADRA ISLAND
George went to the Forest Surveyor, as Wally Hughes’ Assistant Party Chief on the
Quadra Island survey. The Forest Surveyor was newly-purchased and refurbished, having
survived wartime coastal service as the Colonel Ward. The newly-hired Skipper, whose
name George mercifully forgets, ran into a little trouble landing her at the Campbell River
dock. Owing to some confusion over reversing the engine, the Forest Surveyor came in at
full speed, on a following tide, and rammed the Mary C. II, a Canadian Fisheries patrol
boat, amidships. With commendable dispatch, the fisheries crew determined their boat
was sinking, then cast off and beached her in front of the nearby Willows Hotel. That didn’t
end the matter, according to George:
Apparently orders came from on high to move the patrol boat immediately
across Discovery Passage, to the repair yard at Quathiaski Cove. This was
unfortunate. Predictably, she sank halfway across. She began a wandering
crab-like existence, pushed to and fro along the bottom by the fierce tides in the
narrows. Later that summer, her mast was seen protruding above the surface
in a shallow bay. She was raised, towed to a yard in Campbell River, and
restored to honourable service.
A new Skipper, Bill Pomeroy, joined the party.
1948, GEORGE ALLISON, KITIMAT
George progressed from humble B.C. Forest Service beginnings to become Party Chief of
the Kitimat survey in 1948, based on the Forest Surveyor. A Skipper named Saxty started
the season. Not long before he had served as Captain of a Minesweeper in the Royal
Indian Navy:
Possibly because of his past experience towing minesweeping gear, Saxty was
loathe to remain stationary, even in mid-channel. He insisted on keeping some
way on, at all times. This meant some tricky boat launchings and lengthy
roughwater dashes for crews going ashore and being picked up. Carl Highsted,
an RCN veteran himself, was heard one day explaining, “You're not sweeping
mines now. You can heave to for drop-offs and pickups!”
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Later in the summer Saxty left rather abruptly, and for a week or two until a replacement
could be hired, Mickey Pogue came up to Prince Rupert and took over as Skipper.
George Allison recalls, “Mickey got us stuck on a mud bar at the mouth of the Skeena
one day. All he said was, ‘Might as well have some lunch. We’re not going anywhere till
the tide rises.’”
1950, DUDLEY RITCHIE, POWELL SURVEY
Dudley, the ship’s Cook, liked and respected his Skipper, but when pressed he admits
there were moments:
I was probably on board with Jack [McLeod] more than anyone else. He was a
capable Skipper. He could approach a landing confidently, throw the B.C.
Forester into reverse at precisely the right moment, place her deftly alongside
the float or wharf, and nod for me to fasten the mooring lines. We did this every
weekend, when we tied up at Westview, near Powell River.
However, Jack tended to overindulge on weekends, with the result that he’d nod
off at the wheel on Sunday evenings, outward bound. Party Chief Bill Young
would ask me to “check on Jack,” and I’d find him seated on a stool, one foot
propped on the spokes of the wheel, still approximately on course up the inlet,
but fast asleep!
We were pressed into service during the 1950 Brittain River forest fire, in a
Dunkirk-like evacuation of families from the Brittain River logging camp to the
Vancouver Bay camp, and the return shipment of loggers to help fight fire.
Jack was in his element during this exercise.
1950, BOB BREADON, SKOOKUMCHUCK NARROWS
Bob still shudders about this one:
An unforgettable incident occurred just before our arrival at Earle Creek.
Bill Young, Party Chief on the B.C. Forester, picked us up at Pender Harbour.
We sailed up Agamemnon Channel and turned into Skookumchuck Narrows.
It was a fine summer day. About a dozen of our crew were sunning on deck,
some mixed with our gear and food supplies, piled on the deckhouse roof.
We were supposed to be approaching the Skookumchuck at slack tide, but
seemed to be moving faster than we would in dead water. As we got well into
the narrows, I gazed with horror at a three-foot stairstep drop in the glassy
waters ahead.
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No point in yelling now. The B.C. Forester hit it, but not straight on, so we rolled
the starboard scuppers under as we lurched down the step. Our gear and
cardboard boxes of supplies slid majestically off the deckhouse, dropped to the
main deck, and in a few cases, bounced overboard. My crew slid or rolled
across decks, clutched at railings or other fixed objects and hung on. Then we
rolled majestically back upright, and continued on to L&M Logging’s float inside
the narrows.
The Skipper had got us there an hour before slack tide, we decided, by
neglecting to allow for the one hour difference between Standard Time and
Daylight Saving Time. The tide tables were on Standard while we were on
Daylight Saving.
1952, BOB BREADON, BROUGHTON - SEYMOUR
Skippers on the B.C. Forest Service boats were a separate species unto themselves.
An exciting book could be written about Jim McCulloch, Skipper of the Forest Surveyor for
several seasons. Bob recalls:
He started his sea-going career as a 14-year-old midshipman in the Royal
Navy, defending British mercantile interests during the Chinese Boxer
Rebellion. He was a Lieutenant in the Royal Navy during the World War I, and
was beached afterwards, like many another peacetime officer.
He emigrated to Canada and skippered coastal freight boats until the advent of
Prohibition in the U.S. Prohibition provided full-time job opportunities for
Canadians in the respectable trade of rum running. Jim’s trips originated in
Vancouver and Victoria and ended with the cargo off-loaded at sea, outside
West Coast destinations like Seattle and San Francisco. There were U.S.
Coast Guard cutters and predatory hijackers lying in wait. There were highranking U.S. officials to be bought off. Jim never named names or included
precise details, but he kept us wide-eyed with his rum running stories in the
Forest Surveyor’s wheelhouse, during long hauls up and down the coast.
When Prohibition ended, Jim returned to more mundane work, skippering the oil
tanker Dynamac (probably named after himself) on regular runs into every small
landing from Sechelt to Port Simpson. Wherever Jim took the Forest Surveyor
in later years, he was greeted with affection by customers and friends dating
from those earlier days.
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With World War II, Jim became a senior officer in the Royal Canadian Navy
(RCN), reported to Halifax, and applied his vast knowledge and energy to the
task of keeping the trans-Atlantic convoys running.
After his discharge, Jim naturally returned to the West Coast, and in 1949
became one of the most competent, tactful and level-headed men ever to
Skipper a forest surveys launch.
1964, NORM BEAZLEY, GARDNER CANAL
Norm Beazley went to sea as a boy in Nova Scotia, worked many years in the towing
industry, and served as a B.C. Forest Service Skipper from 1959 to 1971. Jim McLaren
says he was an “old tugboat Skipper, one of the best.” Norm hints at talents well beyond
his considerable nautical ones, which surfaced in Gardner Canal, in 1964:
We had 13 people aboard the B.C. Forester, including me. She was a narrow
boat, and crowded. We had two sittings for breakfast. I’d get up at 5:30 am to
make sure the Cook was available. He was a bit of a boozer. Pretty soon he
went haywire, took a vehicle into Kemano, and rolled it into a ditch. The Party
Chief fired him and I took over the cooking.13
Norm endured this arrangement for a month, during which he:
...told Victoria I wanted to get paid as a Skipper and as a Cook, or the guys could
cook for themselves;
and
...made a deal with the boys: they prepared all the vegetables and the first guy to
complain was appointed the new Cook.

__________
13. Quoted from: Coney, M. 1983. Forest Ranger, ahoy! - the men, the ships, the job. Porthole
Press, Sidney, B.C. viii + 232 p.
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Skipper Jim McKay aboard the Forest Surveyor with
Al McMinn and crew, at Kelsey Bay in 1960.
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CHAPTER 10: COOKS WE KNEW
The Cook on a survey party had the power to maintain a crew with full stomachs, high
morale and sweet dispositions. Some rose to the challenge more expertly than others, but
nobody suffered unduly:
1946-1948, BOB BREADON, CLAYOQUOT - KYUQUOT SURVEYS
Don Cruickshank was Cook on the B.C. Forester for three summers on the
West Coast. His previous post had been as an RCAF Cook, which explained
the extensive repertoire of off-colour limericks with which he entertained us.
None of these can be repeated here.
His cooking was superb. While we were tied up in Gryce Bay he tended a coathanger-and-netting crab trap hung over the stern and we had fresh crab to look
forward to each evening.
For flycamps, he surreptitiously added a choice steak and a bottle of beer (from
his private stock) to our packs, so that our first supper could be special, before
our descent into the normal Bulman’s, macaroni and rice. His pound cake
sustained us throughout flycamps, if we rationed it out carefully. When he
noticed we were a bit grim-faced embarking on our Gold River trek, he sent us
off with one of his clown acts.
To us, Don was a prince among men. George Silburn, our Party Chief, felt the
same, and tolerated Don's somewhat hungover reappearances following
occasional weekends ashore.
1950, HUGH LYONS, POWELL SURVEY
In 1950, Hugh was Party Chief of the Powell survey land camp, at Haslam Lake.14
After he finished up as Cook on the Timber Sale cruise of Earle Creek, Martin
Forester came up to cook for us. To make Martin's debut a bit special, I bought
some T-bone steaks in Powell River. To my dismay, he started cooking them
about 2 pm and kept at them all afternoon. Sure enough, instead of a juicy, rare
treat, we had greyish Swiss steaks for dinner!

__________
14. Bill Young was Party Chief of the boat contingent, on the B.C. Forester.
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1950, DUDLEY RITCHIE, POWELL
Following a winter living at the Anglican College on the UBC campus, Dudley began his
two-summer forest surveys career as Cook on the B.C. Forester:
They came to UBC looking for summer students. With my credentials as a
former Cook-Packer, I was snapped up as Cook on the B.C. Forester.15 The
pay ($250 per month) was down from the previous summer, but it was a job.
In all truth, upon arrival I knew very little about cooking beyond opening cans
and boiling water. Fortunately, I soon visited my aunt in West Vancouver and
she gave me an intensive course on baking pies, cakes, etc. When we
reassembled, Bill and the crew couldn't get over the transformation. I fed them
elegantly-baked pies and cakes every day.
I slept in a tiny room just forward of the 100-hp Gardner diesel engine, and
worked in the galley at the stern. Jack McLeod, our Skipper, showed me how to
pick oysters off the Jervis Inlet rocks and how to deep-fry them on the galley
stove. Once we got tossed around by the wash of another boat during this
process, and the hot fat started a galley fire, which I managed to douse before
much damage was done.
1951, DUDLEY RITCHIE, NICOLA
In August 1951 the B.C. Forester’s crew left Jervis Inlet, landed in Vancouver,
and travelled to Nicola, where parties assembled from all over B.C. for Timber
Sale cruising in the Kamloops and Vancouver forest districts.
With very little warning I was installed as the Cook for anywhere up to 50
people, in the kitchen of the disused Nicola Hotel. It was a two-week nightmare,
requiring major organizing and food-ordering capabilities for which I was
unprepared.
1955, FORBES BOYD, BELLA BELLA
Our Cook on the Forest Surveyor was a recent graduate from a cooking school.
Mornings, I’d see him in the galley making bread. Afternoons, I’d see him come
out the after hatch and furtively dump the contents of his bread pans overboard.
Went on all summer. We made do with McGavins bread from Ocean Falls.
__________
15. Bill Young's 1950 Powell boat party (see Appendix 3).
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Don Cruickshank’s impromptu
performance as the “Old Man of
Gold River,” 1947 photo.

Dudley Ritchie hefting a slab of beef on the B.C. Forester’s stern, 1950.
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1957, JACK McLELLAN, ROVING HELICOPTER CODING CREW
I was helicopter coordinator, in charge of a helicopter crew that moved between
field parties in the Central Interior. George Vankoughnett was our Cook, slight
of build, with the look of an Irish leprechaun and a twinkling eye.
George’s working conditions were primitive: usually a 14-by-16-foot cooktent
with a dirt floor, sheet metal wood stove and a Safari cot to sleep on. George
packed water in buckets from the nearest source. He organized and prepared
food for a crew ranging between 5 and 15, seven days a week. The meals
were basic, nutritious and usually on time.
His only vice, one common to many bush Cooks, was his attraction to the
bubbly. The Puritans were in government in the 1950s and there was a policy
prohibiting the consumption of spirituous beverages in B.C. Forest Service field
camps. I knew this. George knew this. It became my challenge to keep him
sober by discovering and cutting off his sources of booze. For four months I
tried and for four months he defeated my best efforts. God bless you George!
It was an interesting summer!

It’s all a matter of perspective, 1957.
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CHAPTER 11: DEMON RUM
Because those on survey parties were youthful, exuberant and separated from their
families, or all three, it is understandable that alcohol sometimes reared its ugly head.
Despite official disapproval, some fine old bacchanals took place in forest surveys.
Probably there were more of these than the records would indicate. Here are some
surviving stories of forest surveys debauchery:
1950, BILL YOUNG, SECHELT
Not to put too fine a point on it, the Skipper of the B.C. Forester in 1950 liked his liquor. Bill
thought something ought to be done about it:
I complained about this to my supervisor, George Silburn, several times.
After all, the Skipper and I shared responsibility for several lives and a large
boat. “I want him out of here,” I said to George, “Either he goes or I go!”
George’s answer set me back a bit. “Bill, I can get any number of Party Chiefs
like you. But Skippers are hard to find! Do your best!”
There were some nervous times, especially just after our infrequent visits to
Powell River. Nevertheless I took George at his word, and the Skipper lasted
the summer.
1951, HAROLD CLIFF, NICOLA
The old Nicola Hotel was the scene of some spectacular Saturday night blowouts too,
attended by those not out on Timber Sale cruises. Harold Cliff drank his share of the beer,
but he also saw to it that nothing too outrageous happened. Ordinarily the upstairs rooms
were the domain of large families of bats. When a bunch of the boys got to whooping it up
on Saturday nights, though, the bats had the good sense to leave or lie low until Sunday
morning.
1952, GERHARD EICHEL, COQUIHALLA
As survey parties wound down, chiefly so that the students could leave to write “supps” or
return to their fall studies, new parties formed from the remnants. Gerd and some fellow
remnants of Jim McLaren’s Stuart Island party reported to Don Grant and Bill Hough at a
staging camp on the Coquihalla River near Hope. There they were instructed to prepare
for a Timber Sale cruise of the Nahatlatch Valley. “Suitable inspiration was generated by a
colossal drinking party on the last day there,” says Gerd.
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This rare scene of forest surveys debauchery is at the Coquihalla
River basecamp, in preparation for the 1952 Nahatlatch expedition.
Seated at right: Terry Doherty, Galt Elkington and Jack Gibbs.

1953, PETE ROBSON, SMITHERS
Forest survey party parties were normally noisy, but not nasty. Pete Robson recalls one
time when that standard was bent a little:
In the fall of 1953, when most of the students had left for school, I was sent up
to Al Horth’s headquarters at the Smithers airport, where some of us did a
Special Cruise up the Zymoetz (Copper) River. I remember Paul Nimiken, Mike
DeRoche and Blackie Cameron on our crew. Doug Fligg was there too. One of
our crew members (none of the above) was normally pleasant, but turned out to
be a “mean drunk.” Some of us were having a few sedate beers in Smithers
one evening. Without the slightest warning this guy sprang to his feet and
hurled a full bottle of beer at O.J. Powell. O.J. ducked, our colleague got thrown
out of the establishment and we all watched his beer intake carefully thereafter.
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1953, REG BARCLAY, MINSTREL ISLAND
The extreme youth and innocence of forest survey field crew members made them a poor
match for the “Timber Beasts” of the logging camps. Reg Barclay discovered this among
the Gilford Island loggers who felled and bucked the trees for his volume and decay
studies:
I met one of our temporary fallers on the Minstrel Island wharf. He’d worked six
months at the Gilford camp and was going out for a holiday. Now he was
waiting for the weekly departure of the S.S. Cardena, which seemed to be a bit
late this time. I wished him a good trip and left.
A week later I was meeting the Cardena again and was a bit surprised to see
this same guy boarding a camp workboat headed back for his camp. He
explained that his rendezvous with the Cardena had been delayed 12 hours,
forcing him to enter the Minstrel Island Hotel beer parlour (at the head of the
wharf) for interim refreshments. With the good times and all, he'd missed the
sailing entirely and spent the week, not in Vancouver, but in the convivial
surroundings of the Minstrel Island Hotel. By the next weekly sailing he was
broke, and had to go back to work.

Populus tremuloides
Trembling aspen
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CHAPTER 12: INCIDENTAL FAUNA
The forests of B.C. are home to varied and thriving animal populations. Not surprisingly,
forest surveys field crews crossed paths with representatives of these populations.
1947, HUGH LYONS, SMITH INLET
Hugh confirms that you don’t annoy mother bears with cubs:
One day Bob Fisher, Bob Huestis and I were fording a river. We looked back to
see a mother bear and cub fording too, right behind us. The far bank was lined
with a huge prostrate cedar (impossible to climb over, normally). Miraculously,
we all put the cedar between us and the bear family, and kept going well into
the timber before stopping to marvel that we had not been chosen to represent
Canada in the high jump event at the next Olympic Games.
1947, ANONYMOUS, KYUQUOT SURVEY
The B.C. Forester was tied up at the sawmill village of Tahsis. It was a dark, wet day in
July. George Silburn sent Bill Young and Ralph Schmidt up the Woss Lake trail to run a
strip. They set out, each with bushy black beards covering their faces and Miner’s Brand
black rubber pants and jackets covering the rest of them.
When they finished their strip it was raining hard and getting dark. When they reached the
valley bottom trail it was raining harder and getting darker. They struck a brisk pace,
anticipating the snug B.C. Forester, dry clothes and a hot supper.
Ralph glanced back up the trail. A Black Bear was padding silently behind them, about
100 feet away in the gloom, curious rather than menacing. Ralph muttered, “Look behind
us, Bill!” They simultaneously broke into a trot, not an easy thing with their stiff black
rubber suits and heavy caulked boots.
The bear was evidently enjoying this game with his new-found playmates. “He's gaining!”
puffed Bill. He and Ralph then threw dignity aside and galloped wildly down the trail. Soon
there were three black contestants in the race, spaced at approximately equal intervals.
Just as the bear was about to become the clear winner, Bill and Ralph emerged, gasping,
onto Gibson Brothers’ logging road.
“As far as we can tell,” they explained to George and the others, “we looked like bears to
him, maybe even female bears, enticingly black like himself, and alluringly leading him
down his trail!”
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1948, DOUG FLIGG, BOWRON RIVER
The Bowron River Grizzlies left tracks in the mud “like dinner plates.” Doug’s Bowron
encounter was not with one of these giants but a Black Bear and her cubs, but no less
spectacular for that:
While running compass ahead of Bob Fisher, I sensed I was being followed by
something other than Bob. It was a mother Black Bear, followed by two cubs.
She charged. With considerable coolness, I stood my ground, bided my time,
and hit the bear between the eyes with the flat of my Hudson Bay axe. The
bear stumbled, looked embarrassed, said “WOOF,” collected her cubs and
retired into the devil’s-club.
Bob Fisher had already climbed a spruce tree. That looked like a good idea to
me. The nearest tree was a balsam sapling. The higher I climbed, the more it
bent over, until I was left hanging upside down like a three-toed sloth, about two
feet off the ground. With all possible dignity I joined Bob in his spruce tree,
where we remained long after the departure of the bears.
1949, DON GRANT, UPPER FRASER
Don recalls this brush with a protective mother Grizzly Bear:
I was Red Frey’s Compassman. One day he and I were backpacking through
some alpine above Dome Creek, when we inadvertently got between a mother
Grizzly and her cubs. She charged. Red yelled. I broke all records for the 100yard dash, pack and all. I heard loud noises immediately behind me and figured
she’d be squashing me like a bug soon. Fortunately it wasn’t the mother
Grizzly, it was Red, falling face-first into one of those natural alpine drainage
ditches, scrambling back on his feet and continuing the retreat. It was close, but
the bear whimsically lost interest in us, turned back at the ditch and re-joined
her cubs.
1949, REG BARCLAY, WHITESWAN LAKE
Size isn’t the only measure of ferocity, says Reg:
I vividly recall an incident with Bob Greggor. One minute he was innocently
blazing a tree. The next he was at the centre of a cloud of enraged hornets!
He pulled through, but he must have gotten 100 stings!
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1950, HUGH LYONS, HASLAM LAKE
Hugh had an intrepid Cook named Martin Forester on his Powell survey party:
Martin was a bit paranoid about bears. He had his kitchen knives laid out so
that he could grab one wherever he happened to be in the cook tent when the
inevitable bear came in. Sure enough, a bear came! One look at the heavilyarmed Cook, and that bear performed a graceful pirouette and disappeared!
1951, JACK ROBINSON, MERRITT
Jack ran into domestic fauna in the woods too:
We were hiking to our rendezvous spot along the Coldwater River, west of
Merritt. We met a shepherd with a large band of sheep which completely
blocked the roadway. In the distance we saw the dust of two approaching
vehicles, one apparently in hot pursuit of the other. Both stopped when they
reached the flock of sheep. We later learned that the lead car had been
involved in a traffic mix-up with the pursuing truck, driven by Red Frey. We
pushed through the sheep, past the car, and stopped at Red’s truck. He was
just short of frothing at the mouth with rage. Bill Young was sitting quietly
beside Red, in his stockinged feet, having taken off his caulked boots.
Red got out and headed for the car, shouting insults at its occupants.
Attempting vainly to calm Red down, Bill followed, sheep droppings
accumulating on his stockinged feet. My crew and I fell in, some of us still with
axes in hand. Guess we looked pretty rough, and there were now five of us to
their four. Red jerked the driver’s door open and tried to pull the driver out onto
the slippery road. He clung to his seat. After a lot more shouting, Red calmed
down and we started back to the truck. Bill was still in his socks, attempting to
brush off sheep droppings as he walked.
A few days later I saw the car and its occupants again. They were big! Glad
they’d stayed in their car during our little shouting match!
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1952, JERRY JELINEK, HAZELTON
As a lifelong lover of the hunt, properly executed, Jerry was impatient with novice hunters:
Back at our Hazelton basecamp, Bob Noneman decided to go bag a mountain
goat, having never seen one, much less hunted for them. He bought a new
Winchester rifle, which I sighted in for him. We dropped him off at a farm, and
following the advice of the locals, he climbed up to a good viewpoint, took out
his binoculars and scanned the slopes for goat. After only a few minutes he
spotted a fair-sized white animal browsing in the distance. He could hardly
believe his luck, but quickly he studied the approach route, discarded his heavy
jacket, B.C. Forest Service sleeping bag, compass and food, and set off with
only the rifle.
Bob didn't find the goat, and furthermore, although he searched until dark, he
couldn’t find his original viewing point either. It started to freeze. Cold and
hungry, he dropped down below the treeline and stopped for the night. In the
morning, people at the farm fed him and dropped a sorry-looking Bob back at
our camp.
Later, when he left for his native North Carolina, I drew him a commemorative
sketch of a large Billy goat, wrapped in a B.C. Forest Service sleeping bag,
grinning broadly, and training a pair of binoculars on a dejected North Carolina
hunter staggering down the mountain.
1952, MIKE ZACHARY, VERNON
A unique snake-proofing technique was developed in the Vernon survey party of 1952, and
recorded by Mike:
The crew slept in a tent camp. Of course that was rattlesnake country. One of
our boys came and asked what he should do about it. I said, “The cowboys
always sleep on sheepskins – snakes don't seem to like the smell.”
“Where would I find sheepskins?”
“I don't know. Maybe a wool sweater or some yarn would do.”
I left. Next morning I went over to his tent. There was a strange-looking grey
ring right around the tent. You know what that kid had done? Gathered up a lot
of socks, and laid them end-to-end in a circle. Instead of “circling the wagons”
the kid had “circled the socks!”
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1953, FORBES BOYD, MORICE
According to Forbes (and others), the moose population in the Morice valley of the 1950s
waged an unfair war of nerves on forest surveys personnel:
I was flycamping with Dennis Cutler, from Toronto, very fastidious about
everything. One night at supper time an enormous bull moose lurched into view
and challenged our intrusion with highly belligerent rutting moose language.
We shouted and banged some pots. He faded into the gloom, but continued to
grunt around our camp as we climbed into our mummy bags and listened
nervously. The grunts tailed off and we eventually went to sleep.
In the middle of the night, I woke suddenly, to loud screams. I thought, “The bull
moose!” Dennis was flailing in his mummy bag, spluttering incoherently.
I asked him if anything special was bothering him. His plaintive reply, “I've been
bitten! By a mouse!”
1953, FRED BRAHNIUK, UPPER KOOTENAY RIVER
Fred recalls that an invasion of naive surveys crews meant food for the indigenous wildlife:
We had airdrops, some of which we found. Sometimes we camped in those
three-sided shelters put up in the national parks for hikers. One night we awoke
to find a Black Bear blocking the entrance while he deliberated whether to eat
our lunches, laid out ready for our departure in the morning. I fumbled for our
only weapon, a belt axe. Fortunately it was a timid bear, and it left.
Al Conyers, my able assistant, mumbled incoherently throughout the encounter,
then went back to sleep.
1950s, BOB MALCOLM, FISHERMAN EXTRAORDINAIRE
Bob made sure he travelled in the field enough to keep in touch with reality. Time was
short, but never too short for a joke or two, a quiet drink among fellow workers or a little
fishing. He tried Saanich Inlet, Dugan’s Lake, Lac Le Jeune and Rivers Inlet. It is said that
Bob visited Rivers Inlet in 1954 on an inspection tour and flew home with a 30-lb Chinook
salmon in his duffle bag. There is no concrete documentation for the Rivers Inlet exploit,
but a snapshot preserved by Bob Sutton provides irrefutable proof that he wreaked havoc
among the monster trout of Lac Le Jeune.
The Malcolm catches were always made against heavy odds. Fishing conditions were
never ideal. In Bob’s estimation, it was always “too dull,” “too bright,” “too windy,” “too still,”
or “too something.”
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Bob Malcolm with his Lac Le
Jeune Rainbow trout in 1953.

1953, PETER MURPHY, MORICE - NANIKA
This is an excerpt from Peter “Gunsmoke” Murphy’s written account of his 1953-1954
interlude with forest surveys:
On our way over to Kidprice Lake a few days later, Al McMinn and I went
around the south side of Stepp Lake in the broad valley heading west over the
divide. Our way took us through some very dense regeneration in lodgepole
pine, spruce and subalpine fir. It was sufficiently dense that we had a difficult
time threading through the interlocking branches.
We suddenly broke into a small clearing about 10 metres across (it was about
half a chain then) in which the trees had been trampled absolutely flat, including
young pines up to 10 cm in diameter at the base which had been snapped right
off. In the centre was an immense dead bull moose which had been mostly
consumed, and well-worn Grizzly tracks all around. We could both feel the hair
on the back of our necks rise in that murky setting.
Pausing only momentarily to take in the scene, we left immediately as the
significance of it registered, and proceeded briskly on our way. We conjectured
afterwards why a Grizzly would have taken on a bull moose in its prime at that
time of year – it had been a major battle – and, thankfully, the victor did not feel
compelled to put the run on us. Perhaps it was plain that we were already on
our way.
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Later that fall Peter met another moose – alive:
I was counting growth rings when I heard a twig snap behind me. It was the
moose returning. He had circled entirely around us and was back with a
vengeance. The moose reminded me of a steam locomotive. He was
glistening black, with grey socks and shiny black hoofs pumping up and down
like pistons. His antlers were a dark nut-brown, and the tines were glistening
ivory. His ears were back, his nose was up, and the hair on the withers was
standing straight up. I do not believe that I looked at him very long, but the
impression is vividly etched.
After his first visit we had surreptitiously sized up other trees in case we had to
climb again (fortunately separate trees). We leaped for our respective trees and
this time made it up around 15 feet. The moose came right up to us, tearing the
ground where we had been standing and raking his antlers on the bark. He
eventually lost interest in what may have been to him a couple of squirrels, and
trotted off with dignity.
1953, BOB SUTTON, LITTLE FORT
Bob and his Volume and Decay crew survived “a confrontation with a range bull in the Little
Fort area, with six people crammed inside an Austin station wagon:”
The road was narrow. The bull contested our passage. We finally inched the
vehicle forward. The bull stuck one long horn in the open window, and very
carefully circled it, touching neither the vehicle nor its paralysed occupants.
Having made his point, he let us pass.
1953, BOB SUTTON, TRANQUILLE
Bob remembers bright golden days of September at a Tranquille River camp “where we
were besieged by thousands of hornets at mealtimes:”
We rigged up a “hornet cage” out of window screening. With a plate of food on
the ground (fish worked best) and a cone of screening leading from it up into the
cage, we soon held hundreds of yellow jackets prisoner. Couldn’t find the exit.
We’d bang the cage whenever we passed. The ensuing roar was like the lift-off
of a helicopter. We delighted in this demonstration of contained rage, and at its
shock effect on any first-time visitors.
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Moving into Bob Sutton’s Tranquille River camp
in 1953, scene of the infamous hornet cage.

1954, REG BARCLAY, OWIKENO LAKE
Reg and Jerry Jelinek were in prime Grizzly Bear country in the summer of 1954:
We got friendly with Jack Johnson of the Owikeno Indian Band, who offered to
take us up the lake after Grizzly. I was a city boy, but had along a .300 Savage
lever action rifle. We camped the first night in an old shack at the mouth of the
Neechanz River. Next morning Jack shook us awake. “There’s a bear on the
beach!” We hustled out and saw this huge dark shape in the mist at the water’s
edge, about 75 yards away.
“Hell, it’s big, but only a Black Bear, not a silver-tip Grizzly,” Dave said. They all
looked at me and smilingly said, “You need some practice, Reg. Why don’t you
take a shot at him?” I don’t think any of us expected much in the way of results.
Nevertheless I raised my .300 Savage and fired. The bear fell in his tracks.
When we got close, we saw it was no Black Bear, but a huge silver-tip! From a
distance, because it was wet, it had looked jet black. This didn’t go over too
well with the others. I was left to skin my bear while they went upriver for
another try at a Grizzly. Shots were heard, but there were no more bearskins
on that trip.
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Reg Barclay, Grizzly Bear and .300 Savage rifle at Owikeno Lake in 1954.

1954, GERHARD EICHEL, BABINE LAKE
In June 1954 I went to Fort Babine in north-central B.C. to do a survey job. My two helpers
and I were travelling to the Fort by boat down the length of Babine Lake, just after the ice
had gone. We were amazed to see a Lynx in the water.16 He was trying to swim across
the narrowest part of the lake, about a quarter of a mile, and fighting quite desperately
against increasing wind and waves.
I had the idea of going alongside the Lynx to windward, to give him shelter for an easier
crossing, though I feared he might turn away from us and swim in circles. Instead, he gave
us a shock. He did not hesitate to approach our thirty-foot riverboat with its rattling
outboard motor and, clawing into a tarpaulin dangling over the edge of the boat, he pulled
himself up and came aboard!

__________
16. I took photos and wrote the story up for the Canadian Geographic Journal.
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We were afraid of being attacked by an animal known to be extremely ferocious and fled
into the stern, seizing oars for self defence. The Lynx, however, moved into the shelter of
our Link boat on top of the load and curled up like a kitten. He seemed nearly frozen and
shivered all over. He half-closed his eyes, but kept them always turned in our direction.
The sun and wind dried him fairly quickly and half an hour (and about five miles) later I
gave him the chance to choose between freedom and staying with us.
As soon as the boat touched the overhanging willows on the shore he sprang up, looked
around, hesitated for a few seconds, then bounded away into the dense undergrowth of an
aspen forest. I wondered if later he was sorry that he had met us, for he was back on the
same side of the lake that he had come from.
A few weeks afterwards I met two bull moose swimming across the lake, but this was a
more normal experience, with none of the excitement of meeting a Lynx, and fortunately
they showed no desire to come aboard. In talking to hunters and trappers, all agreed that
it was most unusual to see a member of the feline family take to the water, and this was
confirmed by zoologists.
1955, JOHN BARKER, ARROW LAKES
This was John’s greenhorn summer with Jerry Jelinek’s and Jim Elliott’s party at Burton.
No doubt the mosquitoes were bad:
I got introduced to the Jim Elliott sense of humour that summer. At Jim’s
behest, I tried at several stores to buy a new insect repellent he called “FOF.”
The light dawned eventually – there was no “FOF.”
1956, JACK McLELLAN, ALEZA LAKE
Jack was part of Ben Kuusk’s and Tony Robinson’s Purden survey party in 1956:
Norm Shrimpton was a Compassman on our crew. He tipped the scales at 125
pounds, dripping wet. One evening the scent of cooking on the open fire
attracted a Black Bear into our flycamp. To Norm’s consternation, the bear
grabbed his camera and one of his riper socks. Norm was instantly transformed
from a meek Dr. Jekyll into a raging Mr. Hyde. He snatched a large firebrand
from the fire, let out a roar, and chased the bear up the nearest tree, prodding it
forcefully in the rear with the hot end of the firebrand. The singed marauder
dropped the camera and sock, then was allowed to make a dignified departure.
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1960, JACK McLELLAN, STUART LAKE
Jack was on Tony Sayles’ northern classification party in 1960. They headquartered for a
time at Stuart Lake:
We managed some fishing. One evening Chris Heaman hooked into a brilliant
14-pound 6-ounce Rainbow Trout. The reel came off the rod, and the fishing
line got mixed up with the painter. Still, Chris managed to get the fish to the
boat somehow. Bob Reid yelled to me on shore to bring out the gaff. Rather
than wait for me though, he grabbed the leader and ran a finger inside a gill,
and lifted that trout into the boat without a twitch. Biggest and most docile
Rainbow I ever saw!

Rosa acicularis
Prickly rose
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CHAPTER 13: WARTIME EXPLOITS
GRANT AINSCOUGH
He went to school in Fort MacLeod and Lethbridge, until joining the Canadian Army in
1944, at age 18. He was initially too young to go overseas, but later volunteered for duty in
the Pacific with the 49th Edmonton Regiment, 6th Division.
BILL BRADSHAW
Once Bill made it through World War II, his career in forest surveys was a “piece of cake.”
His RCAF career started in Edmonton Manning Pool. He and his fellow recruits were
housed in huts which, in peacetime, had housed livestock, on the Edmonton fairgrounds
(Bill’s hut still said “SWINE” over the door).
I became a bombardier and arrived overseas in the summer of 1942. I flew
operations in Wellingtons, Sterlings and Lancasters. Finished two tours,17 one
out of North Africa and the other from England. We flew ops over the Sicily
landings, and on the second tour from England dropped supplies to
underground people in France, Holland, Denmark and Norway.
He earned a Distinguished Flying Cross for his exploits.
JOHN BRUCE
In 1942, John joined the Royal Air Force (RAF):
They sent me to Mesa, Arizona for pilot training. Somebody has to do the
unpleasant stuff. Back in England, I got assigned to Training Command,
where I flew Navigation School trainees around and around the Irish Sea.
By 1945, I knew every wave!
GERRY BURCH
Gerry joined the RCN in 1942, starting as a seaman and finishing in 1945 as a LieutenantNavigator on Atlantic duty. “I could have signed up for the Pacific theatre, but elected to
get out and take forest engineering at UBC.”

__________
17. Not many bomber crews made it through one tour, much less two.
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IVOR BURROWS
They made me into a Torpedoman (i.e. dropper of depth charges) and I spent
the war at sea, on the North Atlantic. To us, the real enemy was the sea itself,
not the Germans. I started on a Minesweeper (Chedabucto, built at Burrard
Drydock). Next came a Corvette (Fredericton) and like all Corvettes she’d roll
on wet grass! The first time I saw her, tied to a dock at Liverpool, N.S., she was
rolling gently but ominously in a flat calm harbour! Toward the end I was posted
to Newfoundland, promoted to Petty Officer and assigned to the Frigate Prince
Rupert.
CLIFF CALDER
Cliff joined the RCAF on his 18th birthday, in May 1942. After training he was posted to
Portage la Prairie Navigation School, where he served as a staff pilot. “The student
navigators would put me on a series of calculated courses,” Cliff says, “and we flew with
baited breath to see where we got to. I met John Stokes and Pete Small there. John was
a senior officer on the base and Pete was a radio operator on some of my trips.”
DOUG FLIGG
Doug joined the RCAF in October, 1942, and took wireless training at the Vancouver
Technical Secondary School and in Montreal. As a wireless mechanic, Doug worked on
sets from Canso and Catalina flying boats at the Jericho Repair Depot. He also installed
and tested radio equipment from RCAF crashboats at Coal Harbour, also in Vancouver.
Doug fondly remembers clinging to a cranky transmitter below decks, while twin Packard
engines hurled the crashboat over the choppy waters of Burrard Inlet.
Doug’s request for an overseas posting was granted in January, 1945. He passed through
Halifax and Bournemouth, Dorset and came to rest at RAF Manston Aerodrome in Kent,
attached to the 406 “City of Saskatoon” Squadron. Then the European war ended. The
squadron moved to Cornwall and was preparing for war in the Pacific, when Dinah Shore’s
rendition of Gonna Take a Sentimental Journey on Doug’s radio was interrupted by a voice
announcing that Japan had surrendered. In February, 1946 Doug sailed to New York City,
aboard the Queen Elizabeth with 12,000 other servicemen and Winston Churchill.
DENIS GLEW
Denis enlisted in the British Army in 1940, elected to join the Indian Army, and was sent to
the Artillery School at Deolali, near Poona. He emerged well-versed in the care and
feeding of the self-propelled artillery piece, was commissioned, joined a new regiment and
was assigned to the Burma campaign.
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In due course he was in command of an independent troop equipped with six guns,
supporting “quad” (four-wheel drive) transport and a mixed complement of Muslim and
Hindu gunners.
After four years of see-sawing back and forth in the Burmese jungle we had a
series of staff lectures on jungle warfare inflicted on us. Not that we didn’t need
all the help we could get. Once it took us 24 hours to move 1½ miles in the
mud. I had to borrow some elephants from “Elephant Bill” (J.H. Williams).
After four years and nine months in the Far East, Denis discharged himself (“after all, I was
the Garrison Adjutant”).
IAN MacRAE
In March, 1942, he joined the Royal Navy. He served out World War II on motor torpedo
boats (120 feet long, fast, carrying four torpedoes and a crew of 31 men). They patrolled
the English Channel and Frisian Islands, from their base at Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.
Because conditions weren’t the best, Ian and his mates received “hardship pay” of an extra
shilling per day.
BOB MALCOLM
The war interrupted his studies and he served as a pilot in the RAF after training in
Canada.
JIM McLAREN
In 1943 Jim enlisted in the RCAF:
First they sent me to Edmonton for what was elegantly known as “WET P”
(Wartime Educational Training Plan). Then I got a uniform and went to
Edmonton Manning depot, then to St. Thomas for basic trade training (Airframe
Mechanic). Finally I was stationed in Centralia where they turned me loose
fixing airframes.
ALBERT McMINN
Albert’s brother Ernie, already in the army, advised his younger brother against joining up:
“Time enough to step on a landmine when you’re 80 years old.” Nevertheless, Albert
enlisted on October 7, 1942 at the Bay Street Armoury in Victoria. His training included
field engineering at Chilliwack, architectural drafting in St. John, N.B., the “Number Two
University Course” at Mount Allison, and finally a photogrammetry course in Halifax.
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He was posted to England late in 1944, where he took more field engineering and
photogrammetry training. He also discovered that “installing Bailey Bridges was okay,
looking for landmines at night was not okay.”
Finally, on April 8, 1945, Albert was posted to the Number One Canadian Air Survey
Company in Holland and permitted to apply his photogrammetric training. The company
was led by the brilliant and renowned Lyle Trorey, but:
…we called it “Major Hammond’s School for Young Ladies.” This was because
it was the job of Major Hammond, the Adjutant, to make sure that all lower
ranks observed correct order, discipline and proper dress. Once I was deeply
humiliated to be paid a flying visit by Ernie, flamboyantly dressed in a canvas
“Bone-dry” hat and “Drybak” jacket, while I myself was ignominiously dressed in
correct uniform.
The work of the Company was airphoto interpretation and mapping, for general
military and intelligence purposes. We received new photos almost daily. We
used our skill and training to spot significant changes behind enemy lines,
interpret them, and pass any information forward to the advancing units. We
gained a reputation for making new maps faster than our British counterparts
and more accurately than the Americans.
When the war ended Albert found himself at Khaki University of Canada, near London,
England.
JACK ROBINSON
Jack’s high school summers, starting in 1937, were spent with the B.C. Forest Branch on
fire patrol and fire fighting out of New Denver, or on the prairies for fall harvesting. Then,
as World War II heated up:
From 1940-1942 I worked for the Otis Elevator Company in Hamilton, Ontario,
making barrels for 40 mm Bofors anti-aircraft guns. Then, in the fall of 1942, I
joined the RCAF and trained in Galt and St. Thomas, Ontario. In 1943 I was
shipped west to Vancouver and out on operational bases in the Queen
Charlotte Islands, Coal Harbour, Victoria and Port Hardy, where I was when I
got my discharge in October, 1945. At the QCI and Coal Harbour bases I was a
service mechanic on long-range Catalina flying boats.
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PETE ROBSON
Pete attended schools in Penzance, Cornwall and nearby Bristol, emerging in time to join
the army and train as a glider pilot. His one and only operational flight was to land his
glider and contents in Holland. Pete was wounded there and held by the Germans as a
prisoner of war for seven months.
JAN SELSING
In 1937 Jan moved to Copenhagen to study forestry. There he stayed “with some difficulty
as we were in World War II under the Germans. Also I was drafted into the Danish navy
for a year, until the Germans took over the ships.”
PETE SMALL
He wrote and passed his last government exam in June, 1941 and joined the RCAF in
December, 1942. This led inexorably to:
Manning Depot in Lachine, P.Q.,
Wireless courses at Vancouver Technical School and in Montreal,
Wireless operator on training flights for navigators at Portage la Prairie and
Winnipeg from 1943 to 1945,
Posting in 1946 to relieve the wireless station crew on Spider Island, off the west
coast of the Queen Charlottes, and
Final discharge at Western Air Command, Jericho in June, 1946.
VANCE STEWART
In December, 1942, while a student at Queens University in Belfast, Northern Ireland he
joined the Royal Iniskilling Fusiliers. He was just 18½ years old. He spent World War II in
India and Burma, passing through such salubrious retreats as Dehra Dun, Rawalpindi, the
Khyber Pass and Chittagong.
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TED VAUGHAN
Ted was in the RCAF between 1942 and 1945. He piloted a Lancaster bomber, flying 34
operations over Germany and Occupied Europe. He was decorated with the Distinguished
Flying Cross “for courage and devotion to duty, among other things. I had an excellent
crew,” he says, “most of them are now deceased.”
DICK VIVIAN
From 1942 to 1946 Dick served in the Royal Canadian Artillery (Surveys), including time
spent overseas (“that’s where I learned to rough it outdoors!”). For several years during
that period, his commanding officer was Lorne Swannell, a B.C. Forest Service veteran.
MIKE ZACHARY
In 1939 Mike had just graduated from high school in Poland, when Stalin and Hitler carved
up the country. He had taken a year of a teacher training course when the Germans came
in. They opened a university, with German deans and Polish and Ukrainian professors.
The curriculum ran to disciplines needed for the German war effort: veterinary medicine
(horses), forestry (timber) and engineering (getting an army across the Russian rivers).
Mike took forestry. In 1944, he had the good fortune to be sent to Constance, in the Black
Forest near the Swiss border.
He reported to the District Oberforstmeister, whose office was a large room hung with
trophy deer heads. Noticing Mike’s interest, the Oberforstmeister said, “What do you think
of them?”
Mike paused. He’d seen bigger antlers at home, but this hardly seemed the time to
antagonize this important man. “They are magnificent of course, but to tell you the honest
truth, Herr Oberforstmeister, they are perhaps not quite as large as some I have seen in
Poland.”
“You’re absolutely correct,” said his future employer, “the deer in eastern Europe do have
larger antlers. Now then, I need you to supervise a rather second-rate logging crew at one
of our ranger stations. They’re the dregs – all our competent foresters and forest workers
are on the Russian front.”
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CHAPTER 14: POST-WAR NEWCOMERS
After World War II ended, a wave of immigrants chose to start new lives in Canada. Some
came with forestry backgrounds, and found jobs in forest surveys. In 1956 the entire
Sopron Forestry Faculty came from occupied Hungary to British Columbia en masse.
Neither the journey to Victoria nor the initial surveys field assignment was necessarily easy
for these newcomers, but their contributions after arrival were enormous.
1948, JERRY JELINEK, CZECHOSLOVAKIA TO PENNY, VIA GERMANY, GUELPH,
EDMONTON AND VICTORIA
Jerry’s first obstacle was a hasty and clandestine exit from his native country following the
1948 Communist takeover. Here is his own account of what happened:
In 1945, I was appointed District Forester of the Kasperske Hory District, over
16 000 ha of spruce, balsam fir, beech and Scots pine forest.
This ended in February 1948. The Communists took over Czechoslovakia, and
I refused to join their party. Soon Communists started replacing all nonCommunist employees in government.
I managed to contact a group of British Army and Air Force officers and Czech
civilians hoping to cross the border into Bavaria. On March 19, 1948 we
crossed the border in very deep snow, after a full nine hours of steady climbing
into a mountain pass. I carried Henrietta (age three), in a large packsack and
Julia (my wife) packed our younger daughter Jaroslava (15 months). Henry (my
younger brother) carried some spare clothing for the children.
I wrapped my Forest Engineer’s qualifying documents in a canvas bag, which
was hidden inside my shirt. This reminder of my first forestry career is now in a
safety deposit box in Victoria.
We were taken by the German government to Dieburg and housed in an old
school. They shared what little food and fuel they had with us, but it was tough.
The situation improved later, when we were accepted into the International
Refugee Organization. I finally contacted an old university friend and roommate
who had served as a plastic surgeon in the Royal Air Force and lived in
England. He sent us a “Care Package” containing a small dictionary written for
Czech airmen serving in the RAF. I learned about 100 words some days.
Unfortunately the book didn’t explain pronunciation or sentence structure well.
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After some six months we were moved to Ludwigsburg in West Germany,
where we applied with the Canadian Consulate to immigrate to Canada.
Henry and I each signed a “blank labour contract” which promised us one year
of steady employment. We got word in December, 1948 that we were
accepted. At the last moment we were told wives and children had to stay in
Germany until the men found accommodation in Canada. Henry and I boarded
a Liberty Ship called the Marine Jumper just before Christmas. We landed in
Halifax on New Year’s Eve. Henry and I were sent to St. Paul L’Hermite, north
of Montreal, where we waited over two months before being sent on to our
jobsites.
We were assigned to work at the Biltmore Hat Co. in Guelph, Ontario. It was
bad! Open drains on the floor were running with sulphuric acid! A pair of pants
only lasted two weeks!18 This was a bad time. I was earning about $16 per
week and paying $12 for room and board. I was sending Julia a little but I
learned later that she was often receiving letters but no money. Julia’s letters
from Germany were encouraging, but the fact was she was in the hospital with
stomach ulcers, Henrietta was weak from malnutrition and also in hospital, and
little Jaroslava had to stay in the camp with strangers.
Finally Julia and the children joined me in Guelph in August, 1949. That was a
happier time for us, but Henry and I wanted to get back to woods work. We left
the hat factory in April, 1950, and got on a train to Edmonton. After some
delays and temporary jobs there, we got work with the Hayward Lumber Co. in
one of their lumber yards. It was hard, physical work, but we gradually
toughened up. We first met Mike Zachary there, but he soon left for B.C.
I also met a young Bavarian Forester named Henry Roethel at Hayward’s.
Being single and mobile, he soon left too, and went on to Victoria. We had an
understanding that whoever found a proper forestry job first would tell the other.
I tried with the Alberta Forest Service, and met Bob Steele, then Forester I/C
Forest Inventory. He encouraged me, but sent me to meet his boss. I didn't
manage to get past the secretary, so no Alberta Forest Service job.

__________
18. At that, Jerry Jelinek fared no worse than Jerry Vyhnanek, who was sent to an Ontario farm,
to clean out stables. There he was outfitted with a fur coat and two left rubber boots. He
slipped into a manure pit and nearly drowned. He got sick. Finally an Immigration
Department inspector arrived and took Jerry Vyhnanek away from the farm.
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Then I applied for a surveying job with the Alberta Land Surveyors, and passed
their practical examination. Almost got sent to the Venezuelan oil fields, but the
job was for a single man and I was married. I finally got a job as a Draftsman.
But, the day after I got hired, a letter came from Henry Roethel. He was writing
from the Campbell Building, in Victoria. He had a forest inventory job with forest
surveys, and he enclosed application forms for my brother Henry and me.
A reply came from H.M. Pogue, Forester I/C: “Start May 1, 1952. Salary $218
per month.”
Julia stayed at a farm near Edmonton, taking care of our children and the
farmer's three children, whose mother was seriously ill. Henry and I caught the
CNR train for the coast. The forests and mountains were magnificent, but
terribly steep and rough! I couldn't see how we were going to make forest
surveys without a transit as we always used them at home!
Jerry’s first forest surveys field experience was with Carl Highsted’s 1952 party at Penny.
1952, HELMUT BRADATSCH, GERMANY TO HOPE
During the war Helmut spent three years in the army, terminating in a stint in prisoner-ofwar camps:
When that ended, I was free, broke and looking for a profession. I picked
forestry, and started my studies at the University of Munich. I graduated in
1949. There was no work in Germany. I wrote Leon Koerner, a family
acquaintance, about forestry opportunities in Canada. His response was
encouraging. My wife Gisella and I got passports, travelled to Halifax (via Italy)
and crossed Canada by train to Vancouver. I took a taxi to Mr. Koerner’s office.
We talked and he sent me to an interview with Lowell Besley, Dean of the
Faculty of Forestry at UBC. Besley’s advice was to spend some time out in the
woods rather than study more. I got a logging job with Alaska Pine, at Jordan
River. In May, 1952 that job was interrupted, so I found my way to the
Campbell Building, looking for a job with the Forest Service. Mickey Pogue
hired me and sent me to Bob Wright’s party at Hope.
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1952, BOB BREADON, DAWSONS LANDING, RIVERS INLET
The Forest Surveyor transported Bob Breadon’s Broughton - Seymour party and Bob
Jones’ Rivers Inlet party to a joint training session, camped in a spruce stand behind
Dawsons Landing, in Rivers Inlet:
The two crews were about as ethnically-diversified as you can get – Dutch,
German, Croatian, Nigerian, Australian, Eastern Canadian and Victorian!
1952, GERHARD EICHEL, GERMANY TO STUART ISLAND
Gerhard’s start with forest surveys was similar:
So there I was, fresh off boats and trains from Europe in mid-May, 1952, in a
group being driven up-island from Victoria to join parties already in the field.
Harold Cliff did the driving, and tried to explain in basic English what we would
be doing. The B.C. Forester took us from Kelsey Bay to Minstrel Island in time
to catch the last two days of a two-party training session. There were local
boys, Eastern Europeans of several kinds, Dutch, Scandinavians, Germans,
Scots (who were understood by nobody) and even a Montrealer. We all
understood some English, so that became the common language.
1952, JAN SELSING, DENMARK TO NAKUSP
Following graduation, Jan worked at short-term forestry jobs in Denmark, then for Swedish
Salix, a company growing and harvesting willows in southern Sweden to supply
components for basket making. This job apparently wasn’t exciting enough for Jan and he
emigrated to Canada in 1952.
Having been accepted into forest surveys that spring, Jan joined Laurie Milner’s Nakusp
party.
1952, BILL SPRIGGS, NEW BRUNSWICK TO B.C. (IF THAT’S IMMIGRATION!)
University of New Brunswick forestry students in the 1950s liked forest surveys so much
that they migrated west each spring to B.C., and east each fall back to their studies at
UNB. Many stayed out west after graduating. Bill Spriggs was one of these migratory
birds.
Initially his summer jobs were in Quebec and New Brunswick, but on May 24, 1952, Bill
and Don MacLaurin started their “mad dash for the Coast,” sharing Don's motorbike as far
as Oshawa, where they collected a new Chevrolet car for the rest of the trip.
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Don MacLaurin on his motorbike, 1952.
1953, VANCE STEWART, NORTHERN IRELAND TO NAKUSP
Vance and his wife Flo landed at St. John, N.B. on St. Patrick’s Day, 1953, and lost no time
catching a train to Victoria. Vance landed a job in the millyard of the R.A. Green Lumber
Co., earning $0.96 per hour. He was soon promoted to Assistant Foreman, but then hired
by forest surveys in time to join Pete Small’s 1953 party at Nakusp.
He parked Flo in their apartment on Pakington Street, reported to Pete’s camp on
Kuskanax Creek, and started work with the Volume and Decay crew, in the western
redcedar – western hemlock stands up Wilson Creek.
1954, IAN MACRAE, NORTHERN IRELAND TO THE EAST KOOTENAY
In 1954 Ian, his wife Ruby, and their three-year-old son Donald came to Canada:
Ruby and Donald stopped in Vancouver, while I went on to Victoria, to apply for
a job at the Forest Surveys and Inventory Division. When I got back to
Vancouver a telegram was waiting: “Take the bus to Cranbrook. S.V. Stewart
will pick you up there at such and such a date and time. He will be your Party
Chief.” I’d come all the way from Ireland, and only lost three days’ pay!
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Vance Stewart (a fellow Ulsterman) collected me, and the job was up the
Kootenay River out of Canal Flats. Vance put me in charge of volume and
decay work.
1955, KÅRE HELLUM, NORWAY TO THE CARIBOO
When I left Norway in 1955 for Canada it was to give me independence and
space to make my own decisions. To get away from memories of war and
family interference was such a strong urgency that it sidelined almost every
other need. It had overridden even the uncertainty about whether I could
manage to handle my studies in forestry at UBC. I was fully aware that I had
one chance, and one chance only, to make a life for myself by what I had done
leaving home and country. I had thrown security to the winds. But I had taken
some courses at the University of Wisconsin two and a half years previously
and thought my English was good enough, but it was barely sufficient as things
turned out. My vocabulary was very limited and I had many troubles
understanding what professors were saying as a result. But none of this had
entered my mind then.
The first year of studies was manageable and that was one worry overcome,
I thought. But when, in the summer of 1956, I worked for the B.C. Forest
Service Surveys and Inventory Division I wrote home about what it meant to
work on a Volume and Decay project in the Interior Wet Belt of British Columbia
in and around the western end of Quesnel Lake and the small communities of
Likely and Horsefly. This work turned out to be so interesting and the exciting
way of life described in my letters home started to scare my parents. I felt
exuberant and this expression of joy was something my parents misunderstood.
One event in particular caused panic at home. My Crew Boss, Wayne Nielsen,
turned out to be a great friend that summer and I had the time of my life. We
were camped near Likely and on an old gold mining road. The Bullion Mine had
mined for gold along the Quesnel River and siphoned water for hydraulic mining
from various lakes around this locality. But the mine closed when the mining
area became deeper than the Quesnel River and hydraulic mining became
impossible. The mine had closed only a short time before we moved to this
place.
We camped on this old road as it passed by Polley Lake. Two reflector tents
and flies housed six people. We were camped close enough to the lake that we
could hear the loons calling on most evenings. All the haunting feelings this
engendered resonated with my joy over having found such a new and exciting
life in the wilds of Canada. I realized then that I would never leave.
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The Volume and Decay study entailed felling trees of different species: western
redcedar, Douglas-fir, pine, aspen and more, and sectioning them into 8-foot
bolts and aging the top end of each bolt to find out how quickly the trees grew in
height. We also measured the diameters at this point to record how rapidly the
trees were gaining in girth and counted the age at stump height to find total age.
Occurrences of decay or deformity were also recorded in our assessment of
forest quality. All this was new to me and I became very curious about this
knowledge and how it helped my assessment of forests and trees.
We cooked our meals over open fires and with a Coleman stove. We would sit
around the fire, especially towards evenings, roasting marshmallows, drinking
coffee, and talking, reading, writing letters home and only turning in once the
light faded too far into night. And then we slept as if we were dead after long
days of good physical work, listening to the loons and slipping into dreams.
One night the camp was deathly quiet. The forest stood guard over us, all
sound asleep. Suddenly, hooves were stomping right outside our tent. The fly
and tent were ripped from their moorings, dragged over our heads and off into
the night. The ripping of canvas, the snorting of some animal right by our
heads, the canvas sweeping across our faces…and a tent peg hit me on the
cheek as if ripped out! It was a terrible way to wake up. I, for one, thought my
end had come.
I remember my heart beating like mad. We sat up, stunned, expecting
something else to accost us. We turned our heads to where the canvas was
flapping in the night and saw it disappear up the road. Then all was very still,
until people in the other tent feverishly tried to loosen their fly (tied down at night
to make a door for the tent). People peeked out and asked us what happened.
Their tent and fly were intact for some inexplicable reason.
We got up and lit a fire for light and to feel safer. We examined marks left in the
wet soil beside the tent. The animal was a moose – the hoof prints were
unmistakable. We put on the coffee and sat around, jabbering away as if no
one was meant to listen. Finally we started to laugh. The situation was benign
– no one was hurt and we lost only one tent (with its fly), and now had to shelter
in the remaining tent until morning. What a story to tell the folks at home.
When we squeezed into the remaining tent we started to giggle. This went on
for quite a while as we were too wound up to sleep. But in the end the silence
once more settled over our sleeping bodies.
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I described this event in detail in my next letter home, but nothing came back to
me in writing. I thought things had gone well. This, however, was not the end
of the affair. About two weeks later the personnel manager of the Forest
Surveys and Inventory Division came to see me in the field. He was angry and
told me he was nearly fired from his job because my mother had written to the
head of the B.C. Forest Service and complained about our living conditions and
personal safety. He told me I was lucky not to have lost my job. I was
dumbfounded and apologized which did nothing to pacify the poor fellow.
Then, when I visited the post offices in Likely and Horsefly the attendants there
both said, “Oh, so you are Mr. Hellum. When you move again please leave
your forwarding address with us so we can get your mail to you.”
My mother had written to the post office in Victoria to complain about deliveries
and forwarding procedures. She felt that she had not received all the mail I sent
to her, also that I had not received all of her letters. But there was absolutely no
way for me to accommodate this request. I didn’t know from one minute to the
next where I would be stationed. I shrugged it off in a rage.
When I next wrote home I told my mother never to do this again or she wouldn’t
hear from me again. I would have nothing of her interference with my job,
which nearly got me fired. Here I had, in all innocence, tried to keep my parents
abreast of what was happening in my life and she reacted with panic. I have
been told many times since that mother’s reactions to my stories were simply an
expression of love and caring for me.
1956-1960, FRANK PENDL, SOPRON, HUNGARY TO POWELL RIVER, UBC, AND THE
B.C. MID-COAST
Frank was born in Dunabogdany, a town on a bend in the Danube River 36 km north of
Budapest, Hungary. He attended local public and private schools until the Communist
regime took over after World War II ended. His family owned a small farm holding, which
made them “bourgeoisie” in the eyes of the Communists. Frank’s parents were exiled to
the east, and Frank was placed in a training program for chimney sweeps, in the town of
Eger.
“At age 19,” he recalls, “I had worked my way up to Supervisor, in charge of a whole crew
of chimney sweeps, many of them much older than I was.” Soon after he was able to
complete high school, and in 1954 started university studies:
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I was a second-year forestry student at Sopron, about 5 km from the Austrian
border, when the Russians moved into Hungary on November 4, 1956. All
male Hungarian university students belonged to the Reserve Officer Training
Corps. I was in an artillery detachment commanded by Oscar Sziklai, a junior
faculty member (and future prominent forest geneticist at UBC).
We manned a gun and its accompanying truck at a strategic spot along the
highway from Budapest, part of a battery under orders to stop the Russian
advance. While we waited there, we made the extremely painful discovery that
one of our own countrymen had betrayed us. The firing pins of all our guns had
been removed! The Russians arrived. Their smiling commander displayed a
box containing our firing pins, and ordered us to drive our trucks back to the
university, where we were to wait for his arrival. We followed his orders, except
that we kept going through Sopron, and into Austria!
Most of Sopron’s faculty and students were reunited in Austria. Dean Kalman
Roller wrote letters to several foreign governments, asking whether they would
consider providing a new home for the Sopron University exiles. Jack
Pickersgill, the Canadian Minister of External Affairs, responded
enthusiastically. As a result, we came to Canada, as a small part of about
37,000 Hungarians who did likewise.19
Members of the Sopron Forestry School and their families became guests of the Powell
River Company, at their construction camp in Powell River. Frank and his colleagues
enrolled in a crash English language course.20 Company foresters arranged local field trips
to introduce the Hungarians to coastal B.C. forest practices:
Coming from well-groomed European forests, we were appalled at the effects of
logging big timber on steep slopes, and broadcast burning of the heavy slash.
In Hungary, any branches or twigs left on the ground were picked up for
domestic fuel. We had no equivalent to the term “slashburning”!
After our Powell River interlude, we moved to the old RCAF station at Sea
Island airport briefly, and then to various housing arrangements in the
Vancouver area. We then resumed our forestry studies at UBC, where we were

__________
19. The complete story of the Sopron Forestry Faculty's transplantation from Hungary to Canada is
told in: Roller, Kalman (and Sopron Forestry Alumni). 1986. The Sopron chronicle. Rakoczi
Foundation Incorporated, Toronto, ON. 204 p.
20. Frank’s English teacher was Mrs. Clark, mother of Marv Clark, Research Director of FERIC’s
Western Division. Until she passed away recently, Frank kept in contact and visited whenever
he went through Powell River.
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made welcome by Dean George Allen and Dr. Vladimir Krajina. Along with our
own professors, including Dean Roller, Dr. Frank Tusko, Dr. Alex Jablanczy,
Oscar Sziklai, Les Adamovich, Frank Szy and others, we took courses from
Harry Smith, Jack Ker and Ian MacQueen in forestry and some professors in
the English department.
As an undergraduate, Frank worked summers at the Stillwater Division of the Powell River
Company, for Crown Zellerbach Canada (under forester Daryl McQuillan) and for the
federal park service at Glacier National Park. In addition, his chimney-sweeping expertise
provided welcome off-season employment. “I was even offered a partnership in a
chimney-sweeping enterprise, but stuck with forestry!”
Just before graduating in 1960, Frank and several Sopron Division colleagues applied for
jobs with the B.C. Forest Service. They were interviewed by Mickey Pogue of Forest
Surveys and Inventory Division and Jim Williams of Personnel:
Jobs were scarce. Since I had heard that previous experience outside the B.C.
Forest Service didn’t count for much with Mickey, I decided to apply for the lowly
position of Compassman. When Mickey asked me what qualified me for a
Compassman position, I took that as an insult and said so. The interview didn’t
seem to have gone very well. I was very pleasantly surprised, therefore, to
receive a letter soon after from Bill Young, Two I/C of Forest Surveys and
Inventory Division, offering me a job as Senior Tallyman!
I joined Scott Finding's 1960 Coding and Sampling party based on the Forest
Surveyor (see Appendix 17). We worked from Lund to Seymour and Belize
inlets that summer. The Pacific Coast rain got me down at first. I remember
that from the start in early May to July 1, there were only 5 days when I went
without raingear! It was one of the low points in my life. But then we got ten
saved-up days off in Vancouver for our July 1st break, and things brightened up.
Somehow the rest of the summer was pretty good, and the rain never bothered
me much after that.
Frank stayed on with forest surveys, as a classifier until 1964, then on volume and decay
work until 1967, and finally on growth and yield until 1969. In January 1970 Frank went to
the Vancouver Forest District, as Assistant Silviculturist under Don Grant. In 1974 he
moved to Timber Management, and in 1975 he became Regional Research Officer, which
position he held until his retirement in August, 1994.
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CHAPTER 15: FATAL ACCIDENTS
After decades of operations free of fatal accidents, two tragic incidents hit forest surveys in
1955, another in 1956 and another in 1960.
1955, BILL BRADSHAW, KEMANO
Bill was in charge of the large Kemano party in 1955, scene of Forest Surveys and
Inventory Division’s only fatal flying accident:
That was the year a Cessna 180 disappeared, with its Air Coding crew of Chris
Lauesen, Henry Jelinek, Ward Wheaton and the PWA pilot, Bob d’Easom.
The flight took off from Ocean Falls. We had no radio contact in Kemano but
the Prince Rupert District heard Fred Brahniuk in Ocean Falls asking when the
plane would be picking him up. Then we discovered nobody had heard from
the plane for a day or more.
The search was one of the biggest ever mounted in B.C. It lasted for a month,
with our observers, PWA seaplanes and pilots and RCAF twin-engine aircraft
crews participating. Three weeks after our crew went missing, another PWA
plane with some Alcan people out of Kemano was lost too, so an overlapping
search went on longer yet. Our plane was never found but two years later the
other one was located emerging from melting snow in Kildala Pass.
1955, FRED BRAHNIUK, OCEAN FALLS
Fred also recalls the events surrounding the loss of this same Cessna 180, chartered from
Pacific Western:
We had been based for a while at Ocean Falls. Chris Lauesen, Henry Jelinek,
Ward Wheaton and pilot Bob d’Easom took off from Ocean Falls in CF-HLT, a
Cessna 180 which had just been put through an overhaul in Vancouver. Their
flight plan covered an area north of Dean Channel, Roscoe Inlet and Roderick
and Pooley islands, then a ferry over the mountains to home base at Kemano
Bay. I kept a duplicate of their flight plan at Ocean Falls. The pilot was to come
back the following day to pick up Buster Brown and me.
The weather was perfect when Chris left, but it soured the next day. My radio
couldn’t reach Kemano, and I got worried after a day or two. I went over to the
Ocean Falls Ranger Station and raised Carol Bradshaw on their set.
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“Where's our little yellow plane?” I asked. “What little yellow plane?”
“Oh-oh,” we both said, and Carol started trying to find anyone on the air who
knew anything about CF-HLT.
Then we started the search. Our Kemano crew, augmented by Mickey Pogue
and others from forest surveys, flew for hours and days over Chris’s flight plan
area. PWA pilots searched a wider area. RCAF Air – Sea Rescue crews
covered a huge part of the coast, as far north as the Queen Charlotte Islands.
The official search lasted for three weeks, with as many as 22 aircraft in the air
on one day, and nearly as many whenever there was decent flying weather.
There were many rumours and false leads to chase down. Someone reported
seeing flares, or yellow planes – no success. One of the plane sightings was
CF-HLT all right, landed on Dean Channel. We got excited, but the sighting
was from the day before the disappearance. That day, Bob had landed me
along the channel to confirm some air calls on King Island.
In the end there were no more clues to chase down, but the PWA pilots kept
looking for months, whenever their scheduled flights took them anywhere near
the search area. The plane was never found. After several months I was called
on to help Clarence Cooper, the Forest Service legal counsel, to prepare a
Statement of Death, which I signed as one of the witnesses.
1955, BILL SPRIGGS, WILLOW RIVER
Bill was on the 1955 Willow survey party when another tragedy occurred in the same
summer as the Kemano plane loss:
Galt Elkington was out in a boat by himself one evening on Ste. Marie Lake.
Something went wrong and he drowned. Galt was an immensely popular and
able summer student regular and his loss was a great shock.
1956, BRIAN HALL, RIVERS INLET
Brian recalls an accidental drowning in the Chuckwalla River:
We backpacked up the Chuckwalla, alternating between the salmonberry flats
and the steep slopes. Saw plenty of Grizzly tracks, but there was no Grizzly
trouble. We got airdrops in the upper valley. Towards the end, two of the
younger fellows were packing out the reclaimed parachutes. Fording the river,
one of them slipped and was swept under and drowned. Forty years later,
efforts to determine his name have been unsuccessful.
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1960, PETE SMALL, STUART LAKE
In 1960 a sad event occurred while Pete was in charge of the Smithers headquarters.
Hank Boas had two Sampling crews at different points on Stuart Lake. They were
expected to finish up and come in to Fort St. James for the weekend, but a strong wind
sprang up on the lake, and one crew radioed in that they would stay ashore until morning.
The other crew – Bruce Neilson, Larry Burnham, Keith Hughes and Alan Poutney,
apparently decided to start for home in their 28-foot riverboat. Hank believed he heard
their engine in the dark. He and Rick Scarrow started toward them in another boat, but
turned back after being nearly swamped in the wind and waves.
The next morning the riverboat was found, floating upside down, with the crew’s pet dog
alive and perched on its upturned flat bottom. The four crew members were floating
nearby, dead, in their life jackets. The engine was detached from the boat’s transom, but
still hanging from its safety chain. Pete guesses the engine quit in the storm, and they
were trying to get it started again when they were swamped.

Cornus stolonifera
Red osier dogwood
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CHAPTER 16: THE LADIES
It is a fact that women, with only a few exceptions, did not work in the field for forest
surveys until some time in the 1960s. The Victoria office, on the other hand, found female
help invaluable, as chapter 17 will explain. Most of the following anecdotes are about
women regarded as a rare phenomenon, seldom encountered in the woods.
1947, DON EASTON, BILL YOUNG, BARRIE FORD, NOOTKA AND CEEPEECEE
CANNERIES, KYUQUOT SURVEY
DON EASTON:
We tied up at the canneries at Nootka and at Ceepeecee quite a bit. I have an
unforgettable image of Bill and Ralph serenading the cannery girls with their
rendition of “Detoooour! There’s a rocky road aheeeaad.....” or “I gotta waaallk
that lonesome vaaaalleey.....” or (in deference to the Esperanza Mission
people) “There's power in the Bloooood of the Lamb.”
BILL YOUNG:
The Ceepeecee cannery girls spent their spare time in a Recreation Hall, which
was normally off limits to fishermen, loggers, or other males. I was the most
innocent-looking member of our group. Ralph and Don Easton rehearsed me
carefully, and sent me to talk with the cannery manager. We were only
planning to tie up in Ceepeecee for a week. We weren’t like those uncouth
other guys; we were refined university boys. Sure enough, the rules were
relaxed temporarily, and we spent some fairly innocent evenings together,
dancing to the strains of They Called Her Frivolous Sal and I’m Gonna Buy a
Paper Doll that I Can Call My Own, played over the public address system.
BARRIE FORD:
In 1947 Barrie was miles away on Quadra Island, but somehow he learned of Bill Young’s
popularity among the girls at Nootka. Barrie insists that Bill and Ralph Schmidt were
minding their own business on the wharf at Nootka Cannery, when a dusky maiden
approached, and foretold Bill’s future pre-eminence as Chief Forester, with the words:
“Hubba Hubba, Ding Ding
Billy Young got Everyt’ing!”
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1948, BILL YOUNG, SMITH INLET
We finished up around Brooks Peninsula, then moved on the B.C. Forester up
to Smith Inlet. Tough cedar country. Maurice Ayers got an infected leg
somehow, and had to spend time in hospital at Rivers Inlet Cannery. The rest
of us got through a miserable flycamp just in time to run up Rivers Inlet to
reclaim Maurice. There he was in the hospital, fully cured but still lavishly
attended by beautiful nurses. His first words to us, his sympathetic comrades,
were, “Go Away! Go Away!”
1949, ALBERT McMINN, WHITESWAN LAKE
In 1949 Al was “Cruiser-in-charge21 on a 10% cruise of the Whiteswan Lake area:
Although wives had not often appeared on survey parties at that time, Shirley
came to visit. I met her at Charlie McGuire’s Canal Flats Ranger Station, and
the two of us drove up the Lussier River, then hiked the last 11 miles into
Whiteswan Lake.
F.S. McKinnon came in and did a check cruise on us. He suggested I shouldn’t
bother to finish my last year of forestry because Shirley already had a degree (in
Home Economics) and that was enough for one family.
1949, BILL YOUNG, BOWEN ISLAND
Doug Fligg and his Compassman drew the cruise of Bowen Island. Somebody
had to do it! When we brought the B.C. Forester into a secluded cove to pick
them up, they were seated on the patio of a summer cottage with several
beautiful girls. Once again, it was my fate to hear the Maurice Ayers rebuff, this
time from Doug, “Go Away! Go Away!”
Attracted to Bowen Island by this episode, Bob Wright and I talked Wally
Hughes into dropping us and our sleeping bags off there for a weekend.
“You'd better be back here in Gibsons Sunday night for sure,” said Wally.
“Oh, we will, we will,” said Bob and I. We had a splendid weekend, met many
holidaying girls. About Sunday, we despaired to learn that there was no public
transportation back to Gibsons. Wally would get us for this!

__________
21. “I got paid $204 per month for this, compared to $202 paid to Doug McLeod, the other Cruiser.”
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At the last possible moment we ran into Eric Crossin, Assistant Ranger for the
summer, stationed with his boat at Gibsons. Eric was leaving for Gibsons and
delivered us back aboard the B.C. Forester just in time, thus enabling Bob and
me to proceed with our Forest Service careers.
1950, BILL YOUNG, MALIBU
Trust Bill, even in the rocky fastness of Jervis Inlet he found opportunities to meet the
opposite sex:
The exclusive Malibu Resort had sprung up at the entrance of Princess Louisa
Inlet. Guests and supplies arrived there on seaplanes or war surplus Fairmiles
[ex-navy motor launches]. We dropped in and found them most hospitable.
Princess Louisa Inlet was good for about three days of strips, extended by
another day for a check cruise. That’s how long we partook of their hospitality.
We rubbed elbows with the rich and famous each evening. Much to the envy of
the rest of us, Bob Wright danced with Ann Miller, a Hollywood glamour queen
of the day.
Ron Jones, author of End of Eden (1989) was the Ranger at Pender Harbour during the
summer of 1951. He said the short-lived resort “closed down [in the fall of 1950]; it had
only been completed the year before by the American millionaire [Thomas F.] Hamilton
[once the largest manufacturer of aircraft propellers in the world], who had dreamed of
creating a film star’s paradise. The Brit Fire [which raged through the Brittain River and
surrounding country in 1951] put an end to that.”
1952-1960, RUTH JONES, IN AND OUT OF VICTORIA
I remember that the winter of 1951-1952 was a great time for us. After a
summer apart (Bob was Party Chief on the 1952 Rivers Inlet survey) we got
married on October 18, 1952. Several other surveys couples were married that
fall.
I left my Victoria job and went out in the field with Bob in the summers for a
while. The Joneses and Youngs spent the summer in the Cranbrook region out
of Perry Creek in 1953. Emily and I looked after each other while Bob and Bill
were out around their region keeping track of their crews.
I was at Aleza Lake in 1956. For a while I was the Radio Operator for Station
XLZ92. When Bob called in from the helicopter I made the mistake of calling
Bob “Dear.” For a while his crew didn’t call him “Bob” or “Jonesie,” they called
him “Dear.”
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1953, GERHARD EICHEL, VERNON
In the evenings we drove Party Chief George Allison crazy with our discussions,
which invariably centred around girls. “Can't you guys talk about anything but
girls?” he’d protest. “What about some of the higher things in life?” Al
Northcote had a quick response, “Good idea. Lets talk about tall girls!”
1955-1957, “MY WIFE, THE REGION RADIO DISPATCHER”
For a few summers in the 1950s, the wives of some Region Supervisors were installed at
region headquarters, to act as radio Dispatchers. On their morning and evening “scheds,”
they kept in touch with the survey parties scattered around their regions, and with Gordie
Harris, the Victoria Dispatcher, and any other B.C. Forest Service people with business to
discuss. In most cases there were other duties to squeeze in too.
1955, FRED BRAHNIUK AND BILL BRADSHAW, KEMANO BAY
One day a WCB inspector stumbled upon us and asked some questions.
How many were in our party? Bill’s answer was noted carefully. Where was
our First Aid Room? Bill showed him the standard forest surveys box of
bandages and iodine, etc. “Oh my,” the inspector said, “for this size of crew you
need a First Aid Room! Approved stretchers. Articulated operating table.
Dentist’s chair. Strong lighting. Scalpels. Anaesthetics. Splints. Crutches. I’ll
leave you this list of what you need. Get it before I come back in two weeks!”
Fleck Brothers sent us the stuff on the next boat. We set it up and it passed
inspection. Got used a few times that summer, and then disappeared for many
years until it surfaced in a corner of the Green Timbers warehouse.
Bill Bradshaw, Fred’s Supervisor, confirms this episode, and reveals who ran the First Aid
Room:
Because we had a lot of guys nominally headquartered at Kemano, the
Compensation Board made us set up an elaborate “First Aid Room” good for
anything from hangnails to brain surgery.
My wife Carol was official Dispatcher, like Ruby Wright in Prince George and
Jean Small at Paul Lake. Since Carol had a First Aid certificate she was also
elected Chief Surgeon.
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1955, PETE AND JEAN SMALL, PAUL LAKE
This was the first of three years spent by Pete, Jean and young son Gregg at Paul Lake,
headquarters of the Kamloops region. Pete was Region Supervisor, Jean was Dispatcher
and Radio Operator. Young Gregg, their firstborn, was sometimes heard howling lustily
over the forest surveys airwaves. Jean says:
That first summer was hectic anyway. Unless Pete was home, I got up at 5:30
every morning to crank up the power plant and the radio. Messages would fly
around between Carol Bradshaw and her crews at Kemano, Ruby Wright and
hers at Prince George, me and mine at Kamloops, and Gordie Harris at Victoria.
Receive, write, transmit. Receive, write, transmit. Feed and change kids when
you get the chance.

Lonicera involucrata
Bracted honeysuckle
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CHAPTER 17: OFFICE EPISODES
All that arduous field work obviously would have been wasted if appropriate things were
not happening in the forest surveys brain centre, its Victoria office space rented in the
Campbell Building, then in the Weiler Building on Government Street and then in a new
government-owned building on Michigan Street. Every field party had something
resembling an office too. Serious work got done, but there were some silly interludes as
well.
1950, DOUG FLIGG, CAMPBELL BUILDING, VICTORIA
In the winter of 1950-1951 Doug was entrusted with the daunting task of erasing a
mistakenly-inked series of compartment boundaries from a set of linen manuscript forest
cover maps. The offending boundaries extended right up the middle of the entire length of
the Fraser River. He used an electric rotary eraser and a lot of rubber. He issued daily
reports on progress through Hope, Williams Lake, Quesnel, Prince George and points
upstream.
1950, DICK VIVIAN, NASS SURVEY
As a veteran of the previous year’s Kitimat survey, Dick was placed in charge of the Nass
contingent of the 1950 Skeena - Nass party:
I accompanied Bill Lowry and Tom Flynn up to Arrandale (shown on older maps
as a post office on the south side of Nass Bay). We set up our headquarters in
an abandoned B.C. Provincial Police building, which had served as office and
living quarters. There was also a holding cell in a back room, with a small
barred window high on one of its walls.
We cleared the scattered debris from the office floor, selected places for our
respective sleeping bags, laid out our maps and photos, and started our
summer's cruising.
1952, FORBES BOYD, VICTORIA
Forbes is remembered as a practical joker of considerable originality. George Allison was
seldom without his pipe and pouch of Erinmore tobacco. The fragrant pipe smoke
permeated the outermost corners of the second floor. One day, the fragrance ended,
supplanted by an aroma more like that of burning rubber tires. Forbes and several
colleagues had chopped up some elastic bands and erasers, then blended them artfully
with the Erinmore tobacco in George's pouch. They waited until George carefully packed
the new blend into his pipe, held a lighted match to it and drew the first few puffs.
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The violent reaction expected from George was not forthcoming. He continued smoking,
marking airphotos and relighting his pipe occasionally. The expressions on Forbes and his
fellow conspirators faded from expectant glee to incipient nausea. To this day, no one is
sure whether George continued to smoke out of pure perversity in spite of the stench or out
of blissful ignorance that any change had occurred.
1952, DOUG FLIGG, NAKUSP
Doug spent six weeks in 1952 showing Laurie Milner “how to run a party” at Kuskanax
Creek, near Nakusp:
That was the year of the Field Clerk, the Property Acquisition Form, and the
infamous Bulk Tag. Laurie Milner had the temerity to buy a 99-cent egg beater
for the Cook. Laurie, Field Clerk Maynard Hall and I opened the forest surveys
manual and set out to record the transaction. “Now let’s see, does it say to tie a
bulk tag to the egg beater? Who gets the yellow copy of the Property
Acquisition Form?”
Pretty soon we were laughing hysterically and rolling around on the floor of our
office in the Government Building in Nakusp. I don’t think the egg beater ever
took its rightful place on Laurie’s equipment roster.
1953, HISTORICAL NOTE, VICTORIA
The “Mushroom Factory” was a darkened room into which unfortunate forest surveys
employees disappeared each morning, and from which they emerged, squinting, each
night. Vast numbers of airphotos, typed and labelled by field Coders and checked by their
Party Chiefs, were taken into the Mushroom Factory, and taped down on Kail plotters.
These were stereoscopic, radial line instruments, capable of transferring detail from photos
to manuscript cover maps. They were crude by today’s standards, but gave reasonable
planimetric accuracy over rugged terrain, operated by someone with good eyes and an
excellent work ethic.
Frances Wetton (Fran Robinson at the time) supervised the Kail plotting operation for
some time during the 1950s. Fran was the first female graduate forester employed by
forest surveys (or practically anyone else in B.C.), and did much to break trail for those
women who followed. She and her Mushroom Factory workers probably wondered if the
plotting would ever end, but they recognized the importance of the work, and it was done
well.
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Forest Surveys and Inventory Division office, on the second floor of the
Weiler Building on Government Street in 1951 (top) and 1953 (bottom).
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1953-1954, BOB SUTTON, VICTORIA
In early November, the permanent members of the field crews attempted the necessary
but difficult annual conversion into office workers:
Fresh from the boonies, we were a high-spirited bunch of orangutans caged in
one huge room on each of the two middle floors of the Weiler Building. We got
up to a few tricks.
Someone passed around cigars to mark the birth of a baby. One of our
colleagues complained loudly about the cigar haze. Over the lunch hour I taped
some cardboard map tubes together into a continuous pipe, passing under our
plywood worktables, and arriving under the Kail plotter of our clean air
advocate. After lunch I lit my cigar and blew mighty puffs through the pipe. The
victim, hunched over his plotter a half-room away, was slow to discover why it
seemed thickest around him!
1955, HELMUT BRADATSCH, VICTORIA
Helmut reports that he spent the winter of 1954-1955 not in the Weiler Building, but in a
little-remembered overflow office and warehouse in Esquimalt:
I worked out there with Red Frey, Bill Bradshaw and Mike Zachary among
others. It was a bit cosier and less formal than the Weiler Building.
1954-1960, WALLY BAILEY, VICTORIA
Forest surveys organization charts from 1954 to 1960 show Wally in charge of many
things. He was the supervisor in charge of “Summary” in 1954-1955; “Compilation” in
1956; “Automation” in 1957 and “Systems Design” in 1959-1960. Whatever the title, he
was at the heart of the system which derived complex area and volume statements from
raw field data and cover maps.
He developed a rapport with Jack Gann, in charge of Mechanical Tabulation for the
government at large. At Wally’s instigation, all sample plot, planimetry, volume table and
net factor measurements were transferred onto IBM cards:
Calculations were primitive and slow by today's standards. I remember working
closely with Bob Breadon and Ted Browne on the volume table and loss factor
projects; Carl Highsted on sample plot computations; Doug Smith, Barb
Crawford and their diligent dot counters and Alan Blair of Mechanical Tabulation
(he wired the boards that told the machines what to do).
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It was not until 1959 that Wally succeeded in getting a digital computer for exclusive use by
forest surveys:
It was a Royal McBee LGP-30, with one kilobyte of internal memory. It used
paper tape input and output, and had a typewriter for printed output. It was
programmed in raw hexadecimal code and had to be hand optimized to get any
speed at all out of it. But the LGP-30 was the very first commercial digital
computer on the market and was the start of surveys’ Great Computer
Revolution.

Official B.C. Forest Service photo of Wally Bailey working with
IBM sort cards in the Mechanical Tabulation office, 1955.
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Heather Clarke and Barb Crawford, part of dot-counting Planimetry
section (Imperial Order, Dotters of the Empire) in the late 1950s.

1955, BARBARA CRAWFORD, VICTORIA
In 1955 I was put in charge of a roomful of girls. We were hand-compiling Bob
Breadon’s volume table data and Ted Browne’s decay data. Considering how
tedious that stuff was, we all did pretty well. I thought everyone understood we
were looking at measurements of felled trees, until one of the girls was heard to
muse, “Holy Cow! Did a guy really climb 200 feet up this tree and take all these
measurements?”
1956, ROY CRAWFORD, VICTORIA, SURVEYS SLIDE SHOWS
The first surveys slide show was about 1956 or 1957, in the Douglas Building
cafeteria. Everybody brought their best surveys slides. The shows got more
popular every year after that. Finally they ended up in the Newcombe
Auditorium, with 600 tickets sold – families and guests welcome. Bob Jones,
Fred Smale, Jack McLellan and Tony Sayle were some who worked a lot on
these shows.
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1958+, BARBARA CRAWFORD, VICTORIA
In 1958, I came back from Volume and Decay to work with Wally Bailey, in the
Summary Section. They’d gotten much more into computers in my absence,
and I had to pick up the new stuff. One thing took a long time to disappear
though – dot-counting of acreages.
We were all together in one room, a bunch of girls counting dots on transparent
map overlays and translating the results into acreages. Al McMinn fixed up a
clever banner over the entrance to our room. It said “IMPERIAL ORDER,
DOTTERS OF THE EMPIRE” (after the patriotic women's organization with a
similar name).

Chrysanthemum leucanthemum
Oxeye daisy
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B.C. Forest Service forest survey reports available online
and/or as hardcopy from the J.T. Fyles Natural Resources Library*
1940 - 1949
Harrison drainage survey and management recommendations
McMullan, D.L. 1940
Call number 634.92859 M168 C.1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37432.pdf
Harrison drainage survey and management recommendations - appendix
McMullan, D.L. 1940
B.C. Forest Service
Call number 634.92859 M168 APPENDIX
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37432App.pdf
Fly Hill Forest check cruise of compartments 30-39 inclusive
McBride, C.F. 1941
Call number 634.92859 M119B 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37448.pdf
North Shore survey and management recommendations
Walker, C.W. and H.M. Pogue 1941
Call number 634.92859 W177F 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37428.pdf
North Shore survey and management recommendations - appendix
Walker, C.W. 1941
Call number 634.92859 W177F 2
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37428_APP.pdf
Slocan forest survey and management recommendations
Nixon, G.R.W. 1942
Call number 634.92859 N736 C.1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37257a.pdf

____________________
*1810 Blanshard St.
Victoria, B.C. V8W 9N3
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Slocan forest survey and management recommendations - appendix
Nixon, G.R.W. 1942
Call number 634.92859 N736 APPENDIX
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37257b.pdf
Fraser South survey and management recommendations
Pogue, H.M. 1942
Call number 634.92859 P746 C.1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib36709.pdf
Fraser South survey and management recommendations - appendix
Pogue, H.M. 1942
Call number 634.92859 P746 APPENDIX 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib36709app.pdf
Juan de Fuca region survey & preliminary management recommendations
Silburn, G. 1942
Call number 634.92859 S582B 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37293.pdf
Juan de Fuca region survey & preliminary management recommendations - appendix
Silburn, G. 1942
Call number 634.92859 S582B APPENDIX
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37293App.pdf
Preliminary reconnaissance forest resources of northern British Columbia
Collins, A.E. 1944
Call number 634.92859 C712L C.1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib107285.pdf
Clayoquot region
Silburn, G. 1945 - 1946
Call number 634.92859 S582 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib23408.pdf
Clayoquot region
Silburn, G. 1945 - 1946
Call number 634.909711 BCMF ECO FR 1 1 (not online)
Extensive reconnaissance Peace River Block and adjacent areas
Collins, A.E. 1946
Call number 634.92859 C712D 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37385.pdf
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Quadra Island survey
Hughes, W.G. 1948
Call number 634.92859 H894 1948 C.1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37390.pdf
Kyuquot region
Silburn, G. 1947 - 1948
Call number 634.92859 S582D 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib287.pdf
Sayward region
Silburn, G. 1942 and H.N. Cliff 1948
Call number 634.92859 S582E 1948 C. 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib10944.pdf
Quadra Island
Hughes, W.G. 1949
Call number 634.92859 H894 1949 C.1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib754.pdf
Sayward region
Silburn, G. and H.N. Cliff 1949
Call number 634.92859 S582E 1949
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib36721.pdf
1950 - 1959
Kyuquot region
Silburn, G. 1950
Call number 634.92859 S582D 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib287a.pdf
A preliminary reconnaissance of access to the mature timbers on the
upper Adams River, the Finn Creek and the Otter Creek drainages
Thomas, R.D. 1953
Call number 634.92859 T461 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib36739.pdf
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Forest survey report and recommendations for sustained yield management of the
drainages of Phillips, Apple, and Stafford rivers, and upper Loughborough Inlet
Eichel, G.H. 1954
Call number 634.92859 E34 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib39082.pdf
Forest Resources Bulletin No. 27, Carp Lake Sustained Yield Unit
British Columbia Forest Service 1955
Call number 634.92859 B862A C.1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib107057.pdf
Forest Resources Bulletin No. 33, Cottonwood Public Working Circle
British Columbia Forest Service 1956
Call number 634.92859 B862B C.1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib107058.pdf
Forest Resources Bulletin No. 28, Crooked River Public Working Circle
British Columbia Forest Service 1956
Call number 634.92859 B862C C.1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib107059.pdf
Forest Resources Bulletin No. 32, Naver Public Working Circle
British Columbia Forest Service 1956
Call number 634.92859 B862D 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib1388.pdf
Forest Resources Bulletin No. 30, Purden Lake Public Working Circle
British Columbia Forest Service 1956
Call number 634.92859 B862E 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib1411.pdf
Forest Resources Bulletin No. 31, Willow River Public Working Circle
British Columbia Forest Service 1956
Call number 634.92859 B862F 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib1408.pdf
Forest Resources Bulletin No. 11, survey report on Morice Lake block cruise
British Columbia Forest Service 1956
Call number 634.92859 P746C 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib1381.pdf
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Forest Resources Bulletin No. 9, survey report on Naver Creek block cruise
British Columbia Forest Service 1956
Call number 634.92859 P746D 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib34421.pdf
Forest Resources Bulletin No. 8, survey report on Willow River block cruise
British Columbia Forest Service 1956
Call number 634.92859 P746F 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib1400.pdf
Forest Resources Bulletin No. 46, Stuart Lake Public Working Circle
British Columbia Forest Service 1959
Call number 634.92859 B862G 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib1413.pdf
Recompilation of area and volume summaries on the Quesnel Lake S.Y.U.
British Columbia Forest Service 1959
Call number 634.909711 BCMF INV FRB 20 1959 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37671.pdf
Forest Resources Bulletin No. 29, recompilation of
area & volume summaries on the West Lake P.W.C.
British Columbia Forest Service 1959
Call number 634.92859 P746E 1
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib38165.pdf
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PREFACE
Well over 1000 people served in forest surveys (until recently Forest Inventory Branch
and now Resources Inventory Branch) between 1940 and 1960. Some came and
stayed, many spent only one or two summers with forest surveys, or even less, and
chose other work thereafter. Whatever the case, impressions of forest surveys times
and trials remain sharply etched on the memories of most.
I was able to record the recollections of 59 surveys veterans of the 1940s and 1950s.
There are certainly many more surveys bushrats out there, but the available time ran out
at 59. Almost all of my interviewees were visited in person, and their oral recollections
noted. A significant few, living too far away to visit in person, were invited to write down
their own recollections. For each, I drafted a biographical sketch and sent it back to my
informant for corrections, additions, or afterthoughts and for final approval. It was a
great pleasure for me to renew old acquaintances during this process. To any who
regret that they were not contacted, and to any who were, but feel their biographical
sketch misrepresents or misquotes them, I offer sincere apologies.
Prepare to meet some extremely interesting and likeable people, who worked for forest
surveys at an interesting time in its history.
Robert E. Breadon
Vancouver, B.C.
May 29, 1995
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Don Munro ……..……………………………………

124

Peter Murphy ….……………………….…………...
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Frank Pendl …...…………………………………….
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Bob Reid ………...………………………….……….
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Rev. Dudley Ritchie …..………………...……....….

138

Ralph Robbins …….…………..……………..…….

141

Jack Robinson …..…………………..…….……….

144

Tony Robinson ……………….…………...………..

147

Pete Robson ………………………..….…………...

149

Jan Selsing ……………...……………..……………
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Pete Small ……...………………….…..……………

154

Bill Spriggs …………………...…………...………...
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Vance Stewart …………………..……...………….

160

Bob Sutton …………………..………………..…….

161

Ted Vaughan ………..…………….…..……….…...

164

Dick Vivian ……………………………..……………

166

Bill Young …………………..……….……………...

167

Mike Zachary …………………….....…...…………
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GRANT AINSCOUGH
Grant is one of many foresters whose beginnings in forest surveys preceded successful
careers in the forest industry. He was born in Cardston, Alberta on September 19, 1926
and went to school in Fort MacLeod and Lethbridge, until joining the Canadian Army in
1944, at age 18. He was initially too young to go overseas, but later volunteered for
duty in the Pacific with the 49th Edmonton Regiment, 6th Division.
After working as a bulldozer operator on road construction during the summers of 1946
and 1947, Grant enrolled in forestry at UBC in September 1947. His introduction to the
B.C. Forest Service began in Port Alberni, where he was an Assistant Ranger during the
summers of 1948 and 1949. He then worked the summer of 1950 for Protection
Division, on a Visibility Mapping crew, selecting new fire lookout sites. Grant was in
good company, in a party with Denny McDonald, Don (Jumbo) Munro, Eric Moyes, Alan
Horth and Phil Bodman. “As I recall,” he says, “Eric Moyes and I climbed and mapped
49 mountains in three months, from the U.S. border to 54 degrees North latitude.”
Grant graduated with a BSF degree as a member of the first graduating class of the new
UBC Faculty of Forestry, in May 1951. He remembers that:
There weren’t a lot of academics in the Class of 1951, but great friendship
and spirit. I became a recruit in Pogue’s Army in May 1951, operating out of
an old farm on Gold Creek Road near Cranbrook (see Appendix 3 for party
members).
We were on some strenuous flycamps. Up Hellroar Creek, my Compassman
walked into some spruce needles and was blinded. I led him out 15 miles in
a snowstorm, but came back in with Bruce Devitt to finish the job. We had
interesting times fording the creek in flood. A porcupine got tangled up in our
mosquito net. As he flailed around in front of Bruce’s newly-awakened face,
I reflected on the distinct possibility that I would be leading a second blinded
Compassman out of the same creek. Bruce and the porcupine were
successfully disentangled without damage to either.
Harry Freeman, my Compassman on the late fall Yoho cruise, was one of the
toughest and steadiest guys I ever worked with. One afternoon it was so dark
and snowing so heavily that I decided to ford a Kootenay River slough rather
than detour four miles around it to reach our camp. I’m six feet tall and the
freezing water came up to my chin. Harry was only 5’ 8” but we both got to
the far side!
That fall I asked to go out as an Assistant Ranger, but was refused. No job
for a graduate forester. Then I asked to be posted to either the Nelson or
Kamloops forest district. Bob St. Clair offered me Vancouver or Prince
Rupert. I declined, suggesting Prince Rupert was the Siberia of the B.C.
Forest Service. Mickey Pogue talked me into staying in forest surveys, which
I never regretted.
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Grant married Jacquie, a home economics graduate from UBC, on November 3, 1951:
Don Munro (my best man) and I were up the snowy Yoho valley and in
Cranbrook until we took off on November 1, arriving just in time for the
wedding rehearsal and the stag party, at which I was severely damaged!
They settled down in Victoria for the winter. The following summer Grant was a Party
Chief in Vernon. Jacquie and Olga Zachary joined their men for an exciting summer in
the Okanagan: “We were sustained by good Ukrainian and Canadian cooking, on
alternate Sundays.”
In 1953 the first Ainscough child, Tom, kept Jacquie in Victoria and Vancouver. Grant
was Chief of a Volume and Decay (V&D) inventory party at Likely (see Appendix 6):
We had a Compassman who was crazy. He was constipated for 21 days,
and I think it backed up and replaced his brain. We were 65 miles on a rough
track east of Williams Lake. He used to sneak all the good food out of the
storeroom in the dead of night. When he got caught and bawled out, he put
razor blades in Harry Freeman’s sleeping bag – for which he got fired.
Late in 1953 Grant was in charge of a large crew completing a Special Cruise in the
Morice drainage. Al McMinn, Peter “Gunsmoke” Murphy, Helmut Bradatsch and Forbes
Boyd, among others, are on record that this job was no picnic. Grant recalls:
We took two riverboats up the Morice River to our basecamp. O.J. Powell
had the other one. He got swamped in a set of rapids, but we bailed out his
boat and kept going. When we finally got into Morice Lake, half of my boat’s
transom fell off. When we departed in November, we left the boats for the
1954 crew to inherit, and flew out.
In June, 1954 Grant became RPF # 211, thanks to some encouragement from Mickey
Pogue. He and his family spent the summer in Prince George, where Grant was Region
Supervisor. Living conditions at regional headquarters were not yet very refined:
Jacquie and I and son Tom (two years old) lived in a tent. Once Tom
wandered out with our dog into the surrounding mosquito-infested lodgepole
pine forest (which is now suburban Prince George). We didn’t find him for six
hours!
In 1955 Grant was a Provincial Supervisor out of Victoria, responsible for Management
Planning until October, when he joined MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. as Special Projects
Forester in Nanaimo:
We bought an old house. As soon as we got it liveable, I was transferred to
Alberni, where we lived in a railway bunkhouse at Great Central Camp for two
years. I was the first Divisional Forester in MB, covering Sproat, Franklin and
Kennedy Divisions, and reporting to Dave Radcliffe at Alberni headquarters.
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We bought a house in Alberni in the fall of 1958. I was immediately
transferred to Vancouver as Assistant to MB’s Chief Forester, Angus
MacBean. Within months of buying a house in North Vancouver I got
transferred back to Nanaimo as Manager of Forest Operations!
In 1966 the Ainscoughs moved once more, back to Vancouver, where Grant became
Assistant Chief Forester, then Chief Forester (1973) and Vice-President and Chief
Forester (1979). “In 1982,” he says, “I headed the Stumpage Section for Canada in the
softwood lumber tariff dispute. We had a great team and we won!”
Grant retired in 1988, following a stroke, but stayed on as Chairman-President of Forest
Industries Flying Tankers [operators of the Martin Mars waterbombers] until 1990.
Currently he is a Director of the National Community Tree Foundation and provisional
President and CEO of Tidewater Timber Ltd. He and Jacquie live in North Vancouver,
constantly amazed by the exploits of children Tom, Chris, Kathy and Louise and their
respective families, “none of whom has become a forester!”
GEORGE ALLISON
George Allison is another member of that select group who spent their entire careers in
Forest Inventory Branch or its antecedents. His attachment to Forest Economics Surveys - Inventory Branch lasted from 1943 until his retirement, first as a summer
student, then full-time. The single exception was a six-month stint in 1946 with a
private forest company.
George was born in Port Hammond in 1922. His family moved in 1926 to West
Vancouver, where George worked his way through the school system. As a wartime
high school student, he spent his summers on fish packers or in canneries.
While studying forestry at UBC, he found summer jobs with the Forest Economics
Division. His first assignment, in 1943, was as a helper to researchers J.L. Alexander
and Eric Garman on permanent plot studies and to Angus MacBean on the Ladysmith
(small wood salvage) Experiment. “My salary in 1943 was $75.00 per month, plus room
and board,” he says. He is able to confirm J.L. Alexander’s renowned dislike for
outboard motors. Evidently on one boat trip across the lake, J.L. was, as usual, unable
to start the motor. So he unshipped the oars and started rowing. One of his less
pessimistic juniors moved to the stern and resumed pulling the starting cord. Suddenly
the motor burst into life. At that moment, both of J.L.’s oars were deep in the water.
As the boat surged forward, the oars lifted J.L. neatly off the seat and dumped him
heels-over-head in the bow of the boat!
In 1944 he worked with George Silburn and Henry Castillou on regeneration surveys in
Vancouver Island cutblocks. They worked out of the Cowichan Lake Experiment Station
part of the time. George remembers that each person kept his private wartime ration of
butter and sugar on special shelves in the cookhouse.
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George’s first summer with forest surveys was in 1945, on the Clayoquot survey (party
members are listed in Appendix 1). George Silburn was Party Chief, with Davis Carey
as his assistant. Captain Lew King was Skipper of the B.C. Forester. Six Compassmen
are listed, including such notables as Dave Hansen, Bob Scholefield and Art Scholefield.
However, “there were never more than two of the six Compassmen present at any one
time – high attrition rate,” George recalls. “It was a wet summer, even for the West
Coast. It seldom stopped raining on our flycamps around Kennedy and Henderson
lakes.”
In May, 1946, George graduated with a double degree in forestry and commerce from
UBC:
I immediately took my one and only sortie into industry at Anderson Lake,
working for a sawmilling outfit financed by some lumber brokers, to take
advantage of the wartime lumber boom. They hired me, ostensibly to locate
suitable areas for Timber Sale applications, do some engineering and
investigate the chances of getting a Forest Management Licence. But I had a
scaling licence, therefore I scaled. I had a lumber grading certificate,
therefore I graded lumber. I had a First Aid ticket, therefore I was First Aid
man. I was also proclaimed Forest Fire Prevention Officer.
Once, it is true, I was asked to locate a mile or two of haul road along the
Pacific Great Eastern Railway tracks, well inside their right-of-way. The road
had to cross the tracks to the mill, so the manager applied to the PGE for
permission to build a level crossing. Before the PGE responded, the road
was built, we spiked some planks to the ties for the crossing and log hauling
commenced. Finally the PGE Section Foreman showed up, asking where the
“proposed” crossing would be. The manager said, “Right there where it is!”
and no further discussion took place.
When it came to December, the log pond froze. In the interest of continuing
production, the manager suggested I take some dynamite sticks out, place
them under the ice at strategic intervals, light the fuses and start running.
I declined. I also pulled the pin.
In February, 1947, George returned to the Forest Economics Division and was rehired
by Fin McKinnon, its head. In May he was entrusted with a three-ton truck belonging to
Reforestation, to be driven to the Cowichan Lake Experiment Station, for use during
Mickey Pogue’s celebrated Cruiser Training School. George was to meet Mickey at the
Green Lantern Cafe in Duncan, where, no doubt, they would enjoy a leisurely lunch
before driving to the station. Such was not the case. Mickey insisted that George follow
him to the Hillcrest Logging married quarters at Mesachie Lake, where one of Mickey’s
sisters lived. No one was home, but Mickey ransacked the larder and they finally ate,
and pulled into camp at night.
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George assisted at the Cruiser Training School, and went from there to the Forest
Surveyor, as Wally Hughes’ Assistant Party Chief on the Quadra Island and Smith Inlet
survey (known party members are listed in Appendix 2).
The Forest Surveyor was newly-purchased and refurbished, having survived wartime
coastal service as the Colonel Ward. The newly-hired Skipper, whose name George
mercifully forgets, ran into a little trouble landing her at the Campbell River dock. Owing
to some confusion over reversing the engine, the Forest Surveyor came in at full speed,
on a following tide, and rammed the Mary C. II, a Canadian Fisheries patrol boat,
amidships. With commendable dispatch, the fisheries crew determined their boat was
sinking, cast off and beached her in front of the nearby Willows Hotel. That didn’t end
the matter, according to George:
Apparently orders came from on high to move the patrol boat immediately
across Discovery Passage, to the repair yard at Quathiaski Cove. This was
unfortunate. Predictably, she sank halfway across. She began a wandering
crab-like existence, pushed to and fro along the bottom by the fierce tides in
the narrows. Later that summer, her mast was seen protruding above the
surface in a shallow bay. She was raised, towed to a yard in Campbell River,
and restored to honourable service.
Naturally a new Skipper, Bill Pomeroy, joined the party. They finished the strips on
Quadra Island in June, and moved north to Smith Inlet for the rest of the season.
Thereafter for several years, whenever the Forest Surveyor approached any fisheries
vessel tied to any wharf on the coast, the cry went up, “Watch out! It’s the blanketyblank Forest Surveyor!”
Having amassed considerable nautical experience by now, George again shipped
aboard the Forest Surveyor for the 1948 season. This time he was Party Chief, and the
work was centred around Kitamaat (known party members are listed in Appendix 2).
A Skipper named Saxty started the season. Until recently, he had served as Captain of
a Minesweeper in the Royal Indian Navy. Saxty wanted a lot of distance between his
ship and anything solid at all times. Possibly because of his past experience towing
minesweeping gear, he was loathe to remain stationary, even in mid-channel. He
insisted on keeping some way on, at all times. This meant some tricky boat launchings
and lengthy roughwater chases for crews going ashore and being picked up. Carl
Highsted, a navy veteran himself, was heard explaining: “You’re not sweeping mines
now. You can heave to for drop-offs and pick-ups!”
Later in the summer Saxty left rather abruptly, and before a replacement could be hired,
Mickey Pogue came up to Prince Rupert and took over as Skipper for a week or two.
“He got us stuck on a mud bar at the mouth of the Skeena one day. All he said was:
‘Might as well have some lunch. We’re not going anywhere till the tide rises.’”
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Then Captain Fred Semph arrived, and proved a more casual navigator than either
Pogue or Saxty. George’s description of Semph’s grounding of the Surveyor on a
falling tide is an example:
We dragged anchor during the night in a howling gale, and went aground four
hours before low tide. Couldn’t move her. The Surveyor started to list right
away, and seemed likely to roll right over when the tide dropped more.
I brought this to Semph’s attention, but he said: “Don’t worry. She’ll definitely
stay upright!” I remember responding rather tersely: “This is no blanketyblank flat-bottomed scow! Of course it’ll roll over!”
George and an enthusiastic crew went ashore to collect driftwood, logs, timbers or
anything else to prop against the low side of the Forest Surveyor:
This apparently worked as she didn’t list any further. Later, when I realized
the tide had started rising again, I had an unsettling thought – if water comes
in through the portholes (which had been letting in spray and rainwater lately)
before she rights, we’re scuttled. I hurried below. There was green water
and seaweed outside each porthole. Unaccountably, no water was coming
in!
When our situation finally looked better, and there was nothing to do but wait
for lift-off, someone said, “Where’s Pinkie (Maurice Ayers)?” A search above
decks was unsuccessful. The search ended below decks, when Maurice’s
mates found him fast asleep in his bunk. Neither the gale, the shock of
grounding on the rocks, the alarmed shouting or the tilting of the hull had
made any impression on him.
In 1949, George was in charge of the Prince Rupert - Lower Skeena survey (party
members are listed in Appendix 3):
The party was split three ways. I was on the Forest Surveyor with the
legendary Jim McCulloch as skipper, and Dick Vivian, Bill Bradshaw, Bill
Lowrey, Hume McLennan and Tom Choate (an Englishman) running strips.
I was also responsible for Art Scholefield and George Sourisseau, detached
with an open boat and a tent along the Lower Skeena. Although I was
nominally in charge of a further crew at Terrace, Barrie Ford was in charge
there (party members are listed in Appendix 3, under 1949: Terrace).
George started the 1950 season as Party Chief of the Bella Coola survey, until the
arrival of Doug Fligg, newly graduated from UBC. He stayed on to “initiate Doug into the
mysteries of the Party Chief business,” and then left to assume his assigned function as
“travelling adviser” to parties at Aleza Lake (Red Frey), Prince Rupert (Barrie Ford) and
Bella Coola (Doug Fligg).
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In September, George was asked to complete the Juan de Fuca survey (the area west
of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Company Land Grant and south of the Alberni
Canal). This survey had commenced in the early 1940s, under George Silburn, but
discontinued during the war years:
The area from Sooke to Victoria was finished during the fall of 1950, using the
Forest Surveyor as a floating hotel, housing a rag-tag crew. Cruisers were
mostly 1950 graduates taken from other parties as the regular season wound
down (e.g. Carl Highsted, Bill Bishop, Gordon Hall and Roy Webb).
Compassmen were anyone from disbanding parties looking for continuing
work, and Clerks and Draftsmen were sent out from the office for a little field
experience. Most of these people came and went within a few days or a
week.
There were many firsts in 1951: “Co-Party Chiefs, circular plots, three-man crews (a
Classifier, a Tallyman and a Compassman), hiring of high school students and eating in
restaurants.”
George and Cliff Calder were jointly in charge of a party at Cranbrook (party members
are listed in Appendix 3). George looked after the technical side, and Cliff the
administrative side. The crew was headquartered at an ancient farmhouse outside of
town, but spent much of the time on flycamps up the St. Mary River drainage or along
the east side of Kootenay Lake. The crew included such notables as Grant Ainscough,
Don Munro (Weyerhaeuser, not UBC), Don Grant, Dave Wallinger, Bruce Devitt and
Derry Simpson (former Mayor of Powell River). In July, Bob Breadon was delivered to
Cranbrook by Mickey Pogue and young Michael Pogue, and George was delivered back
to Victoria, no doubt to face the growing volume of raw data coming in from the field
parties.
George doesn’t wax sentimental over 1952:
This was a year best forgotten – first year of the infamous Austin Station
Wagons. I was with the (Lillooet) party only during the training period and
don’t remember any names. This crew was a weird collection of one UBC
forestry student, two clerks seconded from Air Surveys Division and one from
Forest Surveys Division, two Nigerian medical students from the University of
Manitoba, one French forester (who didn’t speak English) and others.
The first year of volume and decay fieldwork was 1953. George was in charge of a
party near Vernon (party members are listed in Appendix 6). Interior Douglas-fir and
larch stands on Vacant Crown Land were available for sample fellings. A man named
Blumenauer felled and bucked some samples, and Cece Moorhouse felled others.
Halfway through the summer, George left the party in charge of Bill Mahood, who had
been an assistant to Bob Sutton on another Volume and Decay party at Ashcroft and
Tranquille.
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For a month during 1954, George was Party Chief on a survey of the Lussier River
drainage, near Canal Flats:
There was snow on the ground and most of the work involved flycamps and
food drops. Because of scheduling problems with the Nelson Forest District
Beaver, the drops had to be made before the crews left basecamp. This was
a mistake and a disaster. Many of the parcels landed well off target, in the
river, in trees, or hidden under the soft snow.
Back in Victoria, George was listed as Supervisor of Photogrammetry and Mapping (see
Appendix 7). Improving aerial photography and photogrammetric technology were
stimulating interest in the estimation of stand volumes from airphoto measurements, or
at least from combinations of airphoto and ground measurements. George and his
assistants successfully correlated ground-measured sample volumes with photomeasured variables such as tree height, crown width and stand density. This work
continued throughout the 1950s and early 1960s.1 While double sampling with this
approach yielded reliable basic volume estimates, it did not satisfy new demands for
more precise information on species distribution, net volume after defect deductions,
ages, tree sizes, log quality and other ground factors not readily extracted from vertical
airphotos.
During the period from 1961 to 1978 George applied his extensive knowledge and
experience to such projects as:
-

investigating the possibility of using prism sampling on Public Sustained
Yield Unit (PSYU) inventories,

-

recommending procedures for the permanent growth plot program being
undertaken by Forest Inventory Division,

-

preparing sampling plans for PSYU inventories, and

-

reviewing inventory procedures used and allowable cut calculations made
for Tree Farm Licence (TFL) working plans.

From 1978 to his retirement in 1983, George was Manager of the Growth and Yield
Section of Forest Inventory Branch.

__________
1. Allison, G.W. and Breadon, R.E. 1960. Timber volume estimates from aerial photographs.
Forest Surveys and Inventory Division, B.C. Forest Service. Forest Survey Note No. 5.
Victoria, B.C. 23 p.
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WALLACE BAILEY
Wally was born in Nelson, in December, 1928. In 1932 the Baileys moved to
Vancouver, then Portland Island (owned at that time by the notorious General Sutton,
who allegedly made his fortune by selling arms and ammunition to both sides during the
Boxer Rebellion). After Portland Island they lived at Sidney and Glen Lake.
Somewhere during his schooling, Wally must have been encouraged to develop his
unusual curiosity, imagination and analytical talents.
Following a stint with a survey crew in the Pine Pass, locating the proposed Pacific
Great Eastern Railway extension, his first permanent job began in 1947 with the
Economics Division of the B.C. Forest Service, then in the Campbell Building in Victoria:
I was hired by Mickey Pogue as a Junior Draftsman, and placed under the
tutelage of Jim Firth, best known for his excellent cartography and illuminated
lettering. I associate the Campbell Building times with F.S. McKinnon (head
of the Economics Division) and Mickey Pogue, George Silburn, Harold Cliff,
Davis Carey, Alex Gordon, Doug MacDougal, Wally Hughes, Jack Frost,
George Allison and Patricia Kerr in the Forest Surveys Section; Alf Bamford,
Norm Wharf and Ted Whiting in the Reforestation Section; Dick Spilsbury,
Eric Garman, Al Fraser and J.L. Alexander in the Research Section and Ches
Lyons and Mickey Trew in the Parks Section.
Forest surveys expanded rapidly as the other sections started to move out of
the Campbell Building and form separate divisions. The Drafting Section
under Jack Rhodes, until then housed separately, moved in. Several new
people joined the staff during 1949-1950 (our last few months in the Campbell
Building). Among this new group I especially recall Gordie Harris, Jack
Pulley, Denis Glew, Johnny Brown, Herb Mechler, Henry Roethel, John
Collyer, Fred Smale, Doug Fligg, Bill Young, Cliff Calder and Hugh Lyons.
Davis and Mickey designed and built a large, floor-standing, variable-scale
epidiascope, for transferring type lines from airphotos to the base map.
“Form lines” (already plotted on both) were used to control scale changes
from point to point. What I remember best was that it was a real backbreaker after a few hours of plotting. The Kail radial-line plotter replaced
epidiascopes around 1951.
Wally gradually moved from drafting into the compilation phases of the work. He
became a sort of protégé of Mickey Pogue (who no doubt recognized Wally’s unusual
talents, and saw a need for them). Even before the famous Federal - Provincial
Agreement, Mickey had a vision of a new inventory utilizing up-to-date punchcard and
mechanical tabulation systems:
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For a short time I even moved right into Mickey’s office. One day he took me
aside and said, “We’re going to have to extend the Compartment system to
cover the whole province. You’re going to do it!” I got copies of all the 80and 160-chain legal survey sheets for the province. They were the only
detailed, uniform, province-wide maps we had then. I spent a long time
marking Compartment and Region boundaries along ridges, water features or
ownership lines.
Later on I was asked to overlay the Regions and Compartments with a
system of Zones for loss factor application. These were to separate out the
lower Coast, Interior dry and wet belts and so on. I ended up with six Forest
Inventory Zones (FIZs). Later yet we added Zone 7 (entire Coast), Zone 8
(entire Interior) and Zone 9 (Peace River) for other purposes. This Zone Region - Compartment structure evolved into Maintenance Units, and
eventually into Public Sustained Yield Units (PSYUs) and then the Timber
Supply Area (TSA) system.
Planimetry was obviously going to be a serious, growing problem and the
traditional polar and rolling-sphere planimeters weren’t going to do the job.
During one of his Ottawa trips Mickey got plans for a photocell planimeter.
To use it, a cover map had to be pasted on Bristol board and the type islands
cut out with a “Cut-Awl.” Gordie Harris and I built a Rube-Goldberg version of
the planimeter out of plywood, bicycle chain, glass and linoleum,
incorporating a tower with a light source, condenser, aperture, photocell and
milli-ammeter. The map cutouts were fed under the aperture on a conveyor
and the areas read from the milli-ammeter, carefully calibrated to translate
light interruption into acres.
Because this contraption was noisy, we moved it to an office in the B.C.
Forest Service garage on Michigan Street where Gordie Harris, Gordon
Charnell and I spent a chilly winter planimetering Davis Carey’s Upper Fraser
survey. The system worked, but it was too slow, too cumbersome, too
inaccurate, too.... After experimenting with many devices, we settled for
legions of human dot-counters using dot grids on transparent film. This
remained the forest surveys method for determining map areas throughout
the 1950s and 1960s. Although digitizing tables were looked at as early as
1957, there was no technology then to handle the massive digital output.
Wally’s single Forest Inventory Surveys Section field sortie came in the summer of 1950.
To help finish the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Company Land Grant fieldwork, and
probably to help round out his understanding of the workings of forest surveys, he was
sent to Art Scholefield’s headquarters at Cowichan, and ran compass for Don Baxter in
the Upper Koksilah area.
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As the division expanded, Wally moved with it to the Weiler Building (1951-1955) and on
to the Michigan Street quarters, built in 1955. Forest surveys organization charts from
1954 on show Wally in charge of many things. He was the supervisor in charge of
“Summary” in 1954-1955; “Compilation” in 1956; “Automation” in 1957 and “Systems
Design” in 1959-1960. Whatever the title, he was at the heart of the system which
derived complex area and volume statements from raw field data and cover maps.
He developed a rapport with Jack Gann, in charge of Mechanical Tabulation for the
government at large. At Wally’s instigation, all sample plot, planimetry, volume table
and net factor measurements were transferred onto IBM punchcards:
Calculations were primitive and slow by today’s standards. I remember
working closely with Bob Breadon and Ted Browne on the volume table and
loss factor projects, with Carl Highsted on sample plot computations, with
Doug Smith, Barb Crawford and their diligent dot counters, and with Alan
Blair of Mechanical Tabulation who wired the boards that told the machines
what to do.
In 1959 Wally succeeded in getting a digital computer for forest surveys:
It was a Royal McBee LGP-30, with one kilobyte of internal memory, used
paper tape input and output and had a typewriter for printed output. It was
programmed in raw hexadecimal code and had to be hand optimized to get
any speed at all out of it. But the LGP-30 was the very first commercial digital
computer on the market and was the start of the Great Computer Revolution.
Wally certainly hasn’t forgotten the fateful weekend of November 11, 1955. Snow and
heavy rain flooded the basement of the new forest surveys office on Michigan Street!
I got a call from Mickey Pogue to get down there as soon as I could. When I
got there some of the others were salvaging radio equipment, maps, files and
anything else already wet or in danger. Hundreds of boxes filled with
hundreds of thousands of punchcards were tipped over, afloat and swelling
up with dirty water. Fortunately the tipped-over cards weren’t swelling up in
their original stacks and thus jacking up parts of the building, but this didn’t
console me much. The cards were useless. We had to discard them all and
start repunching from the original field data. It was decided that no data
collected prior to 1953 would be redone. I guess the pre-1953 Cruisers would
be outraged if they knew our post-flood inventories don’t include the trees
carefully recorded on their tally sheets.
In 1960, Wallace’s long and creative time in forest surveys ended with his transfer to the
Mechanical Tabulation Division of the Department of Industrial Development, to take
over operation of the first IBM computer installed for general government use. He
continued to serve forestry there, as well as other government departments, and rose to
become Manager of Systems and Programming. While there, he worked on a joint
project with Ted Browne and Al Horth, both former forest surveys colleagues. It was
therefore a natural step, upon invitation, to join J.E. Browne and Associates in 1967.
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He worked as a computer specialist with J.E. Browne and Associates and the successor
consulting firms of Horth Forestry Ltd. and Sterling Wood Group Inc., and with Wescom
Computer Services until his retirement in 1990.
Wally and his wife Lillian still live in Cadboro Bay, where Wally can be found in his wellequipped workshop. They are justifiably proud of their far-flung family of five children
and nine grandchildren.
REG BARCLAY
Forest surveys unintentionally prepared its graduates for many occupations. For Reg
Barclay, the timber-clad slopes of coastal and interior B.C. led to a career in wood
products marketing research and planning. Reg was born in Victoria in 1928. Having
attended Sir James Douglas elementary, Victoria High and the University of Victoria,
Reg was encouraged by his grandfather to study forestry. In the fall of 1948, Reg
enrolled in the College of Forestry at the University of Washington in Seattle.
His first forest surveys job was in the summer of 1949, as a Compassman with Al
McMinn and Doug McLeod on their 10% cruising party at Whiteswan Lake (see
Appendix 3):
It was a great summer – the three Compassmen rotated the camp cooking.
We started vying for top cordon bleu honours for innovation and elegance,
much to the satisfaction of everyone. I recall lovingly preparing two wild
strawberry pies. It took most of one day just to pick the berries. The pies
were inhaled in one sitting, much to my dismay.
I vividly recall an incident with Bob Greggor. One minute he was innocently
blazing a tree. The next he was at the centre of a cloud of enraged hornets!
He pulled through, but he must have got 100 stings!
Old Billy Stork was the King (and only year-round resident) of Whiteswan
Lake. He enjoyed paddling his birchbark canoe over to visit us, usually with
some fresh vegetables. He liked an audience for his tall tales, and we were
good listeners.
In 1950 it was Hugh Lyons’ Powell River land party (see Appendix 3, 1950):
Pete McAllister and I and our Compassmen had a boat on Powell Lake. I did
the cruise of the dreaded Daniels River, at the head end of Powell Lake (they
said it couldn’t be done, and they weren’t wrong by much). Partway through
the summer, they moved me up to Cliff Calder’s party at Aspen Grove (see
Appendix 3, 1950). I remember Norm McRae was there, and Don Grant.
Mac Gordon and I backpacked and cruised between Pennask Lake and
Hedley. It took several days and was a nightmare of heat and mosquitoes.
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At the end of the following term at the University of Washington I was low on
money, so I worked a year in the B.C. Forest Products mill in Victoria. I was
the so-called spare man in the mill, having passed the grading and tallying
courses. It was no picnic, and I wasn’t sorry to get back and finish my
forestry degree in the spring of 1952. However I did develop an interest in
product manufacturing. With my new degree I rejoined forest surveys and
reported to Carl Highsted’s party at Penny, along with Don MacLaurin, the
Jelineks and Peter “Gunsmoke” Murphy (see Appendix 4). We used
speeders on the CNR tracks to move around and had many close encounters
with moving trains and stationary moose!
In September I was moved to the Babine Lake Special Cruise extravaganza,
then over to Hazelton with Pete Small. From there we had a fun-filled ten
days at Meziadin Lake, flying in on one of the Queen Charlotte Airlines
Norseman planes. That was a long, miserable October. The plane couldn’t
get in due to fog. We ran out of food. Henry Jelinek kept us in meat by
shooting low-flying ducks from a raft – he was a crack shot. Jerry and I were
the “retrievers.” We’d row the Link boat out as fast as we could to grab the
duck before it sank.
Reg got his first permanent B.C. Forest Service appointment that fall. He worked in the
Weiler Building office in the winter of 1952-1953 (fellow labourers are listed in Appendix
5). In the summer of 1953 Reg was chief of a Coding, Sampling and Volume and Decay
party based at Minstrel Island (see Appendix 6):
We worked mainly around Gilford Island (which became the subject of my
RPF thesis). We used the B.C. Forester (Jack Gibbs skipper) as a base.
We arranged to do some volume and decay samples at B.C. Forest Products’
Gilford Island operation. Fred Stinson provided us with a faller, and gave us
time to measure the trees before they were yarded out.
That faller, Nels, was a confirmed socialist and of course we, flat broke, were
the confused capitalists. Lengthy political science debates ensued amongst
the felled and bucked timber. While the debate was essentially a draw, it
turned out he held the winning hand. He announced that he was leaving the
following week for a two-month holiday in Las Vegas, and would be driving
down in his new Chrysler New Yorker. Guess he was the only one of us who
could afford to be a socialist.
Not everybody got ahead like Nels. I met another logger on the Minstrel
Island wharf. He’d worked six months at a nearby camp and like Nels was
going out for a holiday. Now he was waiting for the weekly departure of the
S.S. Cardena, which seemed to be a bit late this time. I wished him a good
trip and left.
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A week later I was meeting the Cardena again and was a bit surprised to see
this same guy boarding a camp workboat headed back for his camp.
Apparently, his rendezvous with the Cardena had been delayed 12 hours,
forcing him to enter the Minstrel Island Hotel beer parlour, at the head of the
wharf, for interim refreshments. With the good times and all, he’d missed the
sailing entirely and spent the week, not in Vancouver, but in the convivial
surroundings of the Minstrel Island Hotel. By the next weekly sailing he was
broke, and had to go back to work.
In 1954 Reg was Chief of another Coding, Sampling and Volume and Decay party
based at Rivers Inlet Cannery.2 Known party members are listed in Appendix 7.
Jim Elliott, Reg’s assistant, handled the volume and decay measurements, including one
in a patch of Sitka spruce behind Dawsons Landing, another in a superb hemlock stand
up Moses Inlet and another in a rare Douglas-fir stand with trees 250 feet or more tall,
40 miles up Owikeno Lake. We shared the Forest Surveyor with Don Grant’s party at
Wadhams and Jerry Jelinek’s party in Owikeno Lake:
Jerry and I managed to do some serious salmon fishing and bear hunting.
Neither the conservation ethic nor the fish and game regulation apparatus
were at all strong in Rivers Inlet in those days. We caught some huge Spring
Salmon in Kilbella Bay. We managed to arrange for Bob Malcolm to land one
during an inspection tour, which we hoped would influence his assessment of
our job performance favourably.
Jerry Jelinek loved the hunt, and was a crack shot with his Husqvarna rifle.
We got friendly with Jack Johnson of the Owikeno Indian Band, who offered
to take us up the lake after Grizzly. I was a city boy, but brought along a .300
Savage lever action rifle. We camped the first night in an old shack at the
mouth of the Neechanz River. Next morning Jack shook us awake, “There’s
a bear on the beach!” We hustled out and saw this huge dark shape in the
mist at the water’s edge about 75 yards away.
“Hell, it’s big, but only a Black Bear, not a silver-tip Grizzly,” Dave said.
They all looked at me, and smilingly said, “You need some practice, Reg.
Why don’t you take a shot at him?”
I don’t think any of us expected much in the way of results. Nevertheless I
raised my .300 Savage and fired. The bear fell in his tracks. When we got
close, we saw it was no Black Bear, but a huge silver-tip! From a distance,
because it was wet, it had looked jet black. This didn’t go over too well with
the others. I was left to skin my bear while they went up-river for another try
at a Grizzly. Shots were heard, but there were no more bearskins on that trip.

__________
2. The cannery, known as "R.I.C." was abandoned as a cannery, but still used as a staging point
and netloft for the fishing fleet.
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Reg started the summer of 1955 as Chief of a party near Barriere, on the North
Thompson. Jerry Vyhnanek was his assistant, and “Gunsmoke” Murphy was again on
the crew. On a visit to see Pete Small at Paul Lake, Reg chanced to read a Vancouver
Sun want ad over Pete’s shoulder: “Forester wanted. Bay Lumber Co. Help assemble a
Forest Management Licence. Apply to....”
Reg got the job, left the survey party in the capable hands of Jerry Vyhnanek, went to
work for Bay Lumber, and married Lois in September. That December he left Bay
Lumber to begin a ten-year association with MacMillan Bloedel:
I worked in the Vancouver Plywood Division mill, in sales, production control,
and as a plant foreman. In 1961 I moved downtown to head office as a
Market Research Analyst. I rose to Manager, Marketing Research in 1966,
when I joined Seaboard Lumber Sales as Director of Planning and Research.
Seaboard represented about 50 mills, selling lumber and plywood on their
behalf to virtually all the waterborne markets – Europe, Japan, Australia,
China and the U.S Atlantic coast. It was an exciting company and I
thoroughly enjoyed the work. I was appointed Corporate Secretary of
Seaboard’s sales and shipping companies in 1975, and held those positions
until I retired in 1989.
Now I do a little consulting work, play some golf and enjoy the good life.
Reg and Lois are living in Vancouver, close enough to their family of two grown sons, a
grown daughter and two grandsons.
JOHN BARKER
Like many other prominent members of the B.C. forestry community, John started at the
bottom in forest surveys, in the 1950s. He was born in Vancouver on June 29, 1937 and
attended school there and in North Vancouver. Three student summers were spent
canning carrots at the Aylmer factory – “I still have trouble eating carrots!”
John was at UBC from 1954 to 1959, when he emerged with a BSF degree. During the
summers of 1955, 1956 and 1957 he was a proud member of “Pogue’s Army” – the
Forest Surveys and Inventory Division of the B.C. Forest Service:
In 1955 I was with Jerry Jelinek’s Burton3 party (see Appendix 8).
I slept, worked and grew about six inches that summer. I played for our crew
against the local baseball side. The Columbia was in flood. Being an
uncoordinated type, I was in the outfield. With great determination and utter
concentration, I chased a fly ball into three feet of floodwater!

__________
3. Burton was on the Columbia River, between the Upper and Lower Arrow lakes. The High
Arrow Dam was not yet completed.
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We entered the local Flood Draw, each contestant choosing a date and time
for the Columbia to peak at Burton. I won, but by then it was the week after
we had moved camp to Slocan. Sadly I was absent and couldn’t collect my
winnings.
I also got introduced to the Jim Elliott sense of humour that summer. At Jim’s
behest, I tried at several stores to buy a new insect repellent he called FOF.
The light dawned eventually – there was no FOF.
In midsummer we were shocked and saddened for Jerry when he learned
that his brother Henry was lost while air coding on the coast.
In 1956 John was in the East Kootenay with Vance Stewart and Fred Brahniuk (see
Party No. 630, Creston, 1956 Party Organization chart):
It was a big crew, with such notables as Mike Apsey, Art Walker, Don Ruhl,
and George Trachuk. Mano Constantinidis and Harvey Grigg were
entertainers, and led to my beginning to play guitar.
I remember doing a two-day pack up the Palliser River and running a 40chain tie line to a random sample point. We were now in the middle of
nowhere. There was a horseshoe around the base of our centre tree.
Another memory is that lightning struck the water about ten feet off the bow of
the Castlegar ferry. It raised a column of fire about ten feet in diameter. I let
out an oath (rather mild under the circumstances) which upset a lady in the
car beside us – we both had our windows open.
In 1957 it was Operating Cruises, working for Al Horth, Jan Selsing and Tony Robinson
(see Party Nos. 230 and 231, 1957 Party Organization chart):
We were in the Soo and later the Quatlena valleys. We used a helicopter
flown by Hughie Hughes, a very good pilot and geologist.4 He’d go
prospecting after he dropped us off for the day’s sampling. I heard that he
was killed in a crash in northeastern B.C. some time in the 1970s.
We got raked over the coals for drowning our gear, left behind for the
helicopter on a bar in the Soo River, while we hiked out empty. The
helicopter was to come over from the Nahatlatch next day to pick it up.
High water! No gear! We got our revenge, though, in the Quatlena. The
Party Chiefs had pitched their office tents on a nice grassy flat at the river
mouth. The Party Chiefs ended up rowing, not strolling into those office tents!

__________
4. Forest surveys veterans will recall that Hughie was pilot on the division's first major helicopter
contract, operating out of Aleza Lake during the summer of 1956.
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Mike Wilkins and I spent a lot of crew time together in the Quatlena.
I’m convinced we measured the world’s tallest hemlock tree (I think over 200
feet) there. The stand it was in still appears to be uncut.
In 1958 John gave the Alberta Forest Service (AFS) a try, doing forest inventory work in
the eastern Rockies – “great place to work after the coast.” And then in 1959, armed
with his BSF, he began work with Rayonier Canada – “spent three years doing the initial
forest inventories for TFL 25 (Naka) and TFL 25, Block 1 (Moresby, Queen Charlotte
Islands) [now Haida Gwaii].” He left in 1963 to study at the University of California,
Berkeley, earning both MScF and PhD degrees:
After finishing at Berkeley in 1969, we went to New Zealand, where I was a
charter member of the forestry faculty at the University of Canterbury.
I taught there for nine years, and then two more at Lakehead University in
Thunder Bay. In 1980 I came back to B.C. and rejoined ITT Rayonier.
John remained with Rayonier and its successor companies until the present. Currently
he is Manager of Forestry Technical Services, Western Forest Products Ltd., and
extremely active in the forestry community in B.C., North America and beyond.
John, his wife Martha, and their two younger children live in North Vancouver:
We have three boys and a girl. The oldest boy graduated in forestry at UBC
and is currently in France. Our daughter is in her final year of English at
UBC. Martha and I celebrate our 30th anniversary next year. She is a
teacher, working with learning-disabled teenagers. We sing in the North
Shore Chorus. I guess all that melodious “Poop-Pooping” in my youth paid
off.
NORM BEAZLEY
Norm followed the sea all his life, on both the Nova Scotia and British Columbia coasts.
Between 1959 and 1971 he plied the B.C. coast as a B.C. Forest Service Skipper, partly
with forest surveys and partly with the Vancouver Forest District.
He was born in New Glasgow, N.S. in June 1911, son of a candy maker employed by
Rowntree. At the age of ten, he learned seamanship by crewing for his uncle, a
commercial fisherman. The family moved to Vancouver in 1921, where Norm’s father
continued in the candy trade. However, Norm headed back to the East Coast at the age
of 17, to follow the sea, mainly in fishing vessels under sail. He was back west again in
1930 (age 18), where he fished for salmon in a skiff rented from the Namu cannery. The
following year he took his first short-term job on tugboats. When that ended, he
borrowed against a life insurance policy purchased for him by his father, bought a “one
lung” gas-powered boat for $100 and went gillnetting and trolling as far north as Smith
Inlet and Fitzhugh Sound.
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During the Depression years Norm fished spring, summer, and fall: “Southern Bluebacks
[immature Coho] in April; then gillnetting or trolling for salmon north to Namu and Rivers
Inlet; then trolling down the west coast of Vancouver Island, and finally up Howe Sound
in September.”
From October to March each year he found work in logging, towing or sawmilling:
I worked at Bloedel’s Menzies Bay camp, mainly as a kitchen mechanic.
I worked for the Sitka spruce mill on False Creek (later owned by B.C. Forest
Products) – breaking down Davis rafts and then bucking the logs (and
quartering the big ones) so they’d go through the headrig. Some were 15 feet
at the butt end. Finally in 1937 I got steady work on tugs. Pretty soon I got
my Mate’s ticket, and in 1942 a Skipper’s Ticket.
There followed 17 years in the towing industry. In 1959, Norm decided to take a B.C.
Forest Service job offer “mainly for some job security and a pension. I was Skipper on
the B.C. Forester that year.” This was probably during the winter, when the B.C.
Forester was on loan from forest surveys to the Vancouver Forest District, for use on
planting, engineering or other projects. Norm also skippered the LC- 5, a B.C. Forest
Service landing barge designed for moving heavy equipment between coastal points.
It was evidently at this time that Norm skippered the Vancouver Forest District flagship,
the Syrene, which he recalls with affection:
“She was too luxurious, really – all teak and varnish ... no hell as a sea boat;
in heavy weather the seas would come right over her.... But the Syrene
would come up and shake her head a little bit, and on she’d go down into the
next one.... I never had any problems with her because I treated her like a
lady.”5
According to forest surveys organization charts, Norm was employed with the division
from 1964 to 1971, as follows:
1964: Skipper-Engineer of the B.C. Forester on Pete Small’s Hecate survey, working in
the Gardner Canal. Norm remembers that year well: “We had 13 people aboard the
B.C. Forester, including me. She was a narrow boat, and crowded. We had two sittings
for breakfast. I’d get up at 5:30 am to make sure the Cook was available. He was a bit
of a boozer, and eventually he went haywire, took a vehicle into Kemano and rolled it
into a ditch. The Party Chief fired him and I took over the cooking.”6

__________
5 and 6. Quoted from: Coney, M. 1983. Forest Ranger, ahoy! - the men, the ships, the job.
Porthole Press, Sidney, B.C. viii + 232 p.
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Norm endured this arrangement for a month, during which he:
1. “...told Victoria I wanted to get paid as a Skipper and as a Cook,
or the guys could cook for themselves” and
2. “...made a deal with the boys: they’d prepare all the vegetables, and the
first guy to complain was the new Cook.”
Norm remembers with sadness that 1955 was the year “we lost an Indian boatman (by
drowning) in the Kitlope River. Hit a sweeper.”
1965: Skipper of the B.C. Forester then the Forest Surveyor, on a continuation of the
Hecate survey, in charge of John McLellan, and based out of Prince Rupert.
1966: Captain of the B.C. Forester on Jim McLaren’s Redonda Boat Party, based at
Refuge Cove. Jim recalls Norm as “...an old tugboat skipper – one of the best!”
1967: Back on the B.C. Forester, for John Viszlai’s Queen Charlotte Islands survey.
1968: Captain of the Forest Surveyor; Ron Stromberg’s Rivers Inlet survey.
1969: Back on the Forest Surveyor, along with the B.C. Forester (skippered by
I. McKenzie), as headquarters for Jim Gilmour’s and Brian Hall’s 20-man Nootka
Taxation survey.
1970: A respite from salt water – Norm was listed as “Boatman-Water Transport Mgr.”
on John Viszlai’s and Ken Belik’s Stewart Lake - Takla Party. Norm skippered a
freshwater launch, which he says “should have been a (shallow-draft) riverboat, but
bigger. We took her above some fish weirs in the Takla River, and almost got trapped
there, when the water dropped in August.”
1971: Back aboard the Forest Surveyor, on Brian Hall’s Kingcome Inlet survey.
That was Norm’s last assignment with forest surveys. He returned to the Vancouver
Forest District, and then retired before the end of 1978. The Beazleys now live in
Burnaby.
FORBES BOYD
Forbes trained as a wildlife and fisheries biologist and had a successful career in his
chosen field. For a few years in the 1950s, however, he distinguished himself in forest
surveys instead.
Forbes was born in Ashcroft, in September 1925, and taken from the hospital to the
family home in Clinton, where his father operated the Clinton Hotel. He and his three
brothers spent their early years in Clinton, and then moved to Kamloops in 1931.
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Forbes completed Junior Matriculation during World War II and promptly joined the
navy. After basic training, he was posted to Halifax, from which his ship escorted North
Atlantic convoys on a “Triangle Run” between St. John’s, Halifax and Boston - New
York. “We did a lot of ice-chipping,” he says.
After the war he came back to Kamloops, worked briefly in a sporting goods store, and
in 1947 passed his Senior Matriculation (Grade 13) exams. He then studied game
management at UBC. He and younger brother Ken, a forestry student, developed
survival skills in a series of boarding houses on Point Grey. Forbes received his BA in
1950, and took a year of post-graduate fisheries and wildlife studies in 1950-1951.
Possibly because professional jobs in wildlife or fisheries did not grow on trees at the
time, Forbes accepted a job with forest surveys in the spring of 1952. He was sent to
Red Frey’s party at Terrace, as field clerk:
We were set up in some unoccupied buildings at the Terrace airport – not bad
for surveys. Red was into fitness; he jogged around the airport most days,
often in competition with Ian Waddell, a fit young forestry student from the
University of New Brunswick (UNB). He also set himself the goal of
triumphing over Ben Kuusk in an arm wrestling match. Ben would let Red
strain and grunt for a decent interval, then grin broadly and push Red’s arm
onto the tabletop.
We had the ubiquitous Austin station wagons at Terrace. The road into town
(between rains) was carpeted with dust. I’ve always pondered what enabled
the Austin to suck in every particle of dust stirred up, and not to let any dust
out!
We have it from no less an authority than Pete Small, who was a neighbouring Party
Chief at Hazelton, that “Forbes Boyd made (the party at) Terrace work.” Forbes’
response to that was “...probably a gross overstatement, but thanks to Pete anyway.”
Forbes stayed on at the Weiler Building office in the fall. His work on the Terrace type
mapping was exemplary. Forbes is remembered as a practical joker of considerable
originality. George Allison was seldom without his pipe and pouch of Erinmore tobacco.
The fragrant pipe smoke permeated the outermost corners of the second floor. One
day, the fragrance ended, supplanted by an aroma more like that of burning rubber tires.
Forbes and several colleagues had chopped up some elastic bands and erasers, then
blended them artfully with the Erinmore tobacco in George's pouch. They waited until
George carefully packed the new blend into his pipe, held a lighted match to it and drew
the first few puffs.
The violent reaction expected from George was not forthcoming. He continued
smoking, marking airphotos and relighting his pipe occasionally. The expressions on
Forbes and his fellow conspirators faded from expectant glee to incipient nausea. To
this day, no one is sure whether George continued to smoke out of pure perversity in
spite of the stench or out of blissful ignorance that any change had occurred.
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In 1953 Forbes was chief of a Coding party at Canal Flats:
My Field Clerk was Dick Something-or-other, from Victoria. Bruce Devitt was
there – a good Coder and woodsman. Took in everything around him. One
time up Coyote Creek, far from any civilization, he stopped on the trail, tested
the breeze, and blurted out, “I smell bananas!” He probably did, but I don’t
know where from! Maybe somebody ten miles away had a banana in his
Cruiser’s vest.
Late in the season, the remnants of the party joined a large Special Survey
crew at Morice Lake, ramrodded by Grant Ainscough. I was flycamping with
Dennis Cutler from Toronto, who was very fastidious about everything.
One night at supper time an enormous bull moose lurched into view and
challenged our intrusion with highly belligerent rutting moose language.
We shouted and banged some pots. He faded into the gloom, but continued
to grunt around our camp as we climbed into our mummy bags and listened
nervously. The grunts tailed off and we eventually went to sleep.
In the middle of the night, I awoke suddenly, to loud screams. I thought: “The
bull moose!” Dennis was flailing in his mummy bag, spluttering incoherently.
I asked him if anything special was bothering him. His plaintive reply: “I’ve
been bitten! By a mouse!”
In 1954 Forbes headed a Coding party up Bute Inlet (see Appendix 7 for a complete
roster of forest surveys as of July, 1954). He shared a headquarters under canvas at
Stuart Island with Al Horth and his Sampling, Volume and Decay party. In 1955 it was a
Coding and Sampling party at Ocean Falls and Bella Bella, with Captain Ross in
command of the Forest Surveyor:
Ross tied up to a log boom on the Dean River flats one evening. Apparently
he didn’t check the chart very well. The tide went out about midnight. We sat
on the bottom until the tide came in a bit and a local fisherman towed us into
deeper water. Got away without losing anything but the Skipper’s dignity.
Our cook was a recent graduate from a cooking school. Mornings, I’d see
him in the galley making bread. Afternoons, I’d see him come out the after
hatch, and furtively dump the contents of his bread pans overboard. Went on
all summer. We made do with McGavins bread from Ocean Falls.
One time we flew a Beaver up the Dean River for a food drop. Just as we
shoved our groceries out the door, the pilot shouted, “Everybody forward!”
We crammed forward, practically in his lap, and looked out. The tree tops
were passing by the wingtips and there, much too close ahead, was a smooth
rock wall. The Beaver lurched, roared, gathered speed and made a
wrenching turn. The blood rushed to our boots, but we emerged from that
narrow gulch and landed on the inlet. The pilot announced that our other
plans for the day were cancelled. He was going home.
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About November, there was yet another Special Survey. A bunch of us were
sent up to cruise the dubious timber around Cape Scott. The extreme
northern tip of Vancouver Island, in the wettest, stormiest month of the year.
I was with Mike Nuttall. We finished our samples and on the allotted day, sat
at William Lake, waiting for the floatplane to take us away from the cold rain
and spike-topped cedars. It didn’t come. We unpacked our soggy gear and
made camp once again. It did come the next day. “What kept you?” we
asked. “I thought the Dispatcher said Williams Lake (that metropolis of the
hot dry Interior, noted for its annual stampedes), so I flew up there yesterday.
No soggy surveyors. Radioed in, sorted out our little misunderstanding, flew
back to Campbell River and here I am today!”
In 1956 Forbes headed up the Air Coding section (see Party Organization for April,
1956). He replaced Chris Lauesen, whose Cessna floatplane disappeared somewhere
between Ocean Falls and Prince Rupert on a flight the previous summer. Because they
were considered more reliable than Cessnas, Forbes was equipped with a Beaver. The
work ranged over the Upper Finlay, Fort Ware, Fort Nelson, the Liard and an area south
of Pouce Coupe.
During the following winter Forbes was in charge of Northern Mapping, (see Party
Organization for November, 1956). His crew consisted of some of his Air Coders,
supplemented by other experienced northerners. Forbes also worked on an air coding
manual, which he completed in the spring of 1957:
We were back out air coding in the 1957 season. We moved around a lot –
Harrison Lake, Castlegar and Columbia Lake. By now we were using
helicopters widely, for better calls. We also used tape recorders. (Derry
Simpson had a little trouble one day – kept talking into the recorder long after
it came to the end of the tape and stopped. Had to re-fly part of that flight).
Forbes and Hugh Lyons were jointly in charge of a 15-person crew in Typing and
Stereograms in the winter of 1957-1958 (see Party Organization for November, 1957).
In the spring of 1958, after a five-year detour into forest surveys, Forbes accepted a job
with Fisheries Canada, B.C. - Yukon Region. With his training in fisheries biology, he
undoubtedly would have progressed well, but his familiarity with the forest resources
and those who managed them did no harm. As Head of the Habitat Management
Division, he did much to protect fish habitat, reduce the fisheries - forestry animosities of
the 1970s and encourage the saner dialogues of the 1980s. A plaque on his study wall
was given to him by his peers in recognition of his constructive work in this area.
Although his wife Pat offers the opinion that Forbes retired “about 20 years ago,” it is a
matter of record that he began hanging around the house much more recently, in
August, 1987. He and Pat have settled down in the West Vancouver home they bought
soon after they came over from Victoria in 1958.
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KEN BOYD
Ken followed the earlier footsteps of his brother Forbes. Like Forbes, he was born in the
nursing station in Ashcroft, but later, in April, 1929. Like Forbes, he was raised in
Clinton and Kamloops, where he took his Senior Matriculation (Grade 13). Unlike
Forbes, he was too young to participate in World War II and so went directly into forestry
at UBC in the fall of 1949.
Ken’s introduction to forest surveys was during the 1950 field season, in Cliff Calder’s
party at Aspen Grove (see Appendix 3, 1950, Princeton - Merritt, for names of party
members). It will be noted that it was an interesting and talented group, destined for
greatness. The Cook, Ed Raitt, later became the developer of a system to transport
crude oil in slurry form. The horse wrangler was a cowpoke named Ian Tyson, who later
achieved fame in country and western music.
Ken tells a story his crewmate Don Grant might prefer was left untold:
Don and I were flycamping up between Princeton and Peachland. The pots
were no longer bright and shiny. When we came across an isolated ranch
house one day, Don thought, “Oh boy! Maybe they’ve got one of those steel
wool pot scrubbers known as ‘Choregirls.’”
A leathery homesteader and his comely daughter came out to meet him.
Don resolutely avoided leering at the daughter, and addressed the old man
courteously: “Good afternoon, sir. We’ve used up our ‘Choregirls.’ Could you
possibly let us have one of yours?”
No doubt forest surveys graduates will treasure Ken’s account of the navigating prowess
of his 1950 crewmate Denis Glew:
I was driving the pickup. Denis was brandishing a hand compass and
directing me. We seemed to be getting farther from our tie point all the time.
Evidently nobody had successfully explained to Denis how the marks for East
and West are reversed on a box compass. We were getting farther away all
the time!
In 1951 Ken joined Red Frey’s and Bill Young’s party at the Nicola Hotel, outside of
Merritt. The summer went well enough until the influx of parties from all over B.C. to
take part in the famous Nicola Timber Sale cruises: “From then on, confusion reigned.”
In 1952, Ken’s last summer before graduating, he was a Field Supervisor, checking in
on parties such as Fred Joyce’s in Williams Lake and Dick Tannhauser’s in Lillooet:
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That was the year we tested the Austins rigorously. This included floatation
tests of course; one somehow drove itself into deep water, in Logan Lake.
It floated serenely for about 15 minutes, then sank with dignity. In the annals
of forest surveys, it is referred to as the Flying Enterprise, after an abandoned
ship of the same name that refused to sink off the west coast of Vancouver
Island.
That old 1930s Junkers float plane, CF-AQW, was still flying, but it gave us a
scare one day in the North Arm of Quesnel Lake. We were taking off with a
load (it sure wasn’t a STOL aircraft) when a gust wind of wind shoved the port
wingtip into the lake surface! We staggered along, shooting up a roostertail,
long enough for guys on shore to start out in a boat to collect crash victims.
Finally the pilot got the wing out, and we took off.
Ken graduated with a BSF in 1953. He hired on with MacMillan Bloedel and worked his
way up through the ranks with a succession of logging, towing and wood supply
assignments. He married Diana, also from Kamloops, and they raised a daughter,
Sandra.
By 1972 he was Vice-President, Wood Supply and President of Kingcome Navigation,
MacMillan Bloedel’s towing arm. He left MacMillan Bloedel in 1980 to become
Executive Vice-President of Pacific Logging. At the time of his retirement in 1988, Ken
was Senior Vice-President, Operations, of Pacific’s successor, CIP’s Tahsis - Pacific
Region. Ken and Diana are enjoying retirement, living in West Vancouver.
HELMUT BRADATSCH
Helmut was born in Winterberg, Bohemia, in March 1924, and attended elementary and
high school (Gymnasium) there. During World War II he spent three years in the army,
terminating in a stint in prisoner of war camps:
When that ended, I was free, broke and looking for a profession. I picked
forestry and started my studies at the University of Munich. I graduated in
1949. There was no work in Germany. I wrote to Leon Koerner, a family
acquaintance, about forestry opportunities in Canada. His response was
encouraging. My wife Gisella and I got passports, travelled to Halifax (via
Italy) and crossed Canada by train to Vancouver. I took a taxi to Mr.
Koerner’s office.
We talked and he sent me on to an interview with Dean Besley at UBC.
Besley’s advice was to spend some time out in the B.C. woods rather than
more studies. I got a logging job with Alaska Pine at Jordan River. In May
1952 that job was interrupted, so I found my way to the Campbell Building,
looking for a job with the B.C. Forest Service. Mickey Pogue hired me and
sent me to Bob Wright’s party at Hope (see Appendix 4, 1952).
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It’s mostly a blur now – I remember working with Sig Tausendfreund, pulling
those thick, black plot radius wires around on those “four exploded plot”
samples. In the fall, the remains of our party and others did a Special Cruise
of the Nahatlatch and Log Creek drainages. Buster Brown (now a school
principal) was my Compassman.
I spent the winter of 1952-1953 in the forest surveys office in the Weiler
Building (see Appendix 5 for partial list of co-workers there).
In 1953 Helmut was Jim McLaren’s assistant on a Volume and Decay party at Babine
Lake:
I don’t remember the names of any Babine crew members – English names
were still difficult for me to pronounce or remember. That fall I got sent by
train to Cranbrook and Whiteswan Lake, then driven back up to Smithers.
We flew in to Mooseskin Johnny Lake and coded part of the Morice Special
Cruise area. As a finale to the season, Ludo Bertsch and I drove a well-worn
vehicle to Vancouver, with only one stop of any length, to replace a broken
axle.
In 1954 he was in charge of a small Coding and Sampling party in the Cottonwood (see
Appendix 4), detached from Grant Ainscough’s Prince George region headquarters:
In the fall I joined Mike Fajrajsl and Henry Jelinek for a Taxation Cruise on the
Upper Fraser. We flew in from Prince George and landed on the Fraser
River.
Helmut reports that he spent the winter of 1954-1955, not in the Weiler Building but in a
little-remembered overflow office and warehouse in Esquimalt:
I was there with Red Frey, Bill Bradshaw and Mike Zachary, among others.
It was a bit cosier and less formal than the office on Government Street.
In 1955 he ran another Coding and Sampling party in the Narcosli:
We merged with Al McMinn’s Cottonwood party, when Al took Dick
Tannhauser’s place at Fort St. James because Dick was recovering from
appendicitis. In the fall we converged on Doug Morton’s camp in the Willow
River. Galt Elkington had just recently drowned in Ste. Marie Lake when we
arrived.
In 1956 Helmut was in charge of a Volume and Decay party, first at West Lake, then at
Wells (see Party No. 640, Cottonwood, 1956 Party Organization chart). Pete Leahy was
his assistant, Don Munro (future UBC forestry professor) is listed as “D.D. Munrow,” and
the ubiquitous George Vankoughnett was Cook. Helmut and his family rented a house
in Wells, which had been vacated when the mine shut down.
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In 1957 (“Year of the Hungarians”) he ran a travelling crew, checking samples located
by other forest surveys crews (see Party No. 382, 1957 Party Organization chart). The
check samples started in Quesnel, then moved north to the Alaska Highway, where
Helmut was mistaken for a Department of National Defense official:
When I was paying for a restaurant meal, I was shocked to receive,
unsolicited, a highly imaginative and inflated receipt – apparently routine in
Ottawa, but it wouldn’t get past Sam Smith in Victoria.
We ended up at Chilliwack in the fall, where I fell in the woods and injured my
knee. I started the 1958 season in Jim McLaren’s Cranbrook survey, (see
Party No. 630, 1958 Party Organization chart) but had to have cartilage
removed from my knee and spent the rest of the year on crutches, in the
Victoria office.
Helmut joined Denny Goddard’s Air Classification party as a Senior Observer for the
1959 season (see Party No. 291, 1959 Party Organization chart). Other notables on the
party were Ron Stromberg, Mik Kovats, Roddie McLeod and Hank Boas: “We had a
helicopter. Moved around, from the coast to Yahk, and then Horsefly Lake.”
In 1968 Helmut inherited the 70-mm twin camera airphoto plot project from Hugh Lyons,
and worked on it and other projects in forest surveys until his retirement in 1988. He
and Gisella live in Victoria, close to their daughter, who is married to Ron Davis, P.Eng.
of the B.C. Forest Service, and the two Davis grandchildren.
BILL BRADSHAW
Once Bill made it through the Depression years and World War II, his career in forest
surveys was a “piece of cake.” Bill was born in Winnipeg, in February, 1923. Mr.
Bradshaw senior was a successful electrician there, until the business dried up in the
Thirties. They moved to White Rock, B.C. Bill attended Semiahmoo High School until
June 1941 and then he joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in the fall of that year.
His Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) career started in the Edmonton Manning Pool.
He and his fellow recruits were housed in huts on the Edmonton fairgrounds. In
peacetime they housed livestock, (Bill’s hut still said “SWINE” over the door):
I became a Bombardier, and arrived overseas in the summer of 1942. I flew
operations in Wellingtons, Sterlings and Lancasters. Finished two tours, one
out of North Africa and the other from England.7 We flew ops over the Sicily
landings and on the second tour dropped supplies to members of the
underground in France, Holland, Denmark and Norway.
He earned a Distinguished Flying Cross for his exploits.
__________
7. Not many bomber crews made it through one tour, much less two.
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Once back home, Bill took a refresher course at one of those “Shurpass” schools on
Fourth Avenue in Vancouver, and started first year arts at UBC in the fall of 1946. In the
summer of 1947, Bill worked at the Youbou pony band sawmill, on a rigging crew at
Bloedel’s Camp Five on Brewster Lake, and at the old Athletic ballpark, where he swept
up peanut shells and recovered the occasional piece of change dropped through the
bleachers.
Bill started first year forestry that fall, where he continued until graduating in May, 1951.
Summer jobs were more secure, if not more comfortable, than in 1947. He began his
long association with forest surveys:
In 1948 I landed in George Allison’s North Coast party on the Forest Surveyor
(for names of party members, see Appendix 2). I ran compass for Al McMinn
in the Kitimat area. Al and I backpacked into the upper Kitimat from Lakelse
late that summer. They supplied us periodically by air drops, which was a
first for forest surveys.
In 1949 I was a Cruiser, again with George Allison out of Prince Rupert (see
Appendix 3). Dick Vivian and I, and our Compassmen, worked off the Forest
Surveyor. Art Scholefield and George Sourisseau worked out of the Forest
Surveyor’s lifeboat, tenting along the lower Skeena. That was the year Jim
Collins and Mac Gordon were with forest surveys, working in Terrace with
Barrie Ford. Ivor Burroughs was one of the Cruisers there.
In 1950 it was Doug Fligg’s party on the Forest Surveyor out of Bella Coola
(see Appendix 3). I was Doug’s Assistant Party Chief. When we got back to
Victoria in the fall, I had Gordie Harris as a Compassman on the “E&N
Cleanup.” We ran strips around the Saanich Peninsula, until I went back to
UBC for the winter.
In 1951 I was Party Chief on the B.C. Forester, for the South Coast survey
(see Appendix 3). We tied up mostly at Lund and covered the Malaspina
Peninsula, Toba Inlet and Bute Inlet. Walt Tuttle was Assistant Party Chief,
although he was much coveted by the District Forester in Vancouver. Walt
almost fell into the district’s grasp when we had to help put out a fire for the
Ranger at Lund, but we got him back. Since he still worked for surveys that
fall, poor Walt had to endure the snows of the Yoho valley before he finally
got transferred out.
We fired the Skipper for marooning us on East Redonda for two days,
while he ran the B.C. Forester over to Savary Island for a square dance!
We wouldn’t have found out about this junket except for the Cook. He was
a theology student whose conscience wouldn’t allow him to remain silent.
Bob Pethick was sent up as replacement Skipper.
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In 1952, the “Year of the Austins,” I was Party Chief of a crew of about 25
people based at Fort St. James (see Appendix 4). There was Darcy deHart
(later District Manager at Campbell River), Harry and Dave Gairns, Al
Bradshaw, Jack Christian (went into teaching later), two Winnipegers and a
Field Clerk named Johnnie Edwards.
In August, my crew moved to Babine Lake, along with crews from Terrace,
Hazelton and Houston, for a Timber Sale cruise across the lake from Topley
Landing. We called it “Little Nicola.” There were too many crews for an
orderly operation. However there were some memorable booze-ups, for
which my office tent was always chosen.
Survivors from the Babine cruise went on to finish up the season with Red
Frey at Terrace, Chris Lauesen at Houston and Pete Small at Hazelton. The
work went on till mid-October.
In 1953 I had a Sampling and Volume and Decay party at Hope (see
Appendix 6). Carol and I lived in the Assistant Ranger’s shack, several
blocks west of the Ranger Station and a few feet away from the CPR
mainline. Cece Moorhouse felled some samples in the Sumallo River, Emory
Creek and Upper Skagit watersheds for Jerry Vyhnanek and his Volume and
Decay crew.
We had a United Nations crew alright – Jerry Vyhnanek (Czech), Sig
Tausendfreund (German), Fred Binas (Danish), Jack Arvidson (Swedish),
Jerry Ball (homegrown in Victoria) and Bob Noneman (Florida, roamed the
woods in his bare feet).
In 1954 we started up air coding, to help complete our forest classification of
the province within the federal government’s five-year deadline. We were
based at Paul Lake, and covered the Big Bend area and the Chilcotin Plateau
as far south as Squamish. The party (see Appendix 7) included Red Frey,
Fred Brahniuk, Carol and myself, Chris Lauesen, Dick Tannhauser, Derry
Simpson (later mayor of Powell River) and Trevor Jeanes. Tom Kellogg and
Jim Marshall of Pacific Western Airlines were our pilots.
In 1955 a big operation was based in Alcan’s old Quonset huts at Kemano
(see Appendix 8). I was in overall charge, with Doug Fligg in charge of the
Gardner Canal Sampling and Volume and Decay and Chris Lauesen in
charge of the North Coast Air Coding group. Carol was official Dispatcher,
like Ruby Wright in Prince George and Jean Small at Paul Lake. Based on
the size of the crew, the Workman’s Compensation Board made us set up an
elaborate “First Aid Room” good for anything from hangnails to brain surgery.
Since Carol had a First Aid certificate she was also elected Chief Surgeon.
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That was the year a Cessna 180 disappeared, with an Air Coding crew of
Chris Lauesen, Henry Jelinek, Ward Wheaton and Pacific Western Airlines
(PWA) pilot, Bob d’Easom. The flight took off from Ocean Falls. We had no
radio contact in Kemano, but the Prince Rupert Forest District heard Fred
Brahniuk in Ocean Falls asking when the plane would be picking him up.
Then we discovered nobody had heard from the plane for a day or more.
The search was one of the biggest ever mounted in B.C. It lasted for a
month, with our observers, PWA floatplanes and pilots, and RCAF twinengine aircraft and crews participating. Three weeks after our crew went
missing, another PWA plane with some Alcan people out of Kemano was lost
too, so an overlapping search went on longer yet. Our plane was never found
but two years later the other one was discovered emerging from melting snow
in Kildala Pass.
From 1956 to 1960 Bill was the Coast Region Supervisor, seeing that the boats and
coast survey parties ran with their customary precision. When Ted Browne left forest
surveys in 1960 to start his consulting company, Bill replaced Ted as head of Decay,
Waste and Breakage studies. He spent many years on the development of more and
more sophisticated and localized loss factors, to apply to the range of species, size
classes, defect indicator classes and age classes encountered in the province.
In 1975 Bill transferred to the newly-formed Valuation Division, as Provincial Cruising
Supervisor, where he drew heavily on his forest surveys experience. He retired in 1982.
He and Carol live on Runnymede Avenue, hard by Foul Bay Road, in Oak Bay. Their
daughters Elizabeth and Jane and respective families live nearby. Bill’s interests are in
gardening, babysitting the grandchildren, golf and woodworking.
FRED BRAHNIUK
As a forest surveys Ground Coder and Air Classifier, Fred probably personally covered
about 80 million of the 136 million acres in B.C.
He was born in the Ukraine on July 17, 1930. In 1935 his family obtained permission to
emigrate to Canada. At the last minute Fred’s teenage brother was refused exit by the
authorities. He stayed with relatives, was drafted into the Red Army, disappeared during
World War II, but was contacted again and exchanged letters in the 1950s.
Fred was raised and schooled in Paddockwood, just north of Prince Albert,
Saskatchewan. Armed with a Senior Matriculation from home, he came west and
started first year forestry at UBC in the fall of 1951.
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His first encounter with forest surveys was in 1953, as a summer student. Fred, at $200
per month, was the Coder on a two-man crew, working out of Pete Robson’s
headquarters at Spillimacheen (see Appendix 6, 1953, Invermere):
Pete was in charge of three or four crews like mine. Al Conyers, 6’ 3” tall,
was my helper. We coded an area between the Upper Kootenay and the
Alberta border. For 22 days, we backpacked and flycamped our way up the
Cross and Mitchell rivers into Mount Assiniboine Provincial Park, then down
the Simpson and Vermilion into Kootenay National Park, till we hit the Banff Radium road (Highway 93).
One objective on our airphotos was an extensive timber type in the
headwaters of Yearling Creek. It took us hours of climbing, with packs, in the
hot sun. When we arrived, we found a very nice stand of alpine larch, trees
about three inches DBH, 30 or 40 feet tall and over 300 years old.
We had air drops, some of which we found. Sometimes we camped in those
three-sided shelters put up by parks for hikers. One night we woke to find a
Black Bear blocking our entrance while he deliberated whether to eat our
lunches, laid out ready for our departure in the morning. I fumbled for our
only weapon, a belt axe. Fortunately it was a timid bear, and it left. Al
Conyers, my able assistant, mumbled incoherently throughout the encounter,
then went back to sleep.
On our way in we crossed the Simpson on a cable car, but on our way out we
had to ford the swollen Vermilion on foot. I went first, with our steel
topographic chain tied around me. Al fed me out into the swift current. I got
swept downstream, but stayed on my feet, and scrambled across into the
shallows out of sheer terror. Then I pulled Al across, without loss of life or
chain, and we hiked out to the highway.
We came out at a roadside saltlick, favoured by moose, elk and American
tourists with cameras. After 22 days under the stars we apparently weren’t
entirely presentable – we looked and smelled bad! None of the tourists we
approached for a ride seemed at all interested in having us join them in their
air-conditioned Cadillacs. Late in the afternoon a Park Ranger listened to our
story, held his nose, and drove us down to Radium, where we phoned for
Pete to come and get us.
At the end of the summer we moved down to the Perry Creek headquarters,
and Bill Young and Bob Jones sent us over to work on the west side of
Slocan Lake. Our courtesy visit to the Ranger Station at Slocan came as
something of an anticlimax. We arrived just after one of those nude
Doukhobor parades at Parry Siding nearby.
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Fred graduated to air coding in the summer of 1954 (see Appendix 7, Air Coding, Paul
Lake):
Some of us set up at the Chilcotin Hotel in Alexis Creek. Bob Clouston and I
and our pilot, Slim Knight, were flying around the headwaters of the Dean in
an Otter. We asked Slim to land on a goose-shaped lake, so we could check
some of our air calls. Slim scouted it out for landing, saw nothing unusual,
landed, and we went into the woods to check our coding.
When we were taxiing back out on the lake Slim and I were looking at the
airphotos and planning our next route. Then there was a “CRUNCH!” We’d
hit a mysterious pile of rocks, out in the middle of the lake! We pushed the
plane off the rocks. We made two more attempts to take off, and the same
darn thing happened two more times! She started to list as one float took on
water. Slim did the best thing – he powered up, headed for shore, and
beached her. Then he radioed Vancouver for help.
Best they could do now was send in a Beaver from Port Hardy to drop off a
mechanic the next day. We sat on the beach, ate some Pilot Bread
[“hardtack biscuits”] we found, drank Clouston’s half-bottle of Scotch and
swatted mosquitoes. Next day the Beaver dropped off the mechanic and
ferried us back to base. The Beaver somehow missed all the rock piles, and
we still couldn’t see any of them from the air. Slim and the mechanic patched
the leak, pumped the float dry and flew to Vancouver.
When we saw him again, Slim admitted he’d been a little worried. He and the
Otter had just been bought, along with the rest of Queen Charlotte Airlines, by
Pacific Western Airlines. The Otter still had QCA markings. The new PWA
boss might not be amused by this little adventure. Turned out PWA had
bigger concerns and Slim kept his job.
In 1955 Fred graduated with a BSF degree from UBC. He was again hired by forest
surveys as an Air Classifier, this time headquartered at Kemano (see Appendix 8).
It was a large party, headed by Bill Bradshaw, Doug Fligg and Chris Lauesen, with
Ground Coding and Sampling, Volume and Decay crews, and an Air Coding group.
Carol Bradshaw put in a nerve-wracking summer as the dispatcher. The Air Coding was
to cover the coast, between Bella Bella and Prince Rupert:
We stayed in the disused Alcan buildings at Kemano Bay. I caught a 30-lb
salmon in the bay, fishing with Buster (Bruce) Brown. Eddy, the Cook, was
an ex-army type, an old reprobate – played all the angles. But we ate pretty
well.
One day a WCB inspector stumbled upon us. How many were in our party?
Bill’s answer was noted carefully. Where was our First Aid Room? Bill
showed him the standard forest surveys box of bandages and iodine, etc.
“Oh no,” the inspector said, “for that size of crew you need a First Aid Room!
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Approved stretchers. Articulated operating table. Dentist’s chair. Strong
lighting. Scalpels. Anaesthetics. Splints. Crutches. I’ll leave you this list of
what you need. Get it before I come back in two weeks!”
Fleck Brothers sent us the stuff on the next boat. We set it up and it passed
inspection. Got used a few times that summer, and then disappeared for
many years until it surfaced in a corner of the Green Timbers warehouse.
Some of us indulged in evening Bridge games. I got paired up with one of
our colleagues who took his Bridge pretty seriously. Just to be naughty, I
started making deliberate, big, unforgivable mistakes and winking slyly at the
others. My partner stood it as long as he could. Finally he threw down his
cards and snarled, “Fred! You’re worse than my wife!” and stalked out.
No more friendly card games that season.
Fred recalls the events surrounding the loss of his crewmates and their pilot aboard CFHLT, a Pacific Western Airlines Cessna chartered for air coding:
We had been based for a while at Ocean Falls. Chris Lauesen, Henry
Jelinek, Ward Wheaton and pilot Bob d’Easum took off from Ocean Falls in
CF-HLT, a Cessna 180 which had just been put through an overhaul in
Vancouver. Their flight plan covered an area north of Dean Channel, Roscoe
Inlet, and Roderick and Pooley islands, then a ferry over the mountains to
home base at Kemano Bay. I kept a duplicate of their flight plan at Ocean
Falls. The pilot was to come back the following day to pick up Buster Brown
and me. The weather was perfect when Chris left, but it soured the next day.
My radio couldn’t reach Kemano, and I got worried after a day or two. I went
over to the Ocean Falls Ranger Station and raised Carol Bradshaw on their
set. “Where’s our little yellow plane?” I asked. “What little yellow plane?”
“Oh-oh,” we both said, and Carol started trying to find anyone on the air who
knew anything about CF-HLT. Then we started the search.
Our Kemano crew, augmented by Mickey Pogue and others from forest
surveys, flew for hours and days over Chris’s flight plan area. PWA pilots
searched a wider area. RCAF Air - Sea Rescue crews covered a huge part
of the coast, as far north as the Queen Charlotte Islands. The official search
lasted for three weeks, with as many as 22 aircraft in the air on one day, and
nearly as many on any day when there was decent flying weather.
There were many rumours and false leads to chase down. Someone
reported seeing flares, or yellow planes – no success. One of the plane
sightings was CF-HLT all right, landed on Dean Channel. We got excited, but
the sighting was from the day before the disappearance. Bob had landed me
along the channel to confirm some air calls on King Island.
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In the end there were no more clues to chase down, but the PWA pilots kept
looking for months, whenever their scheduled flights took them anywhere
near the search area. The plane was never found. After several months I
was called on to help Clarence Cooper, the B.C. Forest Service legal counsel
in Victoria, prepare a Statement of Death, which I signed as one of the
witnesses.
In 1956 Fred changed gears from flying to Assistant Party Chief on Vance Stewart’s
Sampling and Volume and Decay party at Creston (see 1956 Party Organization chart,
Party No. 630):
We had over 25 people in the party, including such notables as John Barker
(now a senior forester with Western Forest Products), Hank Boas (veteran of
seven years in forest surveys, followed by a career in government service up
to the present) and Mike Apsey (former Deputy Minister of Forests and
current head of the Council of Forest Industries).
Fred spent the 1957 field season as Victoria Office Assistant for Bob Wright’s Prince
George region (see 1957 Party Organization chart, Party No. 470). “That was the year I
got married,” he says.
In 1958 he was back in the field in charge of his own Volume and Decay party at
Boundary - Kettle (see 1958 Party Organization chart, Cranbrook region, Party No. 610).
This was his last season with forest surveys. In 1959 he transferred to the Kamloops
Forest District, as Forester I. He received a series of B.C. Forest Service postings from
there, ending his career in Timber Management in Victoria, at the time of his retirement
on March 31, 1988.
Fred’s wife died several years ago, and he has remained single. In 1987 he followed up
on a lifetime interest in flying, by purchasing his own Cessna 152. If you see one
marked CG-YRN scudding through the clouds anywhere, that’s Fred!
BOB BREADON
Author’s note: The reader may notice that this biographical sketch is considerably longer
than most of the others. That is because I am both its subject and its author, and was
thus able to interview and re-interview myself in great detail. In addition, I write this after
most of the other biographical sketches, and have had the memory cells in my brain
stimulated by writing them. My only defense for this outrageous self-indulgence is that I
thoroughly enjoy “spilling my guts” concerning a happy time in my life.
In B.C., many a forester started his career in forest surveys. Bob Breadon was certainly
one of them. Bob was born in March 1927 in Vancouver, and spent his childhood and
school days there, essentially unscarred by either the Great Depression or World War II:
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In 1943 the war was going full blast and I was in Grade 10 at Magee High
School. Able-bodied men were overseas so kids could get summer jobs
easily. My friend and I earned $0.40 an hour that summer at Malkins’
warehouse on Water Street. That was interesting, but in 1944 I wanted more
adventure than the grocery business offered. At Dumaresq Loggers Agency,
I got hired as a Whistle Punk at Bill Moore’s logging camp near Winter
Harbour. Good men to work with, an education in A-frame/steam-pot logging,
good grub, $6.66 per day less $1.50 board. I was hooked on the woods.
In 1945 the war was winding down. I got out of Grade 12 and spent the
summer setting chokers and loading at the North Shore Lumber camp and
mill at Garibaldi. I made several long-term friends there, including Bill Young,
a Senior Matriculation graduate from North Burnaby. That summer we got
some logs out with a Lawrence 10-10 donkey, swam in Lake Lucille, met girls
and climbed the Black Tusk.
Bob started first year arts at UBC that fall, and asked for career advice from John
Liersch and Tom Wright of the Department of Forestry, then within the Faculty of
Applied Science. Tom suggested writing to F.S. McKinnon about a summer job in 1946
with the Economics Division of the B.C. Forest Service:
The Forest Surveys Section hired me, at $110 per month plus board. A
group of us attended a training session run by Ced Walker and Ced Telford,
first at the Ranger School, located at the Green Timbers Forestry Station, and
then out on Timber Berth W, the area which became UBC’s Malcolm Knapp
Research Forest. We learned how to be diligent Compassmen and Cruisers
under the time-honoured strip cruising system.
We got split into two parties: Larry McMullan’s Esquimalt and Nanaimo
Railway Company Land Grant survey and George Silburn’s Clayoquot survey
(see Appendix 2, 1946). I was the Junior Compassman on the Clayoquot.
Thus began a romance with the B.C. Forester, salal, rain, black flies and nosee-ums, box compasses, Abneys, topog. chains, chain menders, Heads or
Paris boots, Pioneer Brand “Bone-dry”8 Cruiser coats, rainpants and hats,
Trapper Nelson packboards, mummy sleeping bags, Bulmans dehydrated
vegetables, and B.C. Forest Service Reflector tents.
I ran compass for Dave Hansen and others, on strips spaced about a mile
apart, all the way from Effingham Island to Sydney Inlet. Effingham Island, in
Barkley Sound, was about as bad as it gets. Dave and I went flat out all day,
to go 40 chains (1/2 mile) through an old-growth stand of salal, effectively
supporting windfallen western redcedars off the ground. Occasionally a
standing tree would loom over the salal canopy. I was proud that my
compassing was apparently okay for bearing and distance.
__________
8. Read "Stiff-and-clammy."
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I was running compass for Sig Techy on a strip up Herbert Arm on a Sunday
morning in July. For our sins, we found ourselves in the middle of the “Big
Vancouver Island Earthquake of 1946.” The rock I was about to jump off
started to move dizzyingly from side to side. We were in a stand of poor-site,
spike-topped cedars and their tops began rattling together. Then they began
snapping off and plunging like spears into the muskeg. Sig and I huddled up
to the biggest catfaced cedars handy, and waited, while the sound and fury
got more violent. The motion stopped after four or five minutes, but a distant
roar went on for 20 minutes. It was the sound of rockslides, triggered off all
over the West Coast.
For the rest of the summer we saw fresh gashes on the slopes and listened to
people’s earthquake stories. The Claytons, living at the head of Herbert Arm
and hoping for untold riches from quarrying the local pink marble deposits
and selling real estate, looked out the windows of their houseboat to see the
lower Moyeha River rushing past, going the wrong way. A tidal wave was
transporting everything they owned irreversibly and permanently upstream.
The handful of male residents of Ahousat were indebted to the earthquake for
bringing them closer to the storekeeper’s comely wife. When her boudoir
began to shake and rattle, she retreated to the store, and thence to the wharf,
without pausing to cover her absolute nakedness. A wide and deep fissure
across the main runway of the Tofino airport had to be filled before traffic
could resume. The Alberni post office collapsed in a pile of bricks, rubble and
undelivered mail.
I remember backpacking and flycamping up Tofino, Bulson, Bedwell, Cypre, Moyeha,
and Sydney creeks. We ran some strips in the Megin drainage, but George didn’t send
us in on a flycamp – “not enough worthwhile timber:”9
The Bedwell flycamp was a big one. We got a head start, backpacking up a
catroad built by the Prospero Mine. The mine was inactive, and occupied by
a solitary watchman named Noble Cornelius. Noble was starved for human
conversation. Dave and I ran our strips in the main valley, with Harold and
Stan in the Bedwell headwaters and Hugh and Sig in Ursus Creek.
We met after ten days to finish off some strips close to tidewater, camping
first at the mine buildings and later at a shack at the rivermouth. Our food
was running out by then. Harold had some stomach trouble. The time for our
expected rendezvous with the B.C. Forester came and went. We had no
radio with which to contact the outside world.

__________
9. The Megin was withheld from harvesting in the B.C. government’s 1993 "Clayoquot
compromise" development plan.
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We grazed on huckleberries more than we tallied trees on our remaining
strips. We improvised crude fishing tackle and caught one tiny bullhead from
our dinghy. We made bannock from some flour spurned by the miners and
the packrats. We meticulously split the contents of a rusty can of Pacific
condensed milk. Like the elderly white packhorse left by the miners to graze
on the river flats, we felt marooned.
Finally the B.C. Forester anchored offshore in the dusk. George explained that she had
damaged a propeller and detoured to the Vancouver Marine Station for a replacement.
The starved crew ate a square meal in Don Cruickshank’s galley. Since Larry McMullan
was leaving the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Company Land Grant party to join B.C.
Forest Products, Harold Cliff left to reclaim his digestive tract and replace Larry as Party
Chief there. Gerry Burch, from the E&N crew, was on board to replace Harold as
George’s assistant:
Probably to clear the decks for a short inspection visit by Fin McKinnon,
George resorted to that time-honoured institution, the “Overnight.” On an
Overnight, a Cruiser and Compassman start a long strip with light packs on
their backs, tally all day on strip, eat and sleep on strip, finish the strip the
next day and take the next day off to recuperate.
Hugh and Sig did 570-odd chains up hill and down dale on Flores Island.
Dave and I hiked up to an abandoned pre-war Japanese copper mine on
Sydney Inlet, and from there cruised about 450 chains up one creek, over a
divide and down another. We packed light sleeping bags, spare sweaters,
two lunches each, some macaroni, cheese and oatmeal. We gambled on fine
weather and won. The B.C. Forester picked us up in a dry state.
I think it was on our post-Overnight day off that the celebrated collision with
the Tofino float occurred. Gerry Burch has described this event in detail.10
Not to put too fine a point on it, Sig was enjoying a rare shipboard shower
when the float came through the B.C. Forester’s planking and pushed him out
into the fo’c’s’le. Our Skipper, Lew Green, had misjudged the wind and tide,
and for this was soon to be replaced by Bill Boyce.
Sig didn’t get a satisfactory shower on board, but once the boss returned to
Victoria, George treated us all to a good soak and clothes washing episode in
the open-air spa at Hotsprings Cove. Near boiling sulphur-laden water flows
out of the rocks there, then cools downstream through a series of pools,
finally to mix with the cold and salty Pacific. Somewhere along the chain lay
the ideal temperature for anyone. We spent a glorious sunny afternoon there,
and came away cleaner.
__________
10. Burch, Gerry. 1992. The crash of the B.C. Forester. British Columbia Forest History
Newsletter No. 33, September 1992. pp. 7-8. http://www.fhabc.org/newsletterarchive/1992/33.pdf
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At the end of the season we set a course down the West Coast for Victoria.
We overnighted in Bamfield, where the Trans-Pacific cable station still
flourished. We passed through a formation of Killer Whales stretching in line
abreast from Port Renfrew to the western horizon. We slept a final night
aboard the B.C. Forester in Victoria’s Inner Harbour, were shown around
some of the forest surveys offices, and split up for the winter.
Filled with enthusiasm for the coastal forests and cruising, Bob signed up for more in
1947. Forest surveys planned to double the number of field parties from two to four.
This time the training session was at Cowichan Lake, led by Mickey Pogue:
The customary fine May weather prevailed. The food was good. Mickey and
his assistants put us through some practice tallies on Hillcrest Logging’s
timber. We practiced quadrat surveys on cutovers up the Robertson valley.
Ralph Schmidt has described this well-remembered event more fully.11
After two weeks we split into the Kyuquot, Smith Inlet, Prince George and
Sayward - E&N parties (see Appendix 2, 1947). Sig Techy and I were
pleased to be sent with George Silburn again, on the B.C. Forester, carrying
on from the Clayoquot to the Kyuquot survey. Bill Young, Ralph Schmidt and
Don Easton were our distinguished Compassmen.
As we passed Hesquiat Harbour, George told us how lucky we were to be
spared running strips there – “bad anchorages, swampy, poor timber,
Catholic mission cattle gone wild and ugly.” George mapped and compiled
Hesquiat with airphoto interpretation and some private cruise data.
We made the Nootka Cannery our base for a while, and started along
Zuciarte Channel and Muchalat Inlet. We ran strips and did flycamps up
Jacklah Creek, the Burman River (good thing we weren’t there during the
1946 earthquake as a gigantic slide came down about where we might have
camped) and the other creeks along Muchalat Inlet. Coming from the
redcedar - hemlock - balsam country in the Clayoquot, we were surprised to
find good stands of Douglas-fir. We did Tlupana Inlet, Tahsis Canal, Nootka
Island, Ceepeecee and the east side of Zeballos Inlet, including Little
Zeballos River.
To cover the centre of Nootka Island, George sent us on two of the dreaded
Overnights. Bill Young and I went ashore at Kendrick Arm, hiked over a
height of land and ran several strips around Crawfish Lake. Sig and Ralph
did likewise, further north.

__________
11. Schmidt, Ralph. 1990. B.C. Forest Service Training School (1947). British Columbia Forest
History Newsletter No. 24, May, 1990. pp. 1-4. http://www.fhabc.org/newsletterarchive/1990/24.pdf
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Bill and I hit superb stands of hemlock, balsam and spruce. Coming back
over the same height of land, we passed a huge redcedar stump, apparently
nibbled down by stone tools. Down the slope were the rotten remains of the
upper trunk. Before the advent of steel axes, contemporaries of Chief
Maquinna had felled this cedar, roughed out a 40-foot canoe on site, skidded
it about two miles and 100 feet down to tidewater, and then crafted it into a
seagoing dugout there.
The most memorable episode of the summer was the last – the Gold River trek:
About the end of August we anchored at the site of Chief Ambrose
Maquinna’s well-built house (where the Gold River pulp mill is now). George
gave us airphotos, maps and instructions for a three-week trek starting with a
flight into Muchalat Lake, and ending with a speeder ride to Bloedel’s Camp 5
at Brewster Lake. Queen Charlotte Airlines’ Norseman CF-EJB landed in the
inlet and Mickey Pogue emerged for a short visit with George.
Four of us (Don Easton having shown the good sense to leave earlier) stuffed
our gear into the Norseman and then we made the short flight to a trapper’s
cabin on the east shore of Muchalat Lake. From there we relayed packs, ran
strips and moved camp downstream along the Muchalat River, up the Gold
River, into Twaddle Lake and on up to Gold Lake.
It rained a lot. Bill and I were terrorized by a bull elk, in the middle of an open
swamp. Ralph sustained multiple hornet stings, causing one eye to close
entirely. Our reflector tent leaked as a result of frequent moves while wet, but
we were quick to learn the merits of pitching it right up against one of the 80inch, 270-foot Douglas-firs growing along the river. They shed the rain and
chunks of the bark burned long and hot in our campfires. These were
characteristics not found with redcedar, hemlock or balsam trees. Our food
ran short. Ralph and I scrabbled with our bare hands after steelhead in an icy
pool of the Gold River, without success.
At Gold Lake we broke our last camp, skirted a large herd of elk at the
lakehead swamp, passed Chetwood Lake and navigated through the divide
toward Grilse Creek and the Salmon River. Not long before collapsing
foodless for another night, we arrived at Bloedel’s end of steel and
telephoned for a speeder to pick us up. Apparently George had prepared
them for our coming, and we found ourselves gorging on a late but typically
lavish supper in the Camp 5 cookhouse. We were regarded with some awe,
as the intrepid overlanders who had crossed the Island on foot.
George picked us up after a sleep in a bed and a logger’s breakfast, and
drove us down Vancouver Island. Ralph and Bill worked a while on Harold
Cliff’s party at Oyster River while Sig and I headed for home, it now being late
in September.
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Bob spent two summers as a trail builder, Cruiser, Packer, and Party Chief for Tom
Wright, working in the Nimpkish - Oktwanch drainages. However after graduating from
UBC in 1950, he rejoined forest surveys, as Party Chief on Timber Sale cruises of
Tamihi Creek (Chilliwack Valley), Earle Creek (Sechelt Inlet) and a check cruise of
Three Arm Creek (San Juan River) along with Ted Young, from the Vancouver Forest
District office (see Appendix 3, Tamihi - Earle):
I think this was the first time forest surveys undertook to cruise whole
drainages for the forest districts, so long-term Timber Sales could be granted
and developed systematically, instead of piecemeal. We went all out – transit
baseline, triangulation from adjacent peaks, special 10-chain-per-inch
photography and continuous tallying on strips spaced 10 chains apart. I think
all the Cruisers were 1950 forestry graduates like myself (see Appendix 3,
1950: Tamihi - Earle).
One unforgettable incident occurred just before our arrival at Earle Creek.
Bill Young, Party Chief on the B.C. Forester, picked us up at Pender Harbour.
We sailed up Agamemnon Channel and turned into Skookumchuck Narrows.
It was a fine summer day. About a dozen of our crew were sunning on deck,
some mixed with our gear and food supplies, piled on the deckhouse roof.
We were supposed to be approaching the Skookumchuck at slack tide, but
seemed to be moving faster than usual. As we got well into the narrows, I
gazed with horror at a three-foot stairstep drop in the glassy waters ahead.
No point in yelling now. The B.C. Forester hit it, but not straight on, so we
rolled the starboard scuppers under as we lurched down the step. Our gear
and cardboard boxes of supplies slid majestically off the deckhouse, dropped
to the main deck, and in a few cases, bounced overboard. My crew slid or
rolled across decks, clutched at railings or other fixed objects, and hung on.
Then we rolled majestically back upright and continued on to L&M Logging’s
float inside the narrows.
The Skipper had got us there an hour before slack tide, we decided, by
neglecting to allow for the one hour difference between Standard Time and
Daylight Saving Time. The tide tables were on Standard but we were on
Daylight Saving.
We did our baseline and cruise, and even added in a block of mature
Douglas-fir surrounded by second growth and perched in a detached side
valley. Roy Webb, bless his heart, either sprained or broke his ankle up
there, and four of us spent an agonizing day packing him out on a makeshift
stretcher to the nearest road. Roy was hefty.
Bob spent the winter of 1951-1952 at Duke University and got back to meet Mickey
Pogue, travel via Hope and Merritt to Cranbrook and replace George Allison there as
Co-party Chief (technical) (see Appendix 3, 1951: Cranbrook):
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I was used to the fairly monotonous coastal old growth, not the explosion of
species and age classes you get in the Kootenays. The continuous strip was
gone, replaced by widely-scattered circular plots. Not much was learned
about the stands between tallies. Crews who did nothing but walk around
and identify types weren’t yet invented. I did a lot of spotting in the field
myself, sometimes with Bob Pethick, our Draftsman and Kail plotter. This got
me a long way behind on my main job of typing airphotos.
Then of course we got the call to head for Nicola, the Mother of all survey
camps. While some cruised Timber Sale applications all over the Vancouver
and Kamloops forest districts, others like Bob Wright and myself were holed
up with the resident bats in upstairs rooms of the century-old Nicola Hotel,
typing airphotos.
Our last gasp for the season was a return to Cranbrook to cruise a large
application in the Beaverfoot and upper Kootenay, east of Golden. We called
this job “the Yoho,” I suppose because we got in through Yoho National Park.
We had a large crew, including Cliff Calder, Red Frey, myself, Grant
Ainscough, Don Munro, Walt Tuttle, Pete Small, Ralph Robbins12 and many
others.
It snowed. We air-dropped food, with cloth bags of potassium permanganate
attached, hoping that the resulting purple stains in the snow would make the
grub easier to find (they didn’t). The crew went in for about two weeks. It
kept snowing. Cliff and I collected a cold crew and we regrouped and
abandoned our Cranbrook farmhouse for Victoria.
The Forest Surveyor plied between Rivers, Seymour and Kingcome inlets in 1952,
supporting Bob Breadon’s Broughton - Seymour party and Bob Jones’ Rivers Inlet party
(see Appendix 4, 1952):
Bob and I started off with a joint training session, camped in a spruce stand
behind Dawsons Landing. The two crews were about as ethnically-diversified
as you could get – Dutch, German, Croat, Nigerian, Australian, Eastern
Canadian and Victorian! After training, the Forest Surveyor moved my crews
around Cape Caution and Broughton Island to a tent camp at Echo Bay,
where we started coding and sampling. We used a plywood, canvas-topped
“OC” [outboard cruiser] runabout with two 14-hp Evinrude outboard motors
plus two 14-foot clinker built rowboats with 5-hp outboards. Luckily, Mike
Jackson (our Field Clerk) knew how to keep the motors running, even with
some water in the gas. We moved from there to a camp at Sullivan Bay and
then the Forest Surveyor moved us again to Allison Harbour, just south of
Cape Caution.

__________
12. See Ralph Robbins’ account of this episode.
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With the nonchalance of the ignorant, we navigated our three-boat flotilla up
Schooner Channel and into the dreaded Nakwakto Rapids, said to run at 15
knots at full tide. We were loaded with everything needed for a month up
Belize Inlet, Mereworth Sound, Nugent Sound and Seymour Inlet. We had
read our tide tables well and so got through without incident. I even stopped
in mid-rapids to refill the tiny gas tank on my 5-hp motor.
We camped for a while in Westerman Bay on Belize Inlet, and later basked in
a logging camp bunkhouse at Warner Bay along the south side of Seymour
Inlet. At about that time I left my party to their own devices and married Beth,
the light of my life, in Victoria.
When I got back the crew was on the float at Allison Harbour. Having
finished their field work, they assembled in good order to wait for the Forest
Surveyor. However, they had just survived a skirmish with a tug – the Anna
B. Gore. Due to an unfortunate misunderstanding while landing, the Anna’s
engineer went full ahead instead of full astern at the critical moment. The
Anna sliced through a float, some live wires, a corner of the shed occupied by
my crew, and one of our boats, then slid to a halt on a shelving rock behind.
She then backed out over roughly the same path. The towing company was
insured. Mike Jackson wrote out a claim for the smashed boat and motor.
Everyone was occupied creatively, preparing lists of missing personal
belongings. I think they were mostly reimbursed in due course.
The Forest Surveyor added us to Bob Jones’ party and dropped us at Port
Hardy, where we were fogbound for several days waiting for the Cardena.
She finally came in and took us to Vancouver amid meals and mug-ups fit for
royalty. There we boarded the CNR train and got off at Avola, on the North
Thompson.
Our two parties were joined by others, for a Timber Sale cruise of Finn Creek.
That didn’t take many days, and then the Pacific Western Airlines Junkers
spent a day relaying us all into Tumtum Lake for another cruise of the upper
Adams River. Rain. Rotten redcedar and hemlock stands. Rickety Link
boats moving crews from our tent headquarters to the lakehead.
Bob and I hiked upstream and downstream, meeting crews at odd spots.
Upstream, we found several abandoned rafts, lashed together with pack
ropes. We spent an enjoyable afternoon rafting down the river on one of
them, as it gradually disintegrated underneath us.
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In the fall of 1952, Bob started creating new total-stem, cubic foot (as opposed to
merchantable-stem, boardfoot) volume tables13 for the commercial tree species of B.C.:
Mickey Pogue called me in to his office in the Weiler Building. We needed
all-new volume tables as part of the new provincial forest inventory.
Al Fraser, of Research Division, had some ideas. Spend some time with him,
but not too much, because “we’ve got to have those volume tables.” That’s
how I spent the next five years. Al Fraser indeed provided the blueprints for
all phases of the project. Ted Browne came over from the federal pathology
group to head up a parallel project to derive accurate net volume factors.
Bob Malcolm was a staunch supporter of both projects, and we formed a
pretty effective and long-lasting Volume and Decay group.
It was one of those times in your life about which you say, “Whatever else
went sour, they can’t take that one away from me.” After collecting existing
data, we set out to develop the whole process of choosing volume and decay
samples, tallying the standing trees, felling them and measuring gross and
net volume. Our first training run was on Victoria Watershed lands near
Goldstream. From that beginning, Volume and Decay crews endured
weather, insects and boredom on samples all over B.C., building up masses
of tree measurement data, still used inside and outside the B.C. Forest
Service whenever volumes of standing timber are estimated.
For example, interim volume tables authored by me in 195514 contained
22,362 tree measurements (including usable outside data on 5067 trees and
double use of trees between 80 and 140 years old for both the immature and
mature tables for the four coast species). The final tables authored by Ted
Browne in 1962 contained measurements of over 23,000 trees. 15 Local
loggers salvaged some of our trees, but many were inaccessible, and all were
bucked into 16-foot logs or shorter bolts to trace decay columns.

__________
13. In that era, the poor wretch hand-compiling cruise volumes used a “volume table” showing
volumes of trees of a given species, DBH and height. Nowadays, the poor wretch is a
computer, holding tree volume equations in its memory and endlessly solving the right
equation for each new tree fed into it. Now you derive a new “volume equation” instead of a
new “volume table.”
14. Breadon, R.E. 1955. Interim standard cubic-foot volume tables for the commercial tree
species of British Columbia. Forest Surveys Division, B.C. Forest Service. Victoria, B.C.
43 p. https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/EP/EP0254.pdf
15. Browne, J.E. 1962. Standard cubic-foot volume tables for the commercial tree species of
British Columbia, 1962. Forest Surveys and Inventory Division, B.C. Forest Service.
Victoria, B.C. 62 p. https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37482.pdf
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Ted and I visited almost all the Volume and Decay parties during the 1953
and 1954 field seasons and supervised crews calculating individual tree
volumes by hand all year. I missed the fieldtrips in 1955 because it was time
to derive the volume equations to be used in the new provincial forest
inventory. I was deeply involved at Victoria, getting punchcard sums of
squares and cross products with which to hand calculate logarithmic volume
equations of the form:
Log VOLUME = a + b Log DBH + c Log HEIGHT
All forest survey programs rose to a crescendo to meet the 1957 deadline for completion
of the provincial forest inventory. Bob continued in charge of extending volume table
data, and worked on other projects, including collaboration with George Allison on
development and testing of techniques for estimating stand volumes from airphoto
measurements.16
In 1958 Bob “got restless” and left to join T&H (Trorey and Hodgins) Engineering, a
Vancouver forestry consulting firm doing similar work, domestically and overseas. Since
then he “got restless” several times, taking jobs with the Faculty of Forestry at UBC,
COFI, C.D. Schultz & Co. and FERIC. “It’s been a varied, exciting and satisfying
forestry career, and I wouldn’t trade it for anyone else’s. The forest surveys chapter has
a special place in my memories,” he says.
Bob retired from FERIC in 1990. He and Beth live in Vancouver.
JOHN BRUCE
Post-war forestry graduates from the University of Aberdeen have served forest surveys
well. John Bruce is one of several examples. John was born, not in the Highlands, but
in Bahia Blanca, Argentina, in June 1922. His father was an electrical engineer, serving
an Argentinean railway company at the time. John spent his childhood there until the
age of ten, when he went to school in England. School lasted until 1940. He then went
to Aberdeen University to take forestry, “Having twice failed the Latin exam necessary to
get into Oxford.” In 1942, John joined the Royal Air Force:
They sent me to Mesa, Arizona for pilot training. Somebody has to do the
unpleasant stuff. Back in England, I got assigned to Training Command,
where I flew Navigation School trainees around and around the Irish Sea.
By 1945, I knew every wave!

__________
16. Allison, G.W. and Breadon, R.E. 1960. Timber volume estimates from aerial photographs.
Forest Survey Note No. 5. Forest Surveys and Inventory Division, B.C. Forest Service.
Victoria, B.C. 23 p.
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After the war I started back at Aberdeen, along with Bob Malcolm17 and
others. We owe much to the wisdom of the Aberdeen Forestry School’s
renowned Professor Stephen. Ella and I were married in the university’s
chapel in July, 1946 and I graduated in July, 1947.
John and Bob Malcolm both joined the B.C. Forest Service in November, 1947:
My first (and only) field season with forest surveys was as a member of
Harold Cliff ‘s party on the 1948 E&N - Princeton survey (see Appendix 2).
We moved from the Englishman River camp on Vancouver Island to a camp
at Olalla, in the hot and dry Interior, partway through the summer. “Nap”
Knapp was our cook, but he left on urgent personal business.18 Bob Greggor
took over under the usual rule: “Whoever complains first is the new cook!”
Jock McLean evidently complained; he followed Bob in quick succession.
Late that summer Ralph Schmidt, Bill Young,19 Bob Greggor and I set off on a
flycamp into the Ashnola high country. We carried the advice of one of those
local old-timers in our heads – “When she starts to snow, get out fast, or
they’ll find ya still in there next spring!” At first, the nights were cold but the
days were warm and bright. Then one night, it clouded up and started to
snow! We took an entirely democratic vote over breakfast, and bolted for the
Keremeos highway. In retrospect, it’s possible we over-reacted, but think of
the loss to the Forest Service if we’d expired in an Ashnola snowdrift!
That was John’s last season with forest surveys. In 1949 he transferred to the
Kamloops Forest District Management office. From there he moved to I/C Management
posts at Prince Rupert in 1951, Prince George in 1953 and Kamloops in 1956. In 1959
he became Assistant District Forester at Nelson, completing a round of every forest
district except Vancouver. In 1962 he came to the Victoria Management office under
Wally Hughes, and then in 1974-1975 returned to his starting point as Forester I/C,
Inventory Division. Whomever undertakes to relate the history of the provincial Forest
Inventory Program from the 1960s on will describe John’s exploits during that time.
John moved once more, to silviculture in Victoria, before his retirement in May, 1980.
He and Ella live in Victoria, amongst many old Forest Service friends, some of whom are
heard to marvel at John’s unfailing accuracy on the golf course.

__________
17. Bob was another RAF pilot. Bob trained on twin-engined aircraft and flew single-engined
aircraft, while I of course trained on single-engined and flew twin-engined.
18. Harold Cliff suspects Nap "conveniently" arranged to receive the message that precipitated
his departure.
19. Ralph and Bill joined us after a summer on the Kyuquot and Smith Inlet surveys, followed by
the UBC Fall Camp at Maple Ridge, so it was pretty late in the year.
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GERRY BURCH
Gerry is another highly-regarded forester who made his start in the B.C. Forest Service,
including forest surveys. He was born in Cranbrook in August, 1923. The family lived in
Moyie, south of Cranbrook, where Gerry’s father was a Ranger in the then East
Kootenay Forest District. In 1930, during the Depression, the family moved to Trail.
Gerry went to schools in Trail until he completed senior matriculation in 1941.
His start with the B.C. Forest Branch was in 1940:
My first job was with the Forest Branch as a “Ranger Assistant” at Renata, on
Lower Arrow Lake. The pay was $45 per month, with the Branch supplying
groceries for me to cook in my tent on the beach. After a few months I
decided to board with a local family, and the Branch gave me $10 per month
extra. My job was to look after the boat, Conifer, sharpen axes, dry out hose,
paint handles, polish brass, fight forest fires and pack supplies to a fire
lookout. Many interesting experiences!
Gerry joined the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN) in 1942, starting as a seaman and
finishing in 1945 as a Lieutenant-Navigator on Atlantic duty – “I could have signed up for
the Pacific theatre, but elected to get out and take forest engineering at UBC. I
graduated with a BASc (For. Eng.) in 1948.”
Gerry’s experience with forest surveys was in the summer of 1946, on the Esquimalt
and Nanaimo Railway Company Land Grant resurvey (party members named in
Appendix 2). He has graciously furnished an account of this summer from his
autobiography. Excerpts follow:
I travelled by bus to Duncan where my crew boss, Larry McMullan, picked me
up and took me to the old Hillcrest Logging camp on the west fork of the
Chemainus River. There I met Jack Power, an Air Force veteran, and we
remained together in cruising, engineering and forestry [for BCFP] until our
retirements. We worked six days a week, and I slowly learned the coast
species and the Forest Branch method of cruising. Oh yes, we had an
Assistant Party Chief, Davis Carey, who was very different and a pleasure to
be around – but a character.
Larry made me a Senior Cruiser and would send me out with a small crew on
fly trips. One such trip was around Cowichan Lake with Dave Holmes,
Cruiser, and Dave Roussel, Compassman. I would survey the regeneration
and they would sample the old growth.
On Sunday, July 26, 1946, we were working on the north side of the lake
between Wardroper and McKay creeks, when the now-infamous earthquake
occurred about 11 am. The ground shook for about a minute. I looked down
at the Wardroper log booms and saw the water level in the lake drop, and
then rush back, throwing logs high onto the beach. Points of land were
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dropping into the lake, and floatcamp bunkhouses from the Caycuse camp
across the lake were floating free. Dave Holmes told me later that he felt
dizzy and sick as a result of the trees swaying around him.
Later I was transferred to the Clayoquot survey at Tofino, [to serve as
Assistant Party Chief] under George Silburn (see Appendix 2). [I replaced]
Harold Cliff, who was ill and would need to be sent back to Victoria. This
crew operated from the B.C. Forester; 1946 was the second year of a fouryear project to survey the timber resources [on the Clayoquot and Kyuquot
provincial forests] on the West Coast, for the first time. All we had to go on
were murky airphotos and a few private cruises of timber licences.
George Silburn was a great guy, and although he knew cruising thoroughly,
he rarely went into the bush. He had been a Cruiser with Bob Hibberson, an
old-time Cruiser from Victoria, before joining the Forest Branch. George
would send me out on one fly trip after another into every valley from Tofino
to Sydney Inlet. The B.C. Forester would tie up periodically at Tofino,20
Hotsprings Cove or Ahousat. The store at Ahousat was owned by Mrs.
Gibson, mother of the legendary Gibson boys [Bull of the Woods Gordon
Gibson being perhaps the most legendary].
In the following summer Gerry worked for B.C. Forest Products, and upon graduating in
1948 he joined BCFP permanently. He worked his way up from “Cruiser in 1948 to
Vice-President, Forestry in 1976.” He retired from BCFP in 1988, and worked as a
forestry consultant from then until 1993. For other well-told anecdotes from Gerry’s
extremely colourful career, he directs us to “see my autobiography.”
IVOR BURROWS
Ivor was either a producer or a consumer of forest surveys inventory data through most
of his B.C. Forest Service career. He was born in Vancouver, on December 10, 1921.
The Burrows home was a house on Burnaby Street, in the West End. It is gone,
replaced by the tallest apartment building on Burnaby, “erected,” Ivor says, “as a fitting
monument to me!”
Young Ivor attended private schools and King George High in Vancouver, and repaired
each summer to the family place at Selma Park, near Sechelt. He entered teacher
training courses at Normal School, but shortly after signed on as an Ordinary Seaman in
the wartime navy:

__________
20. Gerry's account of the celebrated collision with the Tofino float is contained in: Burch, Gerry.
1992. The crash of the B.C. Forester. British Columbia Forest History Newsletter No. 33,
September 1992. pp. 7-8. http://www.fhabc.org/newsletter-archive/1992/33.pdf
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They made me into a Torpedoman (i.e. dropper of depth charges) and I spent
the war at sea, on the North Atlantic. To us, the real enemy was the sea
itself, not the Germans. I started on a Minesweeper (Chedabucto, built at
Burrard Drydock). Next came a Corvette (Fredericton) and, like all Corvettes,
she’d roll on wet grass! The first time I saw her, tied to a dock at Liverpool,
N.S., she was rolling gently but ominously in a flat calm harbour! Toward the
end I was posted to Newfoundland, promoted to Petty Officer and assigned to
the Frigate Prince Rupert.
My formal discharge came in December, 1945, but by then I had already
been taking forestry at UBC since September. I spent my undergraduate
summers working around Roberts Creek and Sechelt. First I set chokers on
a truck show up on Mount Elphinstone (chipped his front tooth on a choker
bell). Later I worked on the green chain of a sawmill at Porpoise Bay
(waterlogged hemlock logs, home to foot-long teredo worms – very smelly!).
In the spring before I graduated, 1949, F.S. McKinnon made a recruiting visit
to UBC. I applied for a job, and was pleasantly surprised to receive a letter of
acceptance in due course, “make your way to Prince Rupert and report to the
Forest Surveyor.”
That’s how I became part of the Prince Rupert - Terrace survey of 1949 (party
members are listed in Appendix 3). George Allison put us through a one-day
training strip on some island near Prince Rupert, and then split us into a boat
party and a Terrace land party, to which I belonged. Barrie Ford took charge
of our crew, (initially including Will Stiehl, Tom Choate, Bill Doyle and myself)
and we hived off in a Ford pickup to a tent camp at Lakelse Lake.
We had two memorable Compassmen. Bill Doyle was a human chronometer.
Precisely at 12 noon each day (and without reference to any timepiece) he
would stop in mid-stride and ingest a substantial lunch before consenting to
proceed further on strip. Tom Choate was about 6’ 3” tall, skinny and
awkward, you could say. Compared to him, Denis Glew was a ballet dancer!
He favoured the casual look with his clothing, even to the extent that he tied
his bootlaces at the ankles, rather than lacing them up to the top.
Fin McKinnon expressed serious misgivings about this incongruous person
during his short visit to our camp. A form of Divine Intervention took over;
Tom quit just before he was fired. We learned later that he had disdained the
forests of B.C. in order to grace those of Malaysia.
After a week at Lakelse we moved for the summer to Kitsumkalum (or Kalum)
Lake. Our headquarters was in some abandoned cabins at the foot of the
lake belonging to a man named Cobb – “Cobb’s Hotel,” we called it. We ran
strips around Kalum Lake from riverboats and hiked up a wagon road to strips
above the head of the lake.
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I came back from one strip with tallies in a hemlock - lodgepole pine stand
which Barrie received with scepticism; the two species weren’t considered
compatible then. At one point we had to slash our way through the thickest
immature stand I ever saw. Pure hemlock, 30,000 stems per acre, according
to our square Biltmore counts. I drove in to the same stand in 1979, 30 years
later. Nature had taken care of the overstocking nicely in the interim – it had
become an ideally stocked, thrifty stand.
Barrie was good to us in many ways, but he worried about the exorbitant cost
of meals – $0.30 each! I asked for some canned pineapple, to mix with the
routine canned peaches. No pineapple, until Mickey Pogue visited us and
satisfied Barrie that pineapple would be acceptable.
Mickey arrived at an unfortunate time for Will Stiehl. Will had developed an
unmentionable infirmity, and was confined to camp, colouring our work maps
(dark green for mature, pale green immature, grey scrub, etc.). Mickey
wanted all his Cruisers out on strip, so he fired Will (who went on to acquire a
fine reputation as a forest researcher in Alberta).
One day in camp, Ivor persuaded Barrie to give him a lesson in the Ford pickup: 21
Since I had only ridden in the back to that time, I needed to be taught
everything. Barrie showed me where to insert the key and how to start the
motor. Then he turned it over to me. I got it started, and triumphantly
stepped on the gas. We shot across the dirt road and into the ditch.
I maintain that had he explained the function of the steering wheel and the
foot brake, the lesson would have ended more satisfactorily.
With the departure of Will Stiehl, reinforcements were needed:
Bob Steele replaced Will Stiehl. Bob really hated the woods (so he went on
to be Deputy Minister of Forests in Alberta). George Allison also sent Jim
Collins and Mac Gordon up from the boat party in August. Mac came with a
unique set of Stanfield’s long johns, tinted a delicate shade of purple by the
purple shirt which accompanied them.
Thus reinforced, we set off on a two-week flycamp up the Zymoetz (Copper)
River. Backpacking. Pork chops first night, cooked by Jim Collins over the
open fire, seasoned by ashes from his permanently-attached pipe.
I remember thinking we were ascending this wild river where no man had
ventured before us. Just then my boot dislodged something on the river
bank. I looked down. It was a rusted tin can. Maybe we were the second
humans to pass here, not the first.
__________
21. Ford pickups of that era were noted for their hair-trigger accelerator pedals.
Difficult to start smoothly, without spinning the wheels.
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Halfway up the river, we were expected to cross and run strips on the far
side. The river was rain-swollen. Mac plunged in boldly, sank chest-high and
scrambled back ashore. “Okay, we’ll chop down that spruce and cross on it!,”
he said. He and Jim took turns lustily swinging the Hudson Bay axe at it.
It toppled over, lingered as a perfect bridge for a couple of minutes, and then
was swept downriver. We finished our flycamp on the same side of the river.
Eventually we ran the missing strips by hiking up the other side.
In the fall of 1949, Ivor was assigned to the Prince George Forest District, to assist Eric
Robinson in the Management office. He met and married Doreen, a girl from Barbados,
transplanted as a social worker to the frozen north. She lived with her uncle, a Dieppe
veteran who suffered from asthma, and found the Prince George climate helpful. In
1953 they moved to Victoria, where Ivor joined Wally Hughes’ Working Plans Division, to
help process the swelling numbers of Forest Management Licence applications. Ivor
became a good friend of John Collins, and took over John’s role as British Columbia’s
representative of the Empire (later Commonwealth) Forestry Association.
In 1979-1980 Working Plans “died.” Ivor returned to Inventory Branch after a 30-year
absence. “I enjoyed working with Al McMinn, processing field data. I seemed to fit in as
a wise bushrat, able to clear up mysteries beyond the comprehension of the computerliterate but woods-innocent young people in forest inventory,” he says.
Ivor retired from the B.C. Forest Service in 1985. He and Doreen were glad to have
more time for pursuits which were formerly neglected, which include travelling the world,
music (daughter Annabelle is an accomplished harpist in the Victoria Symphony
Orchestra), social concerns (Doreen lectures social work students and serves on
several committees in this area), wine tasting and firewood cutting. Ivor wishes it to be
known that he donated the reflector tent and fly which are now part of the Resources
Inventory Branch collection. These became surplus when Working Plans was dissolved.
CLIFF CALDER
From his graduation in forestry in 1949 to his retirement, Cliff served in forest surveys.
Not many of us can make a similar claim.
He was born in May, 1923 in Regina and lived there until joining the Royal Canadian Air
Force on his 18th birthday in 1942. After training he was posted to Portage la Prairie
Navigation School, where he served as a staff pilot. “The student navigators would put
me on a series of calculated courses,” Cliff says, “and we flew with bated breath to see
where we got to. I met John Stokes and Pete Small there. John was a senior officer on
the base and Pete was a radio operator on some of my trips.”
Cliff got his discharge early in 1945, and enquired from Regina about courses at UBC.
He crammed Grade 13 at home, passed and started forest engineering at UBC in
January, 1945. “About the most mathematical stuff I’d done in the Air Force was
keeping bridge scores. All that calculus and trigonometry was tough. I transferred to
the BSF course the next fall, and graduated in the Class of 1949.”
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Cliff’s first appearance in forest surveys was on the 1948 Kyuquot survey (party
members are listed in Appendix 2):
Lew King started the year as Skipper of the B.C. Forester. He later became
the MLA for Prince George, and later yet gave up his seat in favour of Ray
Williston. When Lew left, a Skipper named Bell came – he was a bit wild.
We ran strips between Zeballos and the Brooks Peninsula that summer.
Rough country, flycamps away back of beyond. I ran compass, sometimes
for Bill Young and sometimes for Ralph Schmidt. They both set the same stiff
pace: get up at 4 am, in pitch black mornings, out on strip till twilight. Neither
one of them would accept my sincere declarations that it was scrub ahead.
We had to chain up to pure scrub, no guessing! That was fine with Maurice
Ayers – he was a wiry little guy. The rest of us Compassmen were beginning
to wonder if there weren’t easier ways to get ahead.
It may be significant that the remainder of Cliff’s field assignments were in the Interior,
not on the Coast.
In 1949, just after graduating, Cliff was Assistant Party Chief on Bob Malcolm’s Upper
Fraser party based at the Aleza Lake Experiment Station (party members are listed in
Appendix 3). With the likes of Red Frey, Don Grant, Nick Mason and Herb Schon on the
party, it was probably a lively summer for Bob and Cliff.
Cliff was Party Chief of the Princeton - Merritt crew camped at Aspen Grove in 1950
(see Appendix 3). Norm McRae, a 1950 forestry graduate who later became an
Assistant Chief Forester, served his obligatory forest surveys time as Cliff’s Assistant
Party Chief. Some other people who later became famous were there – Don Grant and
Denis Glew who reached high-ranking Forest Service posts, Dave McGinnis of
Weyerhaueser, Ken Boyd of MacMillan Bloedel and Pacific Logging, as well as horse
wrangler Ian Tyson, who became a country and western singer.
Cliff married Judie that fall and worked in the Campbell Building in Victoria. In 1951
Judie went with Cliff to Cranbrook for the summer, where Cliff was Operations Party
Chief, with George Allison (and later Bob Breadon) as Technical Party Chief. Again the
crew included some names well known in forestry, such as Ainscough, Grant and Devitt
(see Appendix 3).
We camped in and around an old farmhouse outside of town. Those of us
not out on flycamps ate breakfast and supper in the Zenith Cafe, in downtown
Cranbrook.22 The water in the well wasn’t drinkable, even before young
Michael Pogue came for a visit with Mickey, and further contaminated it with
soapy water.

__________
22. 1951 may have been about the first summer that Mickey allowed survey parties to eat
regularly in restaurants.
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Cliff remembers the Nicola extravaganza of 1951, and the return to Cranbrook for the
Yoho cruise late in the fall: “I got a message that Walt Tuttle had suffered a heart attack
on flycamp, and managed to walk out to the road. I drove in to pick him up. He stayed
a while in the Cranbrook hospital, then I put him on a train home.”
In 1952 Cliff was Party Chief of a Sampling and Coding crew at Dragon Lake, now a
suburb of Quesnel:
It was a wild crew. Six were kids from Ontario. Then there was Karl
Heimlich, a generation older than the rest and a Luftwaffe pilot not long
before. He took his rifle everywhere. In late August, we moved down to
Avola, on the North Thompson, to rendezvous with Bob Jones’ and Bob
Breadon’s parties in from the Coast. We had a Timber Sale cruise to do on
Finn Creek. I remember Bob Jones trying to cook everybody supper on a
Coleman stove at our tent camp, right in downtown Avola.
When the crews straggled out of Finn Creek, we drove them up to Mud Lake,
near Blue River, where the Kamloops Junkers aircraft ferried them all into
Tumtum Lake, for another cruise of the Upper Adams. I got called in to
Victoria then, and the two Bobs and Dory Kent officiated at Tumtum.
That was Cliff’s last summer as a Party Chief in the field. From 1953 on, he worked in
Victoria except for trips to help first-time Party Chiefs get started, or to visit parties as a
roving supervisor. In Victoria, he was in charge of preparation and planning (see
Appendix 7) and played an important part in organizing area and volume summaries for
the 1957 provincial forest inventory.
Cliff remained in forest surveys until retiring in 1983. Unfortunately, Judie had passed
away in 1980. After a time Cliff remarried, to Gladys. Cliff and Gladys live comfortably
near the water in Saanichton, with a superb view of the mainland mountains to the east.
STAN CHESTER
Stan is a senior staff member at the Vancouver headquarters of Canfor (Canadian
Forest Products). He spent his working life in the forests of B.C. One summer of many
was spent on a forest surveys party, but he remembers that summer well, and considers
that it was “an important part” of his education.
In May, 1953 Stan reported to the forest surveys marshalling point at Green Timbers,
Surrey. He rode with Don Baxter, his Party Chief, in one of the still-serviceable 1950
Austin station wagons, heading for the Crooked River area north of Prince George:
We were supposed to arrive on the second day. When we fell off the
pavement onto a rough dirt road at Lac la Hache, Don Baxter kept up speed
for a mile or two, then said, “Do we have to get there in two days, or shouldn’t
we take three, and arrive with this Austin in some kind of shape for the rest of
the summer?” We slowed down and took three days.
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We arranged to use the B.C. Forest Service patrol cabin at Davie Lake as a
headquarters, supplemented by tents nearby. The names I remember (see
Appendix 6) are Gordie Fenton (long-time B.C. Forest Service), Bob (Whitey)
Reid (Tolko Lumber), Ken Smith (ex-Reid Collins) and Baird McNeil (lives
back east, still corresponds with us).
It was a pretty large crew, so someone stayed in camp every day to wash the
dishes and cook a hot supper. An Aussie (and Seventh Day Adventist)
whose name I forget was the first Cook in the rotation, and he set a high
standard for the summer – soup, salad, pastries and pies. Each of us juniors
took our turn, and we all blossomed out with recognizable culinary skills.
Things had to be kept shipshape. Don’s temper flared once, over a pot that
wasn’t clean enough. No more shortcuts in the kitchen department. I figure
Davie Lake was the best-run crew, in the best-run camp, anywhere that
summer.
We put in a lot of 1953-style samples, some of which were felled and bucked
for volume and decay measurements. Our faller was a very fine storyteller
and gentleman named Sam Anderson. His main occupation was trapping,
and he’d tell us about his expeditions all over the Finlay and Parsnip country,
up to Fort Ware. On top of that, he knew a lot about falling, including some
big spruces in our samples.
Stan worked the following summer (1954) on Vancouver Island with Ralph Schmidt of
the Research Division, and after graduating in forestry, Stan worked for a time in the
Protection Division of the Forest Service. He joined Canfor in the late 1950s, where he
has enjoyed a long and useful career.
BARBARA CRAWFORD
Barbara and Roy Crawford are unique in the annals of forest surveys. They spent most
of their married lives both working there.
Barb was born in Kamloops in January, 1927, the daughter of Sawyer Hope, a career
B.C. Forest Service forester. Where Sawyer went, the family went:
In 1930, we were transferred to the Vancouver Forest District, then in 1937 to
Prince Rupert. From 1940 to 1944, Dad was on leave from the B.C. Forest
Branch as a World War II army officer, stationed in Victoria. When the war
was winding down, he rejoined the B.C. Forest Service. Dick Orchard told
Dad, “Pick your own spot,” and Dad picked the Nelson Forest District. That
was home until 1951. I started nurse’s training in 1946, and spent two years
at it. Then I met Roy, and quit nursing! We got married in February, 1949
and lived for a while in Nanaimo, where Roy worked for Island Coach Lines.
Their lives changed fundamentally in 1952, when Roy was diagnosed with polio.
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We moved to Victoria. My forest surveys career started on March 2, 1953.
I was hired to Kail-plot forest detail from typed airphotos onto cover maps.
Someone was taking me to the Kail plotter area in the Weiler Building.
My entrance was spectacular. I tripped over one of the many metal wire
protectors on the floor. I fell flat. Ben Kuusk helped me up, and I started my
first day of Kail plotting!
The Kail plotting of those steep slopes around Hope became too tough for
me. They moved me to Wally Bailey’s Summary Section for a couple of
years. Then in 1955 (about when Roy started with forest surveys) I was put
in charge of a roomful of women. We were hand-compiling Bob Breadon’s
volume table data and Ted Browne’s decay data. Considering how tedious
that stuff was, we all did pretty well. I thought everyone understood we were
looking at measurements of felled trees, until one of the girls was heard to
muse, “Holy Cow! Did a guy really climb 200 feet up this tree and take all
these measurements?”
In 1958, I went back with Wally, as a Summary Clerk 2. We got more and
more into computers and I had to pick up the new stuff. One thing took a long
time to disappear though – dot-counting of acreages. Yes, Albert McMinn
fixed up a banner over the entrance to our room. It said “Imperial Order of
Dotters of the Empire.” Albert got us all laughing one time – teetering on a
heating register, shooting at flies with rubber bands and paper clips. Then
Cliff Calder singled me out for a good talking-to.
Remember Alec Ellanski? He came to forest surveys from Russia about
1952 or 1953, then he got homesick and went back to Russia. Well, he came
back here again, some time in the early 1960s. Ted Young interviewed him
for a job, but I don’t think it came about.
Barb stayed with forest surveys until she retired on March 31, 1984, exactly the same
day as Roy. They enjoy their home on Lockhaven Drive, with a view of the marine traffic
(ships, orcas and waterfowl) passing through Haro Strait. Their daughter, Judy Passos,
and her two children are frequent visitors. Their son Michael, who also spent six years
with forest surveys, now lives in Kamloops and works for a consulting firm called Forest
Dimensions.
ROY CRAWFORD
Roy was born in Victoria in November, 1925. The family moved to Fernie, where Roy’s
father served as Fire Chief, but they went back to Victoria so Roy could spend Grade six
through high school there. After school, he had jobs with Sidney Roofing and Bapco
Paint. Then, during wartime, he worked at the shipyard, firing the boilers. This led to
post-war work with Island Tug and Barge and then in 1946 with Vancouver Island Coach
Lines, as a mechanic and later, a dispatcher. Roy and Barbara were married in
February, 1949 and settled down in Nanaimo:
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Everything was great until I came down with polio in 1952. I was laid up and
off work for about two or three years, but finally showed up in my wheelchair
with Barb at forest surveys in the Weiler Building, on January 17, 1955.
I worked two months in Wally Bailey’s Summary group, then operated the old
Gestettner machine (for reproducing typewritten documents). Bob Davies
was my helper. We printed a lot of stuff – more all the time. Then we got a
more sophisticated Multilith machine (still pretty crude by today’s standards).
Forest surveys moved to the new office on Michigan Street in the spring of
1955 and I set up in the basement “vault,” along with Fred Smale’s records
group, Ray Tate’s radio group, and others.
“The Flood” came along in November of 1955. First there was a freeze-up,
then a heavy rain, on the Remembrance Day weekend. I had a Greek kid,
Dick Koufalis, working for me then. He happened to be walking past the
building, saw water in the stairwell, and phoned me. I guess I phoned Mickey
Pogue or somebody, and we all got down there about the same time.
We got the radio equipment out first. We saved some of the McBee punch
cards. I watched Mickey Pogue and Wally Bailey working to save whatever
wasn’t too wet already. Fred Smale had rows and rows of boxes, one for
each Compartment in B.C. Each had a cover map, summary sheets, and
maybe some typed airphotos. I remember him walking up and down the
rows, poking a hole in each box to let the water run out. It was a shambles.
Roy’s meticulous work records are preserved in a little black book. It shows
reproduction runs completed (reports, manuals, sorting and binding jobs, map
blueprints); who got copies of what (Pogue, Cliff, Calder, Browne, Breadon, B. Crawford
and P. Small got copies of the new Sampling Manual on an unspecified date); names
and particulars of more than 100 people who worked for him (samples: Ingrid, daughter
of Chris Lauesen, Dick Koufalis of Flood fame); a list of those who paid $1 each for an
unnamed event, possibly an early B.C. forest surveys slide show:
The first surveys slide show was about 1956 or 1957, in the Douglas Building
cafeteria. Everybody brought their best surveys slides. The shows got more
popular every year after that. Finally they ended up in the Newcombe
Auditorium, with 600 tickets sold, plus families and guests welcome. Bob
Jones, Fred Smale, Jack McLellan and Tony Sayle were some who did a lot
of the work on these shows.
Forest surveys moved from the Michigan Street “temporary” building in 1978. By then
Roy was in charge of the new reproduction centre in the “Mac and Mac” building at 1450
Government Street. In March 1981, Chief Forester Bill Young presented a 25-year
certificate to Roy. He was complimented on his long, courageous and capable service
by Bill, and also by an article in the next issue of the employee newsletter, Forest
Service News.
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WAYNE DALLAMORE
Wayne was born on March 14, 1936 and brought up in Burnaby. While in high school,
he was active in ski patrol and first aid groups, which fitted him for his later career. In
1954, as a Grade 11 student looking for summer work, he contacted the Vancouver
Forest District, who referred him to forest surveys in Victoria:
They put me on the Union Steamships boat to Alert Bay, where the Forest
Surveyor picked us up and landed us at Rivers Inlet Cannery.23 We joined
Reg Barclay’s party there (see Appendix 7). Jim Elliott ran the Volume and
Decay crew and taught me all I know on the subject. Cece Moorhouse was
our faller. He held the handlebars of his yellow McCulloch two-man chainsaw
and recruited me to hang on to the far end. I recall cutting a big spruce right
up the hill above R.I.C. It toppled over and started to slide downhill. We
watched its branches snapping off against neighbouring trees as it picked up
speed. We listened to the general rumble, and then in answer, a shrill
beeping of horns from the boats tied up to the floats below.
We received reports from the Rivers Inlet Cannery boat owners that night.
They’d heard the spruce fall and traced its downhill progress by watching the
twitching tops of the trees it jarred against. They sounded their horns to warn
others of its approach. The spruce, like an enormous and lethal torpedo,
emerged from the forest, plunged under the floats and the yacht on which the
famous Bing Crosby was relaxing after a morning spent salmon fishing, and
finally surfaced harmlessly out in Rivers Inlet!
Wayne has other vivid recollections of that summer:
We did a sample in a Douglas-fir stand near the narrows, up Owikeno Lake.
A big butt log rolled and pinned one of my mates to the ground by one leg.
He didn’t seem to be in pain or shock, but we couldn’t begin to roll the log off
him. I went down the hill to bring up the Gilchrist jack24 from our boat.
Coming back, loaded down with the jack, I had to detour around a pair of
Grizzlies. We finally got that log jacked up enough to release the prisoner.
He was unscathed – his leg had been in a depression in the rock, which kept
off the full weight of the log.

__________
23. Rivers Inlet Cannery, no longer a cannery but still used by the Rivers Inlet fishing fleet and
others.
24. The Gilchrist jack was ideally suited for the coast hand-logger's craft, to dislodge felled trees
on their slide from the stump to salt water. To raise several tons, they had to be powerful
and weighed about 100 pounds.
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Some time that summer we went somewhere25 in the boat and got into a high
stakes poker game. I remember it was in a bunkhouse. I lost enough money
in my first hand to convince me never to play poker again, so I climbed into
an upper bunk to watch. I could see one guy was holding his hand over a
special card on the table, I suppose to supplement the cards he got dealt.
Another guy evidently didn’t like this. He snatched a knife and quickly drove it
through the offender’s hand and the card, and deep into the table!
Wayne worked for forest surveys the next summer, 1955. He remembers being on a
roving Volume and Decay crew, working around Silverton, New Denver and the
Greenwood - Phoenix area, with Jerry Jelinek and Jim Elliott in charge. Perhaps he was
part of Jerry Jelinek’s 1955 Burton party (see Appendix 8). This was his last year with
forest surveys.
Wayne followed up on his earlier first aid training. He worked several years as a
Personnel Safety Supervisor with Rayonier, at the Mahatta River, Gordon River and
Holberg camps.
I hosted a visit from John Diefenbaker at Mahatta River. We tried to connect
him with one of the big steelhead, but they wouldn’t take his Atlantic salmon
flies. I caught a nice one, using a glob of salmon roe. The photographers
naturally wanted a picture of Dief with a fish. I cooperated. The newspapers
carried a shot of a beaming Dief and my steelhead. He sent me a nice letter
and glossy photo later.
In 1975, Wayne joined the Ministry of the Attorney General to serve variously as a
labour relations negotiator and health and safety specialist. Wayne and his wife Lyn live
in Colwood. They take great pride in their six adult sons and daughters and nine
grandchildren.
BRUCE DEVITT
Bruce is yet another prominent Canadian forester who made his start in forest surveys.
Bruce was born in Burnaby, on December 1, 1932. He lived and went to school,
however, in Bridge River and Lillooet, until coming to Vancouver for grades 11 and 12.
While at high school in Vancouver’s West End he lived at his grandmother’s place, on
Davie Street at Cardero. From 1950 to 1957 he studied forestry at UBC, graduating with
a BSF in 1957.

__________
25. Probably Wadhams, down the inlet.
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Bruce’s time with forest surveys was for three of his undergraduate student years.
In 1951 he joined the Cranbrook survey party run by Cliff Calder and George Allison
(see Appendix 3). He started out compassing on a tally crew with Grant Ainscough and
Blake Ramsey. Later he became part of the 1951 Whiteswan Lake detachment under
Don Munro and Dave Wallinger. A youth named Jack Miller also joined this crew:
Nobody quite knew how he came to be on our party. One day he was
operating an elevator in the Empress Hotel in Victoria; the next day he was a
forest surveys’ employee on the bus to Cranbrook, and the next on the
Beaver floatplane to Whiteswan Lake. Jack had two nicknames. The first
was bestowed on him by the Whiteswan Lake Forestry Patrolman, Len Cobb,
as Jack crawled out of the Beaver. Len took a long look at Jack’s “strides,”
fashionable during the “zoot suit” era, with an incredibly high waist, balloon
knees and cuffs choked snug to the ankles.
“My, my, sonny, where’d you get those chokebore pants?” Len inquired,
referring to shotguns modified to produce a concentrated shot pattern. Jack
immediately became “Chokebore.” In the woods, the pants soon opened up
at every seam, so they hung in strips something like a hula skirt. They were
replaced, and so was the nickname, in favour of the simple “Junior,” based on
Jack’s youth and greenness.
In mid-summer, the whole Cranbrook party and many others converged on Nicola, for
Timber Sale cruises in the Kamloops and Vancouver forest districts. From the Nicola
base Dave Wallinger, Pete Coombs and Bruce were sent out to cruise an application at
Mamit Lake:
I was the youngest, and no veteran driver, but I was the only member of the
trio with a driver’s licence. I was at the wheel. At one point we left the road
entirely. It didn’t matter much; we just dodged some sagebrush on the open
range, and rejoined the road later. Our camp was on the range too – bulls
sniffing around our fly in the night.
We finished up our Mamit Lake cruise in a couple of weeks and were shipped
back to Cranbrook to finish out the summer there.
In 1952, for a complete change from the hot and dry Interior, Bruce went to Jim
McLaren’s Stuart Island party (see Appendix 4). He and Jerry Boulton, travelling by
boat and camping on beaches, coded Toba Inlet and some of the islands between Toba
and Loughborough inlets:
Don Grant and I decided to speed things up with an early form of air coding
up Toba Inlet. Don sat up front to point and shout directions to the pilot and I
was in the back of the Beaver, with all the airphotos laid out in order on the
floor. I was happily marking my observations onto the airphotos, until I looked
up, and was terrified to see we were flying straight into a box canyon! We
banked steeply and went into a turn. My door fell open, and my neat rows of
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airphotos started for the outdoors! I sprawled after them, clutched them back,
avoided falling out myself, and slammed the door shut! Don and the pilot,
when we were safely heading out of the canyon, looked back and said, “Was
that your door we heard?”
Late in the summer we joined remnants of several other parties, and moved
to Hope for the Nahatlatch Special Cruise. That ended my summer.
Taxpayers should know that forest surveys didn’t squander money on our
comforts. I remember paying out of my own pocket for a motel room in Hope,
so six of us could take a much-needed shower after two weeks of flycamping
up the Nahatlatch.
In 1953, Bruce’s last year with forest surveys, it was back to the Interior, as a member of
Forbes Boyd’s Coding party at Canal Flats (see Appendix 6). Forbes’s headquarters
was in a burnt-out store at Canal Flats. In May and June, Bruce and his first assistant,
Ernie Morris, started coding around Fort Steele and Skookumchuck.
The record shows that lavish spending on food and accommodation was still
unfashionable. Bruce meticulously recorded his 1953 activities in a diary, from which
the following is drawn:
Around Fort Steele we got supper and occasionally lunch at Granger’s ranch,
at $1 each, and lived in a tent. At Skookumchuck we ate at the Springbrook
Motel. The lady there took pity on us and offered us an old cabin at $4 a
night, or $20 a week. Supervisor Bill Young and Forbes Boyd chucked us out
after a single night – too expensive! Back to the tent! We continued,
however, to buy $1 meals and groceries there.
As the summer wore on, Bruce recorded coding trips into Coyote Creek, Top of the
World Provincial Park and the Lussier, Palliser and Albert drainages. His diary entries
for one trip read in part:
August 4 Tues. Laid out Compartment 33 work. Flew about 1 hour on air
drop up Palliser River. Arrived Camp 11 (by truck) in PM.
August 5 Wed. Packed up Palliser R. to first (2 parcels) drop. Had difficulty
fording river. Finally found a ford at 4 pm. Got food drops from other side
over to cabin. Food okay.
August 6 Thurs. Packed up Palliser R. to second drop (1 parcel, food okay).
August 7 Fri. Coded up Palliser from food drop - walked up to Tipperary Lake
and back.
August 8 Sat. Coded up Joffre Creek. Rained like hell.
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August 9 Sunday. Packed down to second food drop (Queen Mary Creek).
Coded as far as Fynn Creek. Still raining like h---.
August 10 Monday - Dominion Election Day. The sun she shines. Coded up
to Fynn Crk. Tried to get across Palliser. Too swift up there. Found a ford
downstream.
August 11 Tuesday. Coded up creek flowing N on south side of river. About
2 miles up from Queen Mary Crk. Sign on trail called this “Unnamed Crk.”
Map says “Large Pole Crk.”
August 16 Sunday. Packed out to car and in to Canal Flats. Field work
Compartment 33 over.
His last entry for 1953 was: “September 10 Thurs. Office work.”
Bruce didn’t appear again on the forest surveys payroll. For his remaining summers as
a student he worked on British Columbia Forest Products Ltd. baseline and cruising
crews on Vancouver Island, “with the likes of Ez Preuss, Jack Toovey, Peter Pearse and
Webb Binion.” He graduated with a BSF in 1957, and joined the Reforestation Division
of the B.C. Forest Service, under George Silburn. Bruce recalls:
George went to some trouble to get me exempted from the “must start in
forest surveys” edict, because I’d already spent summers with surveys. As a
Forester-in-Training I worked on survival studies with Mike Meagher, Han
Lamb and Graham Hart. Then Mike Meagher and I helped Mike Finnis with
his direct seeding trials. Then I ran a fair-sized B.C. Forest Service planting
operation out of Mesachie Lake. Later, in Victoria, I became the forester in
charge of seed, seed production areas and, finally, nurseries, during a time
when the province went from producing around six million seedlings to 65
million seedlings per year.
Bruce married Celia in 1958. He records the births of their three children in terms of
good cone crop years (Susannah, 1959 and John, 1966) or good planting jobs (Brenda,
1962, Prince George planting).
In 1972 Bruce joined Pacific Logging Limited, where he became Manager of Forestry,
and Chief Forester. “I inherited the same plantations my B.C. Forest Service planting
crews had put in during the late 1950s,” he recalls, and points to a contemporary map of
these, which was framed, inscribed and presented to him when he left the company in
1991.
Bruce and Celia now live in West Vancouver; Bruce works for the Association of British
Columbia Professional Foresters, as its Executive Vice-President. He plans to retire in
1995 and move back to Victoria.
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DON EASTON
Not everyone who worked for forest surveys made a career of it. Don Easton spent one
summer on George Silburn’s Kyuquot survey, and moved on to other things.
Nevertheless, he recalls that summer vividly and still counts his Kyuquot crewmates
among his lifetime friends.
Don was born in Athabasca, Alberta, then raised there and in Stettler, Vermilion and
Saskatoon. He joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in 1943 and trained as a pilot, then
transferred to the Royal Canadian Armoured Corps. When the war ended he turned to
forestry at UBC, and graduated with a BSF in 1950:
That was a big class, including the likes of Chuck Kirby, Bob Reid, Tom
Hubbard,26 Ernie Jones, Red Williams, Ike Barber, Bob Breadon, Robin
Caesar, Jack and Jim Gilmour and Carl Highsted. I remembered all the other
faces at our class reunion in 1990, but had some trouble putting names to
them.
Don’s time with forest surveys was in the summer of 1947, along with Sig Techy, Bob
Breadon, Ralph Schmidt and Bill Young (see 1947: Kyuquot, Appendix 2):
We tied up at the canneries at Nootka and at Ceepeecee quite a bit. I have
an unforgettable image of Bill and Ralph serenading the cannery girls with
their rendition of “Detoooour! There’s a rocky road aheeeaad....” or “I gotta
waaallk that lonesome vaaaalleey....” or (in deference to the Esperanza
Mission people) “There’s power in the Bloooood of the Lamb.”
The B.C. Forester was tied up at Tahsis one afternoon and Don was catching a little sun
on the government float. Gordon Gibson, Bull of the Woods and owner of the Gibson
Bros. sawmill, struck up a conversation. Although there were no witnesses, Don
maintains that Gordon offered to “fix him up” with one of the cookhouse flunkies. Don
says he declined.
Serious work got done too, and serious risks taken:
Bob Breadon and I had a memorable sojourn up the Burman River. Had to
ford the river to get back to our flycamp one afternoon. It was high from the
rain. I was well out there when some rocks shifted under my feet. I started
bobbing downriver, apparently headed for Japan. The rolled-up steel chain in
my Cruiser’s coat kept me in enough contact with the bottom to let me
eventually claw my way to the far shore.
__________
26. Bob Reid and I both lived in Vermilion and Vegreville after the war, and met again on the
train, oddly enough both heading for UBC to take forestry. On the same train we met Chuck
Kirby and Tom Hubbard, pre-war high school friends of mine from Saskatoon. Odder still,
they were heading for UBC, to take forestry too.
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Bob, having watched all this, crossed without incident at an easier spot. He
caught up with me, ashen-faced. At first I thought it was from concern for my
safety. Soon, however, I realized it was really concern that I was the sole
custodian of our only tobacco, papers and matches! Would these be turned
into un-smokeable mush, or would our nicotine fixes continue for the rest of
the flycamp?
In 1948 Don was hired by Angus MacBean of Bloedel, Stewart and Welch (BS&W), and
attached to a survey party at their Northwest Bay camp. The following year Don worked
again for BS&W, on Ike Barber’s baseline survey and cruising party. “Later in the
summer I ran compass for Norm Smith, son of Eustace Smith, the famous old-time
Cruiser whose signature ‘E’ is chopped into bearing trees all over B.C.”
Don stayed with the company that became MacMillan Bloedel from graduation in 1950
until 1953, on scaling, engineering and as supervisor of a pre-logging experiment at
Camp 1, Copper Canyon:
The report, and scale sheets on over 500 logs, no doubt reside with the MB
Forestry Division in Nanaimo. After that, Ike Barber and I headed two parties
cruising second-growth stands up and down Vancouver Island. Harry
Kermode and I also found time to cruise the female guests at Yellow Point
Lodge, and amuse them on and off the tennis courts.
Don then shed his caulked boots and moved to the small town of Scarborough, Ontario,
as Assistant Town Engineer. After acquiring post-graduate training in urban planning,
he became Chief Urban Planner of the Scarborough Planning Department, during 25
years of “explosive industrial and residential growth, creating a city of over 300,000
people.” He says his UBC forestry (and forest surveys) education served him well in his
dealings with the “politicians and Bay Street lawyers.”
Don and Betty live in Scarborough. They have three children. Don is “semi-active” as
an urban planning consultant, a breeder of Charolaise cattle and a qualified tennis
instructor (essential for teaching Betty how to play the game).
GERHARD EICHEL
Like many others who worked in forest surveys, Gerd Eichel had an exciting time
travelling the length and breadth of the province. Unlike most others, however, Gerd
systematically recorded his forest surveys adventures with albums of well-taken photos,
and has written detailed memoirs of this chapter of his life.
Gerd didn’t stumble onto the forests of B.C. by accident. He chose them, as a young
forestry graduate in post-war Germany. Gerd was born in Berlin, on May 23, 1926. He
attended schools there during the tumultuous 1930s and 1940s. While he was still in
high school in 1943, he and his chums manned a 20-mm anti-aircraft gun on the roof of
the headquarters of the I.G. Farben Chemical Trust.
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Since they could not be in the schoolroom, their teachers went to the gun emplacement
regularly to continue the lessons. Gerd graduated from school in 1944, was drafted into
the regular Wehrmacht and sent to the Eastern Front:
I walked 800 miles in six weeks. I surrendered to Canadians near Lubeck,
and stayed in a prisoner-of-war camp until 1946. Then I registered for entry
into the University of Berlin. First, we had to swamp out places to hold
lectures in the ruined city. Then lectures ran from 8 am to 10 pm, at locations
all over Berlin. On Saturdays, we went on field trips.
In the winter of 1947-1948 I moved out to the university’s Eberswalde27
Forestry School, in the Russian occupation zone where buildings had been
virtually flattened in the war.
When the Berlin Blockade of 1948 began I was there, and couldn’t get back
to Eberswalde. My father’s company had already moved to Frankfurt, so the
rest of our family left Berlin on a Royal Air Force DC-3. I continued studies in
other forestry schools at Göttingen and Freiburg, and got my Diploma in
Forestry in 1950.
Before and after graduating, I worked as a wire editor for Associated Press in
Frankfurt. I remember collating the polling results of the first West German
election in August, 1949. My wife, Christel was a Berliner who also had fled
to Hamburg, then Wiesbaden, then Frankfurt, where we first met.
During this time I concluded that there wouldn’t be many forestry jobs
opening up in West Germany. Where should I go? Canada! Uninterrupted
forests for thousands of miles in every direction!
By writing to the B.C. Forest Service (among others) Gerd obtained a letter from the
then personnel officer, suggesting that a summer job might be forthcoming if he
presented himself in Victoria:
So there I was, fresh off boats and trains from Europe in mid-May, 1952, in a
group being driven up-island from Victoria to join parties already in the field.
Harold Cliff did the driving, and tried to explain in basic English what we
would be doing. The B.C. Forester took us from Kelsey Bay to Minstrel Island
in time to catch the last two days of a two-party training session. There were
local boys, Eastern Europeans of several kinds, Dutch, Scandinavians,
Germans, Scots (who were understood by nobody) and even a Montrealer.
We all understood some English, so that became the common language.

__________
27. Translation: "wood of the wild boar."
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Art Scholefield and Al Horth kept half of the trainees working from Minstrel
Island for the summer. The B.C. Forester moved the rest of us to a base at
Stuart Island, with Jim McLaren as Party Chief (see Appendix 4). My
European training hadn’t prepared me for such crudities as lines run with a
box compass and Abney, and marked by blazing trees. Our maps were
sheets of paper, blank except for plotted photo centres and wing points. Jim
showed us how to add other detail by sketching or plotting it off the airphotos.
One morning I received my first assignment as a “Coder,” to classify the
forest cover of Maurelle Island. Jim took me down to the float. “Here’s your
boat, motor, supplies and equipment. Your helper will be Bill Baldwin. Don’t
take any chances. See you in a week.” For me a whole new world opened
up.
I had to learn fast how to read marine charts and tide tables, navigate through
tidal currents and tie up along the rocky shores. Plus how to operate a 12foot clinker-built boat with a 5-hp outboard and mix gas and oil for it. Once
ashore, we had to learn how to pitch a tent, make a bough bed, cook our
meals, dry our clothes and boots and what to do when we met a bear.
By the time the first paycheques arrived it was painfully obvious that my
German forester’s outfit wasn’t quite right for the B.C. coast. Some of us
went by boat to Campbell River, to splurge on caulk boots and rain clothes.
We had our challenges. On East Thurlow Island we woke to see our boat
floating out in the bay, still firmly tied to the immovable log we’d moored it to
the night before. Bill swam for it. Next, I broke through the shell of a
treacherous hollow log, broke two ribs and had a week off in Vancouver.
In our assault on the Phillips River we spent an entire day hacking one mile
through its salmonberry - devil’s club jungles. We packed our outboard into
Stafford Lake, to clamp onto a log raft, for lake travel.
We shot some of the wildest saltwater rapids in the world. For example, we
had a difficult passage through the Green Point Rapids, despite our
cleverness in selecting slack tide. We were using the B.C. Forester’s tender,
equipped with both a Briggs & Stratton inboard and a 5-hp Mercury outboard.
When the inboard had got us nearly through, it quit and resisted all attempts
at restarting. Bill pulled the starter cord on the outboard, first confidently, then
frenziedly. It wouldn’t start either.28

__________
28. It was almost impossible to keep all traces of water out of the gasoline in an open boat, with
rain and fog. Motors don't start on a gasoline-water mixture.
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Bill started doctoring motors, while the tide gathered momentum and took us
back through the rapids. At one point we slid through a whirlpool, with the
surrounding surface water at eye level. After changing spark plugs, drying
wires, and cranking, Bill got the inboard started and we went through the
rapids a third time, now against a stiff current. Bill lay back and rested from
his exertions, while I steered along one shore to avoid turbulent water.
Suddenly a fish packer appeared around a blind corner, hugging the same
shore. I can still see Bill’s panic-stricken expression as he woke to find our
little boat heaving up over the packer’s wash, and slamming down behind it.
Although the deep rainforest is not overly hospitable to wildlife, the shorelines and inside
waters gave Gerd his first glimpses of killer whale pods, bald eagles snatching salmon
off the water in mid-flight and bears stripping berries from the bushes. Only later did he
discover that the hollow drumming that sounded through the woods was made by the
wings of male grouse, searching for mates.
As the parties wound down, chiefly in order for the students to write “supps,” new parties
formed from the remnants. Gerd and some fellow veterans reported to Don Grant and
Bill Hough at a staging camp on the Coquihalla River near Hope, to prepare for a Timber
Sale cruise of the Nahatlatch Valley. “Suitable inspiration was generated by a colossal
drinking party on the last day there,” says Gerd.
Modes of access into the Nahatlatch included a pickup ride to Boston Bar, across the
Fraser by cable car and up a dirt road to the Nahatlatch canyon. Then a nerve-wracking
crossing of the CPR trestle on foot, with full packs (“Terry Doherty lingered too long and
had to share the trestle with a thundering train”), a hike along the CPR tracks to Keefers,
a short ride in a farm wagon and finally a “clothesline” trip across the turbulent river.
Gerd was in charge of a crew consisting of Bill Baldwin, Russell ____ and Jack Gibbs,
assigned to establish samples in Kookipi Creek, a major tributary:
As we progressed, we waited for food supplies to be parachuted into
openings from a Beaver at points marked on our airphotos. At one site we
watched the parachute lodge near the top of a large spruce – we took turns
felling the tree with our boy’s axe. At another, the chute failed to open, so all
we found was a square hole in the bog, filled with slime.
Gerd was still not through for the 1952 season:
My next project was a cruise of Big Silver, Settler, Bear and Cogburn creeks
– up the east side of Harrison Lake. Jim Bullen, Harry Freeman, Glenn
Jensen and some others were on this trip. I crewed with Sig Tausendfreund
and Dieter Mueller-Dombois. We ate, slept, tallied, conversed and wrote our
tally sheets in German!
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Finally the 1952 field season ended and Gerd repaired to headquarters in Victoria.
Drawing on his unusual powers of recollection, he recently compiled a list of fellow
inmates of the forest surveys office in the Weiler Building (Appendix 5 is based on that
list).
One of Gerd’s first acts in Victoria was to marry Christel:
Her father’s permission came. I invited Gerry Boulton and Helmut Bradatsch
to witness our simple ceremony during lunch break on Friday, November 28,
1952. My new wife then took the bus home and the three of us went back to
the office. Mickey Pogue gave me the afternoon off but instructed me to be
back at work on Monday.
In 1953 Gerd was assigned to George Allison’s party at Vernon, doing volume and
decay measurements. Local fallers were willing to discuss employment with us at the
beer parlour, until the discussion turned to government pay rates. As a result, our
samples were felled and bucked by Cece Moorhouse, hired in Victoria, or by Ganzeveldt
Bros. Contracting, who were permitted to salvage the logs later:
Compared to Minstrel Island, it was an almost holiday-like sojourn. We had
meals at the National Cafe in downtown Vernon. We toured the Coldstream
Ranch, with its pre-1900 apple trees planted by Lord Aberdeen. We gallantly
extinguished a wildfire one day, only to find it had been set on purpose by
Indians on the Spallumcheen Reserve, to improve grazing.
In the evenings we drove George crazy with our discussions, which invariably
centred around girls. “Can’t you guys talk about anything but girls?” he’d
protest, “what about some of the higher things in life?” Al Northcote had a
quick response, “good idea. Lets talk about tall girls!”
We finished at Vernon early and so I went by bus, two trains and finally a
rowboat to join Bob Sutton’s party at Little Fort. We soon moved to Tranquille
and, when the students left for their classes, I changed parties yet again to
join Chris Lauesen’s Volume and Decay party at Whiteswan Lake. Some of
us stayed on late to clean up some coding and sampling around Canal Flats
and Whiteswan Lake.
The season ended abruptly with a violent storm. I was taking the height of a
big larch tree, when suddenly I saw through the Abney that its top was
coming rapidly closer. I dropped everything and ran. I escaped, but the top
of the tree drove the chain and axe deep into the ground where I had been
standing! That storm convinced Carl Highsted, our late-season supervisor,
that we should break camp. The Beaver flew us out from Whiteswan to
Columbia Lake, over a landscape rapidly growing more wintry.
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The 1954 field season took Gerd into the roadless hinterland at the north end of Babine
Lake. One week before the birth of his son Frank, Gerd set off for Smithers in an Austin
A-40 wagon. After a short multi-party session at Smithers to achieve uniform
interpretation of the current Coding and Sampling manuals, Gerd and Hamish Gavin
drove their respective crews to Pendleton Bay, where boats, motors and other
equipment were being held by Marvin Kullander, the Ranger. Gerd was Party Chief of a
three-man unit consisting of himself, Alex Makortoff and Pete Sparks (see Appendix 7):
When we got there, the lake was still frozen solid, adequate for racing
pickups and cars, but not boat trips. We were assigned alternate work near
Moricetown, wading through wet snow and understorey hemlock up Porphyry
Creek.
When the ice left Babine Lake we loaded our 40-foot riverboat and set out
from Pendleton Bay. We made the whole 150-km trip to Fort Babine in one
day.29 We set up our basecamp at the lower end of Nilkitkwa Lake, reached
through a narrows downstream from Fort Babine. A federal fisheries crew
were already camped there, at a fish-counting weir. We were even shown to
a spare tent frame to use for set-up. Much better than Hamish’s camp on
McKendrick Island, with its voracious porcupines, or Freddy Joyce’s in the
utter isolation of Gunanoot Lake.
Gerd’s contact with the other parties and the office in Smithers was by his B.C. Forest
Service SPF radio, and through the courtesy of the fisheries crew, who made regular
trips down the lake for supplies and mail.
Since the ice-bound lake had us already behind schedule, we worked seven
days a week, with rare trips out to Burns Lake.
For the last extended trip we were able to get the plane to drop supplies in
advance. Our route was up the east side of the Nilkitkwa River, north to
Kotsine Pass (leading into the Driftwood drainage above Takla Lake). Trails
were indistinct and confusing, but we found our first parachute drop 22 miles
from base, dangling from a spruce tree. We cut the tree, ate supper in the
dark and then camped. At the furthest out point we climbed the Bait Range
and looked over into the Driftwood. I realized there was nobody between us
and the North Pole except on the Alaska Highway, some 500 km to the north.
We established our samples, hung our non-perishable food in a tree for the
next traveller (if any), and returned.

__________
29. An itinerant Canadian Lynx hitched a ride in our boat for a while near Old Fort. I took photos
and wrote the story up for the Canadian Geographic Journal.
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We got back to camp in time for the Babine salmon run. The fish counters
worked all through the daylight hours and the Indians were netting their
winter’s catch. The smell of smoked salmon was issuing from smokehouses
along the lakeshore. We saw many bears and eagles feeding on the salmon.
We finished a few samples close to base, including some around Morrison
Lake – reached by packing in the Link boat. When Pete left for school,
Hamish Gavin sent me Joel Twiss from his crew. Then Alex left, and Joel
and I finished up as a two-man team.
That, except for a late season taxation cruise near Wigwam Inn up Indian Arm, was the
end of Gerd’s 1954 field season. He was now able to get acquainted with his new son
Frank. He was also able to complete his professional forester’s registration thesis
entitled Inventory of Loughborough Inlet and Phillips Arm. Gerd became Registered
Forester Number 221, as “the first member of the Association trained entirely in Europe,
with no supplementary North American training.”
For the 1955 season Gerd was determined not to repeat a long summer separation from
his family:
I took them with me to the Willow River, south of Prince George. We gave up
our apartment and stored our furniture with Yorke Edwards.30 I took driving
lessons so I could drive us and our possessions north in a Forest Service
panel truck. We rented a tarpaper shack at Tabor Creek and I reported to
Doug Morton’s camp, located where the Buckhorn Lake road crossed the
Willow River.
Naturally the camp was dubbed “Post Morton” by Dave Lawrence, the camp
wit. Aluan Gilchrist (now a Crown Prosecutor in Vancouver) and Mike Bell
(from Bermuda, studying at McGill) were my crew for some work close to
camp, while we waited for spring weather and open lakes for flying. When
the lakes opened up, Ste. Marie Lake near camp became our floatplane
base, from which we were flown into the more remote areas around Wansa
and Pitoney lakes.
Our furthest trip on foot was up to the far end of George Creek, beyond two
other crews. I demanded and got Sid Pobihushchy, a hard-working
Manitoban, as my partner. We hiked for three days just to get to our base.
We spent three weeks in there and were supplied by direct airdrops weekly.
We got out by hiking over the height of land into Government Creek, and on
down to the highway at Hixon. We convinced a Department of Highways
truck driver we weren’t bums and he took us to the Hixon Ranger station,
where we waited to be picked up.

__________
30. A zoologist with provincial parks, next door in the Weiler Building. Yorke not only stored the
Eichel furniture, but also taught Gerd “how to take better pictures.”
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At the camp we learned that Chris Lauesen, Henry Jelinek, Ward Wheaton
and their pilot went missing on a flight between Bella Coola and Kemano.
Not long after, our crewmate Galt Elkington drowned one evening in Ste.
Marie Lake. It seemed that forest surveys, twice in quick succession, was
paying a price for overly-casual safety rules.
Towards the end of that summer Percy Church, of Church Sawmills, came
into camp to find a forester to manage his newly-acquired Tree Farm Licence.
I accepted. Win Arlidge of the Research Division moved us to our new home.
The job with Church was great, but only lasted until 1958, a slow year for
lumber sales. We moved to Prince George and I got short-term jobs as a
cruiser, road engineer, log scaler, timekeeper, mill hand and lumber shipper.
I learned a lot, but wanted to get back to forestry.
In the winter of 1959-1960 I slipped in a lumber yard and broke a leg.
I happened to see a Vancouver Sun ad from someone wanting a “forester.”
I phoned, only to find that there had been a typographical error. The
advertiser wanted a “plasterer.” However, to make amends, the Sun sent me
free newspapers for a month. In one of them, I saw the real thing – an ad
placed by K-V Timber Ltd., a new timber management firm in Midway. They
wanted to recruit a Secretary-Manager. I enquired, and they invited me down
to discuss the job, leg cast and all. They hired me.
In 1969, Pope and Talbot, Inc. purchased Boundary Sawmills and its subsidiaries.
Gerd then became Pope and Talbot’s Tree Farm Forester and later Forestry Manager,
at Midway. He retired in May, 1991. He and Christel now live in Pitt Meadows.
We are fortunate that Gerd possessed a camera, a photographer’s eye and a sharp
memory. He has preserved both photos and written accounts of his time with forest
surveys.
GORDON FENTON
Gordon was born in January, 1929, in New York City. He spent his school years in
Maine, and took forestry at the UNB, graduating in the class of 1953.
Gordon’s acquaintance with forest surveys started in the summer of 1952, while he was
still a UNB student. He was sent to Chris Lauesen’s party at Houston (see Appendix 4).
“Hugh Lyons was there to help Chris get started,” Gordon says, “…yes, I was at Red
Frey’s big Babine Lake Special Cruise that fall.”
In the spring of 1953 Gordon graduated from UNB and headed west again, to join Don
Baxter’s Volume and Decay party at Davie Lake (see Appendix 6). “In the fall I got sent
down to Nakusp for a late season cruising job, but I got appendicitis and was shipped on
to Victoria. There I spent the winter of 1953-1954, working over a Kail plotter and typing
airphotos, upstairs in the Weiler Building.”
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In 1954 he ran a three-man Coding party in the Skagit Valley (see Appendix 7):
Gary Peter, Harry Nicholson and I worked from the Hope - Princeton
Highway, and down the Silver Skagit logging road to Ross Lake and the U.S.
border.
I forget where I was for the 1955 season,31 except for vague memories of the
fall, working on one of Al Horth’s cruises, up Harrison Lake. We got snowed
upon.
The next summer (1956) I was Bob Wright’s Field Supervisor, out of the
Prince George region headquarters (see Party No. 470, 1956 Party
Organization chart). Bob was a pretty even-tempered guy ordinarily, but he
lost it one day. We went looking for some problem kids in the West Lake
area. We found their recently-vacated campsite. They’d left it in blanketyblank awful shape, and Bob let his feelings be known!
In 1957 Gordon headed up a new regeneration survey party, headquartered at Aleza
Lake (see Party No. 370, 1957 Party Organization chart):
Win Arlidge and Al Fraser of Research Division designed our sampling
program and procedures, and we worked over the cutovers of the Prince
George Forest District.
Starting in November, 1957 he became part of Bob Malcolm’s 24-person Resources
Section (see Party Nos. 450 - 490, November 1957 Office Party Organization chart).
This section was responsible for drawing together the information for the Provincial
Forest Inventory report funded jointly by the governments of Canada and B.C. He
continued on this work through all of 1958, when the report was near completion.
In 1959 Gordon returned to his interrupted regeneration survey work, with a “Gypsy
crew travelling all over the Interior.” In the spring of 1960 he transferred to the Prince
George Forest District, where he worked in Management, Public Sustained Yield Units.
He married Betty there, in 1963. In 1964 the Fentons were back in Victoria, where
Gordon resumed his forest surveys career as Supervisor on the Hecate (S) survey32
(see Party No. 173(S), 1964 Party Organization chart).
He stayed in forest surveys until 1970, then transferred to the Working Plans Section of
Management Division, and finally joined Valuation Branch. Gordon retired in 1987. He
and Betty now live by Cadboro Bay. They have three grown-up daughters and their son
Grant got married in September, 1993.
__________
31. Charlie Johnson recalls that he was on an Interior party field-checking contract samples with
Gordon in 1955.
32. The "S" stood for Forest Surveyor, Gordie’s flagship. Pete Small was Supervisor of the
Hecate (F) survey, aboard the B.C. Forester.
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SCOTT FINDING
Scott is another of many British-trained foresters who found their way to British
Columbia and forest surveys. He was born on March 30, 1921, in Fernhurst, near
Hazelmere, Surrey, England. He attended Churcher’s College, founded in 1722 by the
East India Company:
I haven’t forgotten the college’s motto: CREDITA COELI.33 This book (in my
hand) was in recognition for my helping to apprehend a man who was
stealing from a shop in the village. When I visited my old school years later
the Headmaster said, “Well, Finding, have you apprehended any desperate
criminals lately?”
In 1938 (thinking better of his original plan to become a Marine Engineer) Scott started
forestry studies at the University of North Wales in Bangor. After graduating in 1941 he
served in the Ministry of Supply, briefly in the Army Signal Corps and then as a forester
in Honduras. At the end of the war he joined the Colonial Forest Service and stayed in
Honduras until 1953. “While waiting for a replacement who was three years late in
arriving, I endured the thankless job of running my department for the last year there,”
he says.
In April, 1953 Scott forsook the tropics and came to B.C., initially to work for Pioneer
Timber at Port McNeill. This lasted until December, when he took a boat to Vancouver,
stayed with friends and studied the job market. By late January, 1954, he was in
Victoria, working for forest surveys. That spring he participated in the Volume and
Decay training session at the tip of the Saanich Peninsula. He then became Assistant
Party Chief and Volume and Decay Crew Chief on Doug Fligg’s Sayward party at
Roberts Lake (party members are listed in Appendix 7). Scott turned in a solid collection
of volume and decay data that summer. In October he married Valerie.34
In 1955 Scott was in charge of a Volume and Decay party based at Canfor’s Woss
Camp in the Nimpkish:
We nibbled into those huge firs with our little Mall power saws. I’ve forgotten
the names of my crew, but one was an Egyptian, son of a Zurich Insurance
Company executive. He had a talent for sketching. Another had a Polish
name, came from New Westminster and was an accomplished violinist.
After the Nimpkish, Valerie and I seized the moment and disappeared on a
hedonistic trip to Santa Barbara.

__________
33. “Recognition comes in heaven.”
34. Valerie, like many wives of the time, “never quite forgave forest surveys for leaving her a
‘widow’ for six months each year, over more than 20 years.”
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Wrenching myself back from Santa Barbara late in September, I rejoined
what was left of George Rogers’ dwindling crew, and we went after some
much-needed yellow cedar measurements high on a mountain up Narrows
Inlet, north of Sechelt. It was late fall by then. Snow was piling up at our
sample. We lived aboard the B.C. Forester, but our road had washed out, so
George and I, with one remaining helper inherited from Ben Kuusk, set up a
tent camp on the mountainside. It was pretty wretched. George lost our only
gas can in a snowbank. Our campfire burned itself deep into the peat bog we
were camped on. Our solitary helper quit. We got our data and packed out
about the end of November!
In 1956 Scott was responsible for localized tree volume and defect analysis for Al
Horth’s Operating Cruises:
We started out with a sample at Allison Pass, then moved to a series of
projects on the West Coast, at McKay Cove, Amai Inlet, Kyuquot, Zeballos
and Union Island. I had Don MacLaurin as an assistant, Bill Graham as a
faller and F.E. Lambert, a medical student. Bill Graham was hurt while he
was felling a large Sitka spruce in Amai Inlet. We flew him out to the hospital
in Alberni. The spruce was still standing when we pulled out, but I guess the
winter winds or the loggers finished it off later.
In 1957 it was more of the same, this time at Yeo Island, near Ocean Falls (see 1957
Party Organization chart, Party No. 500):
We shared the Forest Surveyor (Skipper Tom Legh) with Ian MacRae’s
Volume and Decay party nearby. Dr. Stan Eis, recently arrived from Australia
and later a plant physiologist at the Forestry Canada laboratory on Burnside
Road in Saanich, was a distinguished member of our crew. I think we cut that
summer’s work a bit short, so we could work in Victoria on compilations for
the forthcoming provincial inventory report.
In 1958, 1959 and 1960 Scott continued to head up coast volume and decay studies, in
places like Nanaimo Lakes, Allison Harbour, Phillips Arm and Bute Inlet. Party
organization charts for those years show some of the particulars. It should be
remembered that whenever Forest Inventory Branch or anyone else in B.C. determines
the gross or net volume of a tree or a stand, the determination is almost certainly based
on the volume and decay measurements painstakingly taken in the 1950s and 1960s by
people like Scott.
Scott remained in forest surveys until his retirement from Inventory Branch in May, 1983.
He worked with Bill Bradshaw on decay, waste and breakage factors. He supervised
plot remeasurement projects for growth and yield studies. He completed courses in
mathematics and computer science at the University of Victoria and applied these new
skills to systems development projects in the branch. Scott and Valerie live in Oak Bay,
amid the comings and goings of their 3 grown children – Chris, Keary and Robbin.
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DOUGLAS FLIGG
Doug Fligg is a good example of many young men who survived World War II, chose a
forestry career and spent virtually all of it in forest inventory. Doug was born in
Glenside, Saskatchewan in February, 1923. The family lived there until 1933, and then
moved to Chilliwack, B.C. Doug went from Grade 5 to Senior Matriculation (Grade 13)
in Chilliwack.
He joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in October, 1942, and took wireless training at
the Vancouver Technical Secondary School and in Montreal. As a wireless mechanic,
Doug worked on sets from Canso and Catalina flying boats at the Jericho Repair Depot.
He also installed and tested radio equipment from RCAF crashboats at Coal Harbour,
also in Vancouver. Doug fondly remembers clinging to a cranky transmitter below
decks, while twin Packard engines hurled the crashboat over the choppy waters of
Burrard Inlet.
Doug’s request for an overseas posting was granted in January, 1945. He passed
through Halifax and Bournemouth, Dorset and came to rest at RAF Manston Aerodrome
in Kent, attached to the 406 “City of Saskatoon” Squadron. Then the war in Europe
ended. The squadron moved to Cornwall and was preparing for war in the Pacific
theatre, when Dinah Shore’s rendition of Gonna Take a Sentimental Journey on Doug’s
radio was interrupted by a voice announcing that Japan had surrendered. Doug sailed
to New York City aboard the Queen Elizabeth in the company of Winston Churchill and
12,000 servicemen, in February, 1946.
The University of B.C. declined to accept Doug for forestry studies until he passed
mathematics, physics and chemistry courses, with the requisite 60% grade. He
therefore spent a “busy” spring and summer studying those subjects, with Psychology
100 thrown in. He passed just in time to enter first year forestry in September, 1946.
No holiday that summer:
In the summer of 1947 I set chokers for the Comox Logging and Railway
Company. I stayed with friends in Comox. It took 2½ hours a day to travel to
and from the logging side, by road, rail, and more road, and there was no pay
for this time.
However, in the summer of 1948, I got my big break. I was hired by the
Forest Inventory Surveys Section of the Forest Economics Division, of the
B.C. Forest Service. I was a Compassman on a nine-man cruising party
stationed at Woodpecker and the Aleza Lake Forest Experiment Station, in
the Prince George Forest District. Davis Carey was Party Chief, and Bob
Malcolm was Assistant Party Chief and Senior Cruiser. The Cruisers were
Art Scholefield and Bob Fisher. The other Compassmen were Bill Hepper,
Bill Murray and Ed Kuffner. Harry Burridge was camp Cook.
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We ran cruise strips in the Willow and Bowron drainages, paddling a 16-foot
canoe on the Willow and rowing a 12-foot square-ended punt designed by
Davis Carey on the Bowron. The whole area was virtually unoccupied and
roadless in 1948, and our two-man and three-man crews were isolated on
flycamps for long periods. Bob Fisher and I took the punt on a 60-mile drift
down the length of the Bowron. The punt broached on a sweeper just below
the Stephanie Creek launching site. We got our act back together and
started over.
Grizzly tracks in the mud were “like dinner plates.” Doug’s personal bear story is a
classic:
While running compass ahead of Bob Fisher, I sensed I was being followed
by something other than Bob. It was a mother Black Bear, followed by two
cubs. She charged. With considerable coolness, I stood my ground, bided
my time, and hit the bear between the eyes with the flat of my Hudson Bay
axe. The bear stumbled, looked embarrassed, said “WOOF,” collected her
cubs and retired into the devil’s club. Bob Fisher had already climbed a
spruce tree. That looked like a good idea to me. The nearest tree was a
balsam sapling. The higher I climbed, the more it bent over, until I was left
hanging upside down “like a three-toed sloth,” about two feet off the ground.
With all possible dignity I joined Bob in his spruce tree, where we remained
long after the departure of the bears.
For the next nine years, Doug worked on field inventory projects:
1949: Cruiser, along with Bill Grainger and Bill Young, on Wally Hughes’ Sechelt
resurvey (see Appendix 3). The party operated partly from land camps and partly from
the B.C. Forester, skippered by Lou King. Doug and his crewmates ran strips along
West Howe Sound, on Anvil, Bowen and Gambier islands, and up Sechelt, Salmon and
Narrows inlets and Clowhom Lake.
1950: Party Chief on the Bella Coola survey, aboard the Forest Surveyor (see Appendix
3). The Skipper was Jim McCulloch, (Royal Navy Midshipman during the Boxer
Rebellion, Officer in World War I, unabashed rumrunner during Prohibition and Senior
Royal Canadian Navy Officer in Halifax during World War II). The gentle and
resourceful Russell Sadd acted as Engineer. There were “three different cooks, none
worth mentioning.”
George Allison, who helped train the crew, reports that Doug found it necessary to
explain to Bill Mulholland how to pitch a reflector tent. Under persistent questioning,
Doug was getting a little impatient. “Bill,” he finally said, “when you get it up, stand
inside and take a look at your feet. If the tent has a floor, you’ve pitched it upside down!”
Once fully conversant with tents, packboards and other accoutrements, Doug’s party
scattered and ran strips in the lower Bella Coola valley and tributaries, North and South
Bentinck arms and Dean Channel.
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That winter Doug was entrusted with the task of erasing a mistakenly-inked series of
Compartment boundaries extending the entire length of the Fraser River. He used an
electric rotary eraser and a lot of rubber. He issued daily reports on progress through
Hope, Williams Lake, Quesnel, Prince George and points upstream.
1951: Party Chief (Operations) along with Bob Jones (Technical) on the Dean - Burke Kwatna survey (see Appendix 3), again on board the Forest Surveyor with Jim
McCulloch and Russell Sadd. The work extended that of the 1950 Bella Coola survey
into Dean Channel, Burke Channel and Kwatna Inlet.
1952: Six weeks showing Laurie Milner “how to run a party” at Kuskanax Creek, near
Nakusp (see Appendix 4):
That was the year of the Field Clerk, the Property Acquisition Form and the
Bulk Tag. Laurie Milner bought us a 99-cent egg beater. Laurie, Maynard
Hall and I opened the Forest Surveys and Inventory Manual and set out to
record the transaction. Pretty soon we were laughing hysterically and rolling
around on the floor of our office in the Government Building in Nakusp.
I don’t think the egg beater ever took its rightful place on Laurie’s equipment
roster.
Doug returned to Victoria soon after, married Norma on June 21, 1952, and spent the
remainder of the field season in the Victoria office.
1953: Chief of the Stuart Lake Public Working Circle survey, with headquarters at Fort
St. James (see Appendix 6). The party combined classification, sampling and the
newly-commenced volume and decay measurements on felled trees. Doug’s crew
included Mike Zachary, head of the “V&D crew” and Art Fritske, one of the Tallymen.
They used the legendary 1950 Austin station wagons on the slick roads around Pinchi
and Tezzeron lakes.
Unexpectedly so far north, there were superb stands of mature Douglas-fir in the area,
in spite of heavy wartime cutting to fuel the mercury smelter at Pinchi Lake. They
travelled up Stuart Lake and beyond in a 24’ riverboat which “writhed and twisted like a
snake, as it passed over the Stuart Lake waves.” Norma remembers renting a furnished
cottage on Stuart Lake ($35 per month) and catching a 15-lb trout with a Ruby Eye lure.
1954: Party Chief, Sayward survey (see Appendix 7), at Roberts Lake. Doug and Scott
Finding ran Coding, Sampling, and Volume and Decay crews. This was Norma’s last
summer in the field as in 1955 she was in their new home in Victoria, with their newborn
son, Graham.
1955: With Bill Bradshaw in Kemano, inventorying the proposed Gardner Canal Public
Sustained Yield Unit (see Appendix 8). Coder-Tallymen included Ken McKinnon, Bob
Mercer, Henry de la Poure Beresford-Pierce (scion of an aristocratic British family which
included an Eighth Army commander under Alexander and Montgomery), Gerald
(Blackie) Cameron and Bruce Brown.
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Air Classifiers were Chris Lauesen, Dick Tannhauser, Henry Jelinek, Fred Brahniuk and
Ward Wheaton. Ben Kuusk was in charge of Volume and Decay, with Bob Clouston’s
assistance, operating three separate crews out of Prince Rupert, Kemano and Bella
Coola:
Carol Bradshaw was our Dispatcher. We were based in Alcan’s abandoned
beach camp, in Quonset huts. This was the year the Cessna 180
disappeared with its pilot, Bob D’Easom, and Wheaton, Lauesen and Jelinek.
Despite an intensive search mounted by forest surveys personnel and PWA
pilots for about a month, and a continuing search by PWA pilots over several
years, no trace of the Cessna was ever found.
1956: Regional Supervisor of a 23-man party at Smithers, with Jan Selsing as Field
Supervisor (see 1956 Party Organization chart, Party No. 480). Work consisted of
classification, sampling and volume and decay. George Battarbee35 ran a Volume and
Decay and Sampling party on Babine Lake (see Party No. 670, 1956 Party Organization
chart).
1957: Supervisor, again at Smithers, with Ben Kuusk as Field Assistant. “Field work
consisted entirely of sampling.”
1958 to 1966: In 1958 Doug won a competition to head the new Growth and Yield
Section of the Forest Surveys and Inventory Division. The section produced empirical
yield curves and tables required for allowable cut calculations. To check assumptions
made in the empirical approach, Doug developed procedures and techniques and a
Growth Manual for use in the Division’s permanent sample plot program, initiated in
1963.
1966 to 1976: In charge of the Data Compilation and Processing Section, which
produced all forest inventory area and volume statements and reports.
1976 to 1984: In charge of volume and depletion studies carried out in various locations,
including Cranbrook, the Chilcotin and a return engagement in the Babine area.
In August 1977 a serious fire occurred at night in the Inventory Division office on
Government Street. Doug arrived the next morning to find a badly-charred and watersoaked beam, which had dropped from the ceiling and now lay across his desk. He
says, “Original Volume and Decay field sheets accumulated over 23 years were
destroyed. Fortunately we still had backup copies.”
Doug retired in October, 1984, having spent his entire post-university career in forest
surveys.

__________
35. An enthusiastic scuba diver from Australia, possibly the first to explore the bottom of Babine
Lake (while not running the Volume and Decay crew).
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BARRIE FORD
Barrie was born on June 26, 1926, in Kimberley, B.C. and attended schools there up to
and including Senior Matriculation (Grade 13). In Grade 12, he recalls completing a
correspondence course in forestry, sent from Victoria – “my papers were marked by one
Dr. G.S. Allen.” In July, 1994, Barrie attended a Kimberley High School anniversary
celebration of the Class of 1944. “My write-up in the yearbook says, ‘A forester he
intends to be.’”
The yearbook was uncannily prophetic as Barrie entered forestry at UBC and graduated
with a BSF in the Class of 1949. His first encounter with forest surveys was on Wally
Hughes’ Quadra Island - Smith Inlet survey in the summer of 1947 (see Appendix 2):
On June 26 we landed on the east shore of Quadra Island to do a 10-mile
strip across the island to Quathiaski Cove. We made it, and got back on the
Forest Surveyor about 9 o’clock that night. Wally had a special supper and
cake laid on. It was my 21st birthday. What a great Party Chief and forester!
That same summer Bill Young and Ralph Schmidt were on the B.C. Forester,
working on the Kyuquot survey (see Appendix 2). Bill and Ralph were
minding their own business on the wharf at Nootka Cannery, when a dusky
maiden approached, and foretold Bill’s future ascent to the post of Chief
Forester, with the words:
“Hubba Hubba, Ding Ding
Billy Young got Everyt’ing!”
Barrie joined Mickey Pogue’s Forest Inventory Surveys Section upon his graduation in
1949. That summer he was Chief of a party out of Terrace (see Appendix 3, and Ivor
Burrows’ account of this party’s exploits):
Our surveying philosophy at the time can best be summarized by this sonnet
of obscure origin –
“Oh to be a Cruiser
And with the Cruisers stand,
Up to my butt in muskeg
With my Biltmore in my hand.”
Now of course forest surveys are more sophisticated, but I think we did a
good job and certainly covered a lot of ground.
My second field season (1950) was again in the Skeena - Nass area
(Appendix 3). This whole area later became Forest Management (Tree
Farm) Licence No. 1, granted to Columbia Cellulose. Let the history books
note that I completed the first forest inventory of the first Tree Farm Licence in
B.C. My inventory report was the basis for my acceptance as an RPF.
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In 1951 Barrie and Carl Highsted were in charge of the Central Interior party out of
Prince George (Appendix 3). From 1952 to mid-1954 he was a roving supervisor based
in Victoria. Then “having had an early interest in forest products, I decided on a postgraduate course in that area at Oregon State University in Corvallis.”
Back home in 1955, Barrie joined Timber Management Ltd. and held a number of senior
posts there. In 1960 he became Director of Timber Development with the Council of
Forest Industries of British Columbia. From 1969 to 1978 he acted as a senior forestry
consultant with F.F. Slaney & Co. and Reid, Collins and Associates Ltd. Since then he
has acted as a private consultant, specializing in international sustainable forest
resource development, environmental and multiple use planning, feasibility studies,
wood products production/grades/standards, international and national marketing and
market development programs. As an international consultant, Barrie has completed
assignments in Guyana, several African countries, Australia, Fiji, Papua New Guinea,
Europe and Asia. He remains active in forest consulting, residing now in Niagara-onthe-Lake, Ontario.
JIM GILMOUR
Jim’s B.C. Forest Service career started in forest surveys, went on to interesting
assignments in the Prince Rupert and Prince George forest districts, and took him back
to forest surveys in 1969, before finishing up in Silviculture Branch in Victoria in 1985.
Jim and his twin brother John were born on December 15, 1926, in Saskatoon. They
were raised there, and both served in the Canadian Army during World War II. After the
war they applied for entry into the Saskatchewan Forest Ranger School in Prince Albert.
The class, however, was already oversubscribed by some 150 applicants. As an
alternative, the Department of Veterans Affairs suggested taking forestry at UBC and so
the brothers headed west, along with Saskatoon friends Chuck Kirby, Tom Hubbard and
Don Easton:
John and I came up against Professor Malcolm Knapp, who couldn’t reconcile
our Saskatchewan high school credits with his first year forestry entry
requirements. However we finally convinced him to enrol us in the Forestry
Class of 1950.
We called UBC’s Fort Camp home for four years, along with such fellow
veterans as Cliff Bokstrom, Fred Stinson and Arden Rytz. Arden retained an
old navy habit in the washroom – he shaved leaning against a wall,
apparently expecting the building to pitch or roll suddenly.
One of our pleasant diversions between spring exams took place behind Fort
Camp on a sunny rise, overlooking a group of army artillery reservists
manning a Bofors gun. The gun was pointed out over the Strait of Georgia,
and they were firing anti-aircraft shells at a target drogue towed behind an
RCAF DC-3. Not one of the shell bursts came close. The wider the miss, the
louder the applause from the audience.
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Finally the Fort Camp clown and some of his ex-service friends (one carrying
a Nazi flag) staged a “parade” in full view of the Bofors crew. An “officer” was
“court marshalled” for inaccurate gunnery, and had his buttons ignominiously
torn from his cast-off tunic. The Bofors crew’s real officer turned an
interesting shade of red.
During the UBC years I worked summers for the B.C. Forest Service,
including jobs with Management and Protection in the Nelson Forest District.
One was with Ray Gill, Jack Payne and Rory Flanagan in Christmas tree
management; another involved installing weather instruments on lookouts
and training Lookoutmen.
Once I was packing instruments and supplies up to Gibraltar Lookout, near
Canal Flats. I made the mistake of arriving late at night. The Lookoutman,
an ex-boxer who’d taken a few too many punches to the head, mistook me for
a bear. He picked up his 30-30 without leaving his bed. Luckily he decided
not to shoot as it occurred to him, just in time, that bears don’t usually knock
on doors before entering.
I graduated in 1950, and started with forest surveys, along with many other
members of the Class of 1950. I was a Cruiser on Art Scholefield’s E&N
survey party at Cowichan (see Appendix 3, 1950, E&N, Strathcona Park).
To get started, we re-ran Mickey Pogue’s old practice strip from the 1947
Cruiser Training School on Hillcrest Logging’s claim.
As soon as the transit baseline and trail were completed for the 10% cruise of
Tamihi Creek near Chilliwack, Al McMinn, Ted Vaughan, Roy Webb and I
headed over (see Appendix 3 Tamihi - Earle). Several of the Compassmen
were already there. They knew a bit about baseline, trail-building and
packing, but not compassing. For the first few days my Compassman moved
very slowly on strip, evidently studying each spot on the ground before
stepping on it! This made for very long days on strip, and post-sundown
suppers in the cooktent. That’s how I got the nickname “Sundown.” I got
David “Suds” Sutherland for a Compassman after that, and the days got
shorter.
The party moved on to a similar 10% cruise of Earle Creek, near Skookumchuck
Narrows, and finally returned to Vancouver Island and the Esquimalt and Nanaimo
Railway Company Land Grant survey:
Don Baxter and his Compassman always seemed to draw the dirty trips,
where you run strips over the mountains and pack at the same time. Finally
Suds and I got one of these trips, to even things up. When we reached the
top of a rock bluff, we took off our packs for a little rest. Suds chose a bad
spot for his. It rolled over the precipice and bounced out of sight down a slide
below. We sort of needed the contents, so we climbed down and spent the
better part of an afternoon finding it. Suds made supper that night in silence.
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Sometimes we joined forces with Al McMinn and others. Al had an early
version of the portable radio, and liked to turn it on for a little evening “boomjang” or news. Reception was usually very poor. Once he threw an aerial up
in a 12” diameter hemlock tree to improve reception. When we broke camp,
he had to fell the tree to recover the aerial. First, though, he directed George
Rapanis, who was packing his gear, to move to a spot where the tree
obviously couldn’t possibly fall. Al cut through the tree. It sought out George
and landed squarely on him! We weren’t too hopeful about George, but
evidently he was hit by soft parts of the tree, not the hard parts. He
scrambled into daylight with most of his belongings, and Al reclaimed his
aerial.
Suds and I flycamped up the Cameron River with Denis Glew and Alvin
__________ (forget his last name). Denis made 12 lunches for 12 days
before we left, and insisted that Alvin do the same. It didn’t work out too well.
When the butter turned rancid in their lunches, and Denis had overeaten their
rations, Suds and I felt we had to share some of our food. On the last
morning while we waited to be picked up, we had Denis bidding as much as
$1 (in 1950!) for a square of Baker’s dark chocolate.
November came. Suds was back at university, but I was still out there with a
new Compassman. George Silburn put us in a pickup with our gear and sent
us into China Creek near Port Alberni. We expressed some concern to
George about how cold it was going to get. “Oh, that’s okay,” said George,
“just pitch your reflector tent and build a log ‘flashback’ in front of it, so the
heat from your fire will reflect right into the tent.” We couldn’t get the pickup
anywhere near the first strip – the bridges were washed out. We hit cold, wet
weather, but stuck it out. The flashback didn’t exactly turn November into
July. For a while George was known as “Flashback” Silburn in certain circles.
That was the end of forest surveys for Jim, until many years later. In December, 1950
he reported to Hazelton, as Assistant Ranger to Lester Taft:
Having only got to about Grade 3, Les got me, the university graduate, to type
his official letters. He stumped me once. He wanted some district problem to
be cleared up with “alacrity.” I asked him what that meant. He looked into his
well-thumbed pocket dictionary, and announced it meant “with joy and
willingness, and that’s exactly how I want the district to clear this Timber Sale,
with joy and willingness.” Lester never liked periods in his letters, only
commas.
I was listening to the radio network one day just before Christmas, 1950, and
heard Jim MacDonald, the Prince Rupert Ranger Supervisor, reporting in. He
was down the coast on the White Cloud, I think. Fire had broken out and they
were abandoning ship. A seiner was standing by to collect them.
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Bernard Hindle, the Dispatcher at Hazelton, phoned the Prince Rupert
commercial radio station, and asked them to dedicate the tune Life on the
Open Waves to Jim MacDonald!
From 1953 to 1959 Jim worked on the district cruising crew, went to Houston as Ranger,
and became District Silviculturist. He then moved to the Silviculture office and later the
Tree Farm Licence office in the Prince George Forest District.
In late 1969 he transferred back to Inventory Division in Victoria:
I liked working for Ted Young. I spent the summer of 1970 as Party Chief on
the Nootka PSYU survey. We worked off the Forest Surveyor, and for most
of the summer had the use of a helicopter that operated off a barge towed
behind the Forest Surveyor. From the helicopter, we checked out the nudists
on Long Beach. We were anchored in the Bunsby Islands (Gay Passage)
when the US astronauts landed on the moon. The Alaskan sea otter colony
was re-established in the Bunsbys that year.
About then I developed a heart problem, and transferred to the Victoria TFL
office, under Denis Glew.
Jim later moved to Silviculture Branch, where he helped develop mechanical
scarification techniques and equipment. He retired in 1985. “I enjoyed my time in the
B.C. Forest Service,” he says, “especially the regions outside of Victoria, and the times
before all the unionized working hours and conditions moved in.”
DENIS GLEW
Like many of his contemporaries, Denis led an interesting life before he even arrived at
forest surveys. However, by his own admission, Denis is a “different” alumnus of forest
surveys. He started there in 1949-1950, enjoyed a distinguished career elsewhere in
the B.C. Forest Service, and returned briefly to retire from there as Forester-in-Charge of
Inventory Division in 1978.
Denis was born in Goole, Yorkshire, on October 8, 1921. In 1938 he commenced
studies at the London School of Economics, but these were interrupted by World War II.
He enlisted in the British Army in 1940, elected to join the Indian Army, and was sent to
the Artillery School at Deolali, near Poona. He emerged well-versed in the care and
feeding of the self-propelled artillery piece, was commissioned, joined a new regiment,
and participated in the Burma campaign. In due course he was in command of an
independent troop equipped with six guns, supporting “quad” (four-wheel drive) transport
and a mixed complement of Muslim and Hindu gunners. “After four years of see-sawing
back and forth in the Burmese jungle,” he says, “we had a series of staff lectures on
jungle warfare inflicted on us. Not that we didn’t need all the help we could get. Once it
took us 24 hours to move 1½ miles in the mud. I had to borrow some elephants from
‘Elephant Bill’ (J.H. Williams).”
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After four years and nine months in the Far East, Denis discharged himself (“after all, I
was the Garrison Adjutant”). Back in England, he tried to enrol in a course in
Birmingham to learn the art of brewing. “I was rejected out of hand. My previous
education had been too much traditional classics, and too little practical.” A fellow
officer, now Estate Manager to the Duke of Buccleuch, suggested reading forestry at the
University of Aberdeen:
I was one of 100 applicants interviewed, to fill 20 vacancies. I was rejected,
then finally accepted after a cancellation. I needed a year of chemistry,
physics, botany, and zoology, which I scraped through, thanks partly to an old
drinking mate’s lecture notes. My forestry class consisted of 18 war veterans
and two young lads just out of school. Dickie Kendall, who was decorated for
crippling the Tirpitz in a midget sub attack, was one of the former. Bill
Mulholland was one of the latter. Both came to B.C. and spent brief
interludes later in forest surveys.
Although THE PROFESSOR (equivalent to a Dean here) expressed deep
concern that marriage would prove a “distracting influence,” I married Gwen
in my third year at Aberdeen. I spent that summer working for Stora
Kopparberg in Sweden, at a variety of tasks.
Finally I graduated in 1949, only to learn that Clement Attlee’s government
had frozen all Forestry Commission jobs for a year. The Colonial Office
offered me a job in Malaysia, at that time beset with terrorists. After my
experiences in Burma, I declined.
THE PROFESSOR wrote a letter to Dick Orchard (then Chief Forester of the
B.C. Forest Service in Victoria) on my behalf. The response to this was “No
obligation – will interview.” I arrived in Victoria, dead broke, on July 26, 1949,
had the interview, and fortunately was told “start Monday.” Gwen and I
quickly bought a house in Victoria, and I was told to head for Prince George.
A few days later I was on a ten-day flycamp, running compass for Red Frey,
on the Upper Fraser survey (see Appendix 3, 1949). Aleza Lake was our
headquarters. Bob Malcolm (a fellow Aberdonian) was Party Chief. Red was
an exacting taskmaster, but so were the other Cruisers I compassed for –
Nick Mason and Bob Corregan.
Just before the closing date on our new house, I heard from Gwen. The
British government had devalued the pound by 25% and frozen all foreign
transfers of funds. Boy, were we in trouble! Fortunately for us Nick Mason
and Larry Parlow, without any security, lent us their paycheques, a kindness
I will never, ever forget.
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Larry Parlow and I stayed on at Aleza that fall, running levels on the station
under Larry deGrace’s watchful eye. He wanted us to bring the Dumpy level
back to camp each night; we wanted to leave it under a windfall each night.
The snow got deep. I got back to Victoria in November or December.
In the summer of 1950 I was out again, on Cliff Calder’s Princeton - Merritt
party (party members are listed in Appendix 3). Ken Boyd ran compass for
me that summer. The cook was Ed, a Holy Roller from Naramata. Ian Tyson
was the horse wrangler; his family knew F.S. McKinnon. Later that summer I
reported, along with many others, to the E&N survey – Alberni Pacific’s timber
up at Ash River, Cowichan and Nanaimo River. We got in on a Canadian
Institute of Forestry trip to Jump Creek. Ed Glover (Reforestation Division),
on hearing us discussing a superb stand of mature fir, insisted he had planted
it 10 years before! I knew then this was the place to be!
At the end of the 1950 season, I remember working, along with most of the
Forest Inventory Surveys Section, on a crash program to compile the Tamihi
Creek Timber Sale cruise. Then one day, Mickey called me in. “You’ve been
posted to the Prince George Forest District,” he said.
Lorne Swannell was the District Forester. He wanted a District Silviculturist,
and it was a toss-up between me and Bill Mulholland, my old Aberdeen
classmate and currently a Ranger stationed in Prince George. Bill resolved
the matter by saying “You take the job. I’m off to law school in the fall!”
I was the Silviculturist in Prince George until 1955, when Dick Orchard pulled
me in to Victoria, to head up a silviculture program in Management Division.
I spent the remainder of the 1950s and the 1960s working on Tree Farm
Licence and Silviculture assignments. During the early 1970s I became the
Forest Productivity Co-ordinator, and then was assigned to Valuation
Division.
In 1977 Denis returned to Inventory Division as Forester-in-Charge. He introduced the
first IGDS (Interactive Graphic Display System) to the branch. After a highly productive
and varied B.C. Forest Service career, he retired in 1978, only to start up a new and
entirely different career. Denis has become a recognized wine connoisseur. He
organizes and hosts wine-tasting tours and events at home and abroad. In testimony to
his missionary zeal on behalf of the French wines, he was made a Chevalier de l’Ordre
de Merite Agricole by the French government, and was recently promoted to the rank of
“Officier.”
Denis and Gwen live in Victoria, justly proud of the exploits of their twin daughters,
Wendy and Jill. Denis and Larry Parlow, the other member of the Aleza Lake Levelling
Crew of 1949, get together for the “occasional” game of tennis.
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DON GRANT
Don Grant was born in Victoria on August 4, 1928. He was a student at Quadra School
(built by Don’s grandfather in 1913) and Victoria High (Class of 1946). While at high
school he was prominent in the Boy Scouts and Air Cadets.
Don’s first summer as a student with forest surveys was in 1949 at Aleza Lake, on Bob
Malcolm’s Upper Fraser party (see Appendix 3) – “With the likes of Red Frey, Bob
Darnall, Larry Parlow and Nick Mason, I plied the Fraser in riverboats and the Bowron in
a 14-foot rowboat,” he recalls.
Don also recalls this brush with an irate Grizzly:
I was Red Frey’s Compassman. One day he and I were backpacking through
some alpine above Dome Creek, when we inadvertently got between a
mother Grizzly and her cubs. She charged. Red yelled. I broke all records
for the 100-yard dash, pack and all. I heard loud noises immediately behind
me, and figured it was about over. Fortunately it wasn’t the mother Grizzly, it
was Red, falling face-first in one of those natural alpine drainage ditches,
scrambling back onto his feet, and continuing the retreat. It was close, but
the bear whimsically lost interest in us, turned back at the ditch, and rejoined
her cubs.
The life must have agreed with him. Don stayed with forest surveys until 1955, and with
the B.C. Forest Service for the rest of his career.
In 1950 Don was a Cruiser on Cliff Calder’s Princeton - Merritt party, a veritable Who’s
Who? of forestry, including Norm McRae, Mac Gordon, Denis Glew, Dave McInnes, Ken
Boyd and Ian Tyson – the Country and Western singer (see Appendix 3).
Ken Boyd tells a story about his crewmate Don:
Don and I were flycamping up between Princeton and Peachland. The pots
were no longer bright and shiny. When we came across an isolated ranch
house one day, Don thought, “Oh boy! Maybe they’ve got one of those steel
wool pot scrubbers known as ‘Choregirls.’” A leathery homesteader and his
comely daughter came out to meet him. Don resolutely avoided leering at the
daughter, and addressed the old man courteously. “Good afternoon, sir.
We’ve used up our ‘Choregirls.’ Could you possibly let us have one of
yours?”
In 1951 Don was again with Cliff Calder, this time on the Cranbrook party (see Appendix
3), headquartered in an old farmhouse south of town.
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Three mental images stand out for Don:
1. Surviving a reconnaissance trip with George Allison along one of those goat-track
mountain roads. George had pipe in mouth, binoculars and airphotos in hand, and
knees jammed against the steering wheel (until it periodically became necessary to use
a hand to avoid plunging over the side). George would occasionally exclaim something
like, “Boy, look at the size of those larches!”
2. Consternation when Dave Wallinger, cursing loudly in the still evening air, discovered
that the rope attached to the beer in the farm well had broken. A farmer two miles away
came over and asked Cliff to cool the vile language out of consideration for his four
daughters.
3. The Great St. Mary Sweepstake which Don explains as follows:
The whole crew was flycamping up the St. Mary River for about two weeks.
We got back to the end of the road about noon, and sat in the dust –
exhausted, dirty, hungry and thirsty. We hoped Cliff Calder would be along to
get us sooner, rather than later. Finally, Dave Wallinger spoke. “Here’s a
clock I’ve drawn in the dust. Let’s have a sweepstake. A dollar to get in,
winner take all. Stick your initials at the time you think Cliff will get here.
Here’s 12 noon, here’s 3 pm, 6, 9 and midnight. My watch is the official
timepiece. Here is a line in the dust. Time’s up when Cliff walks over the
line.”
Thoughts of hunger and thirst were suppressed for about an hour, while
everybody squabbled over a time selection. As the sun was descending
below the skyline, a small cloud of dust appeared down the road. Dave
handed me his Pocket Ben watch and walked over to the line in the dust:
“When I yell ‘Now!’, read the exact time.” Everyone else found a good
vantage point. Dave’s arm dropped, “Now!” I shouted the time: “7:23!”
We all huddled over the clock in the dust.
Cliff stopped the pickup and scratched his head, “Sorry I’m so late. I had to
change a flat ti---. Gee, what’s the matter, somebody hurt?” Once the winner
had been well and truly identified, we broke the huddle and descended on
Cliff with plaintive cries, “What kept you? Is the pub still open? Can we go
for a swim in the lake?” etc., etc.
The Great St. Mary Sweepstake was our little secret. Cliff never found out
the cause of our strange behaviour at the end of the road.
For part of the summer Don was in charge of a detachment working on Kootenay Lake.
Then, the whole party moved to Nicola, headquarters for much of forest surveys during
the Timber Sale cruising episode.
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In 1952 Don was Jim McLaren’s Assistant Party Chief at Stuart Island (see Appendix 4).
It was a 100% boat show:
One afternoon we were on the B.C. Forester, towing one of Art Scholefield’s36
16-foot boats down Knight Inlet. It got rough! When we reached Stuart
Island we went to untie the boat. All we found was the painter rope, the
attachment ring and part of the wooden bow stem. A fisherman found some
other pieces near Glendale Cove, some time later.
In 1953 he graduated in forestry at UBC and spent the summer in charge of the
Kamloops - North Thompson Coding party, headquartered at Kamloops (see Appendix
6). Austin Countryman mobility was the order of the day:
One of my Coders, Jerry Fielding, was Chess Champion for Saskatchewan
(previous three years in a row). His ability as a chess player was no longer in
doubt after he trounced Almond Groner, Nick Mason and other notable chess
players in the Kamloops Forest District! However he and his assistant were
somewhat less proficient with practical stuff like vehicles and camp
housekeeping.
It was the end of the season, and he was up at Clearwater. He was hell bent
to catch a certain train out of Kamloops, to get to a big chess match in
Saskatchewan. Apparently he’d cracked the oil pan on his Austin. On the
trip in, he used 46 quarts of oil, bought every few miles from gas stations,
farmers, country stores and any other source that came to mind. Receipts
were written on pages torn from a Readers Digest! Bob Long in Victoria
voiced extreme bewilderment, but paid up.
Don and Elaine were married in March, 1954, and soon after they set up housekeeping
in Wadhams, where Don was Party Chief of the Smith Inlet - Rivers Inlet Coding and
Sampling party (Appendix 7). Among other events, Don remembers the Link Boat
Shipwreck of Moses Inlet:
We put Roger Hooten-Fox and his assistant Charlie Hamori ashore, with a
Link boat, to be used only for short moves along the shoreline. I gave them a
set of tide tables, warned them about the extreme tides prevailing then, and
told them to camp well above the high-tide line. That night they woke up as
seawater soaked their sleeping bags and swamped the tent.

__________
36. Art was chief of the adjacent Minstrel Island party.
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Like idiots they jumped into the Link boat and headed across the high seas
for Rivers Inlet Cannery. A squall blew up, the Link boat swamped. They
clambered up a sheer rock face along Rivers Inlet. They were hypothermic
when a fisherman luckily spotted them, clinging to the rock. The boat,
instruments and equipment were all lost. Roger quit and Charlie went into a
United Church Seminary, never to appear in the woods again.
That was Don’s last season with forest surveys. In 1955 he was posted to Quesnel as
Deputy Ranger. “I got my RPF that year too. Thesis title: A management plan for the
Clyak and Milton drainages, Moses Inlet.”
From there it was to Prince Rupert37 where he worked with Doug Morton and Keith
Waddell, and rose to Two I/C of Timber Administration under Doc Selkirk. Then
Forester-in-Charge of Silviculture in Vancouver in 1961. “Our son and older daughter
were born in Prince Rupert; our younger daughter came in Vancouver in 1962.”
Next, Don and his family moved to the newly-formed Williams Lake Forest District in
1972, under District Forester Ted Young, first as Forester-in-Charge of Management,
then as Assistant District Forester. Then in 1978, on to Prince George:
I was the last District Forester ever created, in 1978. The last District
Ranger meeting (by that name) was hosted by us there too.
After 2½ years in Prince George, I replaced Al MacPherson as Regional
Manager in Vancouver. In my official capacity I was sued seven times!
Governments being hard to sue, Don Grant was the next best thing.
My crimes were that I authorized some logging, log scaling or herbiciding
operations which the plaintiffs didn’t like. I managed to stay out of jail.
Don retired in 1988. He and Elaine live in North Vancouver, keeping extremely busy
with family (including three grandchildren) and volunteer work. Don keeps close
contacts with many old forestry friends, including periodic Ham Radio checks on his
friend Martin Vennesland, currently crossing the Atlantic on a world circumnavigation
under sail.

__________
37. Don gives a version of a common B.C. Forest Service refrain: “I applied for Nelson only, and
got Prince Rupert.”
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BRIAN HALL
Brian was born in Shankill, near Bray, Ireland, on November 11, 1936. At age 17 he
moved to England, and in 1956, at 20, took the Canadian Pacific Air Lines polar flight to
Canada, with one refuelling stop in Greenland. An uncle living in Sidney helped him get
settled. A week later in early May, the first summer of his long forest surveys career
started. It was an eventful summer for a boy just over from the British Isles:
I was on Al Horth’s Operating Cruises project (see Party No. 510 - 530, 1956
Party Organization chart). We did some training in the Skagit Valley, then
cruised Timber Sale applications in Pearse Creek and 25-Mile Creek, around
Hope. Then we spent two months at Zeballos and on Nootka Island near
Crawfish Lake. Then Rivers Inlet, up the Chuckwalla and Kilbella Rivers, and
in Moses Inlet. The B.C. Surveyor kept us in supplies and equipment, but we
lived mostly ashore, up rivers.
We backpacked up the Chuckwalla, alternating between the salmonberry flats
and steep slopes. Saw plenty of Grizzly tracks, but there was no Grizzly
trouble. We got airdrops in the upper valley. Towards the end, two of the
younger fellows were packing out the reclaimed parachutes. Fording the
river, one of them slipped, was swept under and drowned. That winter I felled
snags for Reforestation, at Madeira Park. Ted Whiting was the boss.
In 1957 Brian was back with forest surveys, first briefly on the Nahatlatch - Log Creek
Operating Cruise, and then on to the Coast Volume and Decay Crew, working off the
B.C. Surveyor at Yeo Island and the Quatlena River (see Party No. 500, 1957 Party
Organization chart). “We worked out from some lakes in there, supplied by helicopter,”
he recalls. That winter was his first in the forest surveys office in Victoria (see Party No.
290, Typing and Stereograms, November 1, 1957 Party Organization chart).
In 1958 Brian worked out of Jim McLaren’s Cranbrook (Perry Creek) headquarters, in
charge of a “Maintenance Survey” crew, locating supplementary random samples within
selected PSYUs (see Region 460, Party No. 650, May 1958 Party Organization chart).
“Don Cousens was my helper,” he recalls, “and we worked all the way from Kootenay
Lake to Invermere.”
In 1959 Brian started at Sechelt, but soon moved to Quesnel Lake (see Party No. 640,
August 1, 1959 Party Organization chart):
My helper was Bruce Fraser. Bruce went on to earn a doctorate in forest
ecology and thence a prominent career in academic and consulting work.
We saw a lot of Mike Wilkins and his helper, Hollis Kelly (retired now, after a
distinguished career in education). They were working nearby, around
Horsefly Lake. Most of our travelling was by riverboat, around the entire
shoreline of Quesnel Lake, with some fixed-wing and helicopter flycamps in
the back areas. It was a great summer!
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In 1960 Brian was a member of Tony Robinson’s large Alaska Highway party (see Party
No. 700, Sampling – Prince George, July 8, 1960 Party Organization chart). He, like
everyone in the Peace River country, recalls the Dead Horse Incident (see Tony’s
account of this).
At about this time Brian took time off from forest surveys to earn a forestry degree from
UBC, which was granted in 1964. Between studies he and some forestry student
friends travelled all over Europe for eight months. He worked the summers with forest
surveys, and returned full-time after graduating. He retired from Inventory Branch in
1991 with full honours. The framed presentation certificate his colleagues gave him
then accounts for his whereabouts from 1961 to 1978, after which the branch no longer
took to the field.
According to this document he made appearances consecutively during those 18 years
at Kitwanga, Nechako, Prince George S.S.A., Blueberry, Ootsa, Chilko, Queen Charlotte
Islands [Haida Gwaii], Kamloops, Nootka, Kotcho, Kingcome, Finlay West, Williams
Lake, Windermere, Taku, Ootsa (again), Coast EPAs38 and Yalakom.
Brian lives on the Ross Bay waterfront, watching the marine traffic passing, and picking
up yellow cedar chunks (for interior improvements in his house) and kelp (for his garden)
from the rocks below his yard. Brian’s collection of antique clocks must be world-class.
KÅRE HELLUM
Kåre was born and raised in Norway and finished high school and military training there
before emigrating to Canada in 1955 to study forestry at UBC. He went on to study for
his MSc and PhD at the University of Michigan in forest ecology. Kåre became a
Canadian citizen in 1965.
He retired from teaching silviculture at the University of Alberta in 1988. Both before
and after retirement he went consulting, mostly in Asia. He found that most foresters did
not know how to identify tree seedlings. So he began illustrating plants and published,
with the help of a graduate student, A Field Guide to Some Tree Seedlings, Medicinal
Plants and Mangrove Species in Pahang and Terengganu States, Malaysia in 2005.
He later branched out to illustrate flowers as well as young tree seedlings.
When I graduated from UBC in 1959 I got a job with the B.C. Forest Service
as a Timber Cruiser. “What is a Timber Cruiser?” people have asked me
since. And for years I tried to give people a technical interpretation, but that
didn’t sit well and I relented by telling them that a Timber Cruiser is sent into
the forest to find out the size, age, height and diameter of trees, and their
species so that we would know how much forest was in a particular area and
something about its quality. In the 1950s all three western provinces were
trying to inventory their forests to find these answers.
__________
38. Mapping of Environmental Protection Areas.
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My parents went on a trip into the Interior of British Columbia after I
graduated. As for me, I boarded a Greyhound bus and headed for Prince
George, in the central part of the province. From there I took the CNR train to
McBride where I was going to meet the field crews with whom I was to work.
In Prince George I met up with Bill Bradshaw, our Field Supervisor, and my
Compassman. We rode the night train towards McBride. We arrived at 6 am,
having hardly slept a wink all night for we had no berths. We sat up on
wooden benches and they were hard and uncomfortable.
Upon entering the railway station at McBride, we sauntered out into the cold
morning air, breathed deeply, shuddered a bit due to the morning chill, and
entered the cafe which, by wonders, was open and ready for breakfast, as we
were too. We were the only customers that early in the day.
We set our backpacks down and went to the counter, behind which a young
woman was busy fussing about. She took our orders and I remember having
a fried egg sandwich (one of my favourites) on white toast. Bill ordered a
grilled cheese sandwich and I cannot remember what the Compassman
wanted. We watched the Cook getting things ready as we yawned and
rubbed our sleepy eyes, sipped hot coffee and thought nothing but tired
thoughts.
The sandwiches arrived and we took our first bites. Mine was good and salty
but tasted fine. The Compassman ate his in silence but Bill Bradshaw, after
taking a first bite, said: “This isn’t a grilled cheese sand…..” We all observed
the thing he had in his hand. It looked like a piece of cold, orange Kraft
cheese between two pieces of white, soggy slices of bread. But before he
had fully uttered his complaint, the Cook snarled at him: “That’s a grilled
cheese sandwich!” upon which Bill said, “Yes,” and ate his cold meal without
another word. I remember thinking that my egg sandwich tasted like a fried
egg sandwich and was at least warm.
We paid up and left, then walked a short distance to the house where the
other crew members of this party were staying. The door was unlocked and
so we walked in. There were occupied sleeping bags on the floor – people
were lying just about everywhere. It stank of wet, dirty clothes and we could
not find a place to lie down. It was much too small a house for all of us and
the people there were just beginning to wake up. Bill Bradshaw left us and
disappeared for the day.
When the crew members woke up they tried to make room for us but we
could not fit in. I turned to my Compassman and said that we should look for
housing somewhere else. We left our backpacks behind and walked out into
the emerging morning. We asked a man on the street if he knew of a place
where we could rent a room and he directed us to a small house where an
older woman answered the door.
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“Yes,” she said, “I have a room for rent. It costs five dollars for the week, but
you have to bring your own bedding. There are two beds in there.” That was
no problem as we had our own sleeping bags. We took a look and found the
place to be clean and friendly and made arrangements to pay for ourselves.
When Bill Bradshaw found out what we had done, he cancelled the rental and
ordered us to find room where we had first gone after our breakfasts. There
was to be no discrimination here as to how comfortable or decent the housing
was. From this time on I remember thinking that Bill Bradshaw should have
to eat many so-called grilled cheese sandwiches as far as I could see.
It did not take very long before we started our work in the bush. I went to
West Twin Creek, west of McBride, in the so-called Rocky Mountain Trench,
on the south side of the Fraser River. The B.C. Forest Service wanted to find
out the quality of some subalpine forests of white spruce and subalpine fir up
near timberline in that steep terrain.
I was to fly in by helicopter towards evening one late summer’s day and set
up camp. Then the project supervisor, Mr. Wright (?), was to fly in and lastly
the Compassman.
The chopper had quite a time circling around the peaks to gain altitude that
day. We had to get up to about 5,000 feet, as far as I can remember. The
chopper left me on a rock ridge above treeline. It felt like I was on top of the
world for all I could see around me in all directions were mountain peaks and
jagged topography. I felt excited at being in such a grand place. It was
exciting to be there and I remember thinking that this was a wonderful plus
when working in such a job, seeing places that most people could never hope
to see or experience.
My first task was to figure out how to put up the reflector tent and fly in a
place without trees for support or soil into which to hammer tent pegs. I hiked
quite far along the ridge before I found some small, dead and dry trees that I
uprooted and carried back to the camp. After much swearing and struggling I
managed to prop the tent up so we would at least have shelter should it rain
during the night. Had a wind come up that night, or later, it might very well
have made the tent and fly take flight. I could only use stones to hold them in
place against the ground. Then I had to find boughs of subalpine fir for us to
sleep on. After that I went down to a patch of snow left from the previous
winter, and brought some back to make water for cooking. I think this was in
late June or early July. When I got down there I found a bear den, probably
used during hibernation last winter. Thank God the bear was not there.
As I was clambering up the slope again, with snow packed into both pots I
had brought, the chopper came in to land. It had taken a long time for Mr.
Wright to arrive because the air at that altitude gets thin during summer
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afternoons and the chopper had a hard time getting enough lift to make it that
high. The pilot said the Compassman would have to come up the next day.
That was when I discovered that none of my belongings had been brought in
on the second flight. Too many camp items had to be flown in first in order to
set up camp and start preparing supper. I had nothing to keep me warm,
except the clothing on my back. What would I do, so high up at night?
It would naturally get cold at that elevation and in a place so exposed. “I can
unzip my bag,” said Wright. “We’ll have to use it as a blanket for both of us.”
There was ample kindling to get a fire going and we soon had a meal to eat,
sitting and watching the sun set over the tops of the Rocky Mountains. It was
a perfectly still and warm summer evening and the view was glorious.
As we were preparing breakfast the next morning the chopper arrived with the
Compassman, whose name I cannot remember, and we were soon ready for
work. We walked along the ridges, following trails made by game of some
sort, probably Thinhorn Sheep and Mountain Goats. We put in our tallies and
then walked back to camp. We stayed up there for three days in order to
finish the work, then started our descent on foot. We had pre-arranged a
meeting time and place for the chopper – as I remember it was at the end of
an old logging road.
When we came close to the designated meeting place we could hear the
chopper idling, waiting for us. We were early and afraid the chopper would
leave if we did not get to it soon. Why was it there at all, a whole day early?
I started to run as fast as I could over windfall and through brush that grabbed
and tore at my pack. I made it to the chopper well ahead of the others.
The pilot admitted he was there a day early and would not have left without
waiting until well after the appointed hour. He said he wanted to save us the
chore of setting up camp should we manage to come out a day early. So he
came early just to make sure.
It was great having a warm shower at the end of that trip. It had been a
beautiful place to visit and the weather had been just perfect, not too cold,
sunny and bright, absolutely calm and no rain. We had no trouble with bears
or other animals even though we had seen many signs of activity up there in
their territory.
What I remember best was the clear summer air, the glorious sunsets and the
good company of Mr. Wright and the Compassman. We were teased back at
basecamp and asked if we had been married up there, but that was all the
ribbing we got.
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After two years working for the B.C. Forest Service I had probably seen more
of B.C. than most long-time residents. I worked in the Interior from Lac La
Hache to Williams Lake and into the Chilcotin; up against Wells Grey Park
where we had bear troubles; around the west end of Quesnel Lake in the
Interior Wet Belt; from Prince George west to Burns Lake, Babine Lake and
Stuart Lake; along the Hart Highway into the Peace River country and as far
up the Alaska Highway as Wonowon where we got hopelessly stuck in the
endless mud of that region.
I also worked along the Coast from Vancouver to Seymour Inlet (on the
mainland opposite the northern tip of Vancouver Island). Just before leaving
for the University of Michigan and post-graduate work I worked in the
beautiful dry forests of the Nicola Lake and Penticton country in the south.
What an exciting two years I spent this way. I knew I would miss the healthy
lifestyle and the beautiful scenery of B.C. and the positive and enthusiastic
company of like-minded young foresters and other workers.
CARL HIGHSTED
Carl was born in May, 1925 in New Westminster. After graduating from Duke of
Connaught High, the 18-year-old Carl joined the Royal Canadian Navy Volunteer
Reserve (RCNVR) in 1943. In October, 1944 he was posted to HMCS Uganda, a Royal
Navy Cruiser transferred to the Royal Canadian Navy. She had to be made “warworthy,” first at Charleston, S.C., and later at Newcastle-on-Tyne. Carl became highly
proficient at “chipping and painting,” and rose to the dizzying rank of Able Seaman.
Toward the end of the war, the Uganda joined the British fleet in Pacific waters.
His naval exploits ended, he got home in time to work a summer at Pacific Veneer, and
then to join the legendary UBC Forestry Class of 1950 during the fall of 1946. As a
student, during the summer of 1947, Carl worked for the Forest Research Section, a
sister to the Forest Inventory Surveys Section in Economics Division. During May and
June, he was briefly with Al Fraser, Jack Ker, Bruce Clark, Gus Sivertz and Nick
Koerner, remeasuring the East Thurlow Island permanent growth and yield plots. Dick
Spilsbury and George Johnston were also there, investigating soils and plant indicators.
Later, Carl, Jack Ker and Gus Sivertz joined Wally Hughes’ Smith Inlet party (see
Appendix 2), aboard the Forest Surveyor:
It rained and rained. That summer Gus decided that forestry was not a
career for him – wonder what he did instead?
The Forest Surveyor had trouble getting into Smith Inlet, past the fishing nets.
We ran over one – hard to miss – and Bob Huestis went overboard in his
trunks to cut the net away from our propeller with a butcher knife. The water
was CAPITAL “C” COLD! I think the B.C. Forest Service paid the fishermen
for the damaged net.
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In 1948, there were two growth and yield parties. Carl thinks Al Fraser and Bruce Clark
were attached to Davis Carey’s Woodpecker - Aleza Lake survey party (see Appendix
2). Jack Ker, Carl and Don Allardice were attached to George Allison’s Kitimat survey
party (see Appendix 2). Near the end of the summer, “Bev Boulton joined us as Jack
Ker went off to UBC.”
In 1949 Carl, Bruce Clark and Pete MacAllister formed another growth and yield crew for
research, but only after completing the UBC Forestry Spring Camp at Loon Lake in May.
“We were sent to the Okanagan. We found out how cold it could be in the Grizzly Hills
at night. Bruce finished the summer and got home just in time for his wedding day,
around September 17.”
In 1950, following graduation from UBC, Carl started with forest surveys, and went to
Red Frey’s Upper Fraser party (see Appendix 3). They ran strips in the area between
Dome Creek and McBride:
Pogue and Frey came out to Dome Creek to do some check cruising. They
met us – Bill Bishop, me and our Compassmen – as we were coming out of a
6- or 7-day flycamp up Dome. We weren’t enthralled with the concept of
going back up for a check cruise! Anyway, we finished, and started back for
Aleza Lake that night – six of us on a speeder, on the CNR mainline. I was
the speeder operator. Moonlight, but cold. Luckily no train came through –
we didn’t have a schedule or any way of announcing our presence to itinerant
freight trains.
To get up to Dome Creek, Frey and Pogue had taken their truck across the
river at Upper Fraser on one of those current-driven cable ferries. They
thanked the ferry operator and proceeded by train from there. We all got
back from our moonlight speeder ride too late for the ferry, so Mickey calmly
drove the truck (at midnight) across the CN railway trestle instead. Evidently
the ferry operator was left wondering for some weeks when “those forestry
fellers” would be coming back.
Red Frey seems to figure in the anecdotes of almost everyone, including Carl:
In the fall a group of us cruised up the Milk River, into the Goat, and over the
divide into the Dore. It was a three-week pack trip, with an airdrop in the
Goat - Dore pass. Red put a “26” of rum in the drop – which we drank.
He collected the expense from us when we got back to McBride.
In 1951, following a winter in the Campbell Building office, Carl was I/C Technical on the
Central Interior survey. Barrie Ford was I/C Operations (see Appendix 3). The “Two
Party Chief” system was used in 1951 only, and then discontinued:
That was the first year of the exploded circular plots, replacing the timehonoured strip cruising. Our office was an old U.S. Army warehouse near the
railway tracks in Prince George. We rented the upstairs from Kelly Douglas,
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and W.M. Tire had the ground floor. Barrie was great company, but he was
often missing. He was one of the two leading Lotharios in town (along with
Bill Mulholland, ex-surveys, then Assistant Ranger in the Prince George
Forest District). Bob Wright was with us for a week or two. He built us a lot of
office furniture, which we carted back to Victoria in the fall to help furnish the
new offices in the Weiler Building.
Of course we moved down to Nicola that year. I tried to remember something
specific – no luck. It sure was a dog’s breakfast! Here’s a crazy idea – how
about a NICOLA reunion? Like they do for VIMY, DUNKIRK, etc.!
In 1952 Carl continued his stranglehold on the Upper Fraser, as Party Chief of a
Sampling and Coding party at Penny:
GREAT crew that year! Jerry and Henry Jelinek, Pete Murphy, Don
MacLaurin and Eric Bergbusch. I possessed the only valid B.C. driver’s
licence, but it didn’t matter when we made our way around by speeder,
riverboat and on foot. Too few vehicles in forest surveys anyway – had to
send some crews to the roadless places.
It was arranged that the equipment would be shipped up ahead of time. My
Field Clerk, Bob Elliott, and I arrived on Monday’s train – plenty of time to set
up some tents for the crew, which would arrive on Tuesday. Guess what – no
equipment! Called Victoria from the Ranger Station at Penny. “Sure to come
Tuesday.” Crew came Tuesday, but still no equipment.
Begged permission to use the Ranger’s speeder shack for sleeping quarters.
Train late, as usual. Crew alighted in the dark, tired, ready for a good night’s
sleep. I remember so well my dismay, and the great support from this crew
as we figured out how to make do. For example, Jerry Jelinek said, “Henry
and I are brothers, Carl. We can share this tarp.” I can hear him yet!
So we all made it, and the equipment came the next day. Our camp got set
up with lots of hands to help.
I think Bill Young had the Prince George party that year, and used the HQ
shack built in 1951 by Barrie Ford on B.C. Forest Service property on 15th
Avenue. The Prince George Forest District later built a large warehouse
there. That’s also where Ruby Wright spent a season or two, looking after
her family and simultaneously running the Prince George part of Mickey’s
province-wide radio network. But the town grew over that site and the district
eventually moved west to a new site near the present Prince George
industrial area. The old warehouse became an art gallery – guess it still is.
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In 1953 Carl and others were promoted. Field supervisors:
…chasing all over the province, visiting field crews. I seem to remember
three weeks out and one week in (Victoria). Our betters in the Stone Tepee
probably wondered how come the younger generation had it so good!
After the promotion, crews become a blur. Lots of incidents, but not the same
as when I was a crew member or Party Chief.
Carl doesn’t say it, but it is true that he was influential in the development and
refinement of the forest surveys sample plot design and field procedures. The sampling
manuals of the 1950s bear the Highsted stamp, and the quality of the sampling itself had
a lot to do with Carl’s supervision:
I’ll always be proud to have been part of the crew who took up the challenge
of sustained yield forestry in B.C., following the 1945 Sloan Royal
Commission. Our part was to create a new inventory – and by God we did –
collectively and enthusiastically! The “Pogue Influence” had a lot to do with it.
His vision and toughness put many of us on the first solid step up our career
ladders.
In 1960, Carl moved offices to the Management Division where he started with Ted
Knight, in Appraisals. Then from 1961-1967 he was the Provincial Scaling Coordinator,
still in Management. A major part of that job was to devise systems for weight and
sample scaling, especially for application in the Interior, where the Coast-oriented piece
scaling system had become impractical. Next came a five-year posting as Forester I/C
Management in the Prince George Forest District.
From 1972 to 1975, Carl was Forester-in-Charge of the B.C. Forest Service Training
School at Green Timbers. Then, as the B.C. Forest Service appeared to be phasing the
school out, he applied for and got the job of Director, Planning Branch in Victoria. There
he remained until his retirement in 1984. Carl and Edie lead active lives in Gordon
Head, surrounded by family and friends.
JAROSLAV (JERRY) JELINEK
Some forest surveys recruits came fresh from school to start their working lives. Others
came as returning Canadian veterans of World War II. Still others came as post-war
immigrants from Europe, to start new lives in a new country. This was certainly the case
with Jaroslav and Julia Jelinek and their two children, in 1952.
Jaroslav (Jerry to his Canadian friends) wrote this account of his life (with the exception
of a few things which he was too modest to include):
I was born in March, 1911, in Tisovec, in the most western part of the AustroHungarian Monarchy which in 1918 became Czechoslovakia. I was raised on
a small farm.
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In my high school years I earned part of my living tutoring younger students.
In 1930 I entered the Faculty of Forest Engineering at the Prague Technical
University. As a student I worked in the forests of the nearby Carpathian
Mountains.
My first post-graduate position in 1939 was as a forester for the municipal
forest of the City of Susice. In 1940 I married my fiancée, Julia Nemcova.
I became Forester I/C there in 1942, on the retirement of his superior.
In 1943 I completed the state examinations (written, oral and practical) for
Independent Forest Managers, entitling me to manage any size of forest, and
prepare and sign forest management plans.
This was of course wartime, and my younger brother Henry had been
pressed into forced labour in Germany since 1940. He escaped in 1944, and
I managed to hide him from the German occupation forces until the war
ended.
In 1945, I was appointed District Forester of the Kasperske Hory District,
over 16 000 ha of spruce, balsam fir, beech and Scots pine forest. Like most
forests, this district had its own game and trout management program.
Brother Henry began stocking the streams, tributaries of the Otava River, with
native Brown Trout.
This idyllic existence ended in February, 1948. The Communists took over
Czechoslovakia, and I refused to join their party. Soon the city office was led
by Communists who started replacing all non-Communist employees.
I managed to contact a group of British Army and Air Force officers, and
Czech civilians, hoping to cross the border into Bavaria. On March 19, 1948
we crossed the border in very deep snow, after a full nine hours of steady
climbing up to a mountain pass. I carried Henrietta (age three), in a large
backpack and Julia packed our younger daughter Jaroslava (15 months).
Henry carried some spare clothing for the children.
I wrapped my Forest Engineer’s qualifying documents in a canvas bag, which
was hidden inside my shirt. This reminder of my first forestry career is now in
a safety deposit box in Victoria.
We were taken by the German government to Dieburg, and housed in an old
school. They shared what little food and fuel they had with us, but it was
tough. The situation improved later, when we were accepted into the
International Refugee Organization. I finally contacted an old university friend
and roommate who had served as a plastic surgeon in the Royal Air Force
and lived in England. He sent us a “Care Package” containing a small
dictionary written for Czech airmen serving in the RAF. I learned about 100
words some days. Unfortunately the book didn’t explain word pronunciation
or sentence structure very well.
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After some six months we were moved to Ludwigsburg in West Germany,
where we applied at the Canadian Consulate to immigrate to Canada.
Henry and I each signed a “blank labour contract,” which promised us one
year of steady employment. We got word in December, 1948 that we were
accepted. At the last moment we were told wives and children had to stay in
Germany until the men found accommodation in Canada. Henry and I
boarded a Liberty Ship called the Marine Jumper just before Christmas.
We landed in Halifax on New Year’s Eve. Henry and I were sent to St. Paul
L’Hermite, north of Montreal, where we waited for over two months before
being sent on to our jobsites.
Henry and I were assigned to work at the Biltmore Hat Co. in Guelph,
Ontario. It was bad! Open drains on the floor were running with sulphuric
acid! A pair of pants only lasted two weeks!39 This was a bad time. I was
earning about $16 per week and paying $12 for room and board. I was
sending Julia a little, but I learned later that she was often receiving letters but
no money. Julia’s letters from Germany were encouraging, but the fact was
she was in the hospital with stomach ulcers, Henrietta was weak from
malnutrition and also in hospital, and little Jaroslava had to stay in the camp
with strangers.
Finally Julia and the children joined me in Guelph in August, 1949. That was
a happier time for us, but Henry and I wanted to get back into woods work.
We got out of the hat factory in April, 1950, and boarded a train for
Edmonton. After some delays and temporary jobs there, Henry and I got
work with the Hayward Lumber Co. in one of their lumber yards. It was hard,
physical work, but we gradually toughened up. We first met Mike Zachary
there, but he soon left for B.C.
I also met a young Bavarian forester named Henry Roethel at Hayward’s.
Being single and mobile, he too soon left, and went on to Victoria. We had an
understanding that whoever found a proper forestry job first would tell the
other. I tried with the Alberta Forest Service, and met Bob Steele, then
Forester I/C of forest inventory. He encouraged me, and sent me to meet his
boss. I didn’t manage to get past the secretary, so no Alberta Forest Service
job.

__________
39. At that, Jerry Jelinek fared no worse than Jerry Vyhnanek, who was sent to an Ontario farm,
to clean out stables. There he was outfitted with a fur coat and two left rubber boots. He
slipped into a manure pit and nearly drowned. He got sick. Finally an Immigration
Department inspector arrived and took Jerry Vyhnanek away from the farm.
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Then I applied for a surveying job with the Alberta Land Surveyors, and
passed their practical examination. Almost got sent to the Venezuelan oil
fields, but the job was for a single man and I was married. I finally got a job
as a Draftsman. But, the day after I got hired on, a letter came from Henry
Roethel. He was writing from the Campbell Building, in Victoria. He had a
forest inventory job with forest surveys. He enclosed their application forms
for brother Henry and me.
A reply came from H.M. Pogue, Forester I/C: “Start May 1, 1952. Salary $218
per month.”40
Julia stayed at a farm near Edmonton, taking care of our children and the
farmer’s three children, because their mother was seriously ill. Henry and I
caught the CNR train for the coast. The forests and mountains were
magnificent, but terribly steep and rough! I couldn’t see how we were going
to make forest surveys with a transit as we always had at home!
Jerry’s first forest surveys field experience was with Carl Highsted’s 1952 party at Penny
(see Appendix 4):
Carl taught us how forest surveys did coding, sampling, flycamping and office
work. When the Penny job was done we moved to a Special Cruise near
Hixon. We did that, mostly on bannock and tea (Reg Barclay forgot about
supplies for us). On the final day we packed out, Ted Vaughan put us in a
station wagon and we headed for “Little Nicola,” on Babine Lake.41 We barely
persuaded Ted to stop in Prince George so we could eat a decent meal.
Red Frey was in charge at Topley Landing. The university students, and
other summer help, had left and we had to finish up some tallies. It was nice,
late Indian Summer weather. In the evenings we caught beautiful Rainbow
Trout in the lake. When we were through, Red and Pete Small picked us up
by boat and took us back to Topley. There we met another Czech forester,
Mike Fajrajsl, who became a long-time friend.
By now it’s late October. Next stop, help Pete Small finish some tallies north
of Hazelton. In Hazelton we met Jerry Vyhnanek, whom I had known from
university in Prague, and who travelled to Canada with us. Mike Fajrajsl,
Henry and I, and Bob Noneman from North Carolina took pack horses up the
famous (Collins) Telegraph Trail north of Hazelton. We worked long days to
finish up before winter.

__________
40. When I got there, Henry Roethel asked to see Mickey: “Mr. Jelinek is a senior forester from
Czechoslovakia. Couldn’t you pay him a little more?” Thanks to Henry, my pay went up to
$240 per month.
41. See Bill Bradshaw's and Pete Small's accounts of the 1952 “Little Nicola” affair.
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Back at our Hazelton basecamp, Bob Noneman decided to go bag a
Mountain Goat, having never seen one, much less hunted for them.
He bought a new Winchester rifle, which I sighted in for him. We dropped
him off at a farm and, following the advice of the locals, he climbed up to a
good viewpoint, took out his binoculars, and scanned the slopes for goat.
After only a few minutes he spotted a fair-sized white animal browsing in the
distance. He could hardly believe his luck, quickly studied the approach
route, then discarded his heavy jacket, B.C. Forest Service sleeping bag,
compass and food, and set off with only the rifle.
Bob didn’t find the goat, and furthermore, although he searched until dark, he
couldn’t find his original viewpoint either. It started to freeze. Cold and
hungry, he dropped down below the treeline and stopped for the night. In the
morning the farmer fed him and took a sorry-looking Bob back to our camp.
Later, when he left for his native North Carolina, I drew him a sketch of a
large Billy goat, wrapped in a B.C. Forest Service sleeping bag, grinning
broadly and training a pair of binoculars on a dejected North Carolina hunter
staggering down the mountain.
After we finished our work on the Telegraph Trail, Henry, Reg Barclay and I
went down to Prince Rupert and flew in a Norseman to Meziadin Lake. We
only took a little perishable food, since Pete Small gave us a list of the food
cached there earlier in an abandoned cabin. The Norseman dropped us off
and picked up an outgoing Fisheries Department crew working on the
engineering for a fish ladder where the lake emptied into the Nass River.
The fisheries guys didn’t mention that they’d eaten almost all the food left in
our cache. We couldn’t make radio contact outside. We had to measure out
the remaining food very carefully, and luckily Henry had his .22 rifle and some
fishing tackle. With Henry’s dietary supplements, a few fish and three geese
cooked over a Coleman stove we just managed to ward off starvation and
finish our work.
Reg Barclay, a city guy, kept thinking he heard our plane coming, but it was
only the sound of a waterfall across the lake. Several times a day he’d
promise himself that when he finally got to Prince Rupert, he’d “buy a new
pair of pants and take a nice walk on the city streets.” Rain and fog delayed
our plane for a week. Wolves howled unpleasantly at night. Finally the
Norseman dropped down during a short break in the foul weather and
everyone, encouraged by the pilot, piled on and we took off.
We got to Prince Rupert in the late afternoon. It was foggy and raining. After
a good supper Henry and I were having a beer. We looked out the window
and saw Reg, wearing new pants, strolling down the empty Prince Rupert
streets in the rain.
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Even then, sometime in November, I finished off a few more tallies back at
Hazelton, along with Jerry Vyhnanek and Mike Fajrajsl. Then I caught the
CNR train to Edmonton, loaded some of our belongings in an old jeep Henry
and I had bought, and drove it to Victoria. Finally, my family moved by train
to our new home in Victoria (Pembroke Street, to be exact). It was a long and
confusing first summer in forest surveys.
In 1953 I had my own party at Grand Forks, Burton and Nakusp. We were
doing forest classification supervised by Bob Jones and Bill Young, who were
headquartered with their brides at Perry Creek near Kimberley. I had Mike
DeRoche on my crew. He was a talented young cartoonist. Mike died in the
fall of that year in Victoria. Jack Christian was in charge of the Diavno, a
Kootenay Lake pleasure launch which was inherited by forest surveys and
operated for several years.42
In 1954 Jerry was in charge of a Coding and Sampling party around Owikeno Lake,
with headquarters at the semi-abandoned Rivers Inlet Cannery (see Appendix 7).
G.B. (Blackie) Cameron learned that summer that it is better to hand-crank an outboard
motor in neutral. When his motor started in gear, he was propelled over the boat’s
transom and found himself swimming energetically in the icy waters of Rivers Inlet.
The boat was describing high-speed circles, and Blackie’s dilemma was where to swim
in order to miss the next pass. Fortunately for the Taxation Department of Lands in
Victoria, where he became a senior official, Blackie guessed right.
In 1955 Jerry had a party in the Lower Arrow area:
John Barker (now of Western Forest Products) was there, and Darcy Trousil,
a good looking boy who is now my pharmacist in Victoria.
On the morning of July 15, 1955 Jerry was doing his scheduled radio call when he heard
that an Air Coding crew, including his brother Henry Jelinek, had gone missing
somewhere near Ocean Falls. Soon after, Jerry was called to Victoria to be with his
family. The plane and its four occupants were never found.
In 1956 Jerry became Field Supervisor for Jim McLaren’s Cranbrook region for the field
season, and joined Forbes Boyd’s Northern Mapping Section in the winter (see 1956
Party Organization chart).

__________
42. Although designed as a lakeboat, Bob Wright ran the Diavno for saltwater trips between Port
Hardy and the Shushartie and Nahwitti rivers during the summer of 1954.
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In 1957, Jerry was named Supervisor of a new Silviculture and Special Projects Section,
where he developed methods for conducting regeneration surveys, with special
emphasis on stands recovering from partial cutting. He planned and supervised the
work of this section, including the Single-tree Selection Survey (1957-1959), Crooked
River Public Working Circle Regeneration Survey (1960), Timber Berth Survey (19611962) and several Public Sustained Yield Unit Surveys (1963-1966).
In 1966 Jerry was placed in charge of the Growth and Yield Section which had been
managed by Doug Fligg. The work consisted of field reconnaissance, permanent
sample establishment and construction of Volume-over-Age (VAC) curves for all
significant forest types in completed units. About 1,900 permanent growth plots were
established and scheduled for re-measurement at five-year intervals while Doug and
Jerry were in charge of the program.
Jerry Jelinek retired in 1976, after serving with the program for 24 years. He and Julia
live in Victoria. Jerry visits his favourite places in the surrounding forests every day,
always with his hunting dogs and often with Julia. His favourite hobbies are his beloved
hunting and water colour painting.
CHARLIE JOHNSON
Charlie is writing his own forest surveys story, because he believes “some things need
to be recorded to give a perspective on the life and conditions that we worked under
during those years.” This brief account is based on a talk we had in May, 1993, plus
some interesting bits lifted (with Charlie’s permission) from his unfinished draft.
Charlie was born on May 1,1936 in Berwyn, Alberta. He was called “Manny,” short for
Manlius – his middle name, as a young boy. His first major job, at age 18, was with
forest surveys. The pay was $128 per month. The job was with Doug Morton’s 1954
party at Kingcome Inlet (see Appendix 7):
…it took three days to get to Kingcome Inlet from Vancouver. We stopped at
many places (including half a day at Minstrel Island, unloading beer off the
Union Steamship Cardena). …I was met (at Sullivan Bay) by Doug Morton.
We proceeded in one of Doug’s O-boats43 up to the head of Kingcome Inlet to
the Halliday Farm (our basecamp was a cabin on the farm property).
Doug didn’t like the name “Manny.” His latest recruit became “Charlie” instead, since his
application form bore his first name, “Charles.”

__________
43. Standard, open 14-foot clinker-built boats powered by cranky outboards (and if necessary,
oars).
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Charlie was paired up with Herb Mechler, and sent coding and sampling up the
Kingcome and Wakeman rivers and Thompson Sound. Evidently Herb’s background as
an officer in the wartime German Army created the expectation that he would be
provided with a Compassman/Batman, who would light the fire, cook, speak when
spoken to and follow orders. This didn’t go down well with Charlie, but he stuck out the
summer.
In 1955 Charlie was attached to Pete Small’s headquarters at Paul Lake. Along with
Gordie Fenton, Mike Bird, and others, he was part of an almost-forgotten chapter in
forest surveys history. That was the year Robert Sommers, the Minister of Lands and
Forests, decided to privatize provincial forest inventory sampling. A Quebecois
consulting forester named Tremblay was the successful bidder. Charlie and his
crewmates were assigned to spot-check Tremblay’s samples, scattered over the
southern Interior (see Appendix 8, Kamloops, Contract Checking):
On that job I was offered my first and only bribe, by an ex-forest surveys
employee who now worked for Tremblay. For $25, I was to lend our check
tally sheets to him, so he could make his originals agree closely with them.
I kept his $25 cheque for years but never cashed it (or parted with our tally
sheets)!
In 1956, Charlie joined Al Horth’s Operating Cruises project (see Party Numbers 510,
520, 530, 1956 Party Organization chart):
Al (with temporary assistance from Bob Jones and Bob Breadon) ran a
training school in the lower Skagit Valley, and then we split three ways. I was
on Ron Stromberg’s “good” crew, along with Bob Reid, Jim Sweeten and
Mike Wilkins. We cruised parts of Ten-mile Creek and the Sumallo River on
the Hope - Princeton Highway, then moved out on the West Coast, to re-join
the other two crews for cruises at Crawfish Lake (Nootka Island) and Amai
Inlet. After that, most of us went up to the Chuckwalla.
Charlie’s whereabouts in 1957 seem to be forgotten. In 1958, however, he went private:
In 1958 I was with Forestal Ltd., doing a survey of the remaining E&N lands
for Bill Sloan of the CPR. I worked on a crew with my brother Bob. In 1959
(the year I graduated with a BA) Bob and I went to work for Don Baxter, the
forester at Clearwater Timber. We worked on the company’s TFL inventory
that year and in 1960.
Charlie got back with the B.C. Forest Service in 1962:
I was Deputy Ranger at Lund from 1962-1963, but in 1964 was ordered back
to forest surveys, and joined Tony Robinson’s Okanagan party, along with
Ray Ostby and Wes Cheston. Ted Young asked me to stay in forest surveys
until he became District Forester of the proposed Williams Lake Forest
District, then move up with him.
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I waited a while, but in 1965, when there was still no new district, I took a post
in the Prince Rupert Forest District. I was in Timber Management, then
Appraisals and other jobs. I ended up as Silviculturist there, then Silviculturist
in the Vancouver Forest District, then Director of Silviculture Branch in
Victoria for several years, before going private in 1988.
In September, 1988 Charlie formed Pacific Regeneration Technologies, and bought
several B.C. Forest Service nurseries put on the market under the government’s
privatization initiative. He and his company continue to provide seedlings, expertise and
new technologies for silviculturists here and abroad.
As a sequel to his forest surveys beginnings, he and his son Tom took a canoe trip in
the fall of 1993. They portaged to a lake, somewhere north of Kitwancool, and spotted a
blazed tree. It was dated 1952, and bore the carefully-inscribed names of several
members of Pete Small’s Hazelton party (see Appendix 4) and also that of Ralph
Schmidt, a wandering seeker of knowledge from the Research Division.
BOB AND RUTH JONES
Bob Jones died in December, 1989, depriving us of his first-hand account of a lengthy
and colourful career in forest surveys. However, he did something for which we must be
deeply grateful. Unlike anyone else yet contacted, Bob carefully preserved copies of the
mimeographed “Forest Surveys Division Organization Manual” lists, outlining who was
attached to which Victoria office or field party, starting in 1954 and ending in 1977
(except for 1955, 1961, 1964, 1973, 1974 and 1975). Realizing his file of these lists
would be of value, he gave them to his old friend and colleague Doug Fligg in 1989.
RUTH JONES
Bob’s wife Ruth had a B.C. Forest Service career in her own right. She was born Ruth
Veitch, lived in Victoria as a girl and attended Victoria High (Class of 1943). She went to
work for the B.C. Forest Service, in accounts and protection. She remembers Mr.
Spouse, Bert Crowe and Frank Gilbert fondly, for their help in getting her started.
Ruth met Bob in the winter of 1950-1951:
Our Forest Service League bowling team was short one person. Bob was a
“spare.” Somebody put him on our team. On April 1, 1951 Bob asked me out
– Jones, Fligg, Bodman and Young and their respective girls – for an
evening at the Sirocco Club! Naturally Bob went out with Doug Fligg on the
Bella Coola survey (see Appendix 3, 1951) all summer and then to Nicola.
But he made it back to Victoria eventually (in November). I remember that
the winter of 1951-1952 was a great time for us. After another summer apart
(Bob was Party Chief on the 1952 Rivers Inlet survey, see Appendix 4), we
got married on October 18, 1952. Several other surveys couples were
married that fall.
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I left my Victoria job and went out in the field with Bob in the summers for a
while. The Joneses and Youngs spent the summer in the Cranbrook region
out of Perry Creek in 1953. Emily and I looked after each other while Bob
and Bill were out around their region keeping track of their crews. I was at
Aleza Lake in 1956. I was Radio Operator, Station XLZ92. When Bob called
in from the helicopter I made the mistake of calling Bob “Dear.” For a while
his crew didn’t call him “Bob” or “Jonesie,” they called him “Dear.”
Another summer we stayed at Bob and Ruby Wright’s headquarters in Prince
George, and on to Fort Nelson for a short time. Another time the kids and I
joined Bob and we stayed with Jack and Margie McLellan in trailers at Blue
River. Thousands of no-see-ums drove us crazy, but we had some great
philosophical discussions in the evenings with the McLellans and Herb and
Ingrid Tschechne.
That was my last time out in the field. From then on Bob was in and out of
Victoria and I stayed home with Robin, Paul and Elisabeth. Winters in
Victoria, and summers at East Sooke.
BOB JONES
Ruth finds it hard to single out individual recollections from her years spent close to Bob.
Here are some of the things she remembers:
Bob was born on October 26, 1927 in Vancouver. His family had immigrated
from Wales. Times were hard through the Depression, but Bob sailed
through the Burnaby schools, soccer, Scouts, Hi-Y and teaching Sunday
School.
He finished Grade 13 at Burnaby South High, and started forestry at UBC in
1947. He used to talk about riding the “Red Racer” Interurban into town from
Burnaby, and transferring to five more streetcars and buses before arriving at
the UBC campus. Eventually Bob and his Burnaby Gang went together in an
ancient and unreliable car, which got them back and forth when it ran.
While getting through UBC, Bob worked summers in ranger districts. He was
at the French Creek Assistant Ranger Station in 1946 (The Kraft Dinner
Summer). Francois Lake another year, and Alberni another. In 1949 he and
Mel Kerr worked on one of Gerry McKee’s Trail Traverse parties, around the
Whiteswan Lake area.
He graduated and joined forest surveys in June, 1950. That summer he was
a Cruiser on the E&N survey (see Appendix 3). We met (at the bowling alley)
that winter. Next year he was with Doug Fligg at Bella Coola and Nicola (see
Appendix 3, 1951). In 1952 he had a multi-national party up Rivers Inlet (see
Appendix 4, 1952) and then moved to Finn Creek and Tumtum Lake in the
Kamloops Forest District.
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And then we were married in the fall. Bob was out of town a lot, doing his
best for forest surveys, right through the 1950s, 1960s and early 1970s.44
As Mickey Pogue acknowledged, he depended on Bob’s common sense and
unflappability during the hectic 1950s and 1960s. Bob’s strength was in bringing people
together to solve the operational and logistical problems forest surveys ran into
constantly. Whether it was the Green Timbers warehouse, the regional headquarters
being built, safety, vehicles, aircraft, food drops, helicopter logistics, boats, helicopters
and boats, trailers for living quarters (a radical innovation at the time), or anything else
practical, Bob was there – making it work.
In 1972 Bob competed for and won a new post in Reforestation Division. Soon after he
became Manager of Silviculture Operations in Silviculture Branch.
Bob retired from the B.C. Forest Service in 1986. He continued to apply his forestry
expertise on a series of consulting projects, and his practical expertise on a series of
house wiring projects. He and Ruth were able to spend more time together at their
beloved East Sooke cottage, where Bob puttered or fished for salmon in the Strait of
Juan de Fuca. In 1985 old friends shared an adventure when the Joneses, Fliggs and
Calders travelled together to Europe and Russia. Bob’s retirement was interrupted
much too soon by the untimely failure of his health in 1989.
HUGH LYONS
Hugh was born in Penticton, in February, 1925. The family moved to Victoria in time for
Hugh to start Grade 1 at Sir James Douglas School. Another move occurred in 1932, to
Vancouver, where Hugh went on to Kitchener, Kitsilano and Lord Byng schools.
His long career with the B.C. Forest Service had its beginnings in 1943, when Hugh
spent the summer holidays working at the Marine Station on the Fraser River, at the foot
of Carnarvon Street. He recalls that the radio station call letters were “CJD.”
For the 1944 summer, he landed a job at John Liersch’s Aero Timber logging operation
at Juskatla, in the midst of the steam-powered equipment and the big Sitka spruce.
Apparently it was a dry summer for the Charlottes as one night Hugh helped fight a fire
which originated when their steam donkey was winching itself to a new setting.
In the summer of 1945 it was back with the B.C. Forest Service, at Cowichan Lake.
Hugh worked with the likes of Eric Garman, George Allen and Larry deGrace, on the
Douglas-fir thinning plots and making history maps of cutovers in the locality. By now,
Hugh was a forestry student at UBC.

__________
44. Bob's campaigns over the late 1950s, the 1960s and the early 1970s can be traced through
the Party Organization charts which he left us.
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In the summer of 1946, Hugh was hired by forest surveys, and attended Ced Walker’s
and Ced Telford’s cruising school at Green Timbers and what later became UBC’s
Malcolm Knapp Research Forest near Maple Ridge. One highlight of that interlude was
Harold Cliff’s adroit handling of the 1935 Ford crummy on a series of bone-crunching
rides to and from the Marc farm.
From there he joined George Silburn’s Clayoquot survey as a Cruiser (see Appendix 2,
1946, Clayoquot). He remembers the time the corner of the Government float at Tofino
joined Sig Techy in the shower.45 He was in the fo’c’s’le of the B.C. Forester on July 10,
at 10 am (date and time noted by Hugh) when the big earthquake of 1946 occurred on
the West Coast. In the hotsprings of Hotsprings Cove, he and his shipmates started at
the ocean and moved upstream to successively hotter pools. He remembers visiting the
fully-operational Pacific Cable Station at Bamfield, and the encounter with a large pod of
killer whales, in line abreast, off Port Renfrew.
Hugh attended Mickey Pogue’s 1947 cruising school at Cowichan Lake,46 after which he
was posted to Wally Hughes’ Quadra Island survey (for names of party members, see
Appendix 2):
Yes, I was there when we rammed the Mary C. II. Our Skipper, a nice guy,
threw the clutch wheel the wrong way – full ahead instead of full reverse!
Later we moved up the coast to Smith Inlet. At Minstrel Island we picked up
Jack Ker, Carl Highsted and Gus Sivertz – the growth and yield crew. As I
recall, Jack got boils, and gave them to Carl and others on the Forest
Surveyor.
One day Bob Fisher, Bob Huestis and I were fording a river. We looked back
to see a mother bear and cub fording it too, right behind us. The far bank
was lined with a huge downed redcedar (impossible to climb over, normally).
Miraculously, we all put the redcedar between us and the bear family, and we
kept going well into the timber before stopping to marvel that we had not been
chosen to represent Canada in the high jump event at the next summer
Olympic Games.
Hugh remembers the brush between the Forest Surveyor and the Smith Inlet net-fishing
fleet involving the heroic removal by Bob Huestis of a gillnet wound around the Forest
Surveyor’s propeller. As Hugh recalls it, the owner of the net had been the “high liner”
fisherman of the fleet, until the unfortunate layoff while his net was being repaired. 47
__________
45. Burch, Gerry. 1992. The crash of the B.C. Forester. British Columbia Forest History
Newsletter No. 33, September 1992. pp. 7-8. http://www.fhabc.org/newsletterarchive/1992/33.pdf
46. Schmidt, Ralph. 1990. B.C. Forest Service Training School (1947). British Columbia Forest
History Newsletter No. 24, May, 1990. pp. 1-4. http://www.fhabc.org/newsletterarchive/1990/24.pdf. (This was the last attempt to train everyone at a single location. Forest
surveys became too big for that after 1947.)
47. See also Carl Highsted's account of this episode.
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At the end of the summer Hugh and Hank Sweatman helped Skipper Bill Pomeroy sail
the Forest Surveyor home to Victoria as Bill “wasn’t feeling well.” There was a nervous
moment when the main diesel engine wouldn’t start. Hugh takes credit for discovering
that the batteries had gone dry (despite the soaking-wet Smith Inlet climate). Once
water was added, the engine turned over and the trip passed without further incident.
In 1948 Hugh was back as Harold Cliff’s Assistant Party Chief, on the Esquimalt and
Nanaimo Railway Company Land Grant survey (see Appendix 2, E&N). The work was
mainly in regenerating cutovers and immature stands, progressing from the Tsable River
to Ladysmith.
Hugh confirms Harold Cliff’s recollection of Bob Greggor, the Fitness Fanatic:
We always camped near a creek. Bob lost no opportunity to practice longdistance swimming. The typical creek pool was about 20 feet from bank to
bank. So Bob would tether his feet to something and “swim” upstream
against the rope.
In August, the party moved from Vancouver Island to Princeton. Soon after,
I had to quit to join the rest of the forestry class of 1949 at the inaugural Fall
Camp at the UBC Research Forest. Hank Sweatman, Barrie Ford, Dave
Hansen and I lived in a tent beside Loon Lake, while we worked part-time on
the unfinished log cabins.
Red Frey and some others moved into one of these cabins, and named it
“Panco Villa,” in deference to Malcolm Knapp’s admonishment to bring a pair
of shoes with “panco” soles “for lounging around in the evenings.” Pancosoled shoes weren’t much use. If we hadn’t laid down duck boards, we’d
have been knee-deep in mud getting to and from the cookhouse.
Furthermore, there wasn’t any time for “lounging.”
Bob Wellwood and “Butch” Griffith looked after our forestry instruction, along
with Malcolm Knapp. The new Head of the Forestry Department of the
Faculty of Applied Science was Lowell Besley, recently arrived from West
Virginia. Naturally when he suggested an after-dinner sing song, we broke
spontaneously into a lusty chorus of Carry Me Back to West Virginny.
In 1949, Hugh got his forestry degree. Harold and Hugh returned to Princeton (for
names of party members, see Appendix 3):
We did a lot of flycamping, up in the Ashnola hills. We got hold of three
packhorses – Snap, Butch and Sandy. Lots of stories about them. Gordie
McNab was raised on a farm, so he was the wrangler.
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In 1950, Hugh was Party Chief of the Powell survey land camp, at Haslam Lake.48
After he finished up as Cook on the Timber Sale cruise of Earle Creek,
Martin Forester came up to cook for us. To make Martin’s debut a bit special,
I bought some T-bone steaks in Powell River. He seemed to be cooking
steaks from 2 pm onwards. Sure enough, instead of a juicy, rare treat, we
had greyish Swiss steak for dinner! Martin was a bit paranoid about bears.
He had his kitchen knives laid out so that he could grab one wherever he
happened to be in the cooktent when the inevitable bear came in. Sure
enough, a bear came! One look at the heavily-armed Cook, and that bear
performed a graceful pirouette and disappeared!
I did some commuting that year between Powell River and Aspen Grove.
Part of the time I was up at Cliff Calder’s Princeton - Merritt survey camp in
Aspen Grove. I laid out future cruise strips while Cliff kept his crew going.
Hugh spent part of the summer of 1951 based in Nicola and travelling to Timber Sale
applications to be cruised. His job was to tie sale boundaries to identifiable points on
the photographs. Then, he travelled to England to marry Marguerite at her home, before
they came back to live in Victoria.
Hugh remembers spending most of 1952 and 1953 recompiling the survey for the entire
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Company Land Grant, and setting up the Kamloops
radio (XMJ76) at the “goose farm” site south of town.
During 1954, 1955 and 1956, Hugh was in charge of an ambitious forest surveys
project: preparation of the province-wide Interim Forest Cover Series of maps, at a scale
of two miles to the inch [1 = 125,000]. Mature timber, immature, not satisfactorily
restocked, non-commercial cover, alpine, etc. were sketched, using standard colours, on
reductions of larger-scale cover maps, and then lithographed for wide circulation. For
many years to come, the Interim Forest Cover Series maps were a much-used source of
general information on timber resources, roads and other detail, for anywhere in B.C.
In 1957 Hugh and Forbes Boyd worked on Air Classification improvements, including
the perfection of tape recorders and the use of the helicopter for detailed classification.
Also in 1957, forest surveys was instructed to make a rush survey of the pondage area
of the proposed Mica Creek Dam. Carl Highsted handled the sampling and Hugh
handled the Air Classification and mapping, from a base at Kinbasket Lake.

__________
48. Bill Young was Party Chief of the boat contingent, on the B.C. Forester.
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Starting in 1960, Hugh concentrated on the development of the helicopter-mounted, twin
70-mm camera system for taking sample stereo pairs at low elevation. Bill Hall and
Gene Avery were helpful at the early stages. The first cameras chosen were Hulchers,
but it proved difficult to synchronize the two shutters. Two Linhoff cameras were then
purchased, and the system was further refined until highly effective “photo plots” could
be obtained and measured.
Hugh is a bit rueful that in 1968, having been invited to give a paper on the success of
the system at a meeting in Winnipeg, he was refused permission to travel that far from
B.C. Hugh wrote the paper, but Norm McRae read it in his place.
Helmut Bradatsch took over the twin-camera project in 1967, when Hugh became head
of the Public Information Division of the Forest Service. He served in that capacity until
1980, when:
Mike Apsey decided to get a “PR” person, and I got transferred to Valuation.
I worked there on approvals of rebates to licensees for forestry expenditures
under Section 88 of the Forest Act. I retired from the B.C. Forest Service in
1984.
Hugh spent a couple of years working with Randy Miller, a Victoria consultant. He and
Marguerite are retired, living in Oak Bay. Among other activities, Hugh is an
accomplished lapidary and silversmith, and teacher of lapidarian and silvercrafting
techniques. He and Harold Cliff make time for a fishing expedition off Oak Bay each
week, “weather permitting.”
IAN MacRAE
Ian was born in Ullapool, Scotland in November, 1922. In 1928 his family moved to
Glenarm, along the Antrim coast of Northern Ireland. There he entered grade school
and then Larne Academy, followed by a forestry apprenticeship with the Ministry of
Agriculture Forest Branch, involving two years of practical, then two more years at Ben
More School of Forestry.
This took him to March, 1942, when he joined the Royal Navy. He served out World
War II on Motor Torpedo Boats (36 m long, fast, carrying four torpedoes and a crew of
31 men). They patrolled the English Channel and Frisian Islands, from their base at
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk. Because conditions weren’t the best, Ian and his shipmates
received “hardship pay” of an extra shilling per day.
In 1946 Ian was out of the navy and back in the Forest Branch as a foreman. In 1947:
The Duke of Abercorn asked the branch for the loan of a forester to help
restore his estate after wartime neglect. I was sent, and it turned into a
permanent job after a trial period. We planted willows for the manufacture of
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cricket bats. We cleared overgrown laurel and holly bushes, and talked a
factory into using the wood to make bobbins and spools for the textile
industry. Not much like the B.C. forest industry.
That went on until 1954, when Ian, his wife Ruby and three-year-old Donald came to
Canada:
Ruby and Donald stopped in Vancouver, while I went on to Victoria to apply
for a job at the Forest Surveys and Inventory Division. When I got back to
Vancouver a telegram was waiting: “Take the bus to Cranbrook. S.V. Stewart
will pick you up there at such and such a date and time. He will be your Party
Chief.” I had come all the way from Ireland and only lost three days’ pay.
Vance Stewart (a fellow Ulsterman) collected me, and the job was up the
Kootenay River out of Canal Flats (see Appendix 7, East Kootenay). Vance
put me in charge of volume and decay work.
For eight years, until 1962, Ian continued in charge of Volume and Decay parties, field
and office work:
1955: Chief of a party headquartered 35 km northwest of Golden.
1956: North Coast V&D: Shields Bay and Rennell Sound, west coast of Graham Island;
then moved to Chuckwalla River and Milton River, up Rivers Inlet, then back to Powell
River Co. camp at Juskatla (see Party No. 710, 1956 Party Organization chart). “These
were local studies for Timber Sales. We included waste and breakage measurements
for the first time. We nearly lost three months worth of Volume and Decay party notes
when our boat hit a snag and dumped us into the Chuckwalla, late one freezing night.”
1957: North Coast, B.C. Surveyor, Yeo Island, then back to Victoria to work in Bob
Malcolm’s Resources group (see Party No. 450 - 490, 1957 Party Organization chart),
compiling data for the 1957 provincial inventory deadline.
1958: Squamish V&D (see Party No. 910, 1958 Party Organization chart), then roving
Field Supervisor.
1959: Kitwanga V&D, and initial studies in Nanaimo Lakes (see Party No. 261, 1959
Party Organization chart).
1960: Continuing Nanaimo Lakes study (Party 261): “…we measured every tree and log
in a whole setting before falling, after falling, after yarding, after loading, hauling, towing,
and through Fraser Mills, one piece at a time. The data took up one whole filing cabinet
in Victoria. Ted Browne left. I left. It didn’t get fully processed or published.”
1961: Roving Volume and Decay Supervisor, more Nanaimo Lakes work.
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1962: Large Volume and Decay crew at Cedarvale, Skeena area (see Party No. 261,
1962 Party Organization chart). Such notables as Gyula Kiss, Jim Sweeten and John
Cuthbert were there. “We flew crews around by helicopter. Shipped decay samples to
Victoria for culturing and identification. Drew diagrams of tree tops to determine whether
top condition could be used to predict percent decay.”
In September, 1962 Ian joined Pacific Logging in Victoria, and started up the company’s
forestry program. He moved on to be head of Pacific’s Properties Division.
Ian retired in December, 1987. Until his untimely death in May, 1993, he and Ruby lived
in Oak Bay, close to old friends, including Vance and Flo Stewart.
BOB MALCOLM
When he accepted the challenge to design a provincial forest inventory and complete it
within five years, Mickey Pogue knew he needed help. This he got from a staff of
talented and determined workers in forest surveys. Bob Malcolm, with his combination
of common sense and an inquiring mind, was foremost among these.
Bob was born in April, 1923, in Helensburgh, near Glasgow, Scotland. Based on
aptitude counselling he got in school, he chose forestry as a career, and entered the
Forestry School at the University of Aberdeen in 1940. The war interrupted his studies
when he served as a pilot in the RAF after training in Canada.
In 1946 he resumed his forestry courses at Aberdeen, and graduated in 1947. At a
Commonwealth Forestry Conference in London, Bob met C.D. Orchard, British
Columbia’s Chief Forester and Deputy Minister of Forests, who told him there were good
prospects of employment for foresters in B.C. Bob came out to Victoria on his own, and
was interviewed by Bob St. Clair, Assistant Chief Forester. He was hired and sent to the
Forest Inventory Surveys Section of the Forest Economics Division.
In his first field season (1948) Bob joined Davis Carey’s Woodpecker - Aleza Lake party,
as Assistant Party Chief and Cruiser (party members are listed in Appendix 2). The
Aleza Lake Forest Experiment Station was headquarters for much of the summer:
We worked in the Bowron drainage. Bob Fisher and Doug Fligg floated and
ran strips down the main river from Bowron Lake. Art Scholefield and I, and
our Compassmen, worked the tributaries and the lower end. I think Art
Waldie and Dick Tannhauser were doing forest pathology studies out of Aleza
too that year (for the federal Department of Agriculture).
Again in 1949, Bob returned to Aleza Lake, this time as Party Chief of the Upper Fraser
survey (see Appendix 3). It was a fair-sized group, including such notables as Cliff
Calder, Larry Parlow, Red Frey, Don Grant, Bob Cropper, Nick Mason, Bob Darnall and
Gordon Jones. Larry deGrace was resident Superintendent of the Aleza Station.
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Bob never shrank from questioning established inventory practices. It had always been
the custom to tally mature trees by two-inch diameter classes for volume estimates. Bob
authored a research report demonstrating convincingly that volume estimates would be
as precise if stands in the Prince George region were tallied in six-inch classes instead.
His logic was unassailable, but two-inch classes remained the standard, until the arrival
of circular plots, and diameter-taping of all trees to the nearest tenth of an inch.
In May, 1950 Bob Malcolm helped Bob Breadon, newly graduated from UBC, start a
10% Timber Sale cruise of Tamihi Creek, on the Chilliwack River. His good sense and
good humour at that time are remembered fondly. He spent the remainder of the
summer at the Cowichan Lake Research Station. That fall Bob started studies at Yale
University, where he earned an MF degree in May, 1951. Upon leaving Yale, Bob
married Jean, and worked briefly in the Prince George Forest District as a silviculturist.
In the fall of 1951 Bob came back to Victoria and to forest surveys, no doubt much to the
satisfaction of Mickey Pogue, who recognized talent when he saw it. Bob’s job was to
coordinate all of the technical components needed in assembling the final forest
inventory product. The Forest Surveys and Inventory Division organization chart for
1954 (see Appendix 7) lists Bob as Supervisor-in-charge of Technical Coordination. He
moved back and forth between Coding, Sampling, Volume and Decay, Mapping, and
Summary, making sure each was contributing effectively and logically.
To Bob goes the credit for introducing the McBee punchcard, on which volume and
decay tree measurements were recorded. Custom-printed McBee cards came with
holes punched around all four edges. By hand-punching a U-shaped slot around
particular holes, one described the location, species, size, defect characteristics and
many other attributes of the tree. When a “knitting needle” was inserted through a stack
of these cards, all the cards having the attribute chosen would fall out of the deck. The
system would of course be laughable in today’s electronic environment, but in the 1950s
it provided a useful means for filing, sorting and resorting over 23,000 tree measurement
cards collected between 1953 and 1960.49
Bob also made sure he travelled in the field enough to keep in touch with reality. Time
was short, but never too short for a joke or two, a quiet drink among fellow workers, or
an episode fishing in Saanich Inlet, Dugan’s Lake, Lac Le Jeune or Rivers Inlet. It is
said that Bob visited Rivers Inlet in 1954 on an inspection tour and flew home with a 30lb Chinook Salmon in his duffle bag. There is no concrete documentation for this
exploit, but a snapshot preserved by Bob Sutton is irrefutable proof that he wreaked
havoc among the monster trout of Lac Le Jeune.

__________
49. Browne, J.E. 1962. Standard cubic-foot volume tables for the commercial tree species of
British Columbia, 1962. Forest Surveys and Inventory Division, B.C. Forest Service.
Victoria, B.C. 62 p. https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/library/documents/bib37482.pdf
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Bob and Jean were joined at about this time by a son, Roderick, and a daughter, Mary.
Bob was offered a job in the College of Forestry at Oregon State University, teaching
silvics and scaling. The family spent the academic year of 1955-1956 there, but Bob
and Jean felt it was better to move back to Victoria after Jean developed Multiple
Sclerosis.
Back at forest surveys, Bob headed a 24-person Resources Section (see Office Party
organization for July, 1957), formed to convert the enormous quantities of incoming raw
data into the detailed answers required for the forthcoming provincial forest inventory
report. Bob worked with Wally Bailey and others to ensure that full use was made of
available data processing facilities. At first, this took the form of rudimentary equipment
for sorting, adding and multiplying with IBM punchcards. Forest surveys later moved
into early digital computers, such as a Royal McBee LGP-30, rented monthly. This
forerunner of the modern computer boasted a memory of exactly 1,024 bytes!
After the provincial forest inventory report was finally completed, Bob left forest surveys
to join Timberland Appraisals in the Department of Finance. Much of the work was on
Vancouver Island, implementing the provisions of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway
Belt Tax Act.
In 1973, at the age of 50, Bob decided to set up a private forestry consulting practice.
As head of Robert Malcolm Limited, he worked on a wide variety of jobs, involving
timberlands across Canada to Newfoundland and New Brunswick, and into several
states of the U.S. For a time Bob teamed up with Bert Udell, a noted forest landowner
and consultant in Oregon.
Bob retired in 1986, having been engaged in a major war and three distinct civilian
careers each lasting exactly 13 years. He and Jean are living in Kelowna. They have
five grandchildren and one great-grandson.
JIM MCLAREN
No one would deny that Jim led a full and interesting life before he even got to forest
surveys. He was born on June 12, 1915, on the family farm near Beacon Hill in northern
Saskatchewan. He progressed to Grade 8 in a one-room country school and took some
high school by correspondence, “with some help from the teacher.”
While he was growing up Jim worked on his father’s farm and small sawmill:
Got into some real-life forestry with that mill. We had to cut pine and spruce
logs across a lake then tow them over to the mill. That’s how I learned a
short tow rope is no good – the propeller wash hits the logs and you go
nowhere! A long rope works better.
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In the late 1930s I filled out the sawmill work with commercial lake fishing,
mostly in the winters, but also one summer. Worked for my brother-in-law
and others, at Primrose, Trout and Cold lakes. In 1941 the sawmill burned
down. I spent several months cleaning up and salvaging what I could.
Then, in 1943 Jim enlisted in the Royal Canadian Air Force:
First they sent me to Edmonton for what was elegantly known as “WET P”
(Wartime Educational Training Plan). Then I got a uniform and went to
Edmonton Manning Depot, then to St. Thomas for basic trade training
(Airframe Mechanic). Finally I was stationed in Centralia where they turned
me loose fixing airframes.
In 1945, with the war over, Jim went to Saskatoon for a “refresher course.”
I finished grades 11 and 12 that year, and started at UBC in the fall of 1946.
With my logging and sawmilling background, I took forestry, Class of 1950.
During the summers I went logging at Sayward (1947) and worked for Ralph
Johnston in the Nelson Forest District (1947 and 1948) installing weather
instruments at B.C. Forest Service lookouts.
After graduating, I worked for three months in Bloedel’s Port Alberni sawmill,
and then got hired as a Forest Engineering Assistant in BCFP’s Nitinat Camp.
Then, on April 23, 1951 I reported to the Campbell Building and started a long
career with forest surveys.
Jim has prepared an impressive list of forest surveys campaigns, reaching from 1951 to
1980, when he retired:
1951: Bella Coola, Doug Fligg Party Chief, Forest Surveyor. Coast fire
closure, party reconvened at Nicola.
1952: Party Chief, Stuart Island, B.C. Forester, Bob Pethick Skipper, Bruce
Devitt and Gerhard Eichel on party.
1953: Party Chief, Babine Lake, Helmut Bradatsch Assistant Party Chief.
Joined the mob on Morice Special Cruise in fall. Married Rose that winter.
1954: Region Supervisor, Smithers.
1955: Region Supervisor, Cranbrook.50 “Alex Ellanski was a bit
temperamental. I gave him a helper so green and so docile that they got
along fine!”
__________
50. Forest surveys Cranbrook region headquarters during the 1950s was at the Perry Creek
Nursery site.
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1956: Region Supervisor, Cranbrook.
1957: Region Supervisor, Cranbrook.
1958: Region Supervisor, Nelson Forest District.
1959: Region Supervisor, Interior (jointly with Bob Wright; Jim handled the
southern Interior, Bob the northern).
1960: Region Supervisor, Paul Lake, Kamloops Forest District.
Appendices and Party Organization charts for the above years give some further
particulars.
1961: Heart trouble. Ted Young said, “You’re staying in Victoria.” Did office
work.
1962: Big Bar (Clinton).
1963: Shuswap.
1964: Soo (Pemberton).
1965: Nazco (Quesnel). Air coding helicopter forced down; a large helicopter
airlifted it to dry ground for engine replacement.
1966: Redonda, Forest Surveyor, “Skipper was Norm Beazley, old tugboat
Skipper, one of the best.”
1967: Sayward.
1968: Niskonlith.
1969: Willow - Naver.
1970: Moberley (Chetwynd).
1971: Eagle (Malakwa).
1972: Peace (Hudson Hope).
1973: Liard.
1974: Robson (McBride).
1975: Shuswap (Salmon Arm).
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1976: Big Bar (Clinton) again.
1977: Arrowhead (Revelstoke).
1978: Mapping Environmental Protection Areas, Victoria.
1979: “Killing time,” Victoria.
1980: Retired.
Jim and Rose live in Victoria, amongst many forest survey and B.C. Forest Service
friends.
JACK McLELLAN
Jack was born in Vancouver on August 30, 1934. He was raised there, and in several
other B.C. towns. His father was a Teacher and School Principal from 1936 to 1943 at
Ocean Falls; then a School Inspector for two years at Pouce Coupe and (briefly) Trail;
then School Inspector at Kamloops until 1954. Jack of course went to school
everywhere except Vancouver.
The year 1954 was eventful for Jack. He got his first job with forest surveys that
summer, and started at UBC in the fall. Jack reported to Grant Ainscough’s region
headquarters on the outskirts of Prince George (near the women’s jail). He was sent out
on Ron McRae’s three-man party (see Appendix 7):
We were to code and sample 16 Compartments, south of Vanderhoof and
west of Quesnel. I forget the third man’s name – he was a Scot. Our vehicle
was one of the fabled Austin Countrymen – two-wheel drive and no winch –
not the best for the cowtracks and mudholes of the Chilcotin. A U.S. Army
unit based at Punchaw Lake pulled us out of a few predicaments. We broke
several axles, much to Grant’s displeasure. He kept threatening to fire us if
we broke one more.
In 1955 Jack was part of Jan Selsing’s and Tony Robinson’s celebrated Morice Special
Cruise, based at McBride Lake (see Appendix 8). According to Jan, he arrived as a
neat, well-spoken young student, but was transformed by the Morice into a filthy, hairy
bushrat (see Jan’s own account of that summer’s events).
Jack’s riposte:
Jan made a good role model. He could completely bury a new yellow pencil
in his black, bushy beard. Did Jan tell you how we enticed a skunk out from
under the sleeping Cook’s Safari cot? Very carefully, with a piece of steak
tied on a long string. The Cook didn’t wake up, which was the best outcome
for everybody.
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Food drops were a mainstay of the operation:
We plied the Morice in a riverboat, captained by Jerry Richardson. A Junkers
fixed-wing parachuted our food in, at the rate of one 40-pound drop per
person per week.
One time, six cardboard and rope parcels were dropped for us in an open
lodgepole pine flat along the river. The ground was bouldery. Three
parachutes failed to open, so the contents got squashed into a homogeneous
mess. Fresh meat was well-wrapped and free-dropped. It arrived thoroughly
tenderized. They also free-dropped a large bundle of aluminum plot centre
stakes. The bundle struck the top of a pine and broke apart, releasing a
swarm of lethal darts in all directions. Jan masterminded all this, standing in
the plane door, waving and grinning like a Cheshire cat.
In 1956 Jack was part of the Purden survey, headquartered at Aleza Lake. Ben Kuusk
was Party Chief and Tony Robinson his assistant. This was the first year forest surveys
crews were moved by a full-time chartered helicopter:
Bob Jones spent a lot of time there, making sure the helicopter experiment
was working. His wife Ruth came out for a while. Hughie Hughes, the
helicopter pilot, was a geologist ordinarily, a very good pilot, and a very
pleasant guy. Bob Wright was Region Supervisor in Prince George, and his
wife Ruby was dispatcher for the whole region that summer. She was often
quite blunt. One time we asked for a cake to celebrate a birthday. Ruby
responded, “What do you think we’re running, a restaurant?”
Partway through the summer the crew was moved to Finlay Forks.51
Ray Schlack and I got sent in to sample in the Mesilinka and Omineca rivers.
The helicopter landed us on the upper Mesilinka with two rafts and our
equipment. We were to work downstream to the Omineca, and end up back
at Finlay Forks. Ray, who couldn’t swim, gave me a bad moment when he
flipped his raft going through the Black Canyon of the Omineca. We both
survived, and finished up the summer at a sub-base on Purden Lake.
A floatplane moved us from time to time, and parachuted food – more
compressed porridge and honey.
In 1957 Jack got his BSF at UBC, and joined forest surveys permanently. His
assignment that summer was as a helicopter coordinator, moving from party to party
with the helicopter (see Party No. 442, 1957 Party Organization chart):

__________
51. A few years before Finlay Forks disappeared under the rising waters of Williston Lake.
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The helicopter crew consisted of Larry Scheer (Pilot), Bob Reid (Engineer),
and George Vankoughnett (Cook). We started on the Peace River, at Stony
Lake, with Les Younghusband’s Sampling party (1957 Party Organization
chart, Party No. 800). Then to Hudson Hope with Les’s crew. Then to Ben
Kuusk’s headquarters at Marilla on Ootsa Lake (1957 Party Organization
chart, Party No. 480). Then Nimpo Lake, and finally to Slesse Creek on the
Chilliwack River.
In 1958 Jack was a member of Hugh Lyons’ Air Classification group, which started the
season with a one-week training session at Mesachie Lake:
Then we split up into four two-man Air Classification crews. Eric Marstrand
and I were attached to Pete Small’s region headquarters at Paul Lake (1958
Party Organization chart, Party No. 500). We never saw Paul Lake. We
were “maintenance coding” with new airphotos, around 100-Mile House and
Keithley Creek, among other places. We had an American Pilot, Bill
Holloman, and an Engineer with us.
Air Classification improved significantly that year, with helicopters replacing
fixed-wing aircraft, airphotos pre-stratified in ink, formal flight plans laid out in
daisy-shaped patterns to avoid unproductive ferry time. Each Classifier flew
about 150 hours in the season.
In 1959 Jack was part of Tony Sayle’s McBride - Topley - Canim Lake - Vanderhoof
party (1959 Party Organization chart, Party No. 292):
We flew two flights each day, recording our observations on tape. Each
Classifier then spent three days in the office, typing and coding the area just
covered. I remember Vancouver Island Helicopters (Pilot Bob Taylor) had the
contract to supply 80 hours of flying per month at $80 per hour. They had
agreed that anything over 80 hours would be at $6 per hour instead of $80.
Even at $6 per hour, we avoided unproductive ferry time as a point of honour.
In 1960, Jack was back with Tony Sayle’s Classification (North) group (1960 Party
Organization chart, Party No. 292 – no headache pill connotations intended):
Vancouver Island was again the contractor, Des O’Halloran the Pilot. Chris
Heaman, Bob Reid, Wes Umphrey and I were back with Tony from the year
before. We started at Quick, moved to Davie Lake, and then to Stuart Lake.
We managed some fishing in Stuart Lake. Chris Heaman hooked onto a 14pound, 6-ounce Rainbow. The reel came off the rod, and the fishing line got
wound around the painter, but Chris somehow managed to get the fish to the
boat. Bob Reid yelled to me on shore to bring out the gaff. Rather than wait
for me though, he ran a finger inside a gill, and lifted that trout into the boat
without a twitch. Biggest and most placid trout I ever saw!
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In 1960 Ted Young took over from Mickey Pogue as Forester I/C, ably
assisted by Bill Young. They reorganized the division by combining coding
and sampling within parties, introducing trailers, family accommodations and
other amenities, and best of all, adopting a single, simplified classification
standard for all of B.C., with no major changes allowed until the province was
completely classified. The Unit Surveys of 1961 were of a high standard.
Jack’s colourful surveys career lasted until he retired in August, 1992. His and Tony
Robinson’s exploits at Kitwancool in 1961 alone will rate a chapter in the post-1960
annals of the branch. Jack and Margie live in and continually improve their house at the
foot of Mount Douglas. Jack continues with consulting and instructing assignments, and
is the source of extensive Inventory Division historical recollections and documentation.
ALBERT McMINN
Another career Inventory Branch forester, Albert McMinn was born in Port Alberni in
April, 1922, “within the sound of the APL (Alberni Pacific Lumber Co.) locie.” Albert’s
father, a veteran of the Cape Mounted Police in South Africa and the World War I
trenches, settled on Vancouver Island before 1920. After some years as Alberni’s Chief
Constable, he became a Customs Officer and in 1933 was transferred to the William
Head Quarantine Station in Metchosin, near Victoria. Albert remembers the federallyrun school at the station fondly:
There was a 68-year-old teacher and about 12 kids. Best school I was ever
at. But finally I had to write the B.C. high school entrance exams in Colwood.
Unfortunately I passed, and my brother Ernie and I had to batch in Victoria,
and attend Victoria High. We’d take our bikes aboard the quarantine tender
Salucan V on Saturdays, and go home to William Head from Victoria harbour.
Then we’d bicycle the 18 miles back to Victoria on Sundays.
Albert finished high school in 1941, and worked that summer aboard the hydrographic
survey ship Wm. J. Stewart.52 His shipmates didn’t exude a lot of charm: “Two of them
liked to play catch on deck, with me as the ball.” In the fall he entered Victoria College,
but “came down with the mumps, just before exam time. Flunked several exams.”
He worked briefly in the Bloedel, Stewart and Welch Somass sawmill, but was reprieved
to start his first Forest Economics Division (surveys) job in the summer of 1942, at
Invermere. He assisted John Pickford in cruising Christmas Tree Permits and locating
their boundaries. Clark McBride was Party Chief. “Our chaining was a bit fast and
loose. Sam Marling came up from Nelson to inspect our work. He was unimpressed
and raised a mild objection about the loose chaining, but for the first time ever, we tied in
perfectly to our point of commencement! Back in Nelson, he reported, erroneously, that
‘the boys are doing rather well with the surveying.’”
__________
52. Now the Canadian Princess, a hotel and restaurant permanently moored in the mud of
Ucluelet harbour.
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Ernie, already in the army, advised his younger brother against joining up: “Time enough
to step on a landmine when you’re 80 years old.” Nevertheless, Albert enlisted on
October 7, 1942, at the Bay Street Armouries in Victoria. His training included field
engineering at Chilliwack, architectural drafting in St. John, N.B., the “Number 2
University Course” at Mount Allison, and finally a photogrammetry course in Halifax.
He was posted to England late in 1944, where he took more field engineering and
photogrammetry training, and where he discovered that “…installing Bailey Bridges was
OK but looking for landmines at night was not OK.”
Finally, on April 8, 1945, Albert was posted to the Number 1 Canadian Air Survey
Company in Holland, and permitted to apply his photogrammetric training. The
company was led by the brilliant and renowned Lyle Trorey, but:
We called it “Major Hammond’s School for Young Ladies.” This was because
Major Hammond’s job was to make sure that all lower ranks observed correct
order, discipline and proper dress. Once I was deeply humiliated to be paid a
flying visit by Ernie, flamboyantly dressed in a canvas “Bone-dry” hat and
“Drybak” jacket, while I myself was ignominiously dressed in correct uniform.
The work of the company was airphoto interpretation and mapping, for
general military and intelligence purposes. We received new airphotos
almost daily. We used our skill and training to spot significant changes
behind enemy lines, interpret them, and pass any information forward to the
advancing units. We gained a reputation for making new maps faster than
our British counterparts, and more accurately than the Americans.
When the war ended Albert found himself at Khaki University of Canada, near London,
England. He left England in 1946, married Shirley Burnham in New Brunswick, and the
two went on to Vancouver, where Al started Summer School at UBC.
Al made up the necessary math and chemistry courses in time to enter first year forestry
in the fall of 1946. There he toiled, along with many fellow veterans and a few pinkcheeked youths, until he graduated with a BSF degree in 1950.
It was more difficult for Al than for his unmarried classmates to wander off on summer
jobs. Nevertheless, he rejoined the Forest Inventory Surveys Section of the Forest
Economics Division in May, 1947. Al certainly remembers Mickey Pogue’s celebrated
Cruiser Training School at the Cowichan Lake Experiment Station. Indeed he attained
considerable prominence there:
Mickey was testing our dendrology capabilities on some immature trees
behind the cookhouse. The stand only had fir, hemlock and balsam trees, but
they were pretty young and close together for easy identification. When we
came to tree number six, a four-inch [diameter] sapling with living twigs too
far up to see, there was wide disagreement.
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“If you guessed fir, you guessed right,” said Mickey. I knew better. “It’s a
balsam,” I said. With some difficulty I shinnied up that tree, broke off a
branch, and dropped it at Mickey’s feet. He was wrong. I was right. I slid
down, expecting a handsome apology. “Well,” the undaunted Mickey
responded, “if it’s not a fir now, it’s going to grow up to be a fir!”
Albert spent that summer on the Prince George East survey, under Davis Carey (see
Appendix 2). The basecamp was at Cale Creek. Cruisers were Stan Lockhard and Bill
Grainger. Al was a Compassman, along with Ernie Jones, Wilmot Bruells and Ed
Wadell.
In 1948 Al was on the Kitimat survey, aboard the Forest Surveyor; George Allison Party
Chief (see Appendix 2, 1948, for party members). This was probably the first year that
parachute food drops were attempted in forest surveys. Al recalls that Mickey Pogue
and George Allison, lacking proper parachutes, were forced to improvise. They went
into a dry goods shop in Prince Rupert. Mickey talked with the proprietor:
“Have you got lots of cloth like this?”
“Sure, about how much would you like?”
“Oh, about 300 yards ought to do it.”
Boxes of groceries, wrapped in yards of twine, and attached to the corners of
a piece of the cloth, were dropped at pre-arranged ground points for we
flycampers to claim. The drops were not entirely successful. Tin cans were
scattered, buried in swamps, or smashed. But Bill Bradshaw and I, in the
Upper Kitimat, were kept bombarded with food and back copies of the
Vancouver News Herald (including the social pages, which for some reason
fascinated Bill).
In 1949 Al was “Cruiser-in-Charge”53 on a 10% cruise of the Whiteswan Lake area (see
Appendix 3 for party members):
The Junkers seaplane CF-AQW flew in supplies and heavy material.
Although wives had not often appeared on survey parties at that time, Shirley
came to visit. I met her at Charlie McGuire’s Canal Flats Ranger Station, and
the two of us drove up the Lussier River, then hiked the last 11 miles into
Whiteswan Lake.
F.S. McKinnon came in and did a check cruise on us. He suggested I
shouldn’t bother to finish my last year of forestry because Shirley already had
a degree, and that was enough for one family.
__________
53. I got paid $204 per month for this, compared to $202 paid to Doug McLeod, the other
Cruiser.
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Al graduated with the UBC forestry class of 1950, and joined the Tamihi - Earle 10%
Cruise party. Tamihi Creek, in the Chilliwack Valley, was one of two “long-term” Timber
Sales to be offered by the Vancouver Forest District. Jack Wade, B.C. Land Surveyor,
provided precise horizontal and vertical control, in the form of triangulation from nearby
peaks and a transit traverse from the Chilliwack River to monuments along the U.S.
border. Cruising proceeded until July, at which time the crew, its equipment and
groceries moved to Pender Harbour, to be met by Bill Young and the B.C. Forester, for
the move to Earle Creek.
Earle Creek flows south into Sechelt Inlet, just inside Skookumchuck Narrows. The
Skipper had intended to shoot the narrows at slack tide, but probably neglected to allow
for the one hour difference between tide table (Standard) time and clock (Daylight
Saving) time. The B.C. Forester, with its deckload of Cruisers, Compassmen and
Surveyors, rushed into the gap, descended a four-foot green water stairstep, and heeled
sickeningly. Grocery cartons began sliding to the edge of the deckhouse roof, where the
crew, mindful that this was their sustenance, grabbed them. After a heart-stopping
interval, the B.C. Forester slowly righted herself and sped through the remaining fast
water. We landed thankfully at the L&M Logging Co. float, and arranged with the Timber
Sale applicant for truck transport to our campsite on the hill.
Earle Creek was also surveyed by transit and given a 10% cruise. A patch of mature
timber in a sidecreek to the east was included. Unfortunately Roy Webb hiked in and
then sprained his ankle badly. While Albert and his Compassman ran everybody’s
strips, the rest of us spent an agonizing day packing Roy back to the truck road. Roy
was a big man.
Earle Creek wound down in August, 1950. The men went to join Art Scholefield’s crew
at Cowichan, as reinforcements on the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Company Land
Grant survey.
In September, 1950, Al left forest surveys to join Lyle Trorey, his former Commanding
Officer, now at Photographic Surveys Ltd. in Vancouver. The fieldwork included jobs in
the Bella Coola Valley, South Bentinck Arm, Beaver Cove and Winter Harbour, with
such notables as Slim Johnson, Bert Reid and Laurie Milner. In 1951 Al transferred to
Northern Pulpwood Ltd.,54 a major customer of Photographic Surveys.
In December, 1952, after a short stint with Canfor in the Lillooet valley, Albert returned to
the forest surveys fold, which was then on the second floor of the Weiler Building, above
Straith’s clothing store on Government Street. It was as if he had never left.
In 1953 Al was Party Chief of a Coding, Sampling, and Volume and Decay party in the
McBride - Penny area (see Appendix 6). Al recalls that he lost his tonsils that summer.

__________
54. The logging division of Pacific Mills, soon to be purchased by Crown Zellerbach Canada.
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Later that year, he took part in the Morice - Nanika Special Cruise. “The famous
‘Gunsmoke’ Murphy suffered a river rafting mishap and lost one caulk boot. His claim
for compensation was attended to promptly – he received one-half the price of a new
pair, enough to buy one boot!”
In 1954 Al was Chief of a Coding party in the Chilliwack area (see Appendix 7).
In 1955 Al was Chief of the Cottonwood party, working around Sovereign Lake:
A new Beaver aircraft crashed there that summer, but it was just after I’d left
for Fort St. James, to replace Dick Tannhauser, down with appendicitis.
Dick’s office in town was liberally stocked with macaroons. I naturally flew up
Stuart Lake to meet my new crew. My arrival was less than ceremonious as I
was forced to jump up to my belly button into the lake and pull the floatplane
ashore. I was called upon to perform this service several times in my career,
and I hope there will be no more similar requests.
Al’s last full season with a field party was in 1956. He ran a Sampling party in the
northeast corner of B.C. (see Party No. 720, Northern Interior, 1956 Party Organization
chart). “We got around in vehicles along the Alaska Highway and riverboats on the Fort
Nelson and Liard rivers. Pete West was my assistant; the crew was comparatively
large, with 18 members.”
In 1957 Albert and many others in Forest Surveys and Inventory Division were pulled in
to the Victoria office on Michigan Street, to help complete the first comprehensive
provincial inventory since F.D. Mulholland’s 1937 Forest Resources of British Columbia.
The original federal - provincial inventory agreement expired on March 31, 1956, but the
work continued. Al joined the Resources group, headed by Bob Malcolm. During the
summer of 1957, 24 people worked in this group, including Denny Goddard, Mike
Nuttall, Fred Brahniuk, Pete Leahy, Ian MacRae, Scott Finding and Vance Stewart (see
Office Party Organization, July, 1957). Many other members of the office staff were also
Kail-plotting, compiling, mapping and working on other components of the provincial
inventory.
By 1959-1960, Al was in charge of a section called Stand and Stock Tables. Later on,
he was assigned to the delicate task of training forest industry and consulting firm
people in the forest inventory procedures used in the Forest Surveys and Inventory
Division. These people needed to be persuaded to use similar methods so that their
work, carried out on Tree Farm Licences and other private tenures, could be combined
into the provincial inventory.
In 1972 Al took charge of the Growth and Yield (Managed Stands) Section:
For some reason, this was the year when girls started working in the woods!
I had some with me, and found them to be good workers. One summer I had
34 people (both sexes) with me. About this time, Helmut Bradatsch was
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perfecting the helicopter twin-camera photography concept developed by
Hugh Lyons. My crews had the enviable task of climbing trees to flag them
for precise location of sample plots on the airphotos.
One of Al’s most stimulating times in Forest Inventory Division came in 1978, when it
was decided that a forest inventory must include all vegetation on the site, not just the
trees. Al’s challenge was to develop a practical system and procedures for
accomplishing this. His lifelong interest in botany, taxonomy and plant ecology suited
him admirably. This work occupied Albert until his retirement in 1982.
DON MUNRO
Don was born in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, on January 9, 1938. From then until
1950, he lived on a farm (“mixed”) and attended grade school there. The family then
moved to Salmon Arm, B.C., where Don lived on a farm (“potatoes”) and attended high
school. From 1955 to 1968, he worked his way through UBC (BSF), Oregon State
University (MF) and back to UBC (PhD, forestry).
Don’s first forestry job was in the summer of 1956, with forest surveys (see Party No.
640, 1956 Party Organization chart, wherein Don appears as “D.D. Munrow”):
I started out with Helmut Bradatsch, Pete Leahy and Pete Coombs as a
Tallyman out of Prince George (West Lake). The whole summer was
flycamps, backpacking, ten days more or less out, then a day or two in.
The work week was six days. We worked mainly in the Blackwater drainage.
I especially enjoyed exploring the old Collins Telegraph Trail – much of it was
still in evidence then – wire, standing poles and broken-down line cabins.
I also looked diligently for signs of Alexander Mackenzie’s 1793 passage
through the Blackwater, but never found any! In August we moved to
Kamloops, and spent a month at the head of Adams Lake.
I’ll never forget:


Pete Leahy’s genius for four-wheel-drifting our Austin A40 van around corner
after corner, mile after mile.



The way Pete Coombs always smoked all our tobacco on flycamps, and then
slept and smoked all day back at basecamp.



Dried onion soup/instant mashed potatoes/powdered milk/Spam, Spam, Spam,
Spam, Spam and Spam!



Packing those bloody green SPF radio boxes on fly trips and checking in every
morning. I think our call letters were XLX30. We heard one day that the guys at
the big helicopter camp at Aleza Lake had just disabled their chopper by tossing
a hatchet through the tail rotor!
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Deciding what in hell to do when you discover the Beaver has dropped you off on
the wrong lake, has taken off, and left you without that green box with radio!



Once we studied the airphotos, we saw that the right lake was only a mile or two
away. Bush pilots are good at returning to the drop-off spot for the pick-up. We
decided to go to the right lake, do our work, and come back to the drop-off lake
on the appointed day, and hope for the best. It worked.



Getting a Land Rover so deep in mud that we had to camp beside it for two days
while we dug it out.



Advancing and retreating 50 yards on the first day of a ten-day flycamp: five of us
drove half a day to the bank of a river, shouldered huge packs, and started across
the river on a 30-inch cottonwood conveniently cut down by beavers. Naturally
we all filed out on our bridge in tight formation. Bad thinking. The lead man was
successfully nearing the far bank, when he took a flying leap for it. This dislodged
the tree, and the current rolled it about half a turn. The second and third in line
didn’t have a chance; they went straight into the frigid waters, face first and packs
last. The fourth guy had some warning and a thicker piece of tree trunk to dance
on. I still have this vivid mental image of him, arms waving, feet shuffling, pack
swaying, until he finally lost it and hit the river too.
I was last, perched safely on the butt of the tree, with a grandstand view of the
others. I stepped off daintily and helped my mates back ashore. Our bedraggled
group retreated 50 yards to the trucks, set up camp, lit a large fire to dry out by,
and postponed further progress until the next morning.



Swaggering through downtown Kamloops with beards – people stopped and
asked us where we’d come from. Beards weren’t very common then.



Missing a day’s work to pick up a crew member from the pokey, where the cops
had stored him for the night while he sobered up.



The wild of everything – sunrises, sunsets, game, companions. Without a doubt
it was the best summer I will ever spend in my entire life!

Aside from working briefly for Industrial Forestry Service (IFS) during 1960 in Prince
George with Larry deGrace, Harry Gairns and Bob Darnell, Don has pursued a
successful career as a prominent member of the Faculty of Forestry at UBC. He has
acted variously in teaching, research and outside consulting in forest mensuration,
remote sensing and related subjects. Since 1985 he has also been Director of UBC’s
Malcolm Knapp Research Forest at Maple Ridge and the Interior Research Forest at
Gavin Lake.
Don and Carol have built a house on an orchard property at Naramata. In retirement
there, Don will have progressed from his boyhood “mixed” and “potatoes” farming,
through a satisfying forestry career, and back to another kind of farm, “peaches.”
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PETER MURPHY
Not only is Peter a prominent and widely-respected forester, he also tells a good story.
In response to a request for some biographical information, he sat down and wrote the
following:
Born February 20, 1930. Raised in the Montreal area. Mother a Californian,
so inherited a proclivity for the west – lots of summer times in the Laurentians
– introduced to forests and forestry. Two years science at McGill, then
University of New Brunswick for Forestry – graduated in 1953. Later got
MScF at University of Montana at Missoula in 1963, and PhD from UBC in
1985.
Summer jobs on local farms, two summers as a boy’s camp counsellor, three
summers as a ranch hand in the California Sierras. Summer 1951 cruising in
Manitoba, summer 1952 cruising in B.C., and B.C. Forest Service in spring of
1953 on graduation – some highlights below.
Travels with Rafter McMinn and Other Stories – reminiscences about forest surveys with
the B.C. Forest Service by Peter J. Murphy
My two years of field experience with the Forest Surveys and Inventory
Division of the B.C. Forest Service took place in 1952 and 1953. The first
year was as an undergraduate student with Carl Highsted. He had two crews
working out of Penny and McBride. I was put in charge of a third crew
stationed at Upper Fraser. Our responsibility was to do the forest cover type
mapping and sample plots for the upper McGregor River, including Herrick
and Carson creeks, around the Arctic Lakes, and east to the Alberta border.
We travelled into the work area by river skiff, floatplanes and along the CNR
line by speeder. Our speeder permits were good from Aleza Lake to
McBride. At the end of that season we worked out of Quesnel for about a
month, helping to complete a project being run out of Prince George under
the direction of Bill Young, then finished with a cruise project at Lillooet.
The second term was as a just-graduated forester from the University of New
Brunswick. I was sent to the Cranbrook area to work with Ray Leech on a
volume and decay study (see Appendix 6). We worked out of Moyie Lake, up
the Moyie River, and the St. Mary River west of Kimberley. The focus that
summer was on volume and growth studies to develop volume tables to go
along with the inventory. At the end of season, summer students began
leaving to go back to school and we did some regrouping. I helped Ludo
Bertch close his camp on the Kootenay River out of Canal Flats, and then did
some cruising in the Kamloops area.
In September, as a final consolidation, we were sent up the Cariboo Highway
through Prince George and west to Smithers to complete forest cover type
mapping and sample plots on the upper Morice River area. This major
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inventory project was under the direction of Grant Ainscough who had a
basecamp on Morice Lake where the Nanika River entered. It was snowing
with low cloud for a week when we arrived at Smithers so we stayed at the Air
Force base in old wartime buildings until the weather cleared. We were able
to do our pre-typing of airphotos in a warehouse there. It was here that I met
Al McMinn who was to be my partner for the next month.
When the weather broke enough to fly, we drove the gravel road to Houston,
loaded onto a floatplane and flew into Anzac lake. We had been divided into
teams of two. The idea for Al and me was to do forest cover type mapping
and put in sample plots, working our way around Stepp Lake to Kidprice Lake
and then down the Nanika Valley to the basecamp – which we were assured
was at the location indicated on the map. Our trip was projected to take two
to three weeks. We were supplied with Bulman’s dehydrated foods, cheese,
dry Swedish rye crisp, and porridge, among other delectables, and loaded
them on our Trapper Nelson packboards with a Baker [reflector] tent, sleeping
bags and equipment.
It was showery when we landed on Anzac Lake late that afternoon. We put
up our tent close to the lake facing east so we could catch some early
morning sun should the skies clear. About three that morning we were
awakened by a noise outside the tent and we both sat bolt upright
simultaneously. Right in front of the tent was a cow moose who gave us one
very startled look and immediately rushed into the lake in surprise. She
swam in a straight line at right angles to the shore. The sky had cleared and
there was enough moonlight that we were able to watch her make a wake
until she reached the far shore.
Our first cruise was around the north side of Anzac Lake through an old burn
– about a ten-year reburn which had left very sparse regeneration, but lots of
willow. The ground was littered with cast-off moose antlers – I have never
seen so many in one location since – it was obviously a prime winter range
for moose. We saw plenty of them that day and on the rest of the trip.
On our way over to Kidprice Lake a few days later, we went around the south
side of Stepp Lake in the broad valley heading west over the divide. Our way
took us through some very dense regeneration in lodgepole pine, spruce and
subalpine fir. It was sufficiently dense that we had a difficult time threading
through the interlocking branches. It was one of those absolutely still
mornings with low cloud and lots of moisture in the air after recent showers.
It had snowed slightly the night before, but it had largely melted. In this
lowering setting, making our way through the dense bush, we suddenly broke
into a small clearing about ten metres across (it was about half a chain then)
in which the trees had been trampled absolutely flat, including young pine up
to ten centimetres in diameter at the base which had been snapped right off.
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In the centre was an immense, dead bull moose which had been mostly
consumed, and well-worn Grizzly tracks all around. We could both feel the
hairs on the backs of our necks rise in that murky setting. Pausing only
momentarily to take in the scene, we left immediately as the significance of it
registered, and proceeded briskly on our way. We conjectured afterwards
why a Grizzly would have taken on a bull moose in prime at that time of year.
It had been a major battle and, thankfully it did not feel compelled to put the
run on us. Perhaps it was plain that we were already on our way. Someone
was watching over us.
The crest of the divide had been burned and reburned, so we were given an
unobstructed view of Kidprice Lake and its setting. The sky had begun to
clear and the early evening sun was reflecting off the peaks which
surrounded the lake on three sides. In that still atmosphere I just had to
yodel, and was rewarded with three good echoes, one off each range of
mountains. We both did some whooping and hollering for the novelty of it.
We set up camp in the late evening on the east end of the lake, and reflected
on our journey of the day. As it turned out, there were several dry pieces of
driftwood high on the shore, so we thought we would try lashing a few of them
together to make a raft. We figured that if we made a good raft, we could
pole it along the shore, stopping in to do our sampling on our way to the point
where the Nanika River left the lake. The venture was successful, and we
eventually made camp at the outlet.
The river begins with an impressive falls out of the lake which gathers the
waters in a tight valley heading north towards Morice Lake. The falls had
been recently surveyed for hydro power potential, and the survey crew had
left a roll of soft wire behind. Flushed with our success poling along the lake,
we decided that we should build another raft, this time with larger timbers,
lash them with wire and use the Nanika River as our travel corridor. That way
we could sample along both sides of the valley on the way down. We felled a
couple of large fir snags and cut a couple of twelve-foot logs from each.
We fastened them with cross braces and wire. They were remarkably
buoyant so we cut a couple of dry poles, loaded our packs and took off.
The start of the trip was idyllic. The river flowed deeply and smoothly. The
sun came out, and we marvelled at the evidence of the salmon run and the
number of eagles coursing along the valley. We did stop to check forest
cover types and put in sample plots.
The photographs showed some whitewater along the way, and on the second
day we encountered our first rapids. We could hear them roaring from some
distance upstream. From the water level view, they looked quite wild with
great flecks of spray leaping into the air, and we could see their rather steep
gradient, so we pulled over to one side to do some scouting.
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We decided to backpack our gear to the base of the rapids, then come back
and try to line the raft down with a rope. With one person holding the raft
back from the end of a rope and the other using a light pole to push the raft
around rocks, it bobbed down quite readily. We did that two or three times
that day.
The next day, after doing some plots, we did another stretch. By that time we
had worked out that if I took both packs, Al could work the raft down by
himself, and we could make the portage in one traverse instead of two. On
this particular occasion I ran into a rock bluff so climbed over it – which gave
me a good view of the river and the next set of rapids. While I was catching
my breath, I noticed an eagle flying low down the valley at about eye level.
It was my first close-up view of an eagle in flight with a salmon in its claws.
I eagerly anticipated getting a close look at it. When it came level, it was
obvious that the salmon was long dead, the eagle’s white head was grimy
and stained from its previous meals, and there were wing and tail feathers
missing – not quite resembling a picture from National Geographic, but
perhaps more realistic.
By the time of the next rapids Al had observed that the raft was actually riding
quite high in the swells, and he figured that we could probably just ride
through the rapids rather than portaging. His arguments were persuasive so
at the next one we stopped to scout, then came back to give it a try. The
anticipation was quite suspenseful as we rushed into the hissing rapids and
through the swells to the first whitewater. To our relief, the raft rode high and
bounced through very smoothly.
We were able to use our poles to steer around the rocks which were sticking
up through the surface. The overwhelming power of the river, the roar of the
water, the hissing through the whitewater, and the clunking of moving rocks
(which we could hear through the water) commanded our full attention. It was
a rather heady feeling to shoot out at the end into calm water – realizing that
we had not only made it, but that we had stayed dry in the process.
Our photographs showed that eventually the valley opened up and the river
began to meander. We felt that once we got to that point we would be home
free as we felt the river would be running more slowly and certainly much
more smoothly.
Finally the day came that we reached that point. The river rushed out of the
tight valley, broadened out, then took a hard right turn followed immediately
by a sharp turn to the left. We skilfully poled around the first turn – staying in
the current – Al in the front and me in the back. Our two packs were lying on
the logs, the boy’s axe was stuck in a log, and our frying pan from lunch was
tucked under one of the crossbraces.
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The force of the current shot us straight into the next bank as the river made
its sharp turn to the left. Al instinctively jumped off onto the bank when the
raft hit. As I saw him leave, and as the raft moved back away from the shore,
I told him that I would pick him up down below. By then the raft was moving
sideways down the river, and I turned to see that I was being carried into an
immense sweeper – a live spruce which had been washed out of the bank
and lying across the water. It was right there, so my immediate reaction was
to raise my arms to grab the branches and to try keeping the raft in place with
my butt muscles while I worked ourselves underneath it – what a hope. The
river was running more smoothly, but still had all its force so, naturally, the
raft washed right out from under me along with both packs, the axe and the
frying pan. Another one of those momentary vignettes etched on memory is
a water-level view through the branches of the sweeper of our raft bobbing
empty out into the main current, and two packs floating down beside it.
I watched the river suck the raft and packs under a huge pile of driftwood
about 50 metres below the sweeper. By this time the current had dragged my
legs under the sweeper and was tugging at my boots, which I had unlaced
during our rafting sessions. The one on the right was sucked away but it was
still not possible to lift myself over the sweeper.55 Besides, the branches kept
me away from the trunk so I could not get a grip on it in order to climb out. Al
called from the bank to ask if I was alright – which at the time I thought I was
– so I told him I was just fine. Al called back that he would run downstream to
see if he could salvage the packs.
While I was contemplating what to do next, wondering how the dickens I was
going to get out of there on my own, I was alarmed to hear the roots starting
to pop on the sweeper. I could envisage the sweeper pulling free of the bank
and rolling over into the driftpile, but to my surprise and relief, the lower roots
held and the sweeper just hinged into the bank where I was able to stand up
and crawl out. I did not realize how cold the water had been until I started
walking down to try to find Al – it seemed to be about ten minutes walking
before I had any feeling come back in my stockinged foot.
About twenty minutes later I met Al again. He had been able to retrieve his
pack, but he reported that mine was in the middle of the current, well beyond
reach. Fortunately, his pack contained the photographs and our cruise data,
and had stayed reasonable dry. Fortunately, also, he had a pair of camp
shoes so I was able to borrow one.

__________
55. Al McMinn notes that Peter's claim for compensation was attended to promptly: "He received
one-half the price of a new pair of boots – enough to buy one new boot!"
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We walked for a few hours and made camp. We had dry matches so we
could build a fire to dry out and warm up. The food and the tent were in my
pack, but we did have a few leftovers from lunch, including tea and the soggy
remnants of the sugar bag. Al noticed an abundance of cranberries, so we
picked a bunch and made a stew in the cooking pot, soaking the sugar sack
and adding some soggy Klim to the brew.
It did not taste right to me, and I was not sufficiently ravenous to force it
down. But Al felt compelled to eat his share – which kept him up most of the
night. It was showery again, but we had the tent fly and were able to doze
reasonably well. The next day we started early and were able to reach the
basecamp that evening in a long pull.
We saw several moose along the way, including a young bull which was just
about to cross the river as we watched him unobserved. It was impressive to
see how slowly and cautiously he moved and how powerful the river was. It
was up over his chest at the deepest part, but he was able to cross without
swimming.
There was nobody in camp when we arrived, but we put together a good
feed, and Grant flew back in the next day. There was a supply run expected
the next day, so I was able to order another pair of boots and have them
flown in.
Our next cruise was to go further west along the lower Nanika Valley. We
headed up the lake by boat and were dropped off in the rain. We were to
head south over the ridge south of Morice Lake into the head of a tributary of
the Nanika. The plan was to pick us up at the same location about a week
later.
We did our first sampling in an open lodgepole pine stand. It was growing on
a flat gravel moraine. It was open and park-like because of the low
productivity of the site. We were interested in the age and rates of growth, so
stopped to do some coring. As we were working, Al commented that he
thought he heard hoof beats so we looked around. Off in the distance we
could see a dark shape so we moved around trying to get a clear view
through the trees. It turned out to be a bull moose who saw us at the same
time we were able to identify him. He was obviously in the rut, and peeved.
It was evident by the way he turned and ran straight towards us that he
intended to find out who or what we were.
On apprising its behaviour, Al and I calmly selected trees and casually
climbed up them just in case. The moose came up to about forty metres
(about two chains) away, lowered his head and pawed the turf vigorously,
snorting and sizing us up. After a few minutes he wheeled and trotted off to
the west.
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At that time Al and I decided to come down out of our trees. I found I had
selected a branchless pine and had managed to shinny up only about six
feet. Al, more sagely, had selected a spruce with branches, but it was so
slender that the top swayed over and he was still only about seven feet off the
ground.
I was sitting facing south – the direction from which the moose had come –
counting growth rings, when I heard a twig snap behind me. It was the
moose returning. He had circled entirely around us and was back with a
vengeance. The moose reminded me of a steam locomotive. He was
glistening black, with grey socks and shiny black hooves pumping up and
down like pistons. His antlers were a dark nut-brown, and the tines were
glistening ivory. His ears were back, his nose was up, and the hair on the
withers was standing straight up. I do not believe that I looked at him very
long, but the impression is vividly etched.
After his first visit we had surreptitiously sized up other trees in case we had
to climb again – fortunately separate trees. We leaped for our tree and this
time made it up around fifteen feet. The moose came right up to us, this time
tearing the ground where we had been standing and raking his antlers on the
bark. He eventually lost interest in what may have been to him a couple of
squirrels, and trotted off with dignity intact. However, I rolled a smoke and
tossed my makings to Al in the next tree, and we contemplated life until we
were reasonably confident that the moose wasn’t coming back. We finished
up and took off over the ridge, but kept imagining bull moose in every shadow
and behind every large tree.
That night we made camp under a spruce tree, since we had lost our tent on
the previous outing. It was a large full-crowned open-grown spruce at the
edge of a lake. It was still raining, but the sixteen-foot spread of branches
kept us perfectly dry, and we were able to rig the fly as a cooking shelter.
We worked out of that comfortable basecamp for several days.
On the final traverse, our line took us close to the Nanika River well below
where we had dumped. It was about an hour away, but we had finished early
that afternoon so on a whim walked over to see what the river would have
been like had we been rafting at that point. As we broke out of the timber
onto the shore, there was my pack on the upper end of a gravel bar! There
was a slab of bacon in it which we cut up to celebrate at a late lunch – but we
found it too bland to eat since the salt and seasoning had been washed out of
it. That night we were able to sleep in a tent, leaving us with a net loss of
only a pair of caulk boots, a frying pan and an axe. It is clear we were being
watched over.
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An interesting postscript to this trip was added about fifteen years later when I
was running the Forest Technology School at Hinton, Alberta. We had a
couple of RCAF people in to do a survival exercise with our students. During
lunch with them it turned out that one had been stationed at Smithers in the
late 1950s. And, speaking of survival, he laughed about a story that was still
going around about these two characters from the B.C. Forest Service who
tried running a raft down the Nanika River and piled up along the way! We
never realized that we had become famous.
This recounting would not be complete without mentioning Grant Ainscough’s
famous coffee pot. Each party had been issued a big enamel coffee pot as
part of its cooking equipment. Grant was a coffee connoisseur and felt keenly
that a coffee pot should never be washed – that the quality of the coffee
improved with seasoning of the pot. He assiduously instructed his crew
members that spring that the grounds could be dumped from the pot and
gently rinsed out, but the residue on the inside was to be left intact.
Grant had brought his prized, seasoned pot to Morice Lake. By then, he felt it
was just reaching its prime with a thick layer of coffee essence built up.
Unfortunately, one junior forester, who was having a difficult time anyway,
thought that he would do Grant a favour one day by cleaning out the coffee
pot while Grant was away. I was not there when the storm broke, but we all
heard about it, and we all quickly learned that it was no joking matter. Grant
was a great Party Chief, had a neat sense of humour, but the coffee pot was
just too close to his heart.
On our way back to Victoria, when the job was over towards the end of
October, I met Henry Jelinek at a cafe in Prince George where we had
stopped for supper. He and his partner were finishing an inventory around
Davie Lake north of Prince George on the Hart Highway, then under
construction. I asked the Victoria office for approval to join them and headed
north with them to give a hand. We worked through November and returned
to Victoria in early December. One of the highlights of that expedition was
the opportunity to meet with Larry deGrace who had just begun his Industrial
Forestry Service. He camped with us at Davie Lake for a couple of nights
and we had some great discussions about forestry and how multiple use fit
into the scheme. I was sorry to learn several years later that Henry was on a
plane that vanished on a flight over the Coast Range.
In mid-December 1953 we arrived in Victoria after a full season of field work –
as outlined in the story. It was quite a contrast to be plunked down in that big
room in the Weiler Building with a small horde of foresters, all punching away
on Fridens and Marchants – all clicking and whirring. I was interviewed for
continuing work in BCFS, and offered a position with forest surveys. But,
before leaving UNB I had also applied to the old Eastern Rockies Forest
Conservation Board (ERFCB) in Calgary to see if I could get into range
management.
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In January 1954, I got an offer from the Alberta Forest Service (AFS) which I
thought would lead in that direction, so left Victoria early March 1954. It was
shirt-sleeve weather already, but when I got off the train in Edmonton it was
minus 30 and blowing a blizzard, so wondered if I had done the right thing.
I led a cruise party down the lower Athabasca that summer, and later married
the sister of my Compassman. We moved to Calgary in the fall of 1955 to
work with ERFCB, but there was not much challenge to the job. I then
applied for two new positions with the AFS – one as a field forester in Edson,
and the other to head a new Training Branch. I was successful in the latter
and have essentially been in training and education since.
The Training Branch led to being able to build a new school at Hinton and to
develop both in-service training and a two-year Forest Technology program
through the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology. I was invited to apply
for a position in the new forestry program at the University of Alberta when it
began, and moved there in January 1973. The next year I was Acting
Chairman of Forest Science, and stayed on for 16 years in that position and
later Forestry Dean. That ended in 1990, and I am now phasing out, with
retirement slated for July 1995.
The highlight in all this is our family – four daughters and a son, and now five
grandchildren.
That’s Peter Murphy’s story, told by himself, with emphasis on his time in forest surveys.
Don’t you hate a guy that won’t speak up?
Peter’s many current professional accomplishments include: President, Canadian
Institute of Forestry; President, Forest History Society Inc.; member, Forest Sector
Advisory Council of Canada and Co-chair, Forest Resources Subcommittee and
member, Forest Research Advisory Council of Canada.
FRANK PENDL
Frank was born on November 26, 1933, in Dunabogdany, a town on a bend in the
Danube River 36 km north of Budapest, Hungary. He attended local public and private
schools until the Communist regime took over after World War II ended. His family
owned a small farm holding, which made them “bourgeoisie” in the eyes of the
Communists. Frank’s parents were exiled to the east, and Frank was placed in a
training program for chimney sweeps, in the town of Eger.
“At age 19,” he recalls, “I had worked my way up to Supervisor, in charge of a whole
crew of chimney sweeps, many of them much older than I was.” Soon after he was able
to complete high school, and in 1954 started university studies at Sopron:
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I was a second-year forestry student at Sopron, about 5 km from the Austrian
border, when the Russians moved into Hungary on November 4, 1956. All
Hungarian university students received military training of some kind. I was in
a Reserve Officer Training Corps artillery detachment commanded by Oscar
Sziklai, a junior faculty member (and future prominent forest geneticist at
UBC).
We manned a gun and its accompanying truck at a strategic spot along the
highway from Budapest, part of a battery with orders to stop the Russian
advance. While we waited there, we made the extremely painful discovery
that one of our own countrymen had betrayed us. The firing pins of all our
guns had been removed! The Russians arrived. Their smiling commander
displayed a box containing our firing pins, and ordered us to drive our trucks
back to the university, where we were to wait for his arrival. We followed his
orders, except that we kept going through Sopron, and into Austria!
Most of Sopron’s faculty and students were reunited in Austria. Dean Kalman
Roller wrote letters to several foreign governments, asking whether they
would consider providing a new home for the Sopron University exiles.
Jack Pickersgill, the Canadian Minister of External Affairs, responded
enthusiastically. As a result, we came to Canada, as a small part of about
37,000 Hungarians who did likewise.56
Members of the Sopron Forestry School and their families became guests of the Powell
River Company, at their construction camp in Powell River. Frank and his colleagues
enrolled in a crash course in the English language.57 Company foresters arranged local
field trips to introduce the Hungarians to B.C. Coast forest practices:
Coming from well-groomed European forests, we were appalled at the effects
of logging big timber on steep slopes, and broadcast burning of the heavy
slash (in Hungary, any branches or twigs left on the ground were picked up
for domestic fuel. We had no Hungarian equivalent to the term
“slashburning!”).

__________
56. The complete story of the Sopron Forestry Faculty's transplantation from Hungary to Canada is
told in: Roller, Kalman (and Sopron Forestry Alumni). 1986. The Sopron chronicle. Rakoczi
Foundation Incorporated, Toronto, ON. 204 p.
57. Frank’s English teacher was Mrs. Clark, mother of Marv Clark, Research Director of FERIC’s
Western Division. Until she passed away recently, Frank kept in contact and visited
whenever he went through Powell River.
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As an undergraduate, Frank worked summers at the Stillwater Division of the Powell
River Company, for Crown Zellerbach Canada (under forester Daryl McQuillan) and for
the federal park service at Glacier National Park. In addition, his chimney-sweeping
expertise provided welcome off-season employment: “I was even offered a partnership
in a chimney-sweeping enterprise, but stuck with forestry!”
After our Powell River interlude, we stayed at the old RCAF station at Sea
Island airport briefly, and then to various housing arrangements in the
Vancouver area. We then resumed our forestry studies at UBC, where we
were made welcome by Dean George Allen and Dr. Vladimir Krajina. Along
with our own professors, including Dean Roller, Dr. Frank Tusko, Dr. Alex
Jablanczy, Oscar Sziklai, Les Adamovich, Frank Szy and others, we took
courses from Harry Smith, Jack Ker and Ian MacQueen in forestry and some
others from professors in the English Department.
Just before graduating in 1960, Frank and several Sopron Division colleagues applied
for jobs with the B.C. Forest Service. They were interviewed by Mickey Pogue of forest
surveys and Jim Williams of personnel:
Jobs were scarce. Since I had heard that previous experience outside the
B.C. Forest Service didn’t count for much with Mickey, I decided to apply for
the lowly position of Compassman. When Mickey asked me what qualified
me for a Compassman position, I took that as an insult and said so. The
interview didn’t seem to have gone very well. I was very pleasantly surprised,
therefore, to receive a letter soon after from Bill Young, Two I/C of Forest
Surveys and Inventory Division, offering me a job as Senior Tallyman!
I joined Scott Finding’s 1960 Coding and Sampling party based on the Forest
Surveyor (see Appendix 17). We worked from Lund to Seymour and Belize
inlets that summer. The Pacific Coast rain got me down at first. I remember
that from the start in early May to July 1, there were only five days when I
went without rain gear! It was one of the low points in my life. But then we
got ten saved-up days off in Vancouver for our July 1 break, and things
brightened up. Somehow the rest of the summer was pretty good, and the
rain never bothered me much after that.
Frank stayed on with forest surveys, as a Classifier, until 1964, then on volume and
decay work until 1967, and finally on Growth and Yield until 1969. He recalls a
helicopter incident in the Kettle Valley that may have contributed to his decision to move
from classification to Volume and Decay:
We were making air calls in the upper valley, mixed with some landings for
ground calls. We finally picked up Pete Small and took off for our Rock Creek
base. Suddenly the engine quit. With great skill, our pilot autorotated us into
a tiny hayfield, and we were safe on the ground. We got out and stood
around congratulating each other on our narrow escape.
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Apparently a homesteader had seen our descent and rushed over to help.
The pilot happened to spot this guy, just about to run into the still-spinning tail
rotor. The pilot yelled, and knocked him to the ground just in time! Two
miraculous deliverances in a few minutes!
From memory, Frank lists the Sopron Division staff or graduates who had full-time
employment with forest surveys between 1959 and 1995 as follows:
Faculty Member
Frank Szy
1958 Graduates
Edith Andody
Geza Benko
Jeno Dibuz
Miklos Gratzer
Bela Koos
Miklos Kovats
Erno Kretai
John Viszlai

1959 Graduates
Charlie Fur
John Kiss
Alex Ronay
1960 Graduates
Joseph Nemeth
Frank Pendl
Imre Spandli
Geza Toth

Many more Sopron foresters worked for forest surveys as summer students.
In January 1970 Frank went to the Vancouver Forest District, as Assistant Silviculturist
under Don Grant. In 1974 he moved to Timber Management, and in 1975 he became
Regional Research Officer, which position he held until his retirement in August, 1994.
Frank and his wife Hanna now live in Burnaby. They see a lot of their two daughters,
Heidi, still at home, and Sylvia, married and living in Vancouver.
BOB REID
My career in forestry started when I was in high school in Hope in 1951. An
announcement was made that people from the BCFS would be interviewing
students interested in working on a forest survey crew. The interviews were
held and about six of us were hired as Compassmen. I was 16 years old.
The interviewers were Art Scholefield and Ted Vaughn. We started work in
the Skagit River training session at a camp.
I remember Bob Breadon giving us a session on the use of the Abney Level.
In the next month we established sample plots up the Hope - Princeton
Highway and the Skagit River. Four of us hiked the Whatcom trail with Bob
Woods as crew leader. It was my first flycamp. I remember taking the
insoles out of my boots to put under the shoulder straps of my pack because
my shoulders hurt so much.
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We were sent to Nicola Lake later in the summer. All crews congregated
there for Timber Sale cruising training. There must have been 200 people
living in tents pitched along the shore of Nicola Lake. The old hotel was
rented as the main office. We made up food drops for the coming flycamps.
The government was short of money so the parachutes were made of cheese
cloth. All the parachutes did was keep the food boxes upright so that when
they hit the ground they had a cushion of straw on the bottom.
When we found them the only thing that wasn’t burst or eaten by bears was
the glass jars of jam the bears couldn’t get their teeth into. Several crews
concentrated on the Spius Creek watershed. I wish I had realized then how
extraordinary was the stand of huge ponderosa pine at the bottom of the
drainage.
One morning we students were wakened early by Dick Tannhaueser. He had
taken exception to my strides which I slept on for a mattress and decided to
stag them off – which in hindsight was a good idea but I didn’t like it. Later,
Pete Small told me that I should do the same thing to his pants and if he
came after me to call for him and to use my Billy stick (you remember the
Biltmore sticks) in the meantime!
So the next time I was left behind to clean up after breakfast I went to Dick’s
bedroll and found his uniform trousers. I stagged them off and burned the
ends then tucked them away. Fortunately, we had to leave camp before Dick
and others did. When he decided to dress up to return home I’m sure there
were some words spoken that weren’t in Dick’s normal vocabulary. I heard
from him the next year though, when I met him at Summit Lake!
I ended the year as a member of a crew doing Timber Sale cruising in
Scuzzy Creek, near Boston Bar. Some of the names on that crew that I
remember were Grant Ainscough and Mike Nuttal. There were lots of others
but they have slipped my mind. I think my memory loss was the result of the
yellowjackets that were so bad that year that you couldn’t get through a day
without being stung several times. Ted Vaughn was very kind to me and
loaned me his rubber bush clothes. They were so good that I was elected to
lead the way every morning to shake the water off the bushes and warn the
others of the wasps along the way.
REV. DUDLEY RITCHIE
For two summers in the 1950s, Dudley Ritchie filled a role which is indisputably the only
essential one on a survey party, that of Cook.
Dudley was born in November, 1927, into a prominent Montreal family. He attended
Montreal schools, but in 1947 was attracted to the West Coast, where he perceived that
“more was opening up.”
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Through his brother-in-law he was able to meet Prentice Bloedel, who offered to start
him out “at the bottom,” namely on the railroad gang at BS&W’s Menzies Bay Camp 5
($0.96 per hour). Dudley progressed to setting chokers ($1.16 per hour), then to the
sawmill in Alberni, and in 1948 to Chainman on an engineering crew locating road into
the looper-infested Sarita River ($300 per month). His social standing in Alberni was by
now assured by the acquisition of a 1928 Model A Ford with dubious braking
capabilities.
Dudley was idealistic, and raised an Anglican. Contrary to his family’s wishes he had
resolved to study for the ministry. Prentice Bloedel concurred with the family, saying
“Young man, you’ll never make any money doing that!” He nevertheless left in
September, 1948 for UBC, where he took arts and theology, graduating in 1953.
With his previous woods experience he was hired for the summer of 1949 by Ross
Douglas and Jack Frost, as Cook-Packer on an Alaska Pine Ltd. cruising crew out of
Port McNeill. He recalls the low-level Queen Charlotte Airlines Stranraer flight to Alert
Bay vividly. The crew worked mainly from a tent camp at Maynard Lake.
Following a winter living at the Anglican College on the UBC campus, Dudley began his
short forest surveys career:
They came to UBC looking for summer students. With my credentials as a
former Cook-Packer, I was snapped up as Cook on the B.C. Forester.58 The
pay ($250 per month) was down from the previous summer, but it was a job.
In all truth, upon arrival I knew very little about cooking beyond opening cans
and boiling water. Fortunately I soon visited my aunt in West Vancouver, and
she gave me an intensive course on baking pies, cakes, etc. When we
reassembled, Bill and the crew couldn’t get over the transformation. I fed
them elegantly-baked pies and cakes every day.
I slept in a tiny room just forward of the 100-hp Gardner diesel engine, and
worked in the galley at the stern. Jack McLeod, our Skipper, showed me how
to pick oysters off the Jervis Inlet rocks and how to deep-fry them on the
galley stove. Once we got tossed around by the wash of another boat during
this process, and the hot fat started a galley fire, which I managed to douse
before much damage was done.

__________
58. Bill Young's 1950 Powell boat party (see Appendix 3).
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I was probably on board with Jack more than anyone else. He was a capable
Skipper. He could approach a landing confidently, throw the B.C. Forester
into reverse at precisely the right moment, place her deftly alongside the float
or wharf, and nod for me to fasten the mooring lines. We did this every
weekend, when we tied up at Westview, near Powell River.
However, Jack tended to over-indulge on weekends, with the result that he’d
nod off at the wheel on Sunday evenings, outward bound. Bill Young would
ask me to “check on Jack,” and I’d find him seated on a stool, one foot
propped on the spokes of the wheel, fast asleep but still approximately on
course up the inlet.
We stopped briefly at Malibu, near the head of the inlet. We were pressed
into service during the 1950 Brittain River fire, in a Dunkirk-like evacuation of
families from the Brittain River camp to the Vancouver Bay camp, and the
return shipment of loggers to help fight fire. Jack was in his element during
this exercise.
In 1951 Dudley rejoined the B.C. Forester, this time as the Cook on Bill Bradshaw’s
South Coast party (see Appendix 3, 1951):
Our Skipper that year was no Jack McLeod in his handling of the Forester.
His landings were slow, diffident and often bungled.
He was also a bit devious, which put me in an ethical dilemma once. Having
put the entire crew and Party Chief ashore, he headed for the Savary Island
Inn, whose owners were apparently friends of his. We anchored in a beautiful
bay, and the Skipper spent a pleasant few days as a guest of the inn.
We were a couple of days late picking up the crew. Bill Bradshaw wasn’t
pleased at being marooned on a remote beach, but the Skipper invented an
engine failure to explain things. That left me, an unworldly theology student
with a dilemma: should I come forward with the true story of the lost weekend,
and incur the anger of the Skipper for the rest of the summer, or should I
remain silent, and run counter to my Christian conscience?
Like George Washington and his cherry tree, the truth prevailed. The Skipper
was fired, and replaced by Bob Pethick.59
In August 1951 the Forester’s crew left Jervis Inlet, landed in Vancouver, and travelled
to Nicola, where parties assembled from all over B.C. for Timber Sale cruising in the
Kamloops and Vancouver forest districts:

__________
59. See Bill Bradshaw's account of this episode from the point of view of the marooned party.
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With very little warning I was installed as the Cook for anywhere up to 50
people, in the kitchen of the disused Nicola Hotel. It was a two-week
nightmare, requiring major organizing and food-ordering capabilities for which
I was unprepared.
Ogden Nash wrote: “He was a good cook as cooks go, and as cooks go, he went.”
Dudley found other employment in 1952, graduated in 1953, and was ordained as a
priest at Fernie, in September of that year:
My parents came out from Montreal for the ceremony. Oddly enough, I met
Prentice Bloedel once again, who by coincidence was riding with my parents
in the CPR parlour car. He tactfully refrained from repeating his earlier
admonition, “never make money doing that!”
His first posting was as Chaplain to the Bishop of the Kootenays, headquartered in
Nelson. In 1954, he married Shirley in Rossland, her home. The family grew, and
Dudley took on the care of congregations in Sorrento, Rossland, Burnaby and Maple
Ridge.
He and Shirley are retired in Ladner, although Dudley remains active in church affairs,
and takes short-term postings to churches in the Lower Mainland. They are justly proud
of their daughters Melanie and Cynthia, and son Mark, located in Victoria, Penticton and
Haines Junction, Y.T. respectively, and of their five grandchildren.
RALPH ROBBINS
Ralph is perforce a forest surveys alumnus, like many other B.C. Forest Service recruits
planted there in the 1950s. Ralph, however, shook off forest surveys after one year,
moved to a forest district, and rose to pre-eminence thereafter.
He was born in Toronto in 1925. While a UBC forestry student, Ralph worked three
summers as a Student Assistant and Assistant Ranger in various Prince George Ranger
Districts. When he graduated in 1951, the “forest surveys first” policy was in full effect,
and Ralph reported to Hope, to join a party headed by Ted Vaughan and Art Scholefield
(see Appendix 3). He spent the early summer of 1951 putting in one-acre “exploded”
samples on the precipitous slopes of the Coquihalla, Sumallo, Silver, Skagit, Snass and
other drainages, along with such notables as Pete Small, Bob Wood and Bob Reid:
Our first job out of Hope was to drive a crew up the Fraser and Thompson
canyons to Shaw Springs. We piled our gear into the pickup box, the fourman crew sat on top of it, and away we went. North of Jackass Mountain
someone banged on the cab, so we stopped. The boys in the back were
hearing a “clicking sound” but we checked things and found nothing out of the
ordinary.
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We continued, and had just reached the safety of the broad flats at Spences
Bridge, when there was a loud “clunk.” The other guy in the cab yelled,
“Look! There’s a wheel passing us!” I coasted to a stop. The disembodied
wheel, still rolling serenely ahead, was our own right rear! Somebody hadn’t
tightened the wheel nuts!
On another job we flew in from Harrison Lake to a Timber Sale application up
Lizzie Creek. Mickey Pogue met us at the float when we flew back out a
couple of weeks later. All we wanted was to clean up and eat, but Mickey
buttonholed me at the end of the float, and treated me to eight different
reasons why I didn’t want to leave forest surveys to go to a forest district. He
eventually let me and my crew off the float, but Mickey remained an
unrepentant positive thinker. He never understood anyone choosing to leave
surveys!
Then came the Nicola Campaign. In late July, Ralph and his crewmates set up like
many others in the tent camp at the foot of Nicola Lake. He was pressed into service
immediately, to drive his pickup into Merritt, where Red Frey’s enthusiastic crew was offloading supplies from a CPR boxcar. Ralph suspects that the fact that his truck came
from Hope, not Merritt, caused it to be atrociously overloaded:
The front wheels were barely touching the ground, and the back was
groaning, when we started back for Nicola camp. But there was no turning
back and we crept along the dirt road. A cloud of dust approached from
behind, passed us, and stopped. As we crept past, I saw George Silburn
eying our overloaded truck, with a steely glint in his eye. He followed us into
camp. I parked two feet in front of Red, jumped out, and started to tell Red
what I thought of his boxcar crew for piling so many blankety-blank boxes of
blankety-blank groceries on our Hope truck. George joined our little group,
with fire in his eye. He meant to chew me out, but when he heard the gist of
my comments, George decided it would be better if he remained a spectator,
rather than a participant.
Shortly after, I happened to be over at our HQ, in the old Nicola Hotel, built in
the 1860s. Bill Young and Red Frey had run their Merritt survey party from
the hotel since May, and now all the rooms were filled with plywood drawing
boards, stacks of airphotos, Safari cots, and sleeping bags, belonging to
visiting Party Chiefs. The downstairs toilet couldn’t handle the traffic. It fell to
Red, the host Operations Party Chief, to unplug that toilet. There he was,
wielding the plunger, and apparently gaining some headway. He couldn’t
see, but we could, that the contents of the toilet were quietly being pumped
up into the bathtub!
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In September, Ralph joined several other crews for a Timber Sale application
cruise of the Yoho and Upper Kootenay. The party assembled at the
Cranbrook HQ, a rented farmhouse outside Cranbrook. Red Frey, Cliff
Calder and Bob Breadon were in charge of the group. It included Pete Small,
Don (Jumbo) Munro, Grant Ainscough, Walt Tuttle, Harry Freeman and halfa-dozen others, left over after our students had returned to their warm
classrooms.
Having seen how early the snow comes in Prince George, I expected snow
any day. I asked where the snowshoes were. There were none. We drove
up to Golden and Leanchoil, and south into Yoho Park to the end of the park
road. It was beautiful Indian summer for two weeks.
My helper and I camped and ran our strips furthest south, beyond Grant
Ainscough’s camp. We were mistaken for a herd of elk one afternoon, by
some dude hunter. However we cleared up the misunderstanding in time.
When we were nearly through, it started to snow – hard. We broke camp and
started north for the road. We picked up Grant’s tracks in deep snow, so we
knew they felt like us – get out now, while the getting’s good. Everybody
eventually got to the end of the road, piled into the vehicles and headed for
Golden. It was dark. It was snowing harder. Driving wasn’t that easy, even
on the Field - Golden highway, but a bunch of us in three of those Plymouth
station wagons pulled up to the best hotel in Golden, for a square meal.
The hotel was all decorated up like it’d be for visiting royalty. We, on the
other hand, were the scruffiest-looking (and smelling) bunch the staff had
encountered in a long time. As we seated ourselves at the nearest table and
perused the menu, an unenthused waiter approached –
“May I speak with the leader of this (sniff) group?”
“That’s Bob Breadon, I guess, but he’s behind us,” I said. “We’re a Forest
Service cruising crew. We’ve been camping out.”
“I take it you wish to order dinner. That is unfortunate. We are expecting Her
Royal Highness Princess [soon to be Queen] Elizabeth, to alight from her
train within the hour. She will be coming here, to join several dignitaries at a
state banquet, before boarding for Vancouver. You’ll have to leave.”
“This is a public eatery. We’re hungry. We’re staying.”
And with some further persuasion, and the assistance of a red-coated
Mountie, we got our supper. Providing we’d all leave the minute word came
that Her Royal Highness’s train was pulling in to the Golden station. The train
was late. We had hot mince pie for dessert.
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Ralph reported to the Weiler Building in October. Having survived the requisite time in
forest surveys, he was permitted to accept Lorne Swannell’s offer of a job in Prince
George. He left Victoria in December, 1951. The other forest surveys escapees at that
time were Don Munro to the Nelson Forest District; Walt Tuttle to Vancouver and Jack
Robinson to Kamloops.
That was the start of a 14-year stint in the Management Office of the Prince George
Forest District for Ralph. As a junior, he worked directly for Floyd Nelson, a man he
admired greatly. Ralph and Betty were married in 1952. In 1966 they moved to Prince
Rupert, where Ralph was I/C Management. After six years there, on to Management in
Victoria, working with such forest surveys alumni as Eric Bennett and Davis Carey.
From 1975 on, Ralph became successively Assistant Chief Forester, Assistant Deputy
Minister (Operations) and finally Chief Forester until his retirement in 1985. He and
Betty now live in Sooke, close enough to, and yet far enough from, Victoria.
JACK ROBINSON
Jack is yet another forester with an almost lifelong relationship with the B.C. Forest
Service. He was born on April 2, 1920 in Winslow, Arizona, where his father worked for
the Southern Pacific Railway. In 1923 the family moved to California, and in 1928
Jack’s father decided to move again to a grain farm in Hanna, Alberta. They moved
again in 1935 (the depths of the Depression) to Nelson, B.C., and once again in 1937 to
New Denver, where Jack attended high school until 1940. Jack says, “the teacher I
remember most is Bob Hunter, who taught in the one-room New Denver High School
during the late 1930s. He and his wife joined us at a school reunion in New Denver in
1985. They still live in Victoria.”
Jack’s high school summers, starting in 1937, were spent with the B.C. Forest Branch
on “fire patrol and forest fire fighting” out of New Denver, or on the prairies for fall
harvesting. Then, as World War II heated up:
From 1940 to 1942 I worked for the Otis Elevator Company in Hamilton,
Ontario, making barrels for 40 mm Bofors anti-aircraft guns. Then in the fall
of 1942 I joined the RCAF and trained at Galt and St. Thomas, Ontario. In
1943 I was shipped west to Vancouver and out on operational bases in the
Queen Charlotte Islands [Haida Gwaii], Coal Harbour, Victoria and Port
Hardy, where I was when I got my discharge in October, 1945. At the QCI
and Coal Harbour bases I was a service mechanic on long-range Catalina
flying boats.
From 1947-1951 Jack was at UBC, and he emerged with a BSF degree in 1951. His
summer job in 1947 was as an Assistant Ranger at the Arrowhead Ranger District,
which extended from Trout Lake to “about 10 miles north of Arrowhead” on Upper Arrow
Lake:
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Arrowhead had one of the biggest sawmills anywhere in the British
Commonwealth during the 1920s. Our single truck was kept at Trout Lake,
where there were more roads; elsewhere we moved around by boat, on foot,
or used packhorses (that’s where I learned to throw a Diamond Hitch, getting
supplies up to Arrowstone Lookout); or borrowed the truck belonging to the
local store in Arrowhead. I remember a fire call from a small local mill. By the
time I could borrow this truck and get there, the mill was completely engulfed
in flames.
In the summers of 1948 and 1949, he was an Assistant Ranger stationed at Sugar Lake,
out of Lumby:
We had one bad fire in 1948. Otherwise we inspected Timber Sales,
checked operations for fire tools, and installed and maintained a Lookoutman
on Sugar Lookout. His telephone line went across a flooded part of Sugar
Lake, which caused some maintenance headaches.
In 1950 Jack was again an Assistant Ranger, this time at Princeton:
It was a frustrating summer; the Ranger never gave clear instructions to
follow. No big fires – spent some time fixing trails, horse packing up to Agate
Lookout, and a lot of time on standby, “just in case” of fire.
After graduating in 1951, Jack asked for work in a forest district:
It was a condition of employment that I first serve in forest surveys. My
destination was the Merritt party (see Appendix 3). More specifically we were
headquartered at the old Nicola Hotel, east of Merritt on a road which was a
sea of ruts and mudholes. The hotel hadn’t been used for years, but we set
up cooking and drafting offices, etc. The joint Party Chiefs were Red Frey
(explosive temperament) and Bill Young (balanced, reasonable). They
functioned well together. Had periodic visits from Mickey Pogue. He didn’t
stand on ceremony much – usually slept under his car!
We were split into three-man crews. As a Coder, I was in charge of two
Cruisers. We put in “exploded” samples (four 1/4-acre circular plots), and
marked out timber types on the airphotos. We’d get dropped off by truck,
backpack into a valley, do our coding and sampling, and get picked up at
some pre-determined spot four to six days later.
Once we were heading for our rendezvous spot along the Coldwater River
west of Merritt. We met a large band of sheep which completely blocked the
roadway. In the distance we saw the dust of two approaching vehicles, one
apparently in hot pursuit of the other. Both stopped when they reached the
sheep herd. We later learned that the lead car had been involved in a traffic
mix-up with the pursuing truck, driven by Red Frey. We pushed through the
sheep, past the car, and stopped at Red’s truck. He was just short of frothing
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at the mouth with rage. Bill Young was sitting quietly beside Red, in his
stocking feet, having taken off his caulk boots. Red got out and headed for
the car, shouting insults at its occupants.
Attempting vainly to calm Red down, Bill followed, sheep droppings
accumulating on his stocking feet. My crew and I fell in, some of us still with
axes in hand. Guess we looked pretty rough, and there were now five of us
to their four. Red jerked the driver’s door open and tried to pull the driver out
onto the slippery road. He clung to his seat. After a lot more shouting, Red
calmed down and we started back to the truck, Bill still in his socks, still
attempting to brush off sheep droppings as he walked. A few days later I saw
the car and its occupants again. They were big! Glad they stayed in their car
during our shouting match!
We were up Lawless Creek for about three weeks, supplied by three airdrops.
We found two of them in good shape, but the bears apparently got the third!
I found one tooth-punctured can and a little packing straw. Don’t know what
the bears did with the cardboard packaging and the parachute! I had to hike
up to Livingstone (aka Thynne) Lookout and radio for another drop, to see us
through the trip.
After everyone else left in the fall, Bill Young and I stayed on, picking up small
areas missed during the regular season. One trip was on the Kettle Valley
(CPR) line down to Coquihalla Station near Hope, from where we hiked and
coded timber types back up the line to Juliet Station. Bill and I got back to
Victoria late in October.
That was Jack’s first and last season with forest surveys. In December, 1951, Bob St.
Clair, Assistant Chief Forester, offered him a position in the Kamloops Forest District.
He and Ralph Robbins left Victoria together, Jack headed for Kamloops and Ralph for
Prince George. Jack worked on District Timber Sale administration until 1954, then did
a stint as Acting Ranger at Blue River:
My most memorable project there was helicoptering the parts for a prefab
lookout building to a spot near the site of Hellroar Lookout. The materials
weighed 4,800 pounds. The helicopter had to land 500 to 600 vertical feet
downhill from the destination, and we packed everything the rest of the way.
In 1959 he was promoted to Forester 2 as TFL and Woodlots Officer in the Prince
Rupert Forest District:
Much driving (woodlots around Francois Lake) and flying (TFLs on the Queen
Charlotte Islands [Haida Gwaii], via Terrace airport until the Digby Island
airport opened).
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Jack returned to the Kamloops Forest District in 1964, and remained there, in
administrative work and on the rapidly expanding silviculture program. He enjoyed
facing the many challenges in development of programs for site preparation and
planting, ecosystem mapping, treatment records and licensee responsibilities,
performance, and payment. Not to put too fine a point on it, however, he is critical of the
B.C. Forest Service reorganization of the 1970s and 1980s.
Jack retired in 1985, and lives with wife Iris in Kamloops, among many fellow B.C.
Forest Service retirees. Jack and Iris have three daughters and eight grandchildren.
TONY ROBINSON
Tony Robinson is living proof that one is not marked for life by singing in Miss
MacKenzie’s Point Grey Secondary School Boy’s Chorus. Others survived that ordeal
too, but few emerged with a rich tenor voice like Tony’s.
Tony was born on January 9, 1927, in Vernon. The family lived in Vernon and Kelowna
for some years, then moved to Vancouver, in time for Tony to be enticed into the
dreaded Boy’s Chorus. He graduated from Magee High in 1945, and from UBC in 1952,
with a BSF degree. As a student he worked summers with the federal government’s
Forest Insect Survey Unit and the Forest Products Laboratory, doing slash surveys.
After graduating in 1952, he worked for H.R. MacMillan, out of Nanaimo, surveying
some of the areas which later formed MacMillan Bloedel Tree Farm Licences on
Vancouver Island. In 1953 he became a forester for the Federated Cooperatives
sawmilling operation at Canoe, B.C. There he cruised, scaled and laid out roads until
their Forest Management Licence application was turned down in 1955, when he joined
forest surveys in Victoria.
Tony’s 1955 field season was on the Morice Block cruise (see Appendix 8). Jan Selsing
was Party Chief and Al Horth was Special Cruise Supervisor:
Backpacking, flycamps. The last of the party left the Morice late in
November, in heavy snow. Jan’s instructions via radio from Smithers, to the
last crew running the last strip, are rather famous: “Get out and finish that
strip! Even if you’re up to (a part of the anatomy not usually referred to on
D.O.T.-regulated frequencies) in snow!”
In 1956 Tony was Assistant Party Chief on the Aleza Lake survey, with Ben Kuusk as
Party Chief (see 1956 Party Organization, Party 650). This was the first time a
helicopter was attached to a party full-time, moving crews from sample to sample.
Bob Jones spent the summer with the party to help coordinate this experimental effort.
In 1957 it was back on Special (Operating) Cruises of Timber Sale applications in the
Log (Nahatlach) Creek, Alta Lake and Quatlena River areas of the Vancouver Forest
District (see 1957 Party Organization, Party 230). Tony is listed as being a Field
Assistant in charge of Sampling, with Jan Selsing in charge of Coding.
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Such notables as Mike Wilkins, Tony Sayle and Rod McLeod were on the party, which
was based on the B.C. Surveyor skippered by Tom Legh, for the Quatlena trip. In the
Quatlena, Tony’s Sampling crew were “flooded out of their tents.”
In 1958 Tony was “busted to Chief of a two-man crew” (see Party Organization for 1958,
Party 920) on the Coast. He and his assistant, Jeno Dibuz, started near Mission –
“Nearly drowned in a rubber raft on the upper Pitt River.” They then moved to Kaslo.
“Bad fire year. Laid out fire access roads in the Kootenays.”
In 1959: “Reinstated as Party Chief of a crew in Jervis Inlet (see 1959 Party
Organization chart, Party No. 231). Tom Legh was again Skipper on the B.C. Surveyor.
Buster Browne was the life of the party.”
And in 1960, Tony headed “a big party on the Alaska Highway and at Chetwynd.”
Tony calls it “The Year of the Horse”:
Now, these are the facts, as I remember them over thirty years later.
We were camped on an old farm near Chetwynd in 1960, a crew of about 20,
including such well-known surveyors as Brian Hall, Rich Truant, Ken
Donkersley and a red-headed fellow named Joe Griffiths. Less well known
was Tony Sharman, a Brit who had a gift for song and rhyme, and it was he
who wrote the ballad Joe Griffiths, Joe Griffiths, Run Compass for Me. But
Tony had just got his driver’s licence, and was still at the stage of aiming his
vehicle down the road.
Well, the boys had put in some hard days so the soft old Party Chief told
them they could go to town on a Saturday night and have a few. As usually
happened in those days, the most inexperienced drivers commandeered the
vehicles and away they all went. On the way home, young Tony Sharman
was driving again, and as he came to the crest of a hill, he saw an apparition,
a white stallion right in the middle of the road. The worst happened, of
course. He hit the stallion, throwing it into the ditch on one side of the road
and doing considerable damage to the truck. Needless to say, the stallion
was as dead as a doornail.
In the middle of the night, the culprit dutifully reported to me what had
happened, and I refused to believe him, even going so far as to say, “Bring
me the horse and I’ll eat it for breakfast.” Convinced at last of the truth after
viewing the remains of the vehicle in the morning, I was next confronted with
the necessity of removing the remains of the horse, as required by the
Highways Act. After much procrastinating, during which the corpse became
flaccid and unbelievably pungent, the Cook, Milt Rogers, advised that the only
way to dispose of the beast was to burn it.
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That night, over a large bottle of rum, I discussed the problem with some of
the lads, until, fortified with the proper spirit, we loaded a drum of stove oil
onto a truck and set forth to do our duty. When we arrived on the scene, the
horse was gone, and we thanked the powers that be for our deliverance.
But whither went the horse? Joe Griffiths provided the answer. “That horse
just got so high that it floated away” he opined, and we drove home for a
good night’s rest.
Tony’s forest surveys adventures continued into the 1960s as follows:
1961: Party Chief, Kitwanga. Crew included Jengi Konishi, Bob Harding,
Jack McLellan and as Cook, Milt Rogers. There’s a story there, for the
fortunate person who records the history of forest surveys beyond 1960.
1962: Party Chief, Salmon Arm - Revelstoke. Neville Bouch on crew.
1963: Party Chief, Terrace. Crew included Tony Sayle, Neville Bouch, Ray
Ostby and the long-suffering Cook, Milt Rogers.
1964: Party Chief, Okanagan. Charlie Johnson, Wes Cheston, Ray Ostby,
Geza Toth and “Crazy Eddie” Piche, the Cook: “What a swan song!”
As we all know, Tony stayed with the B.C. Forest Service until his retirement in 1987, at
which time he was Regional Manager at Kamloops. And that’s where he’s settled down
comfortably now.
PETE ROBSON
Pete was born in Penzance, Cornwall, in September, 1920. He attended schools in
Penzance and nearby Bristol, emerging in time to join the army and train as a glider
pilot. His one and only operational flight was to land his glider and contents in Holland.
Pete was wounded there, and held by the Germans as a prisoner of war for seven
months.
When the war was over he sailed for Canada and signed up for forestry at UBC:
I worked as a Whistle Punk at Juskatla camp in 1949. In the summers of
1950 and 1951 I worked on Growth and Yield studies for Research Division.
I worked part of the time with Bruce Clark, at the old Aero Timber camp in the
Queen Charlotte Islands [Haida Gwaii]. The celebrated Panicky Bell ran the
camp at that time. He didn’t really live up to his name while I was there –
acted reasonably enough. After a time there, we moved to the Kamloops
Forest District, where Bruce stayed.
My first summer with forest surveys was in 1952, on Art Scholefield’s party at
Minstrel Island (see Appendix 4).
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Pete graduated in forestry in 1953, and rejoined forest surveys as Chief of a Coding and
Sampling party at Invermere (see Appendix 6):
That fall, when most of the students had left for school, I was sent up to Al
Horth’s headquarters at the Smithers airport, where some of us did a Special
Cruise up the Zymoetz (Copper) River. I remember Paul Nimiken, Mike
DeRoche and Blackie Cameron on our crew. Doug Fligg was there too.
One of our crew members (none of the above) was normally pleasant, but
turned out to be a “mean drunk.” Some of us were having a few sedate beers
in Smithers one evening. Without the slightest warning this guy sprang to his
feet and hurled a bottle of beer at O.J. Powell. O.J. ducked, our colleague
got thrown out of the establishment, and we all watched his beer intake
carefully thereafter.
Pete spent the winter of 1953-1954 in the Weiler Building office, along with the rest of
forest surveys, and in the summer of 1954 ran a Coding and Sampling party up Jervis
Inlet (see Appendix 7, Sechelt):
We shared the Forest Surveyor with some other parties, and also worked out
of the Diavno, a gas-powered launch inherited by forest surveys after a long
career in the Nelson Forest District.60
That was Pete’s last season with forest surveys. In the spring of 1955 he transferred to
the Kamloops Forest District, where he was attached first to Timber Sales, then
Management and later, Silviculture. In 1964 he returned to Victoria, joining the
Silviculture Division under George Silburn.
He retired in 1983, having worked 30 years with the B.C. Forest Service, and
successfully raising four children.
JAN SELSING
As a young man, Jan probably looked forward to a lifetime as a Danish forester. He was
born on August 12, 1918 (as World War I was about to end) in Roskilde, Denmark. He
grew up in Assens and Saxkjobing, two small Danish towns, until 1937, when he moved
to Copenhagen to study forestry. There he stayed “...with some difficulty as during
World War I we were under German rule. Also I was drafted into the Danish navy for a
year, until the Germans took over the ships.”

__________
60. The Diavno served Jerry Jelinek's party on the Arrow Lakes in 1953, and started the summer
of 1954 with Bob Wright's party at Port Hardy. Apparently it was transferred later in the
summer to Pete's Jervis Inlet party.
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His Danish forestry studies ran from 1940 to 1947, culminating in a Master of Forestry
degree. They included a year of practical work in a ranger district, four years of theory
at the university in Copenhagen, and a final year in a regional office working on
surveying, logging, sawmilling, forest ditching and regional planning projects. Following
graduation, Jan worked at short-term forestry jobs in Denmark, then for Swedish Salix, a
company growing and harvesting willows in southern Sweden to supply components for
making baskets. This job apparently wasn’t exciting enough for Jan as he emigrated to
Canada in 1952.
Having been accepted into forest surveys that spring, Jan joined Laurie Milner’s Nakusp
party (see Appendix 4, 1952). Doug Fligg helped Laurie get established, then retreated
hastily to attend his wedding in Victoria. Maynard (Red) Hall was Field Clerk:
“...Maynard surprised a bear in our Kuskanax Creek camp, shot it and buried it in the
sand nearby.”61
In 1953 Jan was Al Horth’s Assistant Party Chief of a Volume and Decay and Sampling
Party (see Appendix 6) headquartered in unused hangars and buildings at the Smithers
airport. Jan did a good job supervising his crew in this first year of volume and decay
fieldwork. He is perhaps best remembered, however, for something entirely different.
Sympathetic relatives in Denmark, realizing that good Danish blue cheese would be
hard to find in Smithers, very kindly mailed him generous quantities of that delicacy,
which he stored in a locker in the hangar.
As the weather grew warmer, the fumes from Jan’s cheese emanated from the locker
and lay heavily on the airport atmosphere. It was said that pilots of light planes striking
this layer of blue cheese fumes were unable to penetrate it while attempting to land, and
had to divert to alternate landing fields. Towards midsummer, Jan decided to yield
gracefully and moved his cheese to a remote and unspecified location.
In the fall of 1953 Jan was detailed to join Ted Vaughan’s Special Cruise of the Naver
drainage, then being opened up by construction of a forest access road. He was on a
crew with Henry Jelinek, Barney Lukaschuck and Curly Johnson. “Snow flattened the
tents,” he reports.
Jan headed his own Volume and Decay party in 1954 (see Appendix 7). Headquarters
was a tent camp along the Kettle River near Highway 3, east of Rock Creek. The party
felled and measured a series of fir, larch and ponderosa pine samples in the Christian
Valley and Rock Creek areas.62 That fall Jan joined a Special Cruise in the Golden
area: “Mountain Goat hunting thrown in.”

__________
61. Downstream and downwind, one hopes.
62. Personal recollection of an expedition with Jan to locate new samples: walked into a fresh
hatch of Interior dry-belt mosquitoes while hiking the CPR tracks. Most bloodthirsty bunch
ever. Barely made it back to the pickup before they sucked us dry!
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In 1955 Jan headed up the large Morice Block survey party (see Appendix 8):
We set up a basecamp at “Pogue’s Point” on McBride Lake. Our PWA pilot,
Doug Chappell, flew Al Horth in from the Smithers headquarters to check on
our progress. Shortly thereafter, Doug’s plane developed engine trouble and
had to be flown to Vancouver for a ten-day overhaul. Al was stuck at Pogue’s
Point with us, so his Dispatcher, Morris Huberman, had to run the radio
schedules in Smithers.
At our camp, we heard Dick Tannhauser (an Air Classifier working with Chris
Lauesen’s crew out of Kemano) talking to Morris. Dick was saying: “We’re
marooned at such-and-such lake. We’re out of food and pretty near starved.
If we don’t get some soon, you won’t find anything but some small crosses on
the beach!” Al Horth tried to break in, to tell Dick how he could get to one of
our food caches. The food wasn’t far from Dick, but he’d have to pack a Link
Boat a short distance from one lake to another.
Al couldn’t reach either party with our SPF field radio, so we heard Morris
promising to raise the alarm for Dick with Surveys in Victoria, the RCMP and
Search and Rescue. It got straightened out in a few days. Dick got rescued
and fed, Al left us for Smithers, where his first act was to fire Morris! That
was the most strained week I ever spent with Al Horth.
Late October, season’s end. Our riverboats were sent back to Vancouver,
but we were using a small boat we found in the bushes, to get up and down
the Morice. Pat Lake, Neil McCormack and some others were in this boat
returning to their camp, when they hit a snag in the darkness and overturned.
The crew all scrambled ashore, wet and miserable. No matches.
They stumbled down the riverbank till they reached their camp, but on the
opposite side of the river. No boat. Couldn’t cross. The lone occupant at
camp eventually managed to throw matches across in a spice bottle, so they
could get a fire going for the night, but no food. Rescued next day. Pat went
to hospital with cracked ribs. Equipment and notes got fished up from river
bottom at scene of the mishap. Cruise ended there.
However, Tony Robinson, Jan’s assistant, seems to recall that the Morice cruise
continued on into November (see his biography).
In 1956 Jan was Field Supervisor for Doug Fligg in the Smithers region (see 1956 Party
Organization chart, Party Nos. 480, 670, and 530). Pat Lake’s crew completed “final
sampling” in the Morice Block, while George Battarbee’s crew did volume and decay
and sampled on the east side of Babine Lake. Jan’s wife Kirsten was the Cook at the
Smithers headquarters. A PWA Fairchild floatplane piloted by Doug Chappell was kept
busy moving and supplying these crews.
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Barbara Davies and Peter Robin from the Public Information Division visited
us to put together an official forest surveys film. They were all over our
operations for several weeks. Among other things they ran their cameras
while we blew up a logjam on the Morice River, so our riverboats could go up
further. Spectacular cinema, but it had to be cut from the final movie for
public consumption.
We had a visitor at our basecamp at McBride Lake one day – a small version
of the Abominable Snowman – bushy and tangled black hair and beard, torn
blue jeans patched with orange parachute silk, battered Cruiser’s hat,
everything covered with green mould and reindeer moss. We stood there
with our mouths open: “Hey, guys, don’t you recognize me?” To our
amazement, it was that neat, trim young fellow, Jack McLellan, back from a
long, long flycamp!
In 1957 Jan teamed up with Tony Robinson again, in Al Horth’s Operating Cruises
program (see 1957 Party Organization chart, Party No. 230). Jan is listed in charge of
Coding control, and Tony in charge of Sampling control. J.A. MacDonald, M.J. (Mike)
Wilkins, S. Burger and W.P. Butt were listed as Chiefs of a Coding party, two Sampling
parties, and an attached Volume and Decay party, including such notables as Earl
Hindley, Ken Milner, Jim Sweeten, Tony Sayle, Dr. Stan Eis, B.M. (Brian) Hall, Robin
Hoddinott and R. (Roddie) MacLeod. Crews moved out from basecamps by helicopter
on some operations, and on foot from others. They worked on the Log Creek (near
Nahatlatch), Soo River and Quatlena - Yeo Island surveys.
Jan relates a strange discovery made by his crew running a baseline up the Soo River:
About 30 miles up the river Alex Veres, (Hungarian, Axeman on Ken Milner’s
baseline crew) exclaims, “I see a human head!” And sure enough there sat a
skull in a snowbank. Some hair left – teeth filled – but absolutely nothing else
around. RCMP came from Squamish but found nothing, skull in perfect
condition. No holes or damage. Everything in place – where is remaining
skeleton? Camp? Tools? Etc., etc.? No answers. Case never closed.
In 1958, Jan was in charge of Operational Surveys in the Cape Scott Public Working
Circle and the Machmell and Neechanz rivers on Owikeno Lake. In 1959, it was a
Special Cruise of Chipmunk Creek in the Chilliwack and in 1960, the “Wells Grey Park
Exclusion” survey.
This was Jan’s last year in forest surveys. In 1960 he moved to the Nelson Forest
District, where he handled Christmas trees, Farm Woodlots and Tree Farm Licences.
In 1971 he transferred to the Reforestation Division, and worked with Art Waldie,
building up the Harrop Nursery near Nelson.
In 1983 Jan retired. He and Kirsten stayed in Nelson until 1992, and then moved to their
present home in Oliver.
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PETE SMALL
Pete is another World War II veteran who graduated in forestry, started in forest
surveys, liked the life, and stayed with forest surveys until retirement.
Pete was born in April, 1923, at Evelyn, B.C., a few miles north of Smithers on the CNR
line. Pete attended Evelyn and Smithers schools through Grade 10, then completed
Grades 11 and 12 from Burns Lake by correspondence school. He wrote and passed
his last government exam in June, 1941 and joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in
December, 1942. This led inexorably to:
Manning Depot in Lachine, P.Q.,
Wireless courses at Vancouver Technical School and in Montreal,
Wireless operator on training flights for navigators at Portage la Prairie and
Winnipeg from 1943 to 1945,
Posting in 1946 to relieve the wireless station crew on Spider Island, off the
west coast of the Queen Charlottes [Haida Gwaii], and
Final discharge at Western Air Command, at Jericho in June, 1946.
Pete entered first year arts at UBC in September, 1946. The following summer (1947)
he spent at Burns Lake, working on Ranger Strimbold’s fire suppression crew. Among
other things, the crew maintained the Boer Mountain Lookout, originally built in the
1930s by a Young Men’s Forestry Training Plan (YMFTP) crew.
In 1948, now a forestry student, Pete worked on the Kamloops Forest District marking
crew (marking “cut” trees for selective cutting):
Spud Houghman, our foreman, put us up in a series of tent camps, with
occasional stays in motels. We marked largely in ponderosa pine stands,
with a 60%-cut-40%-leave objective. The famous “Forestry Blue” paint and
paint guns were not yet in use so we put two blazes on our “cut” trees.
I spent the summer of 1949 with the Kamloops Forest District cruising staff,
working for District Cruising Officer John Noble. We cruised mainly small
Timber Sales. Two of us would pack in and live out of flycamps.
Same thing in 1950 – Kamloops Cruising. This time I cruised for Harry Smith,
who was studying spruce stands before and after cutting at Bolean Lake.63
__________
63. Harry was working on his PhD at Yale, and doing his thesis work for the B.C. Forest
Service.
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I got my BSF in 1951, and started out in forest surveys, like everyone else.
Went to Ted Vaughan’s and Art Scholefield’s party at Hope (for names of
party members, see Appendix 3). The base was an old farmhouse just north
of town. Ate at a little coffee shop at Woods Lake, except we had a lot of
short flycamps. The longest was 13 nights and 14 days, up the Skagit.
Steeeep country! Almost all the creeks had Indian names starting with “S” –
Skagit, Sumallo, Snass and Skaist.
Then of course there was Nicola, with the large tent camp near the lake.
Dick Tannhauser, the Supply Officer, brought food for each two-man batching
unit, in separate tents, and we cooked over separate fires. Nobody minded
leaving for a nice, uncomplicated flycamp! I did a Timber Sale cruise at
Cultus Lake, and another at Duffey Lake (no fancy road access then).
And then, we topped off the fall, driving over to Cranbrook and mushing into
the Yoho valley (see also Ralph Robbins’ account of this). Let’s see, Red
Frey was there, insisting on nothing but Pennzoil in the pickups. Cliff Calder
and Bob Breadon were “hosts” at the Cranbrook farmhouse. It started
snowing about the time we drove past Golden. Grant Ainscough, Don Munro,
Ralph Robbins, an English kid, Roger Kendall and Harry Freeman were
among those who made the trip. Walt Tuttle had heart pains in there. Don
Munro and I helped get him out to a doctor through the snow.
I had a party at Hazelton in 1952 (see Appendix 4). Later, we all converged
on Topley Landing, at a campsite which we called “Little Nicola,” beside the
ranger station. Red Frey infuriated the Assistant Ranger by pruning some of
the station trees. My crew did a Timber Sale in the Fulton River. Bill
Bradshaw’s crew had one on the far side of Babine Lake.
When that was over, Mike Fajrajsl, Jerry Vyhnanek and the Jelineks came to
Hazelton64 to finish up some plots there. It was cold and wet. We got meals
at the legendary Joe Ham’s cafe in Hazelton.
Late in the year though it was, Pete got orders to fly his crew into Meziadin Lake next, to
join others for yet another Prince Rupert District Special Cruise:
Meziadin Lake wasn’t noted for its large population, but that fall, Archie
Cambrin (Columbia Cellulose) had a camp on the lake, and Ralph Schmidt
(Research, Victoria) jumped on our flight to extend his forest ecology studies
north. It was miserable weather. Reg Barclay wasn’t happy when the bears
fought over salmon outside his tent.

__________
64. The message said to meet Mike and Jerry at the CNR’s Hazelton station. They got off and
waited at the New Hazelton station. Not a good start.
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But, it cleared up when we were waiting for the plane to take us out. We
basked naked in the sunshine. There’s a blown-up photo of me and Howie
Gerwing finishing a foot race along the sandy shores of Meziadin Lake. Not a
stitch on, as you can plainly see. The photo was saved and presented to me
by thoughtful colleagues at my retirement party.
In 1953 Pete was chief of a Volume and Decay party at Nakusp. The late Karl Heinrich,
who flew for the Luftwaffe during the Spanish Civil War, was in his party, and so was
Vance Stewart, newly arrived from Ireland. As Pete’s green Austin with the Official-UseOnly “Football” on the door was labouring up the Anarchist Mountain highway, he was
waved to a stop by no less a personage than Robert Sommers, the Minister of Lands
and Forests:
He walked over, looked in the window, and said “What’s the idea of speeding
with that Forest Service vehicle?” “What, me speeding, with this load?”
I responded. I hadn’t really gotten that little Austin up over 40 mph on the
whole trip. He looked at our licence plate. “Oops, that wasn’t the number I
wrote down,” he said next.
Turned out somebody had been speeding in a Forest Service Austin alright,
down near Rossland, and Sommers had noted the licence plate number.
When we got that straight, he apologized and we had a friendly talk. Some
time later it came out that the real culprit was a well-known member of the
Public Relations and Education Division, who was duly chastised.
In October 1953, Peter and Jean were married in Victoria.
In 1954, Pete and Jim McLaren were Region Supervisors (for a complete roster of forest
surveys, as of July 1954, including Victoria and the field, see Appendix 7).
The year 1955 was the first of three years spent by Pete, Jean and young son Gregg at
Paul Lake, headquarters of the Kamloops region. Pete was Region Supervisor, Jean
was Dispatcher and Radio Operator. Young Gregg, their firstborn, was sometimes
heard howling lustily over the forest surveys airwaves. Jean says:
That first summer was hectic anyway. Unless Pete was home, I got up at
5:30 every morning to crank up the power plant and the radio. Messages
would fly around between Carol Bradshaw and her crews at Kemano, Ruby
Wright and hers at Prince George, me and mine at Kamloops, and Gordie
Harris at Victoria. Receive, write, transmit. Receive, write, transmit. Feed
and change kids when you get the chance.
Then we lost the plane with Chris Lauesen and his crew aboard. Messages
were flying then. Reception was spotty, of course. This went on for several
weeks, but no trace of the plane or crew was found.
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Pete and his family were back at Paul Lake in 1956 and 1957, running the Kamloops
surveys region. Pete remembers that Jim Marshall (now a senior officer with Forestry
Canada) was his field assistant in 1956, and Al Foulger, fresh out of the University of
Michigan, was in 1957. Ron Sigler, the forest surveys radio wizard, and Art McKibben,
the Mechanical Superintendent, spent their fair share of time at Paul Lake too.
Jean’s last summer working in the field was in 1957. She had to quit her dispatching job
for two reasons. Firstly, someone had discovered that certain wives were employed
along with their husbands, contrary to the letter of government policy. Secondly, Janet
went to Victoria late that summer for the birth of Gregg’s sister Janet.
In 1958, again at Paul Lake, Pete’s Dispatcher is listed as H.L. Burnham (see Party No.
450, 1958 Party Organization chart), but Pete remembers Larry Burnham as a
Compassman that year.
Pete remembers the summer of 1959 fondly. He and Bill Bradshaw were joint Region
Supervisors of all Coast and Northern Interior parties (see 1959 Field Party Organization
chart). The two alternated their Coast and Interior visits.
In 1960 a sad event occurred, while Pete was in charge of the Smithers headquarters.
Hank Boas had two Sampling crews at different points on Stuart Lake. They were
expected to finish up and come in to Fort St. James for the weekend, but a strong wind
sprang up on the lake, and one crew radioed that they would stay ashore until morning.
The other crew apparently decided to start for home in their 28-foot riverboat. Hank
believed he heard their engine in the dark and started toward them, but turned back to
avoid being swamped in the waves.
The next morning the riverboat was found, floating upside down, with the crew’s pet dog
lying on top – alive. The four crew members were floating nearby, dead, in their life
jackets. The engine was detached from the boat’s transom, but still hanging from its
safety chain. Pete guesses the engine quit in the storm, and they were trying to get it
started again when they were swamped.
Pete continued working as a senior forester in forest surveys:
Starting in 1960, after completion of the five-year Provincial Forest Inventory
project, we changed to Public Sustained Yield Unit (PSYU) re-inventory
projects, with a Project Supervisor in charge of each. With six projects per
year, this took 17 years to complete. Each project had a supervisor,
assistant, classifiers, sampling crews, cook and mechanic. I worked in every
forest district. Some of my more memorable projects were around Fort
Nelson, Stewart, Kemano and Babine Lake.
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When that program ended we began a new one to map out Environmental
Protection Areas (EPAs) within the PSYUs. From a helicopter, and using
airphotos, we identified EPAs to protect soils, wildlife, fishery and recreation
values. There was also a “C” (Catch-all) category for anticipated plantation
problems, avalanche problems, or operability problems and also an “S”
(Steep) category.
Pete retired in 1985. He and Jean live in Victoria. In 1992 they embarked on an
eventful trip to visit their son Gregg in Oman, in the Persian Gulf. An annual trip, which
has long been an autumn ritual, is to Smithers, where they revisit friends Pete has
known since the 1930s, and where he pursues the Bulkley River steelhead with waders
and fly rod. Most of the pools that were good in the 1930s are still good in the 1990s.
BILL SPRIGGS
In the 1950s, UNB forestry students liked forest surveys work so much that they
migrated west each spring to B.C., and east each fall, back to New Brunswick. Many
stayed out west after graduating. Bill Spriggs was one of these migratory birds. He was
born in Baie-D'Urfé, near Montreal, in June, 1930. He spent his childhood there, and
studied agriculture at nearby MacDonald College. Then he went to UNB to study
forestry.
Initially his summer jobs were in Quebec and New Brunswick, but on May 24, 1952, Bill
and Don MacLaurin started their “mad dash for the (B.C.) coast,” sharing Don’s
motorbike as far as Oshawa, where they collected a new Chevrolet car for the rest of the
trip to Vancouver:
I went to Pete Small’s party at Hazelton (see Appendix 4). We backpacked
and flycamped up and down the Skeena and in to the Kitwancool country.
One time I spilled boiling water on Ivan Roy, and we had to get a helicopter to
fly him out. I was pretty awestruck by the helicopter bill of $800. I still see
Howie Gerwing, who was on that crew. He was pretty scholarly even then.
They made him curator of Special Collections at the University of Victoria,
and now he has his own bookstore.
After another winter at UNB, Don and I came west again, this time bringing a
late-model car, pup tents, and two girls!65 We toured many of the United
States of America before landing in Victoria.

__________
65. “Admittedly, one was my sister Hilary, heading for a summer job at a fish cannery in Prince
Rupert. The other was Isobel McGuire, now Don MacLaurin's wife.”
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I signed on and Harold Cliff drove me from Victoria to Likely. Then I joined
Tony Blagg and Pete Coombs and pushed on to Red Frey’s Northern Recce
party in the Peace River country (see Appendix 6). Our guide, Bill Boyko,
boated us around to the various timber types so we could compare ground
truth with the corresponding air calls. It was great, except I couldn’t keep my
cookies down in the flying part of the job. So Red traded me for Keith
Waddell, another UNB forestry student) on Al McMinn’s Upper Fraser party
(see McBride, Appendix 6).
I caught the train out of Prince George (Bob Malcolm happened to be on the
same train, heading in to visit Al). Red’s replacement caught the train back
west the same day. We got to most of our volume and decay samples by
riverboat, up and down the Fraser, and have photos of Al McMinn, Henry
Smuda and Eric Bergbusch, later a Rhodes Scholar, riding the rapids.
Bill came west again in 1954 to Arne Scheistroen’s Volume and Decay party (see
Chilliwack, Kootenay and Donald, B.C., Appendix 7):
We started at Ford Creek, up the Chilliwack, sharing a campsite with Al
McMinn’s Coding crew. Then we ran out of samples and moved first to
Crawford Bay, on Kootenay Lake, and finally to Donald, near Golden.
Bill graduated from UNB in 1955, and moved west for the last time:
I got on the Pacific Great Eastern and went up to Doug Morton’s Willow River
party (see lengthy crew list, Appendix 8). My crew was flycamping up George
Creek when a torrential downpour and flood66 hit us. It took our tent out and
messed us up pretty badly. Galt Elkington was out in a boat by himself one
evening on Ste. Marie Lake. Something went wrong and he drowned.
That winter I took up batching in Victoria with George Battarbee, Harry Pillar,
Denny Goddard and Don MacLaurin at 3220 Quadra Street. Hugh Lyons had
us out doing a survey of Goldstream Park (city-owned). The memorable
blizzard of November, 1955 caught us by surprise.
That fall was also the time when George Allison put several of us through a
set of stereo acuity tests. I passed, and started on George’s photogrammetry
program. The parallax bar crew in the winter of 1955 included me, Denny
Goddard, George Battarbee, Ian Patterson, Tony Robinson, Pete West, Tony
Sayle and, later, Don MacLaurin.

__________
66. “George Battarbee, Gerhard Eichel and Dick Greyson, plus their crews, were camped
somewhere nearby. All of our campsites were rearranged by the deluge.”
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Bill was slated to be Doug Fligg’s assistant at the Smithers region headquarters for the
1956 season. He broke a leg skiing in March, however, and stayed in Victoria (on
crutches) that summer:
I was in an office with George Allison, but also with some very nice girls:
Barbara Hawkes, Pat Jones (later married Cliff Newman), Ruth Kinvig, Barb
Sansom and Valerie (forget her last name).
In January, 1957 I talked to Bob Ahrens about a job in parks. They asked me
to start there on May 1. Harold McWilliams saved me from having to break
the news to Mickey, by telling him directly.
Bill spent the rest of a long career in B.C. Provincial Parks, starting with work on a
reconnaissance and inventory of the parks, and continuing with planning, drafting
ministerial letters and other assignments for which his time in forest surveys did not
necessarily prepare him. He retired on March 31, 1988, and lives in Victoria with Cicely.
They have six kids and six grandchildren. Currently they are planning an Ontario tour
for 1995.
VANCE STEWART
Vance was born in December, 1924, in Garvagh, County Derry, Northern Ireland. In
December, 1942, while a student at Queens University in Belfast, Northern Ireland he
joined the Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers. He was just 18½ years old. He spent World War
II in India and Burma, passing through such salubrious retreats as Dehra Dun,
Rawalpindi, the Khyber Pass and Chittagong.
After he was discharged in October, 1947, he took a one-year forestry training program,
receiving a stipend of 2 pounds, 11 shillings and 6 pence per week. He then went on to
Gwydyr Forestry School in Wales for another two-year diploma course. Back to
Northern Ireland in 1950, and employed by the Forest Branch there, he married Flo, his
charming and long-suffering wife.
Vance and Flo landed at St. John, N.B. on St. Patrick’s Day, 1953, and lost no time in
catching a train to Victoria. Vance landed a job in the millyard of the R.A. Green Lumber
Co., earning $0.96 per hour. He was rapidly promoted to Assistant Foreman, but was
hired by forest surveys in time to join Pete Small’s party at Nakusp (see Appendix 6 for
party members). He parked Flo in their apartment on Pakington Street, reported to
Pete’s camp on Kuskanax Creek, and started work on the Volume and Decay crew, in
the cedar - hemlock stands up Wilson Creek.
1954: Vance had done well and became the Party Chief of a Sampling and Volume and
Decay party (see Appendix 7) located at “Camp 6,” along the Kootenay River, east of
Canal Flats. Ian MacRae, a fellow countryman who also became prominent in forest
surveys, was his assistant. The two of them shared their tent briefly with a Black Bear,
one night up Cedar Creek. Flo too spent a short time visiting Vance’s tent basecamp.
Flo stuck with Vance, wherever it took her.
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1955: Chief of another V&D party, in the Lakelse and Kitsumkalum areas (see Appendix
8). Mike Apsey, a well-known figure in the B.C. forestry community, was a member of
the crew. In the fall, Vance started two years of study at UBC, leading to a Canadian
BSF degree. He and Flo moved to Vancouver for the winter.
1956: As a “mature” student, Vance was Party Chief of a large V&D party near Creston
(see Party No. 630, 1956 Party Organization chart). Fred Brahniuk was his Assistant
Party Chief. Mike Apsey was back as a summer student, joined by John Barker, now a
senior forest scientist with Western Forest Products.
Vance got his BSF degree in 1957, and spent a year or two in Appraisals, at the Nelson
Forest District. He applied for a leave of absence to study for his MF degree at Oregon
State. Harry Forse okayed this, and Vance and Flo moved to Corvallis until he
graduated once again in 1961. His specialty now was watershed management, and he
worked for some time in that discipline back at Nelson.
In July, 1963, Vance took yet another bold step, and accepted an assignment to develop
a program in Renewable Resources for the Saskatchewan Institute of Applied Arts, in
Saskatoon. Later, in 1965, he developed similar programs in Biological Sciences
(animal health and plant growth) and Water Sciences. These were amalgamated into a
Division of Environmental Sciences, with Vance as its head for about 20 years.
In April, 1984, Vance retired after 21 years in Saskatchewan, and he and Flo returned to
Victoria. They live on Beach Drive, with a sweeping view of the Oak Bay Marina, Haro
Strait, Mount Baker and the entrance to Puget Sound.
BOB SUTTON
Bob was born in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, on March 28, 1929. His father operated
an independent real estate, insurance and travel agency throughout the Depression.
“Things were bad enough anyhow, and then in 1944 the new CCF government started
slowly cutting his throat with a bread knife,” says Bob. They made it, though, and Bob
and his brother had a pleasant time through the Moose Jaw school system, judging from
the photos Bob has carefully preserved.
Bob’s main interest was always the outdoors and its wildlife. His living room walls are
graced with spectacular Mountain Goat, caribou, bear, deer and sheep heads. He now
stalks with a camera in place of the rifle. These outdoor interests led him into the forest:
I started the forestry course at UBC in 1949. I helped two notables through
Slim Johnson’s surveying course – Peter Bentley, now CEO of Canfor, and
Dave McGinnis, retired CEO of Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd.
I spent my three student summers working for Research Division on forest
ecology and growth and yield projects, first under Bruce Clark, later with
Ralph Schmidt, and finally as Chief of a small party on East Thurlow Island
and up Smith Inlet.
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We were isolated all summer, camped along the shore with a clinker-built
boat, a cranky 10-hp outboard motor and no radio. Survival the hard way!
At the start of his final year at UBC, Bob married Bev, a high school sweetheart. Bev
had graduated as a nurse in Saskatoon and then moved to Vancouver.
On graduating in May, 1953, Bob bowed to the immutable law of the B.C. Forest
Service, and started in the Forest Surveys and Inventory Division. He was Party Chief
of a Volume and Decay and Sampling party located in the Kamloops District. On the
appointed day, he left Green Timbers at the wheel of one of the famous Austin station
wagons which had “more or less” survived the 1952 season:
The crew included Bill Mahood, a University of Toronto forestry graduate, as
Assistant Party Chief, Irby Stewart (a UNB forestry student), Archie Phillips,
an older guy, ex-tank gunner in the Second World War, Alex Zaionchkovsky
(called Zee), Bob Noble, Barry Murphy, Doug Dixon, Martin Tveter
(Norwegian) and, later on, Gerd Eichel, a German-trained forester.
Our first camp was our most civilized – the cabin of the District Forester,
Colonel Parlow, on Lac Le Jeune. From then on it was tent camps out in the
middle of the areas to be sampled – the Highlands southeast of Ashcroft, the
Little Fort area up the North Thompson, the Tranquille River north of
Kamloops Lake and the Trinity Valley near Lumby.
Most of the forest surveys supervisors visited us sooner or later. Bob
Malcolm, who liked trout fishing, came in to Lac la Jeune. Ted Vaughan
check cruised one of my Sampling crews, with alarming results. Mickey
Pogue and Harold Cliff67 stopped by at Little Fort, only to find the whole crew
fast asleep at 10 am in the middle of the week! We’d been working long
hours, no days off, and then got a six-inch snowfall, so I’d declared a day off.
I was in a state of deep embarrassment, but they said nothing, then or later.
Once, to avoid a 25-mile detour, we rattled the Austin down the steepest
sheep trail imaginable, using the time-honoured device for such occasions, a
bushy fir tree cut and tied to the rear bumper to add some braking power.
There was also a confrontation with a range bull in the Little Fort area, with
six people crammed inside the Austin. The road was narrow. The bull
contested our passage. We finally inched the vehicle forward. The bull stuck
one long horn in the open window, and very carefully circled it, touching
neither the vehicle nor its paralysed occupants. Having made his point, he let
us pass.

__________
67. The "brass" of forest surveys.
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I remember bright golden days of September at our Tranquille River camp,
where we were besieged by thousands of hornets at mealtimes. We rigged
up a “hornet cage” out of window screening. With a plate of food on the
ground (fish worked best) and a screen cone leading from it up into the cage,
we soon held hundreds of yellowjackets prisoner. Couldn’t find the exit.
We’d bang the cage whenever we passed. The ensuing roar was like the liftoff of a helicopter. We delighted in this demonstration of contained rage, and
at its shocking effect on first-time visitors.
Overall, my memories of that forest surveys summer are of hard work with
good companions.
The last camp was up the Trinity Valley from Lumby. After a short stay there, the
permanent members of the crew packed up and went to Victoria in early November.
Then came the necessary but difficult conversion of field people into office workers:
Fresh from the boonies, we were a high-spirited bunch of orangutans caged
in one huge room on each of the two mid-floors of the Weiler Building. We
got up to a few tricks. Someone passed around cigars to mark the birth of a
baby. One of our colleagues complained loudly about the cigar haze. Over a
lunch hour I taped some cardboard map tubes together into a continuous
pipe, passing under our plywood work tables, and arriving under the Kail
Plotter of the clear air advocate. After lunch I lit my cigar and blew mighty
puffs through the pipe. The victim, hunched over his plotter a half-room
away, was slow to discover why it seemed thickest around him!
Then, of course, it was a common practice to blacken the eyepieces of a
victim’s Kail plotter with graphite. The eye-shadowed victim would then be
sent on some trumped-up errand around the office. His raccoon-like
appearance provided some relief from the general boredom.
Bob stayed a year with forest surveys. He then moved to Forest Protection Division in
Victoria, then Forest Protection and Timber Management in Prince George. After 12
years in northern B.C. he returned to Victoria and headed the Planning, Development
and Research Section at Forest Protection headquarters.
He retired in 1985 and lives with Bev in Victoria. Each year the two of them backpack
another 130 to 225 km stretch of the Continental Divide along the Rocky Mountains.
“When we’re not hiking, or getting in shape for hiking, we do some ocean kayaking. The
forestry career was great, but so is retirement,” he says with a grin.
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TED VAUGHAN
Ted Vaughan was another member of the UBC forestry class of 1950 who became
prominent in forest surveys. Ted was born in Swansea, South Wales, on September 5,
1923. His family moved to Cumberland, B.C. where Ted went through school,
matriculating in June 1941. Prophetically, he was President of the high school Forestry
Club. In 1941 he set chokers at the Bloedel, Stewart and Welch Menzies Bay camp.
Ted was in the Royal Canadian Air Force between 1942 and 1945. He piloted a
Lancaster bomber, flying 34 operations over Germany and Occupied Europe. He was
decorated with the Distinguished Flying Cross (DFC) “…for courage and devotion to
duty, among other things.” “I had an excellent crew,” he says, “most of them now
deceased.”
In 1945 Ted started first year arts, leading to forestry at UBC:
Harry Haines, Slim Johnson, Malcolm (Pappy) Knapp, Butch Griffiths, George
Allen, Bob Wellwood, Jack Ker, Ken Graham, Don Buckland, A.B. Recknagel
and Lowell Besley were some of the forestry profs I remember well. I worked
the summer of 1946 with Comox Logging, on road construction. Being
married, I couldn’t disappear into the hinterland on summer jobs like my
single mates, so I worked summers closer to home. In 1949 I was a
Research Assistant on the UBC Research Forest, thinning permanent sample
plots with George Allen and Jack Ker, and doing some cruising with Slim
Johnson.
In 1950 Ted graduated with a BSF and started with forest surveys as a Cruiser on the
Tamihi Creek and Earle Creek 10% cruises. Next he was on a survey of the Esquimalt
and Nanaimo Railway Company lands and Strathcona Park (see Appendix 3, 1950). He
evidently took to this strange form of endeavour: “Remember? A great summer!
Initiated into flycamping and packing on strip – enjoyed it! Great to be young, healthy
and strong!”
In 1951 Ted and Art Scholefield were joint Party Chiefs at Hope (see Appendix 3, 1951).
As a veteran of the Nicola campaign later that year, he remembers Al Leinweber’s
famous tree-climbing feat of that year in Manning Park: “The bear behind Al destroyed
his boot, but not the foot inside it!”
In 1952 Ted was Region Supervisor of several parties around Cranbrook. This and the
previous season were the only times his family joined him (briefly) in the field.
Starting in 1953 Ted became a Supervisor, with a mandate to cover all of B.C. in
coordination with other Supervisors. In 1953 he coordinated the movements of Volume
and Decay fallers, including Cece Moorhouse, from party to party. In 1954 he
supervised Utilization and Forest Description (see Appendix 7).
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From 1955 to 1959 his assignments included the B.C. Forest Service Work Committee
and being District Liaison for Special Cruises. Ted was always able to get the job done,
one way or another.
When his vehicle got high-centred up Silver Creek, Ted guessed correctly that a puny
car jack wasn’t going to help much. He cut a 20-foot lever from a sapling, pried one end
of the vehicle out of the mud and then swung it onto solid ground. Then he did the same
with the other end. Ted doesn’t remember this incident. He comments: “Should have
had Ben Kuusk there. He wouldn’t have needed the lever, just his own brute strength.”
In the 20 years from 1960 to 1980, Ted continued in forest surveys as Coordinator of
Classification and Sampling, Growth and Yield Coordinator and Technical and
Operations Coordinator for the work of all field crews.
In 1980, Ted left forest surveys to join T.M. Thomson and Associates, a well-known
forestry consulting firm in Victoria. His work since then has remained mainly in the
forest inventory, forest measurement68 and forest classification fields, primarily on the
B.C. Coast, but with some Interior work from time to time.
Ted and Janet live in Parksville. They are justifiably proud of their family, a son and four
daughters, all of whom are “university graduates and married.” Gerry is an M.D. in
Nanaimo; Gail is a teacher in Victoria; Cathy is a doctor’s wife and currently in
Bangladesh with her husband and their three children; Rosemary works in the
Chemistry Department at UVic and Joan is just back from 2½ years in Fiji with her
marine geologist husband.
Like most in forest surveys, Ted shared a deep respect for Mickey Pogue: “Mickey set
up modern forest inventory procedures in 1951, 1952, etc. He had vision and a take-achance attitude. He taught us to try new ideas and spend a little money. Win some,
lose some. Pogue was a hell of a good man and forester!”

__________
68. Including interpreting, for our Cruisers, the new scaling and log grading system introduced
by the B.C. Forest Service in 1980-1981.
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DICK VIVIAN
Dick is one of those rare forest surveys alumni who has found time in retirement to write
about their exploits on cruising parties. A number of Dick’s articles appeared in the
British Columbia Forest History Newsletter.69 This sketch will be a mere sampling from
Dick’s own extensive memoirs.
He was born in Vancouver in May, 1922, grew up in Victoria, and attended elementary
and high schools there. From 1942 to 1946 Dick served in the Royal Canadian Artillery
(Surveys), including time spent overseas (“that’s where I learned to rough it!”). For
several years during that period, his commanding officer was Lorne Swannell, a B.C.
Forest Service veteran.
After the war and his discharge, he began the forestry courses at UBC in the fall of
1947. He spent all of his undergraduate summers working in the coastal woods for
forest surveys.
In May, 1948, Dick and his fellow recruits bypassed the traditional steamship trip north
and flew the new-fangled Vancouver - Port Hardy - Sandspit - Prince Rupert route in a
series of aircraft, and joined the Forest Surveyor. They were about to serve on George
Allison’s Kitimat - Douglas Channel survey (see Appendix 2 for crew list) headed for the
native village of Kitamaat:
We were immediately initiated by George and the Cruisers into the mysteries
of the box compass, topographic chain, Abney level, Biltmore, Trapper
Nelson packboard, groundsheet and tent fly. We then disappeared for the
season into the Kitimat valley and surrounding country.
Dick evidently enjoyed 1948 so much that his 1949 season was again centred on Prince
Rupert, again working from the Forest Surveyor and again with George Allison as the
Party Chief. This time, however, Dick and Bill Bradshaw, Compassmen the year before,
were fully-qualified Cruisers (see Appendix 3, 1949, Prince Rupert - Lower Skeena).
__________
69. Vivian, R.K. 1989. Shipping out with surveys. British Columbia Forest History Newsletter
No. 21, November 1989. pp. 1-2. http://www.fhabc.org/newsletter-archive/1989/21.pdf
Vivian, R.K. 1991. An introduction to cruising – 1948. British Columbia Forest History
Newsletter No. 28, May 1991. pp. 1-2. http://www.fhabc.org/newsletter-archive/1991/28.pdf
Vivian, R.K. 1993. Cruising the Kitimat valley in 1948. British Columbia Forest History
Newsletter No. 35, March 1993. pp. 1-2. http://www.fhabc.org/newsletterarchive/1993/35.pdf
Vivian, R.K. 1994. More on the 1948 Kitimat cruise. British Columbia Forest History Newsletter
No. 39, April 1994. pp. 5-6. http://www.fhabc.org/newsletter-archive/1994/39.pdf
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Once more in 1950, he headed up the North Coast, this time as the Nass part of the
1950 Skeena - Nass party (see Appendix 3, 1950):
There was little opportunity to get acquainted with Barrie Ford’s Skeena
contingent. I accompanied Bill Lowry and Tom Flynn up to Arrandale (shown
on older maps as a Post Office on the south side of Nass Bay). We set up
our headquarters in an abandoned B.C. Police building, which had served as
office and living quarters. There was also a portable cell in a back room, with
a small barred window high up on one of the walls. We cleared the scattered
debris from the office floor, selected places for our respective sleeping bags,
laid out some maps and airphotos, and then started our summer’s cruising.
We navigated Nass Bay and the river in a flat-bottomed riverboat that
someone had used the previous year around Prince George. It came with a
trouble-prone 16-hp outboard.
Graduating from UBC in the forestry class of 1951, I had by then had enough
of flycamps, Bulman’s dried beets and the rest. A permanent job where you
got to sleep under a roof at least part of the time sounded very attractive.
Ross Douglas of Alaska Pine offered me a chance to join my earlier
workmate Doug McLeod, as a Cruiser in the company’s timber acquisition,
operational cruising and inventory programs. I readily accepted.
Dick remained a forester with Alaska Pine and its successor companies, working out of
Port McNeill, with some time at Moresby, until he moved to the Vancouver office in
1965. He retired from Western Forest Products in 1987. He and Arlene live in West
Vancouver.
BILL YOUNG
Bill was born on August 23, 1926, in Vancouver. Home was at North Bend, in the
Fraser Canyon, but Bill’s mother came to town to have him. Bill went to Grade 6 in the
North Bend elementary school, after which the family moved to North Burnaby, where
Bill continued on to Grade 13.
While at high school he worked summers in the North Vancouver shipyards (1943 and
1944) and in a sawmill at Garibaldi Station (1945). He started first year forestry at UBC
in the fall of 1945. During the summer of 1946 he worked in the pulp mill at Woodfibre,
reached at that time from Vancouver by the Union Steamship Co. vessel Lady
Alexandra.
Bill’s first summer with forest surveys was in 1947, starting with Mickey Pogue’s
celebrated training camp at Mesachie Lake. Following this, it was decided not to split up
Bill and his buddy Ralph Schmidt. Both were assigned to George Silburn’s Kyuquot
survey party aboard the B.C. Forester (party members are listed in Appendix 2). Certain
events impressed Bill:
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We tied up at Ceepeecee for a while.70 The cannery girls spent their spare
time in a recreation hall, which was normally off limits to fishermen, loggers or
other males. I was the most innocent-looking member of our group. Ralph
and Don Easton rehearsed me carefully, and sent me to talk with the cannery
manager. We were only in Ceepeecee for a week. We weren’t like those
uncouth other guys, we were refined university boys. Sure enough the rules
were relaxed temporarily, and we spent some fairly innocent evenings
together, dancing to the strains of They Called Her Frivolous Sal and I’m
Gonna Buy a Paper Doll that I Can Call My Own, played over the public
address system.
Just around the point from Ceepeecee was Esperanza, which boasted Dr.
MacLean’s Seventh Day Adventist hospital, and also the only pub between
Clayoquot and Zeballos. With George’s grudging assent, we piled into the
B.C. Forester’s tender one Saturday evening and headed for the pub. We
had some beers and got back on the B.C. Forester safely. Sig Techy and
Ralph Schmidt entertained the ship’s company with a belly-butting display in
the fo’c’s’le, or “boar’s nest.”
George fixed up quite a finale for the summer. Queen Charlotte Airlines was
to fly us from Nootka Sound to Muchalat Lake. We were then to run strips
every mile up the Gold River valley and its tributaries (like Twaddle Creek and
Lake) to Gold Lake and the height of land into the upper Salmon valley. We
were then to retreat east to Bloedel, Stewart & Welch’s end of steel, out of
Camp 5 on Brewster Lake.
There were four of us – Sig Techy, Bob Breadon, Ralph Schmidt and me.
It was pretty wet. Before or after cruising strips, one crew would pack food
ahead and stash it for future use, while the other crew would go back
downstream and bring up supplies left behind at the last camp. We packed a
reflector tent (usually wet) to a new campsite about every other night. We
learned how comforting it was to pitch it under the shelter of a giant Douglasfir, and to feed our campfire with chunks of its outer bark. The bark glowed
like coal and lasted all night.
Bob and I were chased out of a small swamp owned by a ferocious bull elk
and his extended family of cows and calves. Pools in the Gold River were
black with summer run steelhead. Since we were running low on our
Bulman’s dried beets, macaroni and rice, we tried hard to drive them into the
shallows and grab one. No luck. Ralph blundered into a wasp nest on the
riverbank. His face swelled up so he could only see dimly out of one eye. He
kept running compass as there was nobody to take his place.
__________
70. Fish cannery and pilchard reduction plant on Hecate Channel, named after its owners,
Canadian Packing Company.
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After about three weeks of that, we ran our last strips around Gold Lake. We
were supposed to take two days to walk out to civilization. We’d had enough,
so got up at 4 am and got out in one day instead. We arrived at a shack with
a crank-handle telephone at BS&W’s end of steel. A speeder came for us.
We were treated to an after-hours meal in their cookhouse and a long sleep
in a real bed. Jack Bakewell was on the BS&W survey crew. He told me
recently that he was asked by Bill Backman to relinquish his bed for me to
sleep in. Jack consented because he had never seen such a sorry crew –
unshaved, unwashed, ripped clothes, etc.
George Silburn came for us the next morning and we started down the Island.
Ralph and I, always in need of more money, stopped off at Harold Cliff’s
Sayward party (see Appendix 2) for a few more weeks before starting back at
UBC. We did regeneration surveys and couldn’t get over how smooth and
regular the east coast terrain was compared to where we’d been all summer.
In 1948 Bill and Ralph, along with Hank Sweatman, were Cruisers on George Silburn’s
Kyuquot survey again (see Appendix 2). The 1948 work carried on north from the 1947
strips. The crew was hard working and serious, but Bill and Ralph remember one offhours episode well:
On the May 24th holiday, we revisited the pub at Esperanza. Our first
paycheques hadn’t arrived, so we were short of money. But our Skipper and
the locals staked us to some beer. The Skipper took a case back aboard and
we continued festivities with some singing below decks.
The forward hatch opened above our heads. George, his eyes bulging,
started down the ladder to restore order, but in so doing he apparently
antagonized the Skipper. What followed was right out of Treasure Island,
with Silburn retreating up the ladder to the deckhouse, using a Biltmore 71 to
fend off a hotly-pursuing and irate Skipper. Ralph takes credit for grabbing
the Skipper’s foot, preventing outright bloodshed.
The following morning, George had rearranged our schedule and put the
whole crew on a flycamp a long way up the Zeballos River. When we arrived
back on the B.C. Forester some days later, we had a new Skipper, Lew King.
We finished up around the Brooks Peninsula, then were moved by the B.C.
Forester up to Smith Inlet. George went to Victoria for the Smith Inlet
sojourn, and Wally Hughes took his place. Tough redcedar country. Maurice
Ayers got an infected leg somehow, and had to spend time in the hospital at
Rivers Inlet Cannery.
__________
71. A brass-shod stick for estimating tree diameters in inches, based on parallax principles.
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The rest of us got through a miserable flycamp just in time to run up Rivers
Inlet to reclaim Maurice. There he was in the hospital, fully cured but still
lavishly attended by beautiful nurses. His first words to us, his sympathetic
comrades, were, “Go Away! Go Away!”
Bill and Ralph left Smith Inlet late in August, 1948 to attend Malcolm Knapp’s first-ever
Fall Camp for forestry students, at Loon Lake, in the UBC Research Forest. Rather than
go from camp back to classes, however, they got permission from UBC to work a few
final weeks on the 1948 Princeton survey (see Appendix 2): “It wasn’t like the coast.
One flycamp ended at an apple orchard! We were hungry and thirsty. We ate apples!”
Bill graduated in forestry during May, 1949. He and Bill Grainger were Assistant Party
Chiefs on Wally Hughes’ resurvey of the Sechelt Forest (party members are listed in
Appendix 3):
We had a land party working off roads around Gibsons and Sechelt, and a
boat party, working off the B.C. Forester. Bill Grainger and I, and our
respective crews, would trade places every few weeks. Doug Fligg and his
Compassman drew the cruise of Bowen Island. Somebody had to do it!
When we brought the B.C. Forester into a secluded cove to pick them up,
they were seated on the patio of a summer cottage with several beautiful
girls. Once again, it was my fate to hear the Maurice Ayers rebuff, this time
from Doug: “Go Away! Go Away!”
Attracted to Bowen Island by this episode, Bob Wright and I talked Wally
Hughes into dropping us and our sleeping bags off there for a weekend.
“You’d better be back here in Gibsons on Sunday night for sure,” said Wally.
“Oh, we will, we will,” said Bob and I. We had a splendid weekend, met many
holidaying girls. About Sunday, we learned that there was no public
transportation back to Gibsons. Wally would get us for this! At the last
possible moment we ran into Eric Crossin, Assistant Ranger for the summer,
stationed with his boat at Gibsons. Eric was leaving for Gibsons and
delivered us back aboard the B.C. Forester just in time, thus enabling Bob
and I to proceed with our B.C. Forest Service careers.
Bill was back on the B.C. Forester in 1950, as Party Chief on the boat portion of the
Powell survey (party members are listed in Appendix 3). Hugh Lyons was Party Chief of
the land portion.
Not to put too fine a point on it, the Skipper liked his liquor. Bill thought something ought
to be done about it:
I complained about this to my Supervisor, George Silburn several times.
After all, the Skipper and I shared responsibility for several lives and a large
boat. “I want him out of here,” I said to George. “Either he goes or I go!”
George’s answer set me back a bit. “Bill, I can get any number of Party
Chiefs like you. But Skippers are hard to find! Do your best!”
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There were some nervous times, including an exciting passage through
Skookumchuck Narrows on a flood tide.72 It’s customary to wait for slack tide
on that one! Fortunately, the Skipper stayed sober when away from town and
thus he lasted the summer.
The fast-running creeks of Jervis Inlet were un-crossable during a rainy spell that
summer. Bill remembers hiking up one side of a creek to check whether Jim McWilliams
and Jim Magnall were alright:
I found them at the junction of two roaring rivers in flood, on the opposite side
from me. Couldn’t possibly cross, either way, or even hear each other above
the roar. I ended up hurling cans of Bulman’s dried vegetables across to
them and retreating back to where I came from.
Trust Bill, even in the rocky fastness of Jervis Inlet, he found opportunities to socialize:
The exclusive Malibu Resort had sprung up at the entrance of Princess
Louisa Inlet.73 Guests and supplies arrived there on seaplanes or war surplus
Fairmiles [ex-navy motor launches]. We dropped in and found them most
hospitable. Princess Louisa Inlet was good for about three days of strips,
extended by another day for a check cruise. That’s how long we partook of
their hospitality. We rubbed elbows with the rich and famous each evening.
Much to the envy of the rest of us, Bob Wright got to dance with Ann Miller, a
Hollywood glamour queen of the day.
In 1951 Bill was a Co-Party Chief, along with Red Frey at Merritt (party members are
listed in Appendix 3). Headquarters was the otherwise unoccupied Nicola Hotel, which
had stood on the stagecoach route between Merritt and Kamloops since the 1860s.
During July, this ordinary venue was transformed into the Nicola Headquarters for
parties from all over B.C., assembled to cruise Timber Sale applications in the Kamloops
and Vancouver forest districts. Fire closures in the coastal forests kept the other parties
around for several extra weeks, “supposedly to assist the Merritt party.”

__________
72. See Albert McMinn’s account of this event.
73. Ron Jones, author of End of Eden (1989) was the Ranger at Pender Harbour during the
summer of 1951. He says this about the short-lived resort: “Malibu Lodge closed down [in
the fall of 1951]; it had only been completed the year before by the American millionaire,
Hamilton [inventor of the variable-pitch propeller which bore his name], who had dreamed of
creating a film star's paradise. The Brit Fire [which raged through the Brittain River and
surrounding country in 1951] put an end to that.”
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Naturally, the hotel plumbing was overloaded and frequently required attention. On one
such occasion Red brusquely ordered the nearest bystander, who happened to be Rod
Newman, to unplug the toilet next to the kitchen. Rod drew himself up and responded:
“I’m a Draftsman. I don’t do toilets.” Red angrily grabbed the plunger and became the
resident plumber himself.74
Because of the confusion surrounding the Nicola-based Timber Sale cruises, Bill’s
Merritt survey ended in the fall as a hodge-podge of partially completed work,
unexamined timber types and untyped airphotos. Bill says, with some asperity: “Jack
Robinson and I were left alone with our airphotos, working 14 hours a day, while Red
went off on a hunting trip with Mickey Pogue.”
In 1952, the “Year of the Austins,” Bill had a party headquartered in Prince George.
He remembers less of 1952 than of previous summers. “It was a big crew. We ate in a
restaurant in town. We slept (fitfully) in the famous Pogue Bags. It just wasn’t like the
family-type boat crews on the coast.”
Bill’s wedding to Emily was in the fall of 1952. The following summer Bill, Emily, Bob
Jones and Bob’s bride, Ruth, set up the Cranbrook region headquarters at Perry Creek.
Bob and Bill alternated in regular visits to about a dozen survey parties scattered over
the region (see Appendix 6).
In 1954 Bill was Technical Supervisor in charge of type mapping in forest surveys (see
Party Organization for 1954), and spent the summer visiting as many of the 35 Coding
parties as practicable.
From the fall of 1954 until 1956, he served in the Working Plans Division in Victoria with
Wally Hughes, Larry Parlow, Walt Leesing, Ivor Burrows, Pete Mellander and Davis
Carey. Next, he succeeded Nick Mason as Silviculture Officer in Prince George. From
1959 to 1964, Bill was back in forest surveys, as Mickey Pogue’s Two I/C, and later Ted
Young’s. Then, back to Prince George as Assistant District Forester until 1969, and
District Forester until 1974.
Finally, Bill returned to Victoria to take a series of assignments leading to provincial
Chief Forester, where he served with distinction from 1978 until 1984 when he retired.
He and Emily still live there, but travel extensively each year. Some time soon Bill wants
to board the M.V. Uchuck, spend a day or two at a bed and breakfast in Kyuquot, and
look upon the scenes of his earliest days in forest surveys.

__________
74. Ralph Robbins provided the sequel to this story: "Red applied himself diligently, only to be
informed that the material dislodged from the toilet was filling up the adjacent bathtub."
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MIKE ZACHARY
When I visited Mike and Olga Zachary they were conversing animatedly in Ukrainian
with their son Peter, who at the time was visiting a psychology professor in Kiev.
Mike was born in the Western Ukraine, in January, 1921. This was in Poland at the
time, as a result of a pact between Messrs. Lenin and Pilsudsky. Mike had just
graduated from high school in 1939, when Stalin and Hitler carved up Poland. He had
taken a year of a teacher training course when the Germans came in. They opened a
university, with German Deans and Polish and Ukrainian Professors. The curriculum
ran to disciplines needed for the German war effort – veterinary medicine (horses),
forestry (timber) and engineering (getting an army across the Russian rivers). Mike took
forestry. In 1944, he had the good fortune to be sent to Constance, in the Black Forest
near the Swiss border.
He reported to the District Oberforstmeister, whose office was a large room hung with
trophy deer heads. Noticing Mike’s interest, the Oberforstmeister said, “What do you
think of them?”
Mike paused. He’d seen bigger antlers at home, but this hardly seemed the time to
antagonize this important man. “They are magnificent of course, but to tell you the
honest truth, Herr Oberforstmeister, they are perhaps not quite as large as some I have
seen in Poland.”
“You’re absolutely correct,” said his future employer, “The deer in eastern Europe do
have larger antlers. Now then, I need you to supervise a rather second-rate logging
crew at one of our Ranger stations. They’re the dregs as all our competent foresters
and forest workers are on the Russian front.”
As World War II wound down and the French moved in, Mike demonstrated his survival
capacity many times. He even graduated once again in forestry, this time from the
ancient and honourable Forest School in Freiberg. However, he evidently saw limits to
his future in Germany, and approached the Canadian consulate in 1948 to see about
immigrating to the promised land. He found himself in Edmonton in 1949, and worked
briefly in the same lumber yard as Jerry Jelinek, but left for Ontario after a year, to work
for a surveying company:
My first job was surveying at Camp Borden, which was hastily built up by the
army during wartime. We located every water pipe, power pole and building.
It was a bit of a boondoggle. My bosses were all ex-army officers
themselves.
With characteristic restlessness, Mike decided to get a Canadian forestry degree, this
time from the University of Toronto. Dean Sisam and Dave Love allowed credit for his
European training, and signed him up for a two-year course leading to a BSF degree.
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He married Olga in Toronto in August, 1951. After graduating he went to work as a
forester for the Algoma Central Railway. His immediate superior was approaching
retirement. “Do lots of hunting and fishing, Mike,” he admonished, “Don’t worry too
much about work.”
Apparently the Algoma Central Railway wasn’t quite right as Mike wrote to forest
surveys:
Red Frey answered the letter. Yes, we’ll hire you. We came by rail, via
Edmonton, and arrived at Victoria in April, 1952. It was just in time to be
Grant Ainscough’s assistant on a party in the Vernon area. Grant and his
wife Jacquie, and Olga and I set up a headquarters in the Kalamalka Motel.
Olga and Jacquie spent some time picking berries and making jam. One
afternoon my helper and I took the Austin station wagon a bit too far on one
of those goat trails. Trying to get turned around, the Austin flipped over, and
looked like it would keep rolling down the bank any minute. We crawled out,
and with a piece of rope we moored the Austin to the nearest tree, so it
wouldn’t wander.
Took a long time to hike back to Kalamalka. When we got close Olga came
rushing out, tears streaming from her eyes. I thought they were tears of joy,
to see me alive and reasonably well. It wasn’t that at all. The jam was boiling
over onto the stove, and she had to come out to get away from the dense
smoke!
The crew slept in a tent camp. Of course that was rattlesnake country. One
of our boys came and asked what he should do about it. I said, “The
cowboys always sleep on sheepskins as snakes don’t seem to like the smell.”
“Where would I find sheepskins?”
“I don’t know. Maybe a wool sweater or some yarn would do.”
I left. Next morning I went over to his tent. There was a strange-looking grey
ring right around the tent. You know what that kid had done? Gathered up a
lot of socks, and laid them end-to-end in a circle. Instead of “circling the
wagons” the kid had “circled the socks!”
Late that summer, the remnants of the party moved to Cranbrook. The larches were
golden. Along with Grant, Mike remembers Al Leinweber and Wing Lam Lau being on
the crew.
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In 1953 Mike was Doug Fligg’s assistant at Fort St. James. He was in charge of the
Volume and Decay crew, among other things (see Appendix 6). He remembers one
fishing expedition out on Stuart Lake with Doug and Norma Fligg. Mike had the golden
touch and caught two splendid Lake Trout, to none for Doug or Norma. He was naughty
though – Norma somehow had the impression that Mike didn’t have a fishing licence.
After she had delivered a stern lecture on the fate awaiting unlicensed anglers who
caught fish, Mike coolly drew out his wallet and displayed an up-to-date licence. In the
fall, Mike was sent to join Ted Vaughan’s Special Cruise of the timber to be accessed by
the Naver Forest Road being built. Mike’s assistant was a Dutch UNB student named
George:
We had it tough. Sleet and snow. Cold and wet. When we found our predropped food, most of it had been eaten or spoiled by bears. We salvaged a
little, and shot some Grouse. Then we got diarrhoea, bad. Staggering along,
we came to a trapper’s cabin. Went in. Note on the table: “Help yourself,
Wade.” We sure did. Lit the stove with dry wood. Got warm. Dried our wet
stuff. Cooked up some of Wade’s canned goods. Got a night’s sleep.
Diarrhoea passed. Made it to our basecamp next day. I personally ate 14
eggs at one sitting!
You know, the next year (1954) we had a tent camp at Hixon. Who should
walk in and introduce himself? Wade! I told him my story, thanked him and
offered to pay for the food we took. He laughed. Wouldn’t take anything but
a cup of coffee.
Well, you know, the next year, we set up a base in Wells, up near Barkerville.
Stayed a few days at the Wells Hotel, but that was costing $4 a day, so we
looked for other housing. Who did we rent a house from? Wade’s father! He
was trapping up the Cunningham. Nice man too.
Mike transferred to the Protection Division in 1956. He worked out of Victoria, travelling
all over the province. Projects included snag falling contracts and control of the balsam
woolly aphid outbreak of the 1960s. Wherever Mike went in the fall, his hunting rifle
went too. He misses no opportunity to brag outrageously about his exploits amongst the
deer, moose and caribou encountered on the job.
In 1966 he left the B.C. Forest Service to take a position with the City of Victoria parks
department. With the respect for land common to many Europeans, Mike started buying
and selling property around Victoria, and eventually went into it full-time, along with
Olga. They now live on the shores of Oak Bay, buying, selling, renting out and
maintaining homes. Their own house is filled with collected paintings, rare books, and
objets d’art.
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YEAR - AREA
1939: QUATSINO
1939: HARRISON DRAINAGE

1939: OKANAGAN

------------------------------------------1940: SLOCAN

1940: JUAN DE FUCA

1940: NORTH SHORE EAST

1940: NORTH SHORE WEST

-------------------------------------------

PARTY CHIEF(S) AND
ASSISTANT(S)
MICKEY POGUE
------------------------------------LARRY McMULLAN
J.H. BENTON

------------------------------------DICK NIXON
JOHN MOTTISHAW

------------------------------------DICK NIXON
JOHN STOKES

------------------------------------GEORGE SILBURN
ASSISTANT AND
CRUISER: JOHN
MOTTISHAW
------------------------------------MICKEY POGUE
P.R. BRUN
------------------------------------CED WALKER
LARRY McMULLAN
ASSISTANT: JOHN
MOTTISHAW
-------------------------------------

APPENDIX 1. SURVEY PARTIES, 1939-1945
CRUISERS OR SENIOR
COMPASSMEN OR JUNIOR
CREW MEMBERS
CREW MEMBERS
SLIM LEMARE (K.I.A., WW II)
----------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------------ALF BAMFORD
I.M. SMELLIE
MICKEY TREW
CHES LYONS
J.M. PHILIP
F.W. CROUCH
WALLY HUGHES
J.B. ARMSTRONG
R.O. NOAKES
AXEL KINNEAR
----------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------------A.B. ANDERSON
BILL SLOAN
P.R. BRUN
ERIC BENNETT
AL DIXON
ARCHIE BYERS
HAROLD CLIFF
----------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------------WALLY HUGHES
TED YOUNG
E. HANLING
HAROLD CLIFF
D. HALCROW
C. EVANS
I.M. SMELLIE
N.H. BOSS
J. BURKITT
JOHN PICKFORD
----------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------------CRUISER/COMPASSMAN:
MICKEY TREW
N.H. BOSS

----------------------------------------IAN MAHOOD
CRUISER/COMPASSMAN:
ERIC BENNETT
----------------------------------------J.D. LEMARE
(“SLIM,” K.I.A. WW II)
J.M. PHILIP

-----------------------------DAVIS CAREY

----------------------------------ARCHIE BYERS

-----------------------------AL FRASER
R.C.WANNOP
R.O. NOAKES

-----------------------------------

-----------------------------------------

------------------------------

-----------------------------------

BOAT/SKIPPER/ENG/DRAFTSMAN/
COOK/JUNIOR/WRANGLER/OTHER
BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
---------------------------------------------------COOK: J.A. ROBB
JUNIOR: W.A. WEST

---------------------------------------------------DRAFTSMAN: JACK RHODES
COOK: D.H. McMILLAN (DIRTY DAN)
JUNIOR: JOHN PICKFORD
---------------------------------------------------DRAFTSMAN: JACK RHODES
COOK: A.H. ROBB
JUNIOR: E. HIGGENS
---------------------------------------------------BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
SKIPPER: LEW KING
COOK: F. EDMONDS
JUNIOR: R. KENNY
---------------------------------------------------COOK: HARRY CORDER

---------------------------------------------------BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
SKIPPER: CED WALKER
ENGINEER: LEW KING
COOK: TED LEWIS
----------------------------------------------------

YEAR - AREA
1941: FRASER SOUTH

PARTY CHIEF(S) AND
ASSISTANT(S)
MICKEY POGUE
P.R. BRUN

APPENDIX 1. SURVEY PARTIES, 1939-1945
CRUISERS OR SENIOR
COMPASSMEN OR JUNIOR
CREW MEMBERS
CREW MEMBERS
J. MACE PHILIP
AL FRASER
CRUISER/COMPASSMAN:
HAROLD CLIFF
ARCHIE BYERS
----------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------------WALLY HUGHES
B. BAKER
HAROLD CLIFF
HARRY KERMODE

------------------------------------------1942: SAYWARD - SPROAT ALBERNI

------------------------------------GEORGE SILBURN

------------------------------------------1943, 1944:
------------------------------------------1945: CLAYOQUOT
(ALBERNI INLET WEST)

------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------WARTIME, NO SURVEY PARTIES IN FIELD
------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------GEORGE SILBURN
DAVIS CAREY
DAVIS CAREY
GEORGE ALLISON
JACK KER
JACK KER (TEMP)

------------------------------

-----------------------------------

-----------------------------BOB SCHOLEFIELD
ART SCHOLEFIELD
S. WOOD

----------------------------------BOB KEENAN
ED GLOVER
DAVE HANSEN

-------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------

------------------------------

-----------------------------------

-----------------------------------------

BOAT/SKIPPER/ENG/DRAFTSMAN/
COOK/JUNIOR/WRANGLER/OTHER
COOK: HARRY CORDER

---------------------------------------------------BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
SKIPPER: LEW KING
COOK: A.H. ROBB
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
DRAFTSMAN: JACK RHODES
SKIPPER: LEW KING
COOK: TED LEWIS
----------------------------------------------------

YEAR - AREA
1946: CLAYOQUOT

PARTY CHIEF(S)
AND ASSISTANT(S)
GEORGE SILBURN
HAROLD CLIFF
GERRY BURCH

1946: E&N BELT

----------------------------------LARRY McMULLAN
DAVIS CAREY

--------------------------------------------1947: KYUQUOT

----------------------------------GEORGE SILBURN

1947: PRINCE GEORGE
EAST

1947: QUADRA ISLAND SMITH INLET

1947: SAYWARD

--------------------------------------------1948: KITIMAT - DOUGLAS
CHANNEL

APPENDIX 2. SURVEY PARTIES, 1946-1948
CRUISERS OR SENIOR
COMPASSMEN OR JUNIO
CREW MEMBERS
CREW MEMBERS
HUGH LYONS
SIG TECHY
BOB BREADON
DAVE HANSON
STAN GUSTAVSEN

--------------------------------------ART SCHOLEFIELD
JACK POWER
GERRY BURCH
DAVE HOLMES
--------------------------------------SIG TECHY
BOB BREADON

----------------------------------DAVIS CAREY

--------------------------------------BILL GRAINGER

-------------------------------STU FOREMAN
DAVE OWEN
BOB HUESTIS
DAVE ROUSSEL
-------------------------------BILL YOUNG
RALPH SCHMIDT
DON EASTON
-------------------------------AL McMINN

-----------------------------------

----------------------------------WALLY HUGHES
GEORGE ALLISON

STAN LOCKHARD
--------------------------------------HUGH LYONS
HANK SWEATMAN

ERNIE JONES
-------------------------------BOB HUESTIS
BARRIE FORD

ED WADDELL
----------------------------------BOB FISHER

----------------------------------HAROLD CLIFF
ART SCHOLEFIELD

--------------------------------------DAVE OWEN
MURRAY OSTEN

----------------------------------DOUG McLEOD
GEORGE MACKENZIE

----------------------------------GEORGE ALLISON

--------------------------------------BILL GRAINGER
AL McMINN
DOUG McLEOD

-------------------------------STU FOREMAN
LLOYD ABRAMS
DANNY DANYLUK
-------------------------------BILL BRADSHAW
EARL JOHNS
WALLY ROLLS
DICK VIVIAN

-----------------------------------

---------------------------------------

--------------------------------

-----------------------------------

-----------------------------------

----------------------------------WILMOT BRUELS

----------------------------------GORDON McNAB
GEORGE ROGERS
MAURICE AYERS

BOAT/SKIPPER/ENG/DRAFTSMAN/
COOK/JUNIOR/WRANGLER/OTHER
BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
SKIPPER: PHIL GREEN, B. BOYCE
DRAFTSMAN: JACK RHODES
COOK: DON CRUICKSHANK
-------------------------------------------------------------COOK: ?

-------------------------------------------------------------BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
SKIPPER: GEORGE McHUGH
COOK: DON CRUICKSHANK
-------------------------------------------------------------COOK: ?

-------------------------------------------------------------BOAT: FOREST SURVEYOR
SKIPPER: BILL POMEROY
COOK: BILL COOK
GROWTH: JACK KER, CARL HIGHSTED,
GUS SIVERTZ
-------------------------------------------------------------COOK: H. MILLER

-------------------------------------------------------------BOAT: FOREST SURVEYOR
SKIPPER: SAXTY, FRED SEMPH
ENGINEER: KEN HOWSE
COOK: PADDY POLLACK
GROWTH: JACK KER, BEV BOULTON,
CARL HIGHSTED, DON ALLARDICE
--------------------------------------------------------------

YEAR - AREA
1948: KYUQUOT, THEN
SMITH INLET

1948: E&N, THEN PRINCETON,
OLALLA AND KEREMEOS

PARTY CHIEF(S)
AND ASSISTANT(S)
GEORGE SILBURN,
THEN WALLY HUGHES
----------------------------------HAROLD CLIFF

1948: WOODPECKER ALEZA LAKE

----------------------------------DAVIS CAREY
BOB MALCOLM

---------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------

APPENDIX 2. SURVEY PARTIES, 1946-1948
CRUISERS OR SENIOR
COMPASSMEN OR JUNIOR
CREW MEMBERS
CREW MEMBERS
BILL YOUNG
CLIFF CALDER
KEN LOGAN
RALPH SCHMIDT
MAURICE AYERS
HANK SWEATMAN
BOB HUESTIS
--------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------------HUGH LYONS
DON GORDON
JOHN BRUCE
WIL BRUELS
GEORGE MACKENZIE,
JOCK McLEAN
THEN RALPH SCHMIDT &
BOB GREGGOR
BILL YOUNG IN FALL
--------------------------------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------------BOB MALCOLM
DOUG FLIGG
ED KUFFNER
ART SCHOLEFIELD
BILL HEPPER
BOB FISHER
BILL MURRAY
--------------------------------------- -------------------------------- -----------------------------------

BOAT/SKIPPER/ENG/DRAFTSMAN/
COOK/JUNIOR/WRANGLER/OTHER
BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
SKIPPER: LEW KING, H. BELL
COOK: DON CRUICKSHANK
-------------------------------------------------------------COOK: "NAP" KNAPP, THEN GREGGOR
McLEAN

-------------------------------------------------------------GROWTH & YIELD: AL FRASER AND
BRUCE CLARK
--------------------------------------------------------------

APPENDIX 3. SURVEY PARTIES, 1949-1951
CRUISERS OR SENIOR
COMPASSMEN OR JUNIOR
CREW MEMBERS
CREW MEMBERS
1949: PRINCETON
GEORGE ROGERS
JIM McWILLIAMS
WIL BRUELS
MAURICE AYERS
GEORGE MACKENZIE
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------1949: PRINCE RUPERT - TERRACE
GEORGE ALLISON
DICK VIVIAN
BILL LOWREY
BILL BRADSHAW
HUME McLENNAN
ART SCHOLEFIELD
GEORGE SOURISSEAU
WALT LEESING
BARRIE FORD
IVOR BURROWS
TOM CHOATE
WILL STIEHL
BOB STEELE
JIM COLLINS
BILL DOYLE
MAC GORDON
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------1949: SECHELT RESURVEY
WALLY HUGHES
BILL GRAINGER
DICK COLEMAN
ROY WHITNEY
2 I/CS:
BILL YOUNG
JIM MAGNALL
EARL JOHNS
BILL GRAINGER
DOUG FLIGG
JOE HAUSER
BILL YOUNG
BOB WRIGHT
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------1949: UPPER FRASER (ALEZA LAKE)
BOB MALCOLM
LARRY PARLOW
BOB CROPPER
BOB DARNALL
CLIFF CALDER
RED FREY
LLOYD ABRAMS
GORDON JONES
DON GRANT
JOCK MACLEAN
BOB CORREGAN
NICK MASON
DENIS GLEW
BLACKIE PLATT
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------1949: WHITESWAN LAKE (10%)
AL McMINN
AL McMINN
BOB HOOD
DOUG McLEOD
BOB GREGGOR
REG BARCLAY
----------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------1950: BELLA COOLA
DOUG FLIGG,
BOB JONES
ALEC WEBSTER
BILL BRADSHAW
GORDIE HALL
DUANE PEDERSON
BILL MULHOLLAND
KEN LAKE
YEAR - AREA

1950: E&N - STRATHCONA PARK

PARTY CHIEF(S)
AND ASSISTANT(S)
HAROLD CLIFF
HUGH LYONS

BOAT/SKIPPER/ENG/DRAFTSMAN/
COOK/JUNIOR/WRANGLER/OTHER
WRANGLER: GORDIE McNAB
HORSES: SNAP, BUTCH, SANDY
------------------------------------------------------BOAT: FOREST SURVEYOR
SKIPPER: JIM McCULLOCH
ENGINEER: KEN HOWSE
COOK: ?

------------------------------------------------------BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
SKIPPER: LEW KING
COOK: GEORGE MITCHELL
------------------------------------------------------TRAIL TRAVERSE: HERB SCHON,
BILL LEHRLE, JOHN McQUARRIE

------------------------------------------------------TRAIL TRAVERSE: MEL KERR,
BOB JONES

------------------------------------------------------BOAT: FOREST SURVEYOR
SKIPPER: JIM McCULLOCH
ENGINEER: RUSSELL SADD
COOK: MAT CARR
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ART SCHOLEFIELD
DON BAXTER
JIM GILMOUR
AL McMINN
ROY WEBB
BOB JONES
TED VAUGHAN
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------

YEAR - AREA
1950: JUAN DE FUCA

1950: POWELL

1950: PRINCETON - MERRITT

1950: SKEENA - NASS

1950: TAMIHI - EARLE (10%)

APPENDIX 3. SURVEY PARTIES, 1949-1951
CRUISERS OR SENIOR
COMPASSMEN OR JUNIOR
CREW MEMBERS
CREW MEMBERS
E&N CRUISERS
VICTORIA OFFICE:
GORDIE HARRIS
WALLY BAILEY
JOHN WARWICK
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------BILL YOUNG (BOAT)
JIM McWILLIAMS
RON STROMBERG
BOB WRIGHT
JIM MAGNALL
HUGH LYONS (LAND)
PETE MACALLISTER
GEORGE ONTKEAN
REG BARCLAY (THEN
TO PRINCETON)
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------CLIFF CALDER
MAC GORDON
KEN BOYD
KEITH DUNCAN
NORM McRAE
DENNIS GLEW
DON GRANT
REG BARCLAY
HUGH LYONS (TEMP)
DAVE McGINNIS
NEIL HOOD
GEORGE ROGERS
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------BARRIE FORD (SKEENA)
MAURICE AYERS
AL LONGWORTH
WALT LEESING
TOM FLYNN
DICK VIVIAN (NASS)
BILL LOWRY
PAUL _____?
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------BOB BREADON
AL McMINN
MIKE NUTTALL
GEORGE RAPANIS
TED VAUGHAN
BILL MANSON
ALVIN _____?
PARTY CHIEF(S)
AND ASSISTANT(S)
GEORGE ALLISON

ROY WEBB
JIM GILMOUR
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------1950: UPPER FRASER
RED FREY
CARL HIGHSTED
BILL BISHOP
BOB DARNALL
----------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------1951: CENTRAL INTERIOR
BARRIE FORD
DAVE ARMIT
CARL HIGHSTED
BOB CLOUSTON
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------1951: CRANBROOK
CLIFF CALDER
GRANT AINSCOUGH
GEORGE ALLISON
DON MUNRO
BOB BREADON
DON GRANT
NEIL HOOD

BOAT/SKIPPER/ENG/DRAFTSMAN/
COOK/JUNIOR/WRANGLER/OTHER
BOAT: FOREST SURVEYOR
SKIPPER: JIM McCULLOCH
ENGINEER: REX DUDEWARD
COOK: STAN SCOTT
------------------------------------------------------BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
SKIPPER: JACK McLEOD
COOK: DUDLEY RITCHIE
ERIC POWELL?
------------------------------------------------------COOK: ED RAITT
WRANGLER: "THE" IAN TYSON
-------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------COOK: MARTIN FORESTER
GROUND CONTROL: JACK WADE,
BCLS

TERRY RUTHERFORD
DAVE SUTHERLAND
------------------------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------DORY KENT
RAY ORCHARD
JACK DEVLIN
GORDIE MACNAB
------------------------------------ ---------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------BRUCE DEVITT
HARRY FREEMAN
DAVE WALLINGER
PETE COOMBS
JOHN KLASSEN
----------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------

---------------------------DERRY SIMPSON
____ DUCKWORTH
RON DASH
LARRY HILLMAN
FRANK RUEGG
----------------------------

------------------------------------------------------BLAKE RAMSEY
JACK (CHOKEBORE) MILLER
DRAFTSMAN: BOB PETHICK

-------------------------------------------------------

APPENDIX 3. SURVEY PARTIES, 1949-1951
CRUISERS OR SENIOR
COMPASSMEN OR JUNIOR
BOAT/SKIPPER/ENG/DRAFTSMAN/
CREW MEMBERS
CREW MEMBERS
COOK/JUNIOR/WRANGLER/OTHER
1951: BELLA COOLA
JIM McLAREN
FRANK BARCLAY
JOHN SOUTHWELL BOAT: FOREST SURVEYOR
(DEAN - BURKE - KWATNA)
GAVIN HANSLIP
JACK COLEMAN
MIKE JACKSON
SKIPPER: JIM McCULLOCH
BLAKE DICKENS
JERRY IRVINE
ENGINEER: RUSSELL SADD
DRAFTSMAN: DON SMITH
COOK: STAN SCOTT
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------1951: HOPE
TED VAUGHAN
RALPH ROBBINS
BOB WOOD
ART SCHOLEFIELD
PETE SMALL
BOB REID
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------1951: MERRITT
RED FREY
JACK ROBINSON
DICK TANNHAUSER
AL LONGWORTH
DRAFTSMAN: NORM CLARK
BILL YOUNG
KEN BOYD
DORIE KENT
“WOOWIE”
COOK: LOCAL LADY,
FRED JOYCE
AL LEINWEBER
THEN DUDLEY RITCHIE
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------1951: NORTHWEST INTERIOR
BOB DARNALL
BOB WRIGHT
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------1951: TIMBER SALE CRUISES FROM NICOLA MICKEY POGUE
AT NICOLA, HOPE, CRANBROOK, HOUSTON, BABINE, ETC.
HEADQUARTERS
GEORGE SILBURN
PARTS OF ALMOST EVERY COAST AND INTERIOR PARTY,
HAROLD CLIFF
STARTING IN JULY AND ENDING IN LATE FALL
RED FREY
BILL YOUNG, ETC.
-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
1951: SOUTH COAST (LUND - TOBA - BUTE) BILL BRADSHAW
WALT TUTTLE
JACK CHRISTIAN
GEORGE ONTKEAN
SKIPPER: BOB PETHICK
COOK: DUDLEY RITCHIE
----------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------YEAR - AREA

PARTY CHIEF(S)
AND ASSISTANT(S)
DOUG FLIGG
BOB JONES

YEAR - AREA
1952: BROUGHTON - SEYMOUR

1952: FORT ST. JAMES

1952: HAZELTON

1952: HOPE

1952: HOUSTON
1952: LILLOOET
1952: MINSTREL ISLAND
(KNIGHT INLET)

1952: NAKUSP

1952: PENNY

PARTY CHIEF(S)
AND ASSISTANT(S)
BOB BREADON

APPENDIX 4. SURVEY PARTIES, 1952
CRUISERS OR SENIOR
COMPASSMEN OR JUNIOR
CREW MEMBERS
CREW MEMBERS
BOB GOODFELLOW
MIKE DEROCHE
LUDO BERTSCH
KEN BENNETT
FRANK RUEGG

BOAT/SKIPPER/ENG/DRAFTSMAN/
COOK/JUNIOR/WRANGLER/OTHER
BOAT: FOREST SURVEYOR
SKIPPER: JIM McCULLOCH
ENGINEER: RUSSELL SADD
FIELD CLERK: MIKE JACKSON
-------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------BILL BRADSHAW
D’ARCY DEHART
JACK CHRISTIAN
FIELD CLERK: JOHNNIE EDWARDS
HARRY GAIRNS
2 WINNIPEGGERS
DAVE GAIRNS
AL BRADSHAW
-------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------PETE SMALL
MIKE FAJRAJSL
BOB NONEMAN
ROSS CAMPBELL FIELD CLERKS: ART DAVIES,
JERRY VYHNANEK
JOHN ABERNETHY
PETE SANFORD
THEN JOHN PETIT
BILL SPRIGGS
CLIFF NEWMAN
LOU SEENS
IVAN ROY
HOWIE GERWING
OTTO BARTOS
RAY LEASON
MALCOLM McLEOD
HUGH BROWN
-------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------BOB WRIGHT
HELMUT BRADATSCH
SIG TAUSENDFREUND
-------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------CHRIS LAUESEN
GORDON FENTON
-------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------DICK TANNHAUSER
-------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ART SCHOLEFIELD
PETE ROBSON
DREW GRAY
RON FERANG
TRAV. SUPERV: DON GRANT
BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
AL HORTH
REG WAGGNER
AL CONYERS
BOB NOBLE
RUSS JONES
JIM ALLEN
GERRY IRVING
SKIPPER: BOB PETHICK
JOHN BURCH
JACK INGRAM
LORNE EBELL
JOHN MacDONALD
A. ZAIONCHKOVSKY
NOBARU OMOTO
ROY PARISH
JOHN PICK
-------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------DOUG FLIGG (START)
HENRY SMUDA
FIELD CLERK: MAYNARD HALL
LAURIE MILNER
TREVOR JEANES?
JAN SELSING
-------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------CARL HIGHSTED
JERRY JELINEK
HENRY JELINEK
FIELD CLERK.: JIM BURBIDGE?
PETER MURPHY
ERIC BERGBUSCH
DON MacLAURIN
REG BARCLAY
-------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------

YEAR - AREA
1952: PRINCE GEORGE
1952: RIVERS INLET

1952: STUART ISLAND

1952: TERRACE

1952: VERNON

1952: WILLIAMS LAKE

APPENDIX 4. SURVEY PARTIES, 1952
PARTY CHIEF(S)
CRUISERS OR SENIOR
COMPASSMEN OR JUNIOR
AND ASSISTANT(S)
CREW MEMBERS
CREW MEMBERS
BILL YOUNG
TED LAVIS
-------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BOB JONES
MIKE NUTTALL
HERMANN VOLK
GEOFF OTTO
_____ MERRICK?
ONWURA CHIAZOR
LOTHAR ZAHARADKAGORDON
-------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------JIM McLAREN
GERRY BOULTON
GALT ELKINGTON
BARRY MURPHY
DON GRANT
BRUCE DEVITT
GERRY IRVING
BILL BALDWIN
GERHARD EICHEL
DOUG BABCOCK
RUSSELL _____?
JACK GIBBS
KEN WATTS
TERRY DOHERTY
-------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RED FREY
GORDIE TALBOT
JERRY ROVERS
_____ DEE
BEN KUUSK
DERRY SIMPSON
_____ ROBINSON
_____ GIBB
KEITH WADELL
A. ANDERSON
G. STEWART
M. COSTINCHUK
GEORGE CROSS
"GUMP" _____
-------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GRANT AINSCOUGH
MIKE ZACHARY
WING LAM LAU
JOHN KLASSEN
AL LEINWEBER
-------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------FRED JOYCE
JOHN WARWICK
-------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BOAT/SKIPPER/ENG/DRAFTSMAN/
COOK/JUNIOR/WRANGLER/OTHER
------------------------------------------------------BOAT: FOREST SURVEYOR
SKIPPER: JIM McCULLOCH
ENGINEER: RUSSELL SADD
------------------------------------------------------BOAT: B.C. FORESTER
SKIPPER: BOB PETHICK

------------------------------------------------------FIELD CLERK: FORBES BOYD

-------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------COOK: STAN SCOTT
-------------------------------------------------------

APPENDIX 5. WEILER BUILDING STAFF, WINTER 1952-1953
(FROM MEMORY BY GERD EICHEL ET AL., 1992-1994)
POGUE, MICKEY
SILBURN, GEORGE
CLIFF, HAROLD
RHODES, AL

FORESTER I/C
ASSISTANT FORESTER, OPERATIONS
ASSISTANT FORESTER,TECHNICAL
CHIEF CLERK

AINSCOUGH, GRANT
ALLISON, GEORGE
BAILEY, WALLY
BARCLAY, REG
BAXTER, DON
BOULTON, GERRY
BOYD, FORBES
BRADATSCH, HELMUT
BRADSHAW, BILL
BREADON, BOB
BROWNE, TED
CALDER, CLIFF
CRAWFORD, BARBARA
DEROCHE, MIKE
EICHEL, GERD
FAJRAJSL, MIROSLAV
FENTON, GORDON
FLIGG, DOUG

FORD, BARRIE
FREY, JOHN (RED)
GAVIN, HAMISH
GRANT, DON
HARRIS, GORDON
HEIMLICH, KARL
HIGHSTED, CARL
HORTH, AL
HOUGH, BILL
JELINEK, HENRY
JELINEK, JAROSLAV
JOHANNESSEN, RALPH
JONES, BOB
JOYCE, FRED
KUUSK, BEN
LANGKILDE-LAUESEN, CHRIS
LYONS, HUGH
MacDOUGALL, DOUG

MALCOLM, BOB
McLAREN, JIM
MUELLER-DOMBOIS, DIETER
RHODES, JACK
ROBSON, PETE
ROETHEL, HENRY
SELSING, JAN
SMALE, FRED
SMALL, PETE
SUTTON, BOB
TANNHAUSER, DICK
TVETER, MARTIN
VAUGHAN, TED
VOLK, HERMANN
VYHNANEK, JERRY
WRIGHT, BOB
YOUNG, BILL
ZACHARY, MIKE

YEAR - AREA

1953: ASHCROFT - LAC LE JEUNE - LITTLE
FORT - TRANQUILLE - LUMBY (V&D)

1953: BABINE LAKE (V&D)
1953: BURTON - GRAND FORKS

1953: CANAL FLATS

1953: CRANBROOK REGION HQ

1953: CRANBROOK SOUTH (V&D)
1953: DAVIE LAKE (V&D)
(BCFS PATROL CABIN)

1953: FERNIE
1953: FORT ST. JAMES (V&D)

1953: HAZELTON (V&D)
1953: HOPE (V&D)

1953: HOUSTON (V&D)

PARTY CHIEF(S)
AND ASSISTANT(S)
BOB SUTTON
BILL MAHOOD
GERHARD EICHEL
---------------------------------------JIM McLAREN
---------------------------------------JERRY JELINEK

APPENDIX 6. SURVEY PARTIES, 1953
CRUISERS OR SENIOR
COMPASSMEN OR JUNIOR
CREW MEMBERS
CREW MEMBERS
MARTIN TVETER
BILL MURRAY
ARCHIE PHILLIPS
---------------------------------------HELMUT BRADATSCH
---------------------------------------MIKE DEROCHE

BOAT/SKIPPER/ENGINEER/
DRAFTSMAN/COOK/
JUNIOR/WRANGLER/OTHER

IRBY STEWART
DOUG DIXON
BARRY MURPHY
ALEX ZAIONAHKOVSKY
BOB NOBLE
---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------BOAT: DIAVNO
JACK CHRISTIAN
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------FORBES BOYD
BRUCE DEVITT
DON POTTER
BRIAN RADFORD
BILL BALDWIN
DERRY SIMPSON
PETER BAXTER
JOE CRANZ
DAVE HARDING
ERNIE MORRIS
FIELD CLERK: DICK _____?
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------BILL YOUNG
TECHNICAL SUPERVISOR
BOB JONES
OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------RAY LEACH
PETER MURPHY
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------DON BAXTER
GORDIE FENTON
BAIRD McNEIL
STAN CHESTER
JEFF OTTO
KEN SMITH
BOB REID
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------ART SCHOLEFIELD
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------DOUG FLIGG
ART FRITSKE
MIKE ZACHARY
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------ARNE SCHEISTROEN
DAVE WINTERINGHAM
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------BILL BRADSHAW
SIG TAUSENDFREUND
JERRY ROVERS
FALLER: CECE MOORHOUSE
JERRY VYHNANEK
JACK ARVIDSON
BOB NONEMAN
GERRY BALL
FRED BINAS
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------BEN KUUSK
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

YEAR - AREA

1953: INVERMERE (SPILLIMACHEEN)

1953: KAMLOOPS - NORTH THOMPSON

1953: KASLO

1953: LIKELY (V&D)
1953: LYTTON (V&D)

1953: McLEOD LAKE (V&D)

1953: McBRIDE (V&D)

1953: MINSTREL ISLAND (V&D)
1953: NARAMATA
1953: NAKUSP (V&D)

1953: NELSON
1953: NORTHERN RECCE

PARTY CHIEF(S)
AND ASSISTANT(S)
PETE ROBSON

APPENDIX 6. SURVEY PARTIES, 1953
CRUISERS OR SENIOR
COMPASSMEN OR JUNIOR
CREW MEMBERS
CREW MEMBERS

JIM MARSHALL
FRED BRAHNIUK
WALLY PEARSON
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------DON GRANT
RAY SAVOLA
BOB DUGGAN
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------BOB NONEMAN
TED LAVIS
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------GRANT AINSCOUGH
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------GEORGE ROGERS
DON McLAUREN
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------DICK TANNHAUSER
BOB CLOUSTON
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------AL McMINN
ERIC BERGBUSCH
STERLING McNEISH
KEITH WADDELL
BILL SPRIGGS
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------REG BARCLAY
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------DOUG MORTON
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------PETE SMALL
VANCE STEWART
KARL HEIMLICH
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------BILL HOUGH
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------RED FREY
PETE COOMBS
ROGER HOOTEN-FOX
TONY BLAGG
--------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------

RON STROMBERG
GERRY SNOW
AL CONYERS
---------------------------------GERRY IRVINE
PETE SHARP
----------------------------------

BOAT/SKIPPER/ENGINEER/
DRAFTSMAN/COOK/
JUNIOR/WRANGLER/OTHER

BLYTHE HUGHES
GERRY RICHARDSON
---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------GERRY FIELDING
FIELD CLERK: BILL WILLIAMS
---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------FALLER: CECE MOORHOUSE
---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------HENRY SMUDA
JACK MILLER
---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------B.C. FORESTER, JACK GIBBS
---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------BILL SPRIGGS
GUIDE/BOATMAN: BILL BOYKO

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

YEAR - AREA

1953: PRINCETON (V&D)
1953: REVELSTOKE

PARTY CHIEF(S)
AND ASSISTANT(S)
FRED JOYCE
---------------------------------------WIL BRUELS
---------------------------------------AL HORTH
JAN SELSING

APPENDIX 6. SURVEY PARTIES, 1953
CRUISERS OR SENIOR
COMPASSMEN OR JUNIOR
CREW MEMBERS
CREW MEMBERS

---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------BOB GOODFELLOW
FRANK ROSS
DAVID WELSFORD
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1953: VERNON (V&D)
GEORGE ALLISON
MARTIN TVETER
BILL MAHOOD
GERD EICHEL
AL NORTHCOTE
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1953: WHITESWAN LAKE (V&D)
CHRIS LAUESEN
GERHARD EICHEL (LATER)
HAMISH GAVIN
CARL HIGHSTED (LATER)
---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1953: MORICE SPECIAL CRUISE
GRANT AINSCOUGH
LATE-FALL REMNANTS
FROM MANY PARTIES
--------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1953: SMITHERS (V&D)

BOAT/SKIPPER/ENGINEER/
DRAFTSMAN/COOK/
JUNIOR/WRANGLER/OTHER

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------FAY HARTMAN

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------GEORGE FORBES
FALLER: CECE MOORHOUSE
BLANE COULCHER
---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

APPENDIX 7. SURVEYS HEADQUARTERS AND FIELD PARTIES, 1954
1954

VICTORIA STAFF:
MICKEY POGUE
GEORGE SILBURN
HAROLD CLIFF

FORESTER I/C
ASST. FOR. I/C OPERATIONS
ASST. FOR. I/C TECHNICAL
TECHNICAL SUPERVISORS
BOB MALCOLM
PETE SMALL
JIM McLAREN
BILL YOUNG
CARL HIGHSTED
RED FREY

JOB
TECH. COORDINATION
REGION SUPERV., COAST
REGION SUPERV., INTER.
TYPE MAPPING
TALLY SAMPLES
AIR RECONNAISSANCE

BOB BREADON
TED BROWNE
TED VAUGHAN

VOLUME TABLES
DECAY STUDIES
UTILIZ., FOR. DESCR.

(SMITHERS)

TECHNICAL SUPERVISORS
BOB JONES
CLIFF CALDER
BOB ST. CLAIR
GEORGE ALLISON
HUGH LYONS
GRANT AINSCOUGH
ART McKIBBEN
R. COTE

JOB
PROTN., GROWTH - DRAIN
PREPARATION & PLANNING
COMPARTMENT DESCR.
PHOTOGRAMMETRY, MAPPING
HISTORY & MAPPING
REPORTS, MAPPING, PRINCE
GEORGE SUPERVISION
MECHANICAL SUPERVISION
RADIO SUPERVISION

HEADQUARTERS SECTION:
AL RHODES
CLERICAL
FRED SMALE
RECORDS
JIM McCULLOCH
WAREHOUSE
WALLY BAILEY
SUMMARY
DOUG MacDOUGALL
TABULATION
DOUG SMITH
PLOTTING
JACK RHODES
DRAFTING
---------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------------ --------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------FIELD SURVEY PARTIES
AIR CODING:
YEAR
LOCATION
CONTROLLERS
OBSERVERS
TYPERS
TYPER HELPER
OTHER
1954 PAUL LAKE
RED FREY
DICK TANNHAUSER
B. LUKASCHUK
_____ DALE
PILOTS:
BILL BRADSHAW
FRED BRAHNIUK
DERRY SIMPSON
TOM KELLOGG
CHRIS LAUESEN
AL LEINWEBER
LAURIE MILNER?
JIM MARSHALL
TREV JEANES
WARD WHEATON
BOB CLOUSTON
---------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------- --------------------------------- -------------------------------------

YEAR

LOCATION

PARTY CHIEF – ASSISTANT

SR. CODER – TALLYMAN

CODER/TALLYMAN CODER/TALLYMAN VOLUME & DECAY
OTHER
ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT
HELPER
DOUG REID
HARRY LEWIS
R. CHENG
B. FRISBY
R. FEVANG
H.P. PREUSS
G. COFFIN
M. CONSTANTINIDIS
GARY PETER
HARRY NICHOLSON
D. DOUMONT
G. WINTERS
W. ERHART
G.R. CHALLENGER
E.D. ASTON
G.R. BROWN
K. McKINNON
A.R. CAUSEY
J. JERSLET
W.F. KITTLE
C.W. ALEXANDER
J.D. EDGAR
B. CUSTANCE
G. McKAY
J. McLELLAN
P. HIBBERT
L. STARR
P.W. WILLIS
T. HOLT
J.T. ROSE
T. BARNETT
W. MASON
R. DOVEY
G. GRANT
A.L.S. JOHNSON
T. CHISHOLM
M. LITTLE
D. EVANS
T. HELY
D.G. BUTLER
G. LAUNDRY
J. LAMBERT
D.H. GREEN
D.J. MORRIS
D. DANGELMAIER
ALEX MAKORTOFF
PETE SPARKS
R.C. JOHANNESEN
JOEL TWISS
---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- -------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------------

1954 CHILLIWACK
AL McMINN
1954 PRINCETON
JOHN KLASSEN
1954 ASPEN GROVE
T. BARNET
1954 MERRITT
ART FRITSKE
1954 SKAGIT
GORDIE FENTON
1954 FRASER CANYON
S. TAUSENDFREUND
1954 MABEL LAKE
DICK TANNHAUSER
1954 SUGAR LAKE
HOWIE GERWING
1954 LUMBY
MARTIN TVETER
1954 CARIBOO
HENRY ROETHEL
1954 HORSEFLY
JERRY VYHNANEK
1954 BEAVER LAKE
PETER LEAHY
1954 CHILAKO
R. McRAE
1954 MUD RIVER
MIKE FAJRAJSL
1954 COTTONWOOD
HELMUT BRADATSCH
1954 WILLOW RIVER
GERRY RICHARDSON
1954 BOWRON RIVER
MIKE ZACHARY
1954 CROOKED RIVER
BUCK _____
1954 CARP LAKE
HENRY JELINEK
1954 SALMON RIVER
ERIC SONDERGAARD
1954 FORT ST. JAMES
J.E. MARSHALL
1954 TREMBLEUR LAKE
HERMANN VOLK
1954 MORICE LAKE
ALEC ELLANSKI
1954 GUNANOOT- MORICETOWN
FRED JOYCE
1954 FORT BABINE
GERHARD EICHEL
1954 OLD FORT
HAMISH GAVIN
---------- -------------------------------------------- -------------------------------GROUND CODING - SAMPLING:
1954 SECHELT
PETE ROBSON
A. BRADSHAW
I. HACKING
GERRY ROVERS
W.J. GERWING
---------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------1954 TOBA - TEXADA
MIKE NUTTALL
ART NACHTIGAL
RON SAWATSKY
JOHN DAVIDSON
BOB LANG
B. MEE
---------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ----------------------------------

RUSS JONES
K. PAK
J.M. NIXON
JOE SCOTT
-------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------DERRY OLSEN
R. MACKENZIE
R.S. JACKSON
M. CONNELL

BOAT: FOREST
SURVEYOR
JIM McCULLOCH
BOAT: DIAVNO
-------------------------------------

-------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------------

1954

BUTE INLET

FORBES BOYD

---------- --------------------------------------- -----------------------------------1954 GILFORD
TED LAVIS

---------- --------------------------------------- -----------------------------------1954 KINGCOME
DOUG MORTON

---------- --------------------------------------- -----------------------------------1954 SMITH INLET –
DON GRANT
RIVERS INLET
---------- --------------------------------------- -----------------------------------1954 OWIKENO LAKE
JERRY JELINEK

I.M. MACKENZIE
R. GREYSON
G. JANSEN
---------------------------------JOHN MARTIN
JOHN MacDONALD
DENNY OVEREND
---------------------------------ED BROKES
BOB DUGGAN
HERB MECHLER
---------------------------------BRUCE BROWNE
GERRY IRVINE
KEN BENNETT
---------------------------------DICK WELSFORD
BLACKIE CAMERON
GUS LOMAN
----------------------------------

---------- --------------------------------------- -----------------------------------GROUND CODING - SAMPLING - VOLUME AND DECAY:
1954 SECHELT
GEORGE ROGERS
A.E. DALGLEISH
R.B. GOURLAY
_____ OWEN
---------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------1954 TOBA - BUTE
AL HORTH
W. GRIFFIN
VON FELLENBURG
MARSHAL FODCHUK

R.R. MADISON
_____ DUMONT
G. WINTERS
-------------------------------BRUCE OBERSON
W.P. JANSSEN
MIKE WESTCOTT
-------------------------------KLAUS HOECHMANN
R.N. MUNRO
CHARLIE JOHNSON
-------------------------------P. RUGGE
MIKE WILKINS
J.P. BETSCHER
-------------------------------MIKE JEFFREY
A.I. VIKAN
B.D. JOHNSON
--------------------------------

---------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------------

---------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------------

---------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------BOAT: BC SURVEYOR:
ROGER HOOTEN-FOX
_____ HAMORI
TOM LEAH
COOK: JACK _____
---------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------------

---------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------------

R.A. BAKER
R.E. BEAIRSTO
-------------------------------- ----------------------------J.A. BIRD
R.R. GRITTEN

---------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- -------------------------------1954 SAYWARD
DOUG FLIGG
R. HOOTEN-FOX
DOUG DIXON
GAVIN HANSLIP
ART HANSLIP
SCOTT FINDING
MIKE MEAGHER
BILL GRAHAM
---------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- -------------------------------1954 QUATSINO
BOB WRIGHT
RON STROMBERG
J. PURDY
THOR BARTH
LEROY FEVANG
PETE COOMBS
GERRY CONNELL
PHIL STANILAND
---------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- -------------------------------1954 RIVERS INLET
REG BARCLAY
R.D. TODD
A.W. HUGHES
JIM ELLIOTT
ADOLF ENTHOVEN
D.A. JUDD
DUFFY WELSFORD
---------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- --------------------------------

-----------------------------

-----------------------------

-----------------------------

-----------------------------

B.L. FINDLATER
P.S. BRIGGS
I. CARLSON
--------------------------------------------DAVE HARDING
J.B. McKENZIE
D.A. SHIPP
--------------------------------------------JAKE DOERKSON
WILF HEAL
TOM HALE
--------------------------------------------G.A. MACKENZIE
FRANK ROSS
KNUTT PLESS
--------------------------------------------DAVE SUTHERLAND
DICK KITCHEN
WAYNE DALLAMORE
---------------------------------------------

------------------------

-----------------------FALLER: CECE
MOORHOUSE
------------------------

------------------------

------------------------

1954

CHILLIWACK
KOOTENAY LAKE
DONALD
---------- --------------------------------------1954 KETTLE RIVER

---------1954

---------1954

---------1954

----------

ARNE SCHEISTROEN
BILL SPRIGGS

EARL HINDLEY
P. COURTICE
JOHN BUCHANAN
------------------------------------ ---------------------------------JAN SELSING
D.L. LAURENCE
IAN WADDELL
E.W. HOWARD

J. BOITEUX
IAN COOPER
ROD WILSON
BASIL COOPER
DENNIS BOTTOM
LYLE POLLARD
-------------------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------------------------------P. NIMINIKEN
T.N. LARDEN
LES YOUNGHUSBAND
W.G. SHLOPAK
S. HERRING
--------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------------------------------SLOCAN - NELSON
BEN KUUSK
KEN YINGLING
J.R. AUSTIN
F.E. LAMBERT
ERIC BERGBUSCHE
T. HAYES
D.B. MASON
W.B. HOWELL
R.V. CASS
--------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------------------------------KAMLOOPS DON BAXTER
D. MARSHALL
D.W. NYBERG
T.E. FAWCITT
REVELSTOKE
J. BURCH
N. SMYTHE
G.M.D. HARDING
G. BRADSHAW
(BOLEAN LAKE)
DICK SMITH
--------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------------------------------EAST KOOTENAY
VANCE STEWART
M.O. FRASER
C. VANDER-SCHANS
R.C. EDWARDS
(LUDO BERTSCH),
J.D. PAGE
D. LITTLE
G.R. PAULSON
(BOB CLOUSTON),
IAN McRAE
--------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------------------------

------------------------

------------------------

------------------------

------------------------

------------------------

LOCATION
1955: BARRIERE

1955: BELLA BELLA

1955: BURTON

1955: COTTONWOOD
1955: GOLDEN (V&D)
1955: GULF ISLANDS
1955: KAMLOOPS
(CONTRACT CHECKING}
1955: KEMANO

1955: MORICE BLOCK

1955: NARCOSLI
1955: ROCK CREEK

APPENDIX 8. SURVEY PARTIES, 1955
PARTY CHIEF(S) AND
GROUND CODING
TALLY CREWS
AIR CODING CREWS
VOLUME &
OTHER
ASSISTANT(S)
CREWS
DECAY CREWS
REG BARCLAY
PETE MURPHY
JERRY VYHNANEK
------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------BOAT: FOREST SURVEYOR
FORBES BOYD
SKIPPER: DON ROSS
------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------BOAT: DIAVNO
JERRY JELINEK
JOHN BARKER
WAYNE DALLAMORE
JIM ELLIOTT
DARCY TROUSIL
JACK CHRISTIAN
------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------AL McMINN
?
------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------IAN MacRAE
?
------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------BOB WRIGHT
------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------GORDIE FENTON
CHARLIE JOHNSON
CHARLIE JOHNSON
MIKE BIRD
MIKE BIRD
------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------BILL BRADSHAW
KEN McKINNON
BEN KUUSK
DISPATCHER: CAROL BRADSHAW
DOUG FLIGG
BOB MERCER
FRED BRAHNIUK
?
COOK: “EDDY”
CHRIS LAUESEN
HENRY BERESFORD
DICK TANNHAUSER
?
(AIR CODING)
BEN KUUSK (V&D)
_____ PIERCE
WARD WHEATON
?
GERALD CAMERON
HENRY JELINEK
?
BRUCE BROWN
(BUSTER)
------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------AL HORTH
JACK McLELLAN
DAN SOMERVILLE
DISPATCHER: MORRIS HUBERMAN
JAN SELSING
PAT LAKE
NEIL MCCORMACK
TONY ROBINSON
NELSON WALDUN
LEN STARR
KURT ROTE
GERRY RICHARDSON
------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------HELMUT BRADATSCH
------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------PETE LEAHY
------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------

LOCATION

PARTY CHIEF(S) AND
ASSISTANT(S)
VANCE STEWART

APPENDIX 8. SURVEY PARTIES, 1955
GROUND CODING
TALLY CREWS
AIR CODING CREWS
CREWS

VOLUME &
OTHER
DECAY CREWS
1955: TERRACE (V&D)
MIKE APSEY
WAYNE NIELSEN
DAN CARUTH
NORMAN TUINHOF
MAYNARD SAVERY
------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------MAINLY CODING PAIRS:
1955: WILLOW RIVER
DOUG MORTON
IAN PATTERSON
BOB GIKAS
COOK: GEORGE VANKKOUGHNETT
HARRY PILLAR
DENNY BEAVERIDGE
BILL SPRIGGS
DICK GREYSON
GERD EICHEL
PETE WEST
DENNY GODDARD
SID POBIHUSCHY
GEORGE BATTARBEE
SIG TAUSENDFREUND
GALT ELKINGTON
DICK KOUFALIS
--------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------
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FOREST SJRVEYS DIVISION
ORGANIZATION MANUAL
H. M. Pogue
\ Forester i/c

G. SilburnAssistant Forester
iLc Operations
r--

TECHHICAL

Regional

Forest
·
Class~:t'icati
E. Vaughan

Supervisor
R. Wright ({4

19.56

All communications from members',.
of the Division to Headquarters
are to be addressed to Forester 1/c.
Forest Surveys Division, B. ·c.·
Forest Service, Victoria, B. c.

JAC/)1

()" >

/9j:t
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H. N. Cliff
Assistant Forester
i/c Technical
SUPER1JISORS

r

O.lUJne

Growth·
R. Breado

-, Deca.y. &
Drain
, E .-!3rowne

' Regional
I Supervisor

I- ~
Bradshaw
W.

1-

Preparation
M9.p Co-ord.
C. Calder

Operations &
Re~orts
R •. • Jones

/
/
/

_ _ _ _ _ _ _!'\

&

Operating
Cruises &
Valuation

A Harth --~

Com.pilati
w. Bailey·

Mechanica~
Supervisio
A. McKibbe

~-"

1,P7,

~AlmlIB
l·--'--t

'l>

Clerical
s. Smith

I

Warehouse
O.J. Powell

Tabulation
D. Macdougall

SECTIONS

I

Records
1
F. Smale

..._
.

9'\'>

-"'

Field Parties

lc~thl

-~j{!t~~

Radio

Technician
D. Sigler

)

)

)
~h

/~.Sh

·I

~

j

[ : · . ' - - - Name ___

4.50

! ~1:11,

lake

Sup~~isor _

_460: Cranbrook
·470 : ~ince George

N. R. Vlr~ght .

_480

Smithers

D. M. F11gg

__ 490:

~~~_:t

~-!

•

_441

n

i

II

He{icopter

_6ooJ

Iaren

j

n

-r---;;-

-·---t-R.C. J'ones

--

.

411

I
~

-- · - - -

_
-·

_-=:_·c.

"·

L~?· Surveyor -f-

·:

\5)
1

rv

Ford

3 Ton

j

u

(

JE~ Ross

( IT.

"\

Le'gll\

I

!

t

___ ---·

l

·----

----

___

I

---

I

---

. Cook
·----·-

~- &ert

~

.

rr.c.

Trowsdale

___

j

_____

.

___ _

·,

____

___

I

·---

'

----

i

----·-

j

l
\

.

\B. Bowker

I

_J

___

!

i

=
I ---

. __

I

_____

I

D. Starling

!
·-

___

.

___

i.-

H•

___

I

·---

I

J

___

I -

I

J

·
.

··-

-----

j

---

--

--·

J'. WacDougall I_

L. Hindrmrch
-

I

__

i

Driver

Teicirum~I

D. Darling

! ---~

I

----

!

:···-

VI. Yee

_

W.W. Graham

I ··-·
.Engineer

·-----..,;!c.=~=-=__=-,

I

I -- ; ·---

---

j

! ·--- I
R. Beddis

u

Crew

---

i

"
O.J'. Powell

422 I Int. 3 Ton

II

3 Ton

II

1

424 \

3 Ton

II

423

,:

M.W. Brndsha~:~ Layard

Forester

I

.

Skipper

I

i

Faller

I

Nu tall

. - - - - - - ---r---····-·-··--·-----

414 I Diavno
421

!
!

M.

IJ'. Richardson

l

S1,1pervisor

- - -···-· - - ~

i

,

;r. IQ.assen

Forest Surveyor

412

-~~~

Name

Tausend:freunq

i ----·
I ----

-~~t:~_een ~i~er~7:==-~·.-J' •. Powell
No.--]

K. Bennett

"

I

_
right

;

A. Horth

Checking

J'. ?klrshall

iB. Cameron

I
I
-1--~~M. Bra~~~i s.

Operating Cruises

432 i

~
.

1Victori~~~~~~~~sorl Assistant

~~___j_~_:_Bravme

431 :
"
I
----'·-----------r-

~
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PATIT'r ORGA.'TZA.TION_

'·•

\

J'. Caldwell

---

·-

R. Forsen

-----

"'

I

,

)

)

·-

P.ARTY ORGli.NIZA.TION

-,
I li!AM!l:

No

'. PARI'Y CHIEF.

~

I

~D.

·1

630

.

A. Ellanski

Creston

V.

V
s

rt

•

1lo\.••

.,

. R Fr"
, • 1tz-Meme

J".D. Pot~er

JD· Kou:f'alis

G.J!,_.._gWl_q.ry j

.. _

-.. E~Bralm1~,

"= ~ "''"""'~~"'""
.,- . · .

I

, - ;i.n1_a,~iL

1

IJ". w~~~,-:c,

7I

w

t
I' ,.
I

(Pr. George)

I

'

!_J_

I

R. Clouston

I
I

i

.

l

D.N.Patterson~Q.A.Sha:t:Iran

I
l

Foulke{ C.

IRA

IJ.A
I

Rayburn

Leung

~.E.P.IQa~~~

I

i

-~---·

j S.T. ~ett _

li.J?_. __'.lU_iM.O.f.. . . .
r··::-::-___ .:::o___
,_C.o.ak

f P.M

: G_.l_{J.J.ll.i.t]J.___ ))>_Ruhl_ _____ _

·

lJ

-- .

Foggin

. . ___ - - - - - ~ ~ . __ --·

I

I ------~-

Ilressler,.;.RL.....S:i

IR·~'Ulo.n;J._C.

, .---- --.___••• -

. J. Tang

~·----

~~.Bnrge:r:_____ _

1

--------...._

1~~

Porteous

-,::~-4

,C.B. Holmes

D.I. LoDatechi

~

--------

·1;~-~:~~-.---·-

K.R.Ehrhardt , 1<_..___N.Q~.i..Illl_+l,frst K:misk,

¥8:0!,.

_J:..D...E~•.MathBwS-- ,J".Vl.KJeinex.......,-cL-

'

l

-~-~------

r·--<'- - - - -· -

~-::--t..

D!.G. Butl~±M.C.Luka~;.T. Yuan

•

---------

~

P.:_I,f. I?1c;:_l;!::i,~i

V G Doerksonjw.I,Barn':'-r-d--..I.,R.,RaM-0I'd

1
, ----

,;r, J;'unley __ _

Thi esse~._Q-~Jl~:t.ell

I

~ l . : r . H S.ranson

l G. Moo,.
'------=---'
'
j
I~ t z _ __ :_j}_._ Frc_nndl i chi P.R. Ide
I

~hlk.er

; K.~-

;G.C.R.SeT)hton! ---------....

j ;r F.McLe]}.an N.R.Shinroton

l

l D.E.h.,BJack

; J".l'l. Hall_.

1~f(;]nge-f-")1Q;r-d..tll§.§._! A_D Knight

-~~£hla.ak

Carp

I

p~~=r;:~:::;T.A

1'

W Nelson _Gm>.k___

H.K,Jl."":, I C..Hester.;._.. __ - · - - -

W.G, Shlo:nak t-~..._~Ro

:W.R.CT:j.ffin

Sen·--

I N.J".

-~K,.J?J..cymr.__ ~.::::_______ .
'

•

!7,Vfo:ffenden

,.J. Vokral

IP. Edward--+Axe=:ts

M~_tiece

1----

'B.D.}obnson

t

I B.. M.;B_eMl.e~

___ l'l...H......Ni.aL.s.oIL... -··-

..

; ---------··
----+----------------------·

I_
I

=r

i G,R. J"ones

D.C, Cook · - , -

:

hrey

• .-§<>::',;v<:~;
.E.Barker ? T t Barth

-----1 T.M;_A's :\ IH

Purden
B. Kuusk -'--+A.B.Robinson
(Pr.George}'

, 66o /

j

I

I
:[_.A. _:[~n.!?__~l1._ _A,

r;·~R>

1_ _ 1

__ "

• "'~,,,.~- E.A. Constant~

i.·/.
I

U

_L_Q_._,S_k:J;;trchukl ;r .M.Kfil;nis.Ii;'1R. Begg

P.M. Leahy

65()

1'l
1

"

I

-~~~

; G.lfurreL

Hurne.

A K
-·--'-1:I..?llimt

I

{ Cranbrook).

!

\I)

3, 19.56

CRJM

.

f1r..s

I
··r··--

-fcs>nt:ract·-··
620 __ 1 _1!'.aul lake

1••

l

~

GQddard

j

(Paul Lake

I

1

ASST. P. C.

M. Za•harikol,w.

Polly

I

_1

i

-.

I

610

~
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I

~

)

->-<.
--.

'

I

'.K, Wong_ _____JR.A....HoJm

:c:-•• ..A...I.,.Lu.ckhurst

ILL. Osborn

I

fitrs

Patterson

R.H Mntinsoru T,.L. Irvine

P..nnk

)

)
~\:';:· -:·.:

)

~i;:~i:;~:-:.·i:'..1:; •

. ..
1

PARTY ORGAlITZATION

•

No.

J Party Chief

Name

6,0

Babine
(Smithers)

l

I

Asst. P.C.

j

G. Battarbee

ft - ~ ri;,v)
~\;·.
,o'u ,C-fl>J;Cb \,,"-::, \
V1

E!

u

J?

0"-

.

-['

_
-

680

Coast

~I

690
__

no

\Y

__'
i--

L

L-f,p,J I

Northern

P. Coombs
.
j P. West

. 180

~

~
\t>
.'

~

(,~\i,...._ \r'

5)0

o,,mting

.Cruises V

I
!

J". Vyhnanek
F '. B-lava

_><

T G.Tr--"~,,

.Jc,t,V)

~D

I

\

f

1

w

"R,,-~i,,...,.

·

V .: _;;/; /
1

iA.

P,S. Bri,,..c-s

I

nn:r,,.,h;

Risaxd

I

;M·

Rnt:+.

G.J .Birkhiem

(zy.d.or_______ _

1:r .L.

Greenlav

:r.T. Rose

: H.Beres:ford--W.G.Goodfellow
Peirse
R.Q..Williams ;R A_._J,l,,i:J;r~eu:_

-·-

-----

Ho

~

·-_

.

0,()f)

.____

!'R.
I

ir~
=
"V'

~

A. Hvde

;! Y .Chak

l D.!1• Pillar
_,-- . ---~---~

:r. ~_a._a.ara

i _..---- -.. . . ___

D.S. Main

-

, _____---,,.-:.._____
'
i L.Pollara

--.

L12,\V\ce.,

V

----+\J'-t.-)c..
~

-

~

·

D.J".C1unas

R Gikas

d <,!;~
C~
·n

I
!

-:_

--

o

'"

l

---

_ __:-::~C.E.

,Coo~

I --->
-. . . . .___,__ _____

17"-::>F?f
.,.,,., I &c" '\ ·.,\,"'cJ"."' ·

{.
roft

Ctov-4,\,

I

I

:

......_____

w o, - - , " """

T

!r--~,
_
'M. Wil~ --1f
~

NMrn ""

_

- /
/

.!~

>I L

~~·-~!::-t

.-· - - - - - - -

-----------------

I

~7

___

...?-"---__ . \

I

~ · ! ,-.._

u"::,

\:!:.__ ll/ . . . _ ,

-~

r'e..,.-~

>_;.,Y\'I

1

Neil son R.J". Gonvea

,s::::_T:o-

I

.. _ -

---

·--·

B.E. Br§l!}~9n G.A.1?,Catherwhod

M~:t::k

.• ------~-....

·

!H.G. Groom

R. 'J:\oraites

_.-

j
L.Youn&gusbanq. G.Trachak

~_....:-~~--

I

C. Creamer

,Cool<

I

(1c .M.J"ohnson) Rfe., Kitchen I \B.G

t-

1

~,,-§,_ia~Q)

R.D. Toda

R j Po-ld
~.q-,r)e

I

I ____..--------.. ,__

1:,~-'

I

E~0.:::.~~\>-, <"''""

_,.,1,,x:d.:,i-;__:._,c"'""''~:

I><
K.O

.

G.B. Scales

"
D!--''_ ~imoson

F•;E~~Lambert-,l

w T

_.----..._

G.R. Aston

S.C

I1.~..Lau;e;ri~e ;G.W.1.'lebber

D;M:1ciauriri

A" T--··•o

Butt

------- :·

i S:!3.R.Ho~~310ft- A.E.Ne'1p)e_Y.e :r. Leesina
._
j ·----------··" 1 ···-- ------..........___ ~--··-----..__ .•--' ----------i - -:><__
----~~-:~-

L,..,,,,,,x

A.A.Sandsleth

_µ~VI
ll.A._C<>T»,+h

W.R

i--------

M. Won,,.
!Y

........,___---

'i--------------I -..__ .--.--

R._~_:::.:;=--~~Il

! ------- ----

. .-----

D.M.Francis

],iw~-·r ';.

S~Finc1in,,.._

~-

St:P.VP.n"

R. McFm,,~tE.A. Idd\Fa

~---

Vi.Strychar
_
R.M.c.c·he=
IT

---

· WR

N-r~Kostenchuk

..L.A.~M.acDQilf.W

. . :~'"' ·

E. Tvsowski

1
iG G

11:r.><va A x

A.H. Aldred

E.Stefanescu

jr

~omerg...

D.'l:~Lake

U

~--.~--!
i:;:;o

Air Codin,,.

6

-52(L..

J".F. Vlard

~

.
Ope at~ng
ruises

SlQ

_N.Vl.Awram

IR.c .N. Lee

_____

_TIO._j._l!~tll:!_.Y_&))_

1'

'

b

.

11

t

:A.G.Vliedrick IM.Sanmiinetti

P. Chan"'

A.R. Wilson

~ - - - - - - ~ - N . limit

A. Mc!Jinn

I

I

D.. Brown

\/

Interior
.

__ f _ _

S Haskins

!

Leun-"'

I

(

j _

7~.,>,,_1/\
:r. }4cRae

:r.

\

M.Faj~l /

i./'''tJfJ1;i.MI\
C.9~t' V & D

720

Crew

D.R. Olson

~(:nhr

~paioannsm

.

--...,,,_

r----r.--fniott

i-

-

,
j

W. Spriggs\
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No.

FOREST SURVEYS DIVISION
ORGANIZATION MANUAL
wnrrER PARTY ORGANIZATION

.

Name

Supervisor

l

/VI

.

JOO

G€neral

Smith

] 30

Tabulation

Macdougall

]40

Summary

Smith
Bennett

.

.

I

Personnel
~d6'.7

Pet'clonn-c,l

Personnel

Personnel

Personnel

Personnel

Jr,,credy

Lea

Morgan

Riddell

c

(xcl CJl,

Newman

Harris

~-

;:;;:,<.

><

Turner

Shields

I~s

Alexander

Anderson

'"' '-:,.!

- .
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I Breadon .
''''''">· .. -~ ~: ..·~•-·.
.
·
·!I · :_,.~
i _
i _26QJ ~Pl<:tion _ _ _
_c.~~~l.'.!JL~~ ~cRae_'l'_::__~_}~9~ll~_l; Sc~.;:. __ _; . ...S~ o:rtl'
·
-··· ;
----··· -···---- ---· . ·- __ . . .
, ?CO' Ph~t_om.e1:s~t:f.?.D:01~1~<?n__
---~~~J,.I:.:;:~-~--BJ:::.cl~_.__ .:.._ __ ·:~::___ ..l. .. _==:::
/ --:o--·- _
:::-:::-:=-_ 1
[200 !Typing & .
!Lyons
Dykes
: Hope
,,. i Yingling\ --··- 1ConstantinidisjHall' Lee
! Milner
Proydc !Rainer
Ste~Eg_=s
Boyd
Sicpson- tYoune;husb~endall., Marstranct.!
Shaw1Wood ~ .~-:::=::__ __ ! ~ _____ .::._~_-:::· ___! __~ - : - _
. 1 ~?O_~ 9~~-'!'.~!:e~ I !'9!~~1 __ .--L. J~=on \ Bi~_:tte
-~~~11
G ~ __..!IE:~r.£._y~~rse:i. __;_§chaf~us£!'_p~ti:1:- --,V~~.9..1:1.EPP.~tt l ~cKay .. .

1

J..~:z::~~ _......

, .·~--1

;;-gi;:~-~~OE1__

i

: 400 , Mechanical ·
: 450 fResources ___
. tc,
O

490

~

~
.

:~,

s~.

1B

.

:

Cut
\

;

1

>~-~~;io_-{~~;;; ;;/~~~D
:

\, ~~

})

!

.,. .

T __; o r
___C~bell -'-~~li-;;~~=--J-~~i]:~_!r t-fe=gb.'
McKibben
·
Ewert·
I Trowsdale· t
•• -- ·- •
!! ·-- 1Malcoin~-NuttaiL- l Brahniuk. : Goddarci"=1FajraJsl,
1!
.
-.:::::--

V

......

/

1

Ji

Plf• o .. ~ J'(

•

;

•

I --

---=----===-~ ·---

; --!

Riddl~;~~-- ··-:==. ~ - -·-:~_.- ] ...______:-..._,·
--!Hutchings:
'

/----=-

Jelinek'"\!
.

--- ;

Kuus1-~

-- - --

---

Leahy~

1

----

jPrc~!lick--i
I

,
:

)

)
,,

·/:;,,

:~\f,

Jrua.t;~'!'

f.

s... i=f'Tl~YS

IiT\"'}Sl~·T

l9S8

1958 FIELD PArtTY ORGfJHZATICH

~

-Region

c2
.f.mall

Sub Zone I Dispatcher

Name

Paul Lake

965

· _

460·
McLaren

("

I

Wriv'

933
& 935

Prince
George

Smithers

480
Fajrajal

950

I

Operational Surveys
··-

'111

Forest Surveyor

412

B~C. Forester

b

413·

B.C. Surveyor

.

180

Air Coding
Field Supervision

-~

w

s.n.

Q.. .. Hirons
!.,,

_,,,7!'. '( ::';,

R-Dal.by.,

13

-----....---------------

700
710
720
760

Wood, Hutchings, Mercer
Kuusk, M.S. Blyth, L.L. Nichol, D. l'urschke
Kruse, D. Cook, 730 McLeod, ~icA:1.l~~ter,
J.C. Heaman, F.A.C. Philpot
p,r,c,;

800
810
820

Battarbee, Sayle, W.L. ~ . C.W. Bawl!
Scuhr, G. Richardson, H.G. AndersoP. W Wood
Browne, R.R. Blusson, 830 B l a c k , ~ G ~

900 ·Youn~usband, Shaw, B.K. Bowen
'
'
. ,,,-,_~<;r,.:~
'910°,ptacRae; H.R.1!.-.._~ A. Mason,
920 A. Robinson,(..r. Dibuz, S30 Raig,
S60 G.D. Pople,L. ~ 970 J.K.

Residual Stands
& Regeneration

230
· Horth"

50~ .?.!ar$trag.d, McLellan, L.A. Valiant
"" , ..·.·. ···'"-,,-f"'ll;i
5.l~Eindf:ri'jf;i R.D. Schuberg, D.K. Mason, G.D. Robinson
520·.,,f?(;"Xovat"s) H.R. Hurt, 53!?_.Huntly, W.A.O. McQuarrie,

'

5 4 ~ A.E. Eades,

p;~}~a:~~·"5.

916

Coast

!?arty and Personnel

.--, - · ~
·
J .H .Dresslerl 600 ..,~<;>dd::rd,,,,fonstantinidis, A. Scott-Moncrieff
610 'Rrahniuk,!~.-4'hompson_!.-·s.•
~,!arrier, ( ~ Horvath._,'.1'1..t~c~~G-1.,.1( 620 Fenton,
, ··sso B:radatsch•j:;.ro.A. Coote, 640 Proznick, B. Amow,
, K.A. Donke'rsley''" ~
'
· fV!cJ:..
· .
·
660 -re,,•c·c·o;,

._'",{'o "Vf

490
Bradshaw

370
Jelinek

973

Cranbrook

470

H.L.Burnham

lliy 26, i.953

740 Ruddy, F.M. Boas,

550

Cl'..

~~~-"-~~~-

-

;;:_--:650 B.M.

'

.

H,ut"'l;~
.
•
~Couse;)

750 R.J. Stromberg, H. Leighton

840 Sjoberg, P.S. Bugg

'---_________,,
W.R. Lomax
~e,r;--~;<,,..;·
P. Enns, 940 F r a n c i s , ~ , 950 H.T. Rall, R~J! Buchanan
Robertson, E,C, aeecxo!L
~

~

!-

-u.-"'-.W

D,E.A. Black, G.D. Fabian, G. Rytell, B.D. Clare, B.M. Grigg, J.M. Munro
·· ..··

Selsing,
D. Caruth, J.B~ Campl;Jell, C. Turnocai, B.W4 Galliford,
M._Lagios,
L~M._Mottii
----::---. ·.
.> .
.
: • •.
•. . -·
: .• ,._
~

·•...

Capt. M~y, Eng. W.A. Stanley, Cook - A. Pivarynik
r·capt. L.V. Goudy, )_eck - R.J. Truscott

~Legh,
D. Simpson

~1\1·

Suderman, Cook - Vankoughnett

....

-.

'

•.

.,_.

)
\;;:,·~<

·t)-:;•

.:i.

':i:

( {VI ,\G~)
·cc)

500

Area
Coast

~ - Sma~

Sub
Zones

Party
No.

910,911,913
940,949,993
917

510

Party
Chief
B. Kuusk

Area

Sub
Zone

HeadQuarters

911

~9!£~i;,\

West

File:

520

Eng;··»::"riu.ns;·

530

S.Findin~ East
Coast
Smithers

910
917
949

Prince
George
Smithers

940

Cook M. Rogers
540

B.C. Forester ·"'.n "·-· , ... ,.... '
";Capt ~<Halkett, ,
.--Eri,t~ Stanley, Cook R. Dale

550

N .R. Wright

J, HcLaren

I

Int.

Sub Zone 971J 610

630

Prince
I 934
Geor-g_e
Kamloops I 931

B~~or- ll.Gratzer

~terij

J. Grant

640

Kamloops

~
•

932

Prince
George
Kamloops

650
660

Canim Lk.

D.E.

F, Boas.......K.
Donkersle:,
P.Bugg.,.,
D .Cook

M.

D.
Francis
H. Raig

.,,

v

L,

Berntsen
M.
Soltice .,/

934

Quesnel L k ~ ~
(Horsefly
B. Hal
Bay)
McBride
I J. Dibuz

N. Bouche

932

Horsefly

Ji.Wilkins

H.

910
911
917
971

Nanaimo

W, Wood

M. llason

E.Ar:.drew

L .Clarke

-s---

I

Fer_g_uson

Pendleton J. Kruse
Ba:17
(Vanderw.
hoof)
Hutchings
(Fraser Lk
B.
(Houston) Neilson
Prince
K.
Hellum
Geo~e
Prince
George
Yahk
I .Wood
.HcBride

I

B. Fraser,
--( "'CC

Kelly

;+,n,·~

LOSS FACTORS:
261""'1.I•.McRael,i;it".<I:' Coast
' -'',-.J"-"';";:E::-_,,~;;;>_{:~ .

262 IE. Scuhr

Interior

I

l!. Blyth

Lakes

j Greenwood
Rock Cr.

Senior
Tallyman
P.Coombs

Ass 't.

·1

S,Dudra 1
j

lloore

'l:i.

-

//

I

931 ;_ 932,934
620

-+

949

Prince
940
George
Prince
940
George
Cranbrookl 971

560
570

600

1959,
0130550-S

Personnel
Ass't.
Senior
Tallyman
B,Wicken E. KretaifN.Beaumont
Ass't.

"Y.t!.'t'>:~"i?ttz,~'<:\':"-}

~~J

412

Senior
Tallyman
W.P.Janssen

Sw,'veyor
,.._,'..-;.,:M,,.,.,_~

Coast

Forest Surveyor -

411

/9S9'

PARTIES

MAINTENANCE SAMPLING:

Region
Supervisors
j~dshaw

1-,T

\_·, .,1ur August 1,

FOREST SURVEYS DIVISION

FIELD PARTY ORGANIZATION - 1959

Region

z--JJI{:;

I

M .R.
!Jorgenson

B. Webber

)

)

)

if;/

<:~):.

·')'

:l
/,"

'\
Party
No.
291

AIR.CLASSIFICATION

Party
Chief
D.Goddard

Area
Coast
Yahk

910,911,917
971,931,932

...... Williams Lk.
L) llcBride ~
292---i l~'A.C!;:,,Sayle'I
.?'(A,,.•:;;z,,,·.,,.'~

i'i'opley~- ... ~
viincilfhoof
Pr. ·aeorgG

· D. Simpson

Party

Party
Chief

HeadQuarters

SPECIAL CRUISES
413 - B.C. Surveyor
231
Capt. Legh, Eng. H.Suderman
Cook HcBeth-Brown

A.B,
Robinson

B.C.
Surveyor

RESIDUAL STANDS

360

J ,Jelinek

REGENERATION

370

G. Fenton

Pr.George
Stuart Lk.
Pr.Georgs

REGION H.Q. DISPATCHER

450

K.Stratford

Paul Lake

940,949,932
934

470

-------

~

~

-

J.Crickmay

'\!

N

t~:~::!7~Y~

t-,._'.!\,'."

Jl.,. Crum t.m.tnthUS, R. Stromberg,
M. :Kovats, R. )lcLeod, ~Boas

'

0
'.,

J·~c)lcLellan::

if~-;;,}:'.''"'-·

f

N. Sjoberg, W. Um~~-ey, J

~ A.;

~

Viszlai,

Jie~j\i{:r~1!1/,;:.f

H. Grigg, D.E.A. Black
A.,s 't.

Senior
Tallyman

Senior
TallJ!l1an

-

B.Gallifora ll..Lagics

Ass't.

.,

!N .P:roznid

D. Van.'fos ./

Senior
Tallyman

\'"'-'15:((
• Browne

/

D. Caruth

L .Bu.-nhru:

G. Rytell

Purschke

D.

S.Cinar

w.
Weidema

R.C.Stev;:,ns
D.
Cous<c,ns

W. Hey
H.
Flygare

Asa't.

Senio:.Tallyman

Ass 't.

L. Koppa

.,,,

G.D.
Fabian
H. Meija

N.

I.Csapo

Andersson

-

-·

Pr. George
Smithers

401

A. Ewart

402

c. Trowsdale

RADIO

310

R.J. Tate-,

350(,

o.J.

I

~

Personnel

-------

480
llECHANICAL

G. Vankoughne\

c. Hastings

,,

460

Sr. Observer

~

293

No.

Cook

,.,,/

'ts.

•-,c; ~· (, ......:--,;

·I

Bub Zone

......

FULD CA

AND HOUSING

--

,/

Powell
/

\

L

s.

-

Hin~rch) F.Green

B.Ayre

Jorgenson

B. Schaufhauser

..-

·'

)

)

)

'·':?); ..

,•;3;\;:;/~i?.;:: ·,:·,

..;-"

- 2 -

INo.

N9.llle

320

Printing "
Duplicating

Crawford, R.

Campbell, R.

330

Stand-Stock Tables

llcKinn, A.

Kennedy, Hrs. J,

350

Field Camps,
Housing

Powell, O.J.

Green, F.C.

Hindmllrch, L .L.

llcKay, J .R.

Ewart, A.

Trowsdale, C.

Stanley, Vf.A.

Supervisor

I

360 .Cut-over Residual

Survevs
370

Regeneration

380

.-

-

(Karine Stn • )
Jorgensen, S.

Ayre, B.

v··
Jelin~
,Fenton,
....__

G,

j

./"

400

l(echanical

llcKibben, A.

500

Region supervision
Coast

Bradshaw, W.

Region Supervision
Interior

KcLaren, J.
Wright, N.R.

; 600

Lock, ){rs. H.

Small. P.

I
I

~

~

.i
t

:w

I

)

)

)

::.: :f;j.;:

'\:;,,

Xovemb,
File:

16, 1959.
0130550-S

;,

CB)
No.

Nrune

Supervisor

100

General Office

Smith,

140

SUmmary &: IIDl

Horth, A.

150

Ilraughting

C Crawford Mrs. 13)
Grealey, J. R.
Rhodes, C .J .T. Warwick, J.
Kilburn, L.J.
Leong, Y.H.

160

Systems Design

iifli"e~wft:c~

170

Kail Plotting

Aubel, Hiss J. Walsh, Miss E.Psdneaul t, 1liss B
Raig, H.

19')

Office Mapping &
Special SUJn1ILary

Calder, C,J,

Mechler, H.

Vault Records
Liaison Servi,::es

Smale, F.A.
Vaughan, E.G.

Smith, Miss V.

220

Sampli)!g Services

Highsted, C .J. Dibuz

230

Operational Surveys Selsing, J.

240

Operations
Services

Jones, R,C,

250

Growth

260

Loss Factors, Net
Volume Tables

270

~~l~J!,itl~i·,g};

200
210

~

~
......

s.

YiE:gling, C.

OFFICE ORGANIZATION - 1959

c.

s.

·---

Kecredy, R.

Hunter, l{rs.

Stokes, .Mrs. B.
Anderson, Mrs. S
Ponkka, T.
Perrin, A.
Painter, J.E.

Barwick, W.
Praud, Kiss D.
Reynolds, T .R •.u: ,
Blagborne, K.R.

Aexander, Miss J,
Krienke, Miss J.
Faerber, J .A.
Russell, M.

Esplen, Mrs. E.
Jacob, Kiss J.M.
Holt, K.C.
Schaufele, J.F.

Oliver, Miss L.
Wattie, Miss C.
Kretai, E.

Monpetit, Miss B.
llcllillan, Miss J.
Gratzer, M.

Windstadt, Miss LCampbell, Miss J.
Blyth, M.

Sager, 11:iss s.
Bertoia, .llrs. S.
Wilkins, ll.

Koufalis

Finding, S.L.

Ferguson, D.

Belfie, Mrs.

Collins, Jliss S,
Eardley, llrs. 11.
Tusar, llrs. L.
Korhonen, R.

Smith, D.
Walker, Kiss¥.
D,

Legh, T.
Kuusk, B.

Francis, D.

Neilson, ·B .G.

Abernethy, G.

Robinson, A.B.

Vyhnanek, J,

Coombs, P.

Fligg, D.

Andody, l[iss E.

Grant, Hrs. R.

Browne, J.E.

Hullett, Mrs. A.
Nutter, Miss J,
llcRae I.

Horner, Jdrs. S.
Ivatts, Miss c.
Scuhr. E.

Evanoff, Miss D.
Weber, Hiss V.

Bennett, Miss L.
Moore, W. E.

Horsburgh, Mrs. E.

Hitchen, Jlliss G,

Long, Kiss L.
Kovats, M.
Umphrey, W,
Bouch, N.

Finlay, 11rs • V.
Boas, H.
Viszlai, J,
Janssen, W.

Kruse, J.
McLeod, R.
Heaman, J .C •
Reid, R.

'. ,,,."t; ..·'~';'~-~:

···!'(7< :,:··

)(alc·o1m·,. R~K;

1

J,

280

Photo .ldensur~j;i~~

Allison, G.

Crabbe, Mrs. L.

·PB•, !l:e, Mi:,:, M,

Hallum, K.

290

Typing & Revision

Lyons, E.H.

Dykes, Yiss J •
Goddard, D.
Sayle, A.C.
Simpson, D.

Freer, llrs. J.
Bradatsch, H.
McLellan, J,
Donkersley, K.

}{alloch, Miss J.
Stromberg, R,
Sjoberg, N.
Wicken, B.

300

\'larehouse

Johnston, L.

Schaffhauser, W.

Vankoughnett, G.

310

Radio

Tate~ R.J.

Harris, G.

~

.J

)

j?.cr

~) -jo~·v'~ :(
OFFICE P3RSON1iEL LIST
FOREST SURVEYS DIVISION

I

140

Name
General Office
Summary, I.B.M.,

Supervisor
Smith, S.
Horth, A.

150

Draughting

Rhode::;, C.J .T.

No.
100

I

160
170

I

Systems Design
J{ail Plotting

I

190 Office Mapping
200 1 Vault Records
220 Sai;iplinG Services
240 I Operations Services
250 Growth
260

~

..~
......

"

Lose, Factorz

IBailey,
!

Selsing, J.
Vlanri,ck, J.

i

Calder, c.J.
Simps·on, D.
Vaughan, E.G.
Jones, R.C.
·Fligg, D.M.
Browne, J.E.

~\~'>'>)

T""4s"::.-, Mrs. L.

Scho.~cle, J.
Smith, C.D.
Wtlsh, Miss E.
Lauesen, m.ss I.?
McKay, Miss " S ~
Thcmpsc~, M:iss D.
Raig, H.
Sl!lith, Miss V.

W.M.
Aubel, Miss J.

270: ·Area-Volume Services Malcolm, R.M •.'
2e0 ' Photo Men::iuration
Allison, G.
Lyon::;, E.H.
290 Typing and Revision
Johnston, L.
300 Warehouse
310 Radio
Tate, R.J.
320 Pri:iting
Crawford, R.
33::J Stand-Stoel, TablGG
t McMin.,, A.
350 Housin.e
t Powell, O.J.
400 ' Mechanic~l
~McK_ibbcn, A.M.

' ...,

Y;l,ngi ;~~ c.
\..,_Srawforo, Mrs. B 0
Sma.Ie, ,, •
• Robin::ion, !diss D.

Andociy, Miss E.
Hulett, Mrs. A.
Weber, MisG V.
Webb, rliss c.
Finlay, Mrs. V.
, Russell, B.

i

Harris, G.
! Stokes, r.u-s. B.
Grealy, J. R,
Hrunmond, Miss D.
Abernethy, G.
Po:n!~a, T.
I.lilburn, L.J.

;~3iJ.;:-; ·:

Personnel
Mecredy, R.
· · Bel:fie, Mrs. S.
Eardley, Mrs. M.
MacMillan, Liiss J.
Barwick, W.
Fraud, ll'lis:;, D.
Anderson, Miss E.
Greenwood, Miss H.
Yyhnane!c, J.
Reynolds, T.R.!i1.
Perrin, A.
Leong, Y.H.

C

if

1960

it

Collins, Miss s.
Moore, Mrs • b..
Hart, Mis::; I.

Meehl.er, H.
Faerber, J.A.
Blagborne, K.R.
Painter, J.E.

Holt, K.c.
Russell, M.
Ringley, R.

Newman, Mrs. P.
Wal~er, Miss E.
Campbell , Liis s V. J. Monpetit, Miss B.
Stratford, tlrs. K. Wins·tedt, Miss L.

McIntosh, Hiss J.
Oclw.ell, Mrs. S.
J~-nes, I:Iis~ T ..

Bell, Miss L.
Sangster, Miss G.
Holmberg, Miss S,

Romer, Mr:; • S •
Evan.off, HiS!l D.

Bennett' Hi.SS L.
Anderson, ),1r;:;. M.

Whitehead, Mr::;. A.

Korhonen, R.

!Ja.lloch, fliss J.

McGreggcr, Mrs. H.
Hitchen, Niss G.

• Long

Miss L.

Blyth, l\l •

Loe:,., Mrs. H.

English, D.

Kennedy, Mrs. J.
Green, F.C.
Ewc:.:-t, A.

Eindna.rch, L.L.
Trowsdale c.

Schafllause::, W.

!

Hoeg' HiGS-

Ayre, B.

I

Moore, W.E.

i.

Jorgensen, S.

'·

\

J
'>j~)i,

l ,..
'

,;;_:-;'

(!r. e: ~

-#.

-:'

FIEID ORGANIZATION
FOREST SURVEYS DIVISION

Region or
Party No.

Personnel

26t/Ir j:',N.~aimo'' Lakefic'\:fvf l,1}~:McRa~
262

West Coast
"B.C. Surveyor"

E. Scuhr
E.A. Cal.vert

'7}',;ft•· !

Bradatsch_
J. Kruse

Li.

Kovats
R. Ostby

D.E. Ferguson
B. i'Jickens

W. Janssen

F. Szy

J. Crickmay

G.D. Vankoughnett -- ·
(Cook)

·J;F~"."'ilfc;Lellan
if Toth

J.C. Heaman
B. Mason

R.J. Reid
W. Umphrey

E. Kretai
G. Spriggs

J. Dibuz
L. Lovelace (Cook)

D.E.A. Black
J .f... Marlow

D. Cousens

L.S. Clarke

J. McKenzie

D.W. Bradshaw

H.H. Pitman

·H. Kelly
D.Q, Rowett

-A.C. _•
1

360

Regeneration

J. Jelinek

450

Kamloops H.Q.

J .G. McLaren

I J. Dressler (Dispatfher)

470

Pr. George H.Q.

N.R. Wright

fN.

480

Smithers H.Q.

500

~

A.s. Gray

Classification
(North)

Goddard

Sayle

700

800
900

I---

910

H.

----

II

Proznick (Dispatcher)

'""
l--1'. Small__)
-"'' [%";r:-:<",

""\-,; ;,-,,,

. -

Sancoi.rrer~>~,<:t~~~ Wi~f~iru!§Jl,a..~~
' '
,,~-;\''
·,

'

.._

M.A. Mason

292

490 -.,,;

•\l

B. Westhaver
J~ Kiss
R. Surkovic
jE.B. Bryans
W.MacB. Brown (Cook)

W.D.

."

~
~

M. Gratzer
T. Stott
B. Falk (Eng.)

Classification
(South)

291

July 8, 1960

Sampling
(Krunloops)

/

J·. Vizlai
R.F. Campbell
L. Christie

W.N. Bouch
M.

Sampson
'\<.<_ -,

Sampling
\ ' A.B. Robinson
(Prince George)
-A 1... ~k"" --/-1...,.,J

R.G. Harding
D.B. Carpenter
P. Bullen

F. Boas
".,,

r1 _,

J -A

J .McG. ilightman c/ u;''crown
~l
B.M. Hall ,/
R.D. Reid v'
K. Alexander v
B. a
ford v
M. Lindberg /
L.B. Roon.ey ./
R.A. Truant ,/'
M. Rogers (Cook) 1,/
12~ c. n

V

Sampling
(Smithers)
"Forest Surveyor"

H. Boas
S. Finding
J. R;; 1J!:cKf,Y

P.J. Coombs
L. Safranyk

"B.C. Forester"

K. Hellum
T.P. Legh

D.M. Francis
jM.B. Browne
IB.D. Taylor
M. Guns (Eng.-Comp.) D. Koufalis (Cook)

R. Scarrow

M.R. Moore i/

?H~'(

G.H. Laun-dry,

l,G.D. Jones__ ,/

L. Palka
R. Jensen (Cook)

i/

K. Donkersley /
S. Bathy
A.A. Meija /

C.A: Sharman V

M.R.W. May

I. Spandli .r/

v

/

G. Rvtell
J.

Griffiths ./

f s·,/)-('.J_._V.c__/[__ cfrP.,.J,,,:..,\ )

F. Pendl
ID. Purschke
I C. Boas
W.h. Stanley (Eng.) C. Hastings (Cook)

B. Chambers

J. Grant

CHARTS AVAILABLE FOR SUBSEQUENT YEARS NOT COVERED IN THIS REPORT:

FIELD PERSONNEL ORGANIZATION, JULY 18, 1962.
FIELD PERSONNEL ORGANIZATION, JULY 3, 1963.
FOREST SURVEYS AND INVENTORY DIVISION, 1965 FIELD ORGANIZATION.
FIELD OPERATION, FOREST INVENTORY DIVISION, AMENDED JULY 14, 1966.
FOREST INVENTORY DIVISION 1967 FIELD ORGANIZATION, JUNE 1, 1967.
FOREST INVENTORY DIVISION 1968 FIELD ORGANIZATION, JULY 24, 1968.
INVENTORY DIVISION 1969 FIELD ORGANIZATION, AUGUST, 1969.
INVENTORY DIVISION - 1970
INVENTORY DIVISION 1970 ORGANIZATION, MAY, 1970.
UNTITLED FIELD PARTY ORGANIZATION CHART, DATED 1971.
INVENTORY DIVISION 1972 ORGANIZATION, MAY, 1972.
UNTITLED, UNDATED, HANDWRITTEN CHART, PROBABLY 1973, 1974, OR 1975.
1976 FIELD PROJECTS, UNDATED, 2 P.
1977 FOREST INVENTORY FIELD ORGANIZATION, APRIL 27, 1977.

